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“The fashions of this world are in continuous change and

I would concern myself with things that are abiding.”

—from Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.





CHAPTER I

A DAY IN JUNE

It was the last Saturday in June 1934. A soft summer day,

the sun’s radiance tempered by a breeze.

Motoring leisurely across Belgium,myhusband and I stopped

in Spa at noon for lunch. We chose an open-fronted restaurant

facing on the town square, shaded by awnings striped a cool

green and white. My husband has the habit of resting after the

midday meal. While waiting for our salad to be mixed, he

glanced about in a way which I recognized to be a search for a

quiet comer and I gave my attention to the possibility of

having a look at Spa, preferably with a resident of the place.

Recently I had read Ereignisse und Gestalten by Kaiser

Wilhelm II. Inheritor of the kingdom ofPrussia, and Emperor

of all Germany and German responsibilities beyond the seas,

he abandoned his position, at the threat of German revolution,

in a hasty flight from Spa, thus losing for his descendants the

power which a notable line of ancestors had won, by military

victories and political strategies, for the House of Hohen-

zollem. So Spa was of interest to me just then, not as a Belgian

town but as related to him.

The restaurant proprietor kindly sent for his daughter, an

educated woman, who had been a teacher before her marriage.

She generously offered to escort me, and we set forth.

Keeping to die paths of the wooded rise above the town

square, she pointed out the direction from which the German

army had come in the summer of 19x4; the buildings diey had

used as staff headquarters; the chateau where their Kaiser had

dwelt; the road down which he had fled to seek sanctuary in
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Holland in the autumn of 1918; and the way the evacuating

troops had gone.

“I helped the officers billeted on us to pack,” she said. “They

were stunned by the necessity to go home before the war was

won. The invaders went in an orderly manner. I was nine

when the German army arrived. I was thirteen when I sat on

yonder hill to watch them depart.”

She flung her comely hands in a wide circle: “That is where

the Germans were. They succeeded in seizing all our land

except a tiny comer. German orators now moan over the radio

about their bleeding frontiers—but who first lacerated the

frontiers? Do they forget that they snatched as much as they

could from their neighbours, and clung to it as long as they

could hold? They groan to high heaven about the Ruhr and
Rhine occupation, yet they took possession of everything in

each place they invaded. Quartered on other people’s homes
they shouted, whipped, and shot if their commands were not
obeyed. For more than four years they battered us. [t took the

allied help of half the world to move them out of Belgium and
France. They would have been here still if America had not
helped. You may feel that the Treaty of Versailles is bitter.

So it is. The Nazis contend that Germany would have made
a less vindictive settlement had she won the war. That should
be so. It should be easier for conquering invaders to be mag-
nanimous than for the nearly exhausted invaded and their

allies.”

She was trembling. We sat down on a rock. As quickly
as she had lost control, she quieted herself and began to ask
me questions about myself.

“Your husband is English, but you are not?”
“I am an American, a Pennsylvanian.”

“Where did you marry?”

“In China.”

Are you on the Continent only to enjoy yourselves?'*
I explained. Music has always been my husband’s avocation.

It was given a secondary place in his education, and before he
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was of age he was started on a career in government service

in China. I lis vacations he spent in study with private teachers

and at the Royal College of Music in London. Now he had

resigned. He had just completed eighteen months of music

study in France, and was going to Germany to study.

“Do you know the Germans?” she asked.

I told her that I had known many people of German descent

in my native Pennsylvania; in China we had made a point of

becoming acquainted with the German community in each

post where we lived, entertaining diem in our home and visit-

ing diem in theirs; as a successor to a French nurse we had had

a German governess for our daughter, and at Tientsin had sent

her to the German school.

“Did you send her to school when you lived in France?”

“Yes, to the French public school.”

“And where is she now?”

“At a school in Switzerland.”

“You aren’t taking her with you into Germany?”

“We are not willing to send her to school there until we

find out how die schools are under the Nazi government.”

“What is your opinion about war?” she requested abruptly.

“It is uncivilized.”

“I agree with you—but who is right and who is wrong

when it docs occur?”

“Nobody is right Everybody is wrong.”

“That is loose dunking* The invaders are wrong. The

German Kaiser sinned against civilization when he gave orders

for his soldiers to march bt^yond his own frontiers, and every

man who obeyed that command and set his foot on neighbour-

ing soil sinned against liis fellow men.”

“It would seem from the book he has written,” I offered

lamely, “that Kaiser Wilhelm II did not want war.”

‘“Perhaps not,” she conceded. “I have read his book. I

imagine he saw himself as the conductor of an orchestra of

Siegfrieds. He may have believed that he had but to send them

forth in operatic step, blowing an heroic E Flat on shining
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trumpets, and all Europe would awaken to join joyously in a

Pan-Germanic chorus. But they wore equipped with bayonets,

hand-grenades, machine-guns, bombs, poison gas, and sub-

marines for an emergency/’ She shrugged her shoulders:

“Wilhelm II is an old man now. He is no longer important,

except as an example of the self-deceptions the emotional

Germans permit themselves. A young conductor has picked

up the baton he dropped/*

We were silent, each busy with her own thoughts, I long-

ing selfishly, as I have done so often since 1 came to live in

Europe, to run far away from this war-scarred continent

with its clatter of weapons now being amassed for further

warfare.

“I have a boy of three,** she began. “I would be content if

I could be confident that he could have a life free from war,

A few years ago here in Europe we founded a league of women
pledged to bring our sons up never to kill each other. The
German women were enthusiastic about the idea. We num-
bered many thousands. For every member in Belgium and

France there was a member in Germany. When the Nazi

government came into power, the’y outlawed our society.

Pacifism is treason in Germany now/*

“Do you think that a people so intelligent as the Germans
will long endure such autocratic rule?**

“A dictator does not rise,*’ she asserted, “unless his tempera-

ment, technique, and objectives are in tune with the people

from whom he emerges. Power and glory are certainly the

aim of many Germans, otherwise they would not have been
tempted to listen to Nazi theories, and in Belgium we hear that

Monsieur Hitler is a master in the art of shaping the state to
this end. The Germans desire to be hypnotized by their leaders
so as to feel sure that what they want is unquestionably right.

He seems to possess this ability. Under such circumstances
they will surely bear all that he imposes upon them, not only
willingly but with enthusiasm, just so long as he inflates
German importance/*
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We walked on a little way and sat down again before she

asked: “Have you read Monsieur Hitler’s book?”

I replied that I had read the English edition.

“That tells you nothing,” she declared impatiently. “The

vital parts are left out. He has forbidden foreign circulation of

the book in full. Get 'Mein Kampf as issued to Germans.”

“How did you get it?” I queried.

She touched her fair hair: “My mother’s family are Flemings.

I had the book from a cousin. The German invasion of

Belgium is continued anew now. The arms are propaganda.

The Nazis are calling to the Flemings of Belgium to join in a

brotherhood of race. They would weaken our country by

fomenting dissension among us.”

She built a little structure of twigs and brushed it aside: “It

isn’t that Germans are intentionally wicked. It is that they

befuddle themselves into faith that good can be achieved

through evil. They have consciences that prick them, and they

quiet their troublesome doubts, not by self-correction, but by

assuring themselves of their good intentions. Once a German

is convinced that the Germans know how to order life for

everyone’s good, he is converted to Pan-Germanism. The

means is but the way to that perfeedy beautiful end.”

I would have liked to discuss what she was saying, and

perhaps to have argued with her, but my thoughts were not

clear enough. So I was silent, and she continued: “After the

Germans had settled down on us they were kind to children

who obeyed diem. In their leisure they whittled toys for us*

They were homesick for their own children. They showed us

pictures of their wives and little ones. As we learned to under-

stand die language they told us anecdotes from their home

lives. They wanted Belgian children kept clean. They took

our schoolhouses as hospitals for their wounded, but they used

their medicine for us when we were sick and even helped to

nurse us. They always wanted the battles to cease for Christ-

mas. Bringing evergreen into the house they celebrated the

festival as in their homeland. I was meek. I have flaxen hair.
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‘Princess Golden* the soldiers quartered in our house called

me, and every year they trimmed a little fir tree. Also in the

famine winters they shared their rations. Ashamed of my
lack of patriotism, I grew fond of them, I really missed the

eldest when he was gone from our house.”

Her voice hardened: “But my childhood holds other

memories. Hours of my mother’s weeping. The fate of my
brother. The sight of relatives and friends corralled and com-
mandeered as they were bent to the will of the conquerors.

Keys to cellars and store-rooms had to be given up. Secrets

disclosed. In the occupied areas the battles could be heard and
we could get no news from outside. Even little children who
slipped past the front to find their fatherswere executed as spies.

Belgians young and old were detailed to till the fields and
operate the mills for the benefit of the invaders. My brother

was eleven when they came. He was a stout-hearted boy
with more courage than I possessed. He refused to plant

potatoes to feed men who had no right in Belgium. He was
taken away. We never saw him again. His fate was that of all

who disobeyed. It is the fate of all who refuse to do and think
as they are told in Germany to-day.”

My husband beckoned from below. We rose and moved
towards the car which was to carry me into life in Germany.
“God be with you,” she said in parting.

2

Soon we were off. Climbing through lovely country, we
came to a glorious panoramic view. Then dipped to the
frontier over a moor golden with early gorse,

A Belgian in uniform stopped us. He was a guard on duty.
Here, on land that had been German before 1914 and used
dien for the peace time manoeuvres of Rhineland troops; a
Belgian regiment was holding manoeuvres. Shooting made the
road dangerous. We could wait until five o’clock when the
exercise would be over for the day, or go around. We chose
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to make a detour. The Belgian appeared bored with life, but

brightened when my husband gave him a packet of cigarettes.

He kindly stepped on our running-board and came a distance

with us to make certain that we understood die way.

His right sleeve hung empty. “Lost at Lantin,” he said.

“I was nineteen then.” Gun-fire to the east punctuated his

weary voice. “We must practise to defend ourselves . . .

every shot blows away money we need in Belgium . . * and

wastes a man’s time . . . Germany, forbidden by the peace

treaty to re-arm is arming, . . . our scientists are no match

for hers . . . tanks that travel sixty miles an hour . . . bullets

that can cut steel . . . aeroplanes directed by electric waves . .

.

new poisonous gases ... all these I hear Germany has. What
use is our practice?”

Suddenly his voice tightened: “Our governors said in the

past: ‘While God is in his heaven the Germans shall not pass

over Belgium.’ Fine words. Fine words. I for one am not

going to do any more fighting.”

He got down at the cross roads. Astonished, I stared after

him as he made his way back to his post.

Further on, in an area of sparse hill farms, we were hailed

again. This time by a German. He had been running.

Sweat marked a broad line along his braces, his words were

breathless. In his house his son’s wife was dangerously ill

—

the child refused to be bom—the doctor needed tilings from

the nearest pharmacy—he had been sent out to flag a car to

help.

Beaming his thanks, he got in.

A tall, lean mountaineer, his hands were calloused, his face

seamed. He spoke, with a simple pride, English learned in

a war prison camp. A man for work rather than reading in

those days, so he told us, he had missed the news of the war

until, looking up from a furrow, he saw soldiers marching past

his fields to defend the Fatherland, He did not wait to be

called up. Three years he fought. Then he was taken prisoner

by the British.

B
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He got home a year after the armistice to find his native

place, which had always been a part of the Fatherland, held by

the enemy.

“We were promised a vote. An unfair plebiscite on

24th July 1920 fastened Belgian rule on Eupen and Malmedy.

We Germans of Eupen-Malmedy wait to be reunited to the

Fatherland. The Saar first. Then our leader will rescue us.

That is right. They have suffered most. It takes long. It will

come—but it takes long—and I am old.”

When we left him at the door of his house he promised to

let us know about his daughter-in-law.

Turning east into a wooded road, along which a lonely

tram track ran, we passed the Belgian Customs. Some yards

further on, the way was barred by a slender pole swung as a

gate between two posts and neatly painted red and white, die

colours of love and innocence.

“Heil Hitler” exclaimed a young man in a uniform of

green jacket, black trousers, and high black boots.
“
Heil Hitler” we responded to the convention.

Beyond the barrier, atop a pole of stouter proportions than

the one used to close the road, waved the Nazi flag—a scarlet

flag with a circle in pure white bearing a hooked cross in black.

It was a banner of no flimsy stuff, but an ensign cut from a

notable weaving. The branches of trees had been trimmed to

give it space.

Three frontier officers were in view. The one giving us his

attention came to our car and bowed. He spoke politely,

exchanging comments on the weather and inquiring my
husband’s reason for wishing to enter Germany. Then he
escorted my husband and his credentials into a small roadside

building. I waited.

Up the shady road out of Germany swung an open roadster,

halting across the gate from me. The sluny car was a grey
Mercedes-Benz, upholstered in bright blue leather, and driven
by a plump man, dressed to match in a grey suit and bright
blue shirt. His round head was shaven as clean as his genial
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pink face. Beside him sat a slim girl with fair hair and big blue

eyes; pretty in a sleeveless white sports frock and without a

hat.

He wanted a ride through the Belgian mountains—an hour

or so. He had passports and some money. He did not have

a permit to take money out of Germany. Good-naturedly he

handed his wallet over to the custody of the officer questioning

him, and was allowed to take from it “pocket-cash”—a few

coins. Then pressure of the officer’s foot on a lever lifted the

red and white pole. Their right hands raised high in salute, the

man and the girl cheered “Heil Hitler”, as their car leaped

forward and whizzed by.

Trams from Belgium and from Germany met at the frontier

to exchange passengers. An officer in a green jacket stood at

each end of the barrier. People entering walked round the

right, those going out round the left. Every man, woman, and

child had to show a card with a photograph on it, and respond

to the “Heil Hitler” salute. A woman from the Belgian side

who persisted in saying “ Griiss Gott” instead could not pass.

She went away in the tram in which she had arrived.

An officer came from the roadside office. He bowed to me
and, opening the bonnet of our car, copied our engine number

on his pad. He asked about our luggage. I gave him my keys.

He undid one bag, glanced in, closed it carefully, returned die

keys, bowed again, and went back into his office.

With blidie
a
Heil Hitler” three workmen bicycled round

the barrier into Germany, tin dinner pails swinging on their

handle-bars. A boy of eight or nine would have bicycled out

as casually, but he was stopped. “I’m on my way to my
grandmother’s and late,” he protested, “You officers all know

she lives just over there. Her house was in Germany before

war shifted the boundary.” He was turned home to get his

pass.

The day was lazy, but the German officials did not loiter

or chat. Alike in a mannered courtesy, they performed their

duties with dispatch. Even when idle they did not lounge.
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They stood seriously, their shoulders straight and their heads

high. I was surprised by their youth.

Our car’s international carnet signed, the Customs satisfied,

and my husband’s passport stamped, we wore assured that all

was in order for our entry. I have a passport. An American

passport. My husband forgot to oiler it and he was not asked

for credentials for me. Some months later, when we were

settled in a house, the local police just put me on their registry

“Ehcfrau” or housewife, a title of which 1 am proud and to

which I have not the least objection. There was considerable

concern about my husband’s desire to bring in and keep over

an indefinite length of time a motor car of English manufacture,

but seemingly no concern about his bringing in a woman.

The barrier opened. We entered the land which French

friends had warned me is a land of
44
Die llerren tier $chopfung'\

a civilization where man is the master of creation, I turned in

my seat to watch the frontier close behind me.

Life in Germany had begun.

3

Within Germany the road wo travelled was smoothly laid.

It widened down a charming hill, curved and bent over the

valleyed Eifel, and followed the course of the water along the

banks of the Ahr and the Rhine as we circled to Bonn, Our
way led through carefully kept forests clean of underbrush and

gnarled trees, by tidy farmsteads, past terraced vineyards, and

in and out of neat hamlets and towns each with its own tall

church spire.

At places where the view was best, good benches were set,

and frequently a rest-house at which to procure beer, milk,

coffee, or wine. We found the roadside, even in isolated places,

cleared of useless growth. Eatable berries and pretty flowed

were let grow. Poppies and cornflowers, buttercups and

Bouncing Bet, scattered their beauty lavishly; Brown-eyed

Susan, Queen Anne's lace, Jolm-go-to-bcd-at-ttoon, and the
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prim daisy were as much at home here as in the countryside of

my childhood.

Half-timbered black and white houses, with a window-box

of petunias or bright geraniums blooming on every sill, had

charm for us. A woman came from a side door to throw grain

to a handsome flock of Buff-Orpingtons. We saw many geese,

plump brown ducks, and on the pond in each town a pair of

stately swans.

Children were numerous. Clean, winsome children who
stared wide-eyed and called “Auslandcr” at us, but were quick

to answer smile with smile. Many little girls wore hair-ribbon

bows to match their dresses. Mothers favoured pink and blue.

Frequently the shirts and shorts of the younger boys were

protected by gingham aprons nicely cross-stitched in bright

colours.

The highland soil was thin. The Rhineland valley a rich

loam. Rich or thin, it was tilled as by those who know their

craft. Tall rye swayed in the breeze. Oats were full grained;

winter wheat in fine head; the first clover crop stacked, the

second deep enough completely to cover up the larks’ nests.

Much of the timothy was already cut: in many fields men were

pitching the hay into wagons where women arranged the

fragrant load. Often a little boy or girl held the driving lines.

In avenues approaching the villages and in orchards cherries

were ripe, apples and pears well advanced. Within garden

fences a few very late strawberries gleamed sweetly in beds

where the leaves were turning. Raspberries were in season,

currants nearly ready, gooseberry bushes laden with fruit, and

the vegetable gardens had all been nicely hoed. Clear ofweeds,

asparagus was growing up in a feathery plume.

At frequent intervals we passed under white cloths lettered

black and stretched across the road high above our heads.

The inscriptions read: “Thinkest thou, German man, and thou,

German woman, of the Saar?”
—“My dear German folk, forget

not thy kin in the Saar.”
—

"Germans 1 While you enjoy life

in the Fatherland, remember your brothers in the Saar.”
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Commercial advertisements were few. We spoke of this

at a place where we bought gasoline. We were told that an

order had been issued from Berlin for the removal before 1936

of all those now defacing the landscape.

It was Saturday afternoon. In the towns people were buy-

ing and selling in preparation for Sunday. In the country they

toiled late before a day of rest. Horses were in use but on the

steeper hills the farmers plodded after oxen, slow and patient in

their movements as their beasts. Many were harrowing their

fields. Others ploughed stubble under. Or were busy setting

a root crop where hay had been harvested.

We saw a little girl, whose flaxen plaits hung from beneath a

blue-checked sunbonnet, slip under roadside bars carrying a

napkin-covered basket. “Pappal Pappa!” she called. The
man at work in the field put down his scythe to greet her,

stooping to kiss her before he took the basket.

Further on we passed a group of schoolboys hiking on stilts,

accompanied by a master also stilting. They had flushed happy
faces and were making quite fast progress.

At the post-house in Blankenheim we stopped for coffee.

With “My balcony is best in June,” the inn-host ushered us
through to a porch on the edge ofa ravine. The ravine’s further
side rose above us in steep cliffs; and on the loftiest crag stood
a stone castle, its massive outline dark against the pale sky.
Unfurled from the highest turret floated the banner of the
black cross. The time was after six and the slanting light of
the sun had set panes of gold in the castle windows*
We were seated at a table by the rail, “The castle was the

home ofthe Knights ofBlankenheim until destroyed by hench-
men of Louis XIV of France,” our host told us as he spread
the cloth. “Hitler Youth have rebuilt it with their own hands.
It is in use as a hostel; just now a Labour Corps is there.”

.

he Pkced our cups he chatted on, and m route to his
kitchen he took time to dial a radio bringing to us the “Un-
finished Symphony” of Franz Schubert. To the sweet rise
of the composition’s theme we heard the nearer homely grind
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of a coffee-mill, the flow of a tap, the rattle of an iron stove.

Then the silence held only Schubert’s music until, from some-

where hidden quite close, came the note§ of a thrush. Evening

shadows lengthened while we listened. The bird, gifted with

but a narrow scale, sang clear and true, adding his voice with

all a thrush’s power to Schubert’s message. As I listened, for

no common sense reason there swelled in my heart a renewed

confidence in the affairs of the world.

Suddenly we lost the melody of thrush and Schubert in the

boom of the “Horst Wessel” song, “Die Fahnen hoch”—the

clang of castle gates and the tramp of booted feet; “Die Reiken

dicht geschlossen”—down the cliff trail men climbed: “S.A.

marschiert mit ruhigfestem Schritt.”—Like the crack of a whip

their shouted words resounded across the ravine. In double

file they passed down the village street.

Thirty-two young men; near six feet tall and handsomely

built; stripped to die waist, their smooth skins reddened by

sun and wind; trousered in grey cotton cloth freshly laundered;

booted to the knees in stout leather—they strode along in the

vigour of physical health and mental contentment holding

between them a rope. Thus the first German Labour Corps

I saw went by, their eyes glancing neither to the right nor to

the left.

“Heil/ Heiir cheered the villagers. “Hell! Heil! Heil!

—

Hell! Heiir

“Fine strapping fellows,” said our inn-host as he brought

a tray to our table. “They go down to the meadow in the

evenings to exercise in a game of tug-of-war.”

The coffee was good, the cream thick, and the innkeeper

gave us cherry tarts newly baked. The reckoning was two

shillings. Before we rose to go the thrush sang again.

“Hitler—Arbeit und Brot” we read painted on an arch of a

railway bridge spanning the river below Altenahr. “Hitler

—

Work and Bread” we read again on a white banner set in the

vineyards of Walpforzheim.

“Thank the Fiihrer for 415,673 hours of work” we read
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where the road widened into a fine boulevard. The new cutting

was not an ugly gash in the mountainside because the raw banks

had been sodded as a lawn to the end of the completed work.

It was Saturday afternoon. The road builders were away.

They had left their machines protected by fitted waterproof

covers and their hand-tools, so we presumed, were locked up

in the neat red shed on wheels.

“Heil Hitlerl” called two boys signalling to us from the

middle of the road beyond Remagen. They asked our destina-

tion and a lift that far. “We are Hitler Youth,
9
* they told us.

Both wore rucksacks, and the elder had a guitar hung on a

shoulder strap. Fair-haired, freckled, clear-eyed, square hands

clean even to scrubbed nails, blue shirts elbow-sleeved and
open-throated; black cotton shorts, laced boots and thick

socks—courteous young voices. We gave them our back seat.

They quickly slipped off their packs, making themselves

comfortable. Frankly glad of this opportunity to practise

English learned at their school in Hamburg, they used it

eagerly. One was fifteen. The other twelve. They had
recently been in the Black Forest and were now visiting the

Rhine and its tributaries, spending the summer in learning to

know their country.

At night they slept in Youth Hostels. They assured us
there were plenty of these places all over Germany, each
equipped with facilities for keeping one’s self and clothes as a
German should, as well as providing shelter and the comrade-
ship of other Hitler Youth.

“We have serious conversations, evening camp fires, and
music,

99
explained the elder.

“Rudiger plays well,” added the younger, touching the lute.

This was the smaller boy’s first season of Youth Travel.
The elder had him under his care. Rudiger had been started
in the same way three years ago by an experienced boy. He
now knew Hanover, Thiiringen, and Bayern—in fact most of
his Fatherland excepting East Prussia.

East Prussia is the most important province to study
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because it is into the East that our nation must expand,”

Rudiger told us. “A journey there is difficult. The Polish

Corridor separates that part of our nation from the Fatherland.

I can’t get across. The technicalities are too many. But next

year I shall go by boat.”

“I’ll go by boat, too,” put in the younger.

“Yes, you can come. We must all understand East Prussia.”

We asked if they had travelled in any other countries but

Germany.

“No, that we cannot do. It would be interesting, but our

Leader forbids. He wants German youth to be German, not

to pick up other ways: and we have plenty to see in our own
beautiful Fatherland. Also, Germany is poor. We haven’t

money to spend outside.”

“I’d like to see France,” said the twelve-year-old. “My
mother went to Biarritz with her parents when she was

young.”

“Flat-headed sheep is what the French call us Germans,”

the older boy told him. “They would take die Rhine away

from us if they could.”

“Would they?”

“Sure, they would—and they have mines laid all along the

border. All they have to do is to press a button in Strassburg

to blow up our western frontier. That is what the League of

Nations has let them do.”

“I would like to see France,” die little one persisted. “My
mother liked Biarritz.”

“We are a generation who cannot do things because we

like.” The older boy spoke firmly. “We must live, not for

ourselves, but for Germany.”

On entering Godesberg we found the streets garlanded with

swastikas. The boys were keen to know why. We stopped to

•let them ask. The policeman consulted answered them

politely. Adolf Hitler had come to the Hotel Dreesen yester-

day afternoon and the decorations had not yet been taken

down.
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“The proprietor of the Hotel Dreesen is our Leader’s life-

long friend,” Rudiger informed us.

“If we had come yesterday we might have seen den
Fuhrer."

“Have you ever seen him?” I asked.

“Riidi three times and I once.”

“Our Leader is the best man in the world,”
Rudiger, his eyes shining like stars.

From Godesberg the back seat was quiet. Once I turned
to loot Within the circle of the older boy’s arm the little

one was asleep, his head cradled on the other’s shoulder. As
we approached Bonn, Rudiger whispered directions. When
we drove up before a Youth Hostel he woke his companion
gently.

Thank you,”
—

“Good-bye,” and “I hope we meet again,”
were their words as they shook hands with us.

“My name is Otto. You forgot to ask,” remarked the little
one when he had hoisted up his pack.

‘Why not exchange addresses and birthday dates?” ex-
claimed the elder, and we did.

Heil Hitler! Heil Hitler! Heil Hitler/” we heard in a
medley of cordial young voices as they were welcomed into
their hostel.

We went on to a hotel. The hotel-keeper came out to the
arrb, greeting us as if truly glad we had come. He asked after
tile health of the little girls, our daughter and our niece, who
had stopped here with my husband in the early spring. His
remembrance of them pleased me, making me feel that I liad
come to live among a warm-hearted people.
Then he said, “Bonn is full. This is the best tourist season

we have had m Germany for many years. The privilege of
registered marks combined widi curiosity as to whether weGe^have cloven hoofs is bringing people into our

“You haven’t rooms for us?”
He hastily assured us that he had received our letter and
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reserved a place. The rooms were nice. The charge, inclusive

of meals, which were excellent, and the ten per cent for service,

was twenty marks a day, “as you are staying longer than a
fortnight.”

We dined in a small room where full length portraits in

colour of Field-Marshal von Hindenburg, wearing uniform,

and Reichskanzler Adolf Hitler, in a trench coat, looked on us.

I could see other portraits of these two leaders of the German
people on the walls of a brilliantly lit caf£ across the street.

This cafe was filled with singing people. As we sat down they

were chorusing in slow rhythm, starting low and rising high,

a folk song which begins:
u
Es liegt eine Krone im defen Rhein”

and is, in English translation:

There lies a crown in the depths of the Rhine,

’Twas conjured from jewels and gold so fine,

Whoever retrieves it, receives with it power.

He's crowned in Aachen the very same hour.

From the Belt to the Danube his lands all combine

To make him the Kaiser, the Prince of the Rhine.

There lies a lyre in the depths of the Rhine,

Twas fashioned of gold and of ivory fine.

Whoever die lyre from the depths doth raise,

Brom his lips pour forth enraptured lays.

Immediately this was finished a man rose up from a table

by the open window and began to sing in solo:

Gold und SUher lieh ich sekr, kanris auch gut gebrauchen
,

Sei's des Monies Silherschein, set's das Gold der Sterne.

,Or in English translation:

Gold and silver love I well, and can use it nicely,

Whether silver from the moon, whether gold of star-

light.
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When he had given two lines all the men joined in:

But much nicer is the gold that in curly locks trails

From my darling’s little head in two pretty pigtails.

Therefore best beloved child, let us play sweethearting

Till our hair is turned silver and we must be parting.

None of this crowd were young. All were well past middle
age. The women wore their long hair in knots on the top of
their heads and used side-combs. Most of the men had the

local summer hair cut, a clean shave, leaving them bald and
shiny pink. All were neatly dressed in good clean clodics.

They were orderly people. Quiet except for their music.
The waiter told us that the cafe was filled with rival singing
clubs, come in from nearby villages to enjoy Saturday night
in town.

They sang in emotional voices as people do who have
pleasure in sentimental melody. At times a group would sing
while all the others listened. Then the folk round another
table would take a turn, sometimes repeating the last song
giving it a different interpretation. Several times quartets
came out on the pavement and, turning, sang through the
open windows to their companions inside. Often there were
solos. A woman with a rich contralto voice was a favourite.
She did not, however, take selfish advantage of tills, but was
ardent in urging others to perform, and ready with her praise.

Between songs waiters served these people widi food and
beer. The women buttered bread for their men and put on
slices of meat or cheese. Hearty eating and drinking did not
hamper the volume of their romantic songs but a woman’s
hand sometimes covered a man’s glass and she said: “Thou
hast had enough.”

'^
ch
\fr^uchen^ man would exclaim and perhaps his

httkvofe would let him have another. But not always.
*

Ineir concert went on all the time we were eating dinner,
and long afterwards. My husband went out to visit a bachelor
mend, named Hans Schmidt, and I stayed on to listen to the
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singing. Upstairs, I found a balcony to my room and sat

there in a low chair. It was like a concert, but I enjoyed it

more than any formal concert I have ever attended. Here in

Bonn, the birthplace of Beethoven, on my first evening of

residence in Germany I heard
“
Rhein-Lieder

,
Volkslieder

99
and

songs from Brahms, Schubert, Schumann, Lowe, Mendels-

sohn, Wolf and others of the German constellation of com-

posers. All sung as if folk-songs.

As I prepared for bed a quartet of male voices were giving

a song which they announced had been used by a city watch-

man of a bygone day. There was a verse for every hour of

the nightwatch and a chorus repeated after every verse. This

is what I heard:

Hark to what I say, good people,

The clock struck ten from our steeple.

Commandments ten God did decree,

To them let us all faithful be.

Chorus:

Human guarding cannot aid us,

God must guard us, God who made us,

Lord, by thy grace and might,

Grant to us a peaceful night.

Hark to what I say, good people,

Eleven has struck from our steeple,

Eleven disciples steadfast were,

Grant that we die not in despair—

Thus, in serene Christian faith, a German city watchman

of a bygone day had marked the passage of time from curfew

until dawn, and German people of the twentieth century still

cherished lus words. Here was a peace like that in the Deutsch

Communities of my own dear Pennsylvania. These people

had the same substantial build and the same homely ways of

their kinfolk far across the seas whom I knew so well in my
early youth*
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Memory told me these were people I could love and trust.

Our Pennsylvania Germans do not sing in public cafes, but

this scene below had a domesticity solid as in a home. Less

homesick than at any time since I came to Europe, I listened.

It seemed my bed could be in Lebanon county; it had the good
comfort, and linen smelling of fresh garden lavender.

On the wings of their song I drifted to sleep.



CHAPTER II

“DIE FLEDERMAUS”

I awoke to the ring of church bells.

“Die Welt steht aufdem Kopf” the maid who brought my
morning coffee told me, and to this information that the world

stands on its head I buttered my first German Sunday bread.

She lingered, and realizing that perhaps the Rhinelander, like

folk in China, enjoys a friendly chat and has time for it, I did

not discourage her.

“We Germans have Adolf Hitler sent by God to help us.

The poor people in other lands have nobody to help them,”

she declared in preface to a detailed and romantic account of

his recent activities as given to her by a cousin, a waiter at the

Hotel Drccsen near Godesberg. She and her cousin had spent

yesterday afternoon, their free day, walking in the Konigswald.

She told how the Fiihrer had come to the Hotel Dreesen on

Friday afternoon, looking tired and worn. The usual vege-

tarian meal had been carefully cooked for him, but he did not

notice food and it was understood by all that he wrestled with

some serious government problem. She said: “Ordinarily, it

is his habit to thank, those who serve him.”

Dr. Joseph Goebbels, whom she called "Our Joe”, Herr

Viktor Lutze and other aides had been there with the Fiihrer.

“Others give what advice and help they can, but the strain of

every decision for our German good rests on our Hitler,” she

averred.

’ Dr. Goebbels and the Fiihrer had left the party gathered

round a table and walked on the Rhine terrace, Dr. Goebbels

talking to Herr Hitler in a comforting voice. The context of

his speech could not be heard, but Germany, Germany, Ger-
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many, throbbed through his words. Then the Fiihrer walked

alone, back and forth, back and forth, struggling towards

decision. The hour advanced beyond midnight, a fog gathered

over the Drachenfels. The orchestra, which had played all the

evening, played on and on, giving such help as they could,

choosing die Fiihrer
9
s known favourites from Wagner and the

National-Socialist hymns.

Back and forth, back and forth, he walked. Dispatches

interrupted him and after each he stared long at the Rhine,

running past in its solemn flow. Finally, there came a tele-

phone call from Berlin. The Fiihrer himself must be brought

to the telephone. He listened, but did not speak beyond an

occasional monosyllable. When he had hung up, lie walked

alone again, paler now, his dark eyes sunken in sadness.

Suddenly he turned and gave the command; “We go.”

An order was put through to the Bonn aerodrome for a

Junkers plane to be got ready. The Fiihrer and his party left

the hotel. “Since then our Hitler has striven for us, putting

down a revolution before it started. He lives only for Ger-
many. He is our father and our mother, keeping us safe from
all harm,” she stated as she took my tray.

Downstairs I asked the hotel manager about this revolution.

“Yes,” he acknowledged, “there is serious trouble in Munich
and in Berlin, but our Leader has it competently in his hand.
Here in the Rhineland there is not the least disturbance.

Come to the door and observe the tranquillity of Bonn.”
I walked with him to the door and saw that a Sunday peace

rested on the tree-shaded avenue. Elderly people strolled

there, quietly and neatly dressed, many of them accompanied
by small children, some turning into a nearby church; folk in
ages between the elderly and the very young, athletic of figure,
hurried by dressed as for various sports.

I went down to the tree-protected promenade along die
Rbhie. In the coolness here equally peaceful people were
enjoying their Sunday leisure, bathing in the water or amusing
themselves in boats. Little white sailing craft moved slowly
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on before the slight breeze. Some people brought folding

canoes to the bank; quickly setting them up, they paddled

off.

At fairly frequent intervals passenger vessels passed, chum-
ihg a wide wake of foam. Their decks were filled with happy-

looking throngs, many of them singing. All the boats were

cleanly painted, usually white with a trim of blue, green or

red and aflutter with flags and gay banners. One had a lilac

ribbon lettered in gold stretched from prow to stern proclaim-

ing it an outing of a metaphysics association and giving the

name of their town. The metaphysicians were chorusing in

fine harmony with their orchestra of wood-wind, brass, and

strings.

On the opposite bank from where I walked a populace less

refined than the quiet people here made merry. There a

calliope played amid the white tents of a circus. A merry-go-

round and Ferris wheel revolved. Their enjoyment was

exuberant, and their laughter boisterous.

A ship, with a notice inviting everyone to come on board

and view a state exhibition of things made by German hands,

stood docked below Bonn bridge. I was about to go up the

gang-plank when my husband and Hans Schmidt arrived.

They came to announce their decision that after two days of

motoring we needed a real walk. So we crossed by motor car

to the foot-hills of the Siebengebirge and parked in a Plat{.

A dirt track road on which cars were forbidden led up from

here.

Donkeys for hire, saddled horses, victorias, and a miniature

railway train offered conveyance to those who wished to begin

their walks after arrival at the wooded summit. We joined

those walking up the long hot broadway. They were a

friendly sort, joking about die toil of lifting one foot after, the

other, quoting proverbs on the merits of exercise, and exchang-

ing fun with those so lazy as to ride. None appeared con-

cerned with any revolution.

Donkey men were persuasive and parents lenient. So many
0
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children climbed the hill on donkey back. The timid clung to

an adult hand while in the saddle. The bold gave themselves

airs, flapped the reins, and dug in their heels. The result of
this was several times disastrous. More than one young rider

came down and had to suffer the mockery of the crowd.
Everybody took the hill at an easy pace excepting a column

of little girls dressed alike in black shoes, short blue skirts,

white blouses, and brown jackets much too warm for the day.

Their hair, drawn severely from centre partings into tight

plaits, was damp above their brows. Sweat poured down their

earnest faces. Some were of fine physique, others sadly marked
by undernourishment. Sound limbs and ticket legs keeping
the same forward step, they swept by singing with ardour as

they marched. In face and figure they were children still,

children whose honest faces were lit by a shining radiance,

such as I once saw on the young converted at a Christian

Revival Service in America.

“BtmdDeutscker Madchen,” commented I Ians. “The Hitler

Maids.”

This is what I heard them sing:

Deutschland, Du wirst Icuchtend stehn, rniigen wir auc/i

unterg&hn.

ForwartsJ ForwartsJ sekmettern die Hetdcnfanfaren •

ForwartsJ ForwartsJ

Jugendkennt keine Gefahren. 1st das Zkl auc/i nock so hack

,

Jugetid fwingt es dock

Kehrrcim;

Unsre Fahne flatten uns varan9 in die Zukunfi tfe/m wir
Mam fur Mann*

Wir marschierenfur Hitler durch Nacht unddurch Not3 mit
der Fahne der Jugendfir Freiheit und Brou

Unsre Fahneflatten uns voran.

Unsre Fahne ist die neue Zeit9 und die Fahnefiihrt uns in die

Ewigkeit.

Jay die Fahne ist mehr ah der Tod/
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Germany, thou wilt gleaming stand, even though we
should go under.

Forward ! Forward ! resound the heroic fanfare. Forward

!

Forward!

Youth knows no hazards. Be the goal ever so high,

Youth will yet achieve it.

Chorus:

Our flag flutters before us, as into the future we move
man for man.

We are marching for Hitler through night and through

danger, with the flag of youth for freedom and bread.

Our flag flutters before us.

Our flag is the new time, and the flag leads us into eternity.

Yes, the flag is greater than death!

Verse after verse of their hymn drifted to us when they

had passed, their clear young voices penetrating the distance

even when we had turned from the broad way into a narrow

path leading to the quietness of the wood. It was pleasant

here under the deep foliage of hardbeam and beech. Hans
had a footpath map of this district and told me that one can

buy such maps in any town in Germany. Paths have been laid

out all over the country and are kept in repair for no other

reason than to give refreshment to the minds of walkers.

We wandered over hill and dale until late afternoon. Neat

signs gave directions where paths intersected, and also fre-

quently reminded users that they were for foot-use only. Our
way was not crowded. Neither was it lonely. We met solitary

walkers, occasional couples hand in hand, and many family

groups, one in which two sturdy boys marched before their

parents and a little girl was merry on her father's back.

In technicalities beyond my knowledge, my companions

talked of the composition of symphonies, dwelling on Beet-

hoven's carefully weighed decisions and his intelligent courage,

passing through consideration of his rondo finale to discussion

of Brahms, and on to Schubert's “C Major" which they called
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a “reckless, glorious steeplechase”. We passed a class ofschool

children out with their teacher identifying plants and trees.

Beyond a rustic bridge we met two young girls wearing green

tunics and barefoot sandals and a young man dressed in.green

shirt and shorts to match. They were playing guitars. Swing-
ing along three abreast, they kept step to their music, singing

as they walked: “Wer recht in Freuden wandern will
,
der gelt

der SonrC entgegen ” I liked the idea that those who would
wander with joy must go towards the sun.

It was an idyllic day. A lovely sylvan day. Furred and
feathered creatures were friendly along our paths as in a

Buddhist land. Sweet voiced songsters fluttered beside us,

many very charmingly coloured and of species I did not know.
Robins chirped from branch to branch. Tits were really

cheeky. Red squirrels wanted nuts. Most of the German
folk had provisions for the inhabitants of the wood. There
were several people who inspired such confidence that birds
flew to their hands for tit-bits, perching there two and three
at a time. To my delight, when I tried they came to my
hands, too.

We stopped for lunch at one wayside place and for coffee
in another. In both I was surprised by the quality of the food.
I had yet to learn the high standard in comfort and diet which
the German counts a necessity.

People were friendly everywhere. At lunch when I made
some remark about life, a stranger leaned across from her
table to tell me that in some thirty poems a German poet
named Morike has summed up all one need know. As proof
she recited several beautiful verses which made me want to
read his works.

Where we stopped for coffee we found a crowd gathered
round a man with a long grey beard. He played a lute, and
gave a lead in singing whatever songs he was asked. Since
leaving China I had not expected ever again to find a minstrel
in a modem world, but here, they assured me, was one. A
minstrel in a shabby brown velvet coat. It made me absurdly
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happy. The customers of the cafe applauded him with an

enthusiasm that would have gratified a bard in a tea-house.

Back at our hotel the man who came to take our dusty shoes

asked if we had enjoyed our walk.

“I never miss mine,” said he. ‘Thursday is my day off.

My wife goes with me. We start from home at six in the

morning so as to have a good long day. Eleven years we have

.

been married. Rain or shine, except when she couldn’t because

of the baby, she has never missed coming along. He is a big

boy now. Goes to school. He eats dinner at his grandmother’s

on Thursdays. Packs a tasty lunch for us, my wife does.

Always a surprise in it for me. When we want a drink we
stop in some place for a coffee, a beer, or maybe a nice glass

of wine. We don’t sit in long. It is out of doors we like.

That is what I minded most during the War—no freedom to

wander.”

2

Before we crossed the frontier into Germany I had been

apprehensive about life under the National-Socialists. Not

only did I know what I had heard in France and read in

newspapers and magazines, but I had been in Heidelberg on a

brief visit at the very time they came into power and I had been

turned against them by what I saw there. My feeling had been

so strong that I had refused even to come into Germany in

April with my husband when he came to make arrangements

for work he wished to do in German music. This although I

knew that he had cherished a desire to study here through

twenty-eight years in China.

Now, ashamed of my behaviour in the spring, I set forth

to find a furnished house in which to make a home during our

s*ojourn. Child of a long line of Pennsylvania Quakers and a

Swedish mother, and wife to an Englishman whose favourite

composers are German, I have always lived in homes with

wide open doors for German visitors. During the Great War
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I was neutral, as were all my kin. Neither then nor since had it

ever occurred to me that one group of the peoples involved

was any more to blame for those four long years of reversion

to barbarism than the other. I knew people who had been

caught up in the tides of patriotism on both sides. I had

mourned dead who fell facing each other’s guns.

I had some German friends and many German acquaintances,

but my knowledge of things German was exceedingly super-

ficial. I knew well one German book, a drama; and I was

acquainted with some of their poetry. I did not have the habit

of reading their literature, nor had I given their philosophies

more than a casual glance. From an early age my attention

had centred on things of the Orient, but the influences round

me had tended to my acceptance of the Germans as belonging

to the coterie of the civilized. Also my heart was soft to them

because they had been defeated. People invited to any house

where I was hostess were not asked again if they were stiff to

German guests met there.

On this Monday morning, 2nd July 1934, I reasoned that

the National-Socialists of Germany are Germans, a people of

violent temperament, but a moral people who, when they do
wrong, soon long to make it right again. A hotel maid had

gossiped of further revolution, but there could be nothing

serious happening in a land where people were so serenely

unconcerned in demeanour as here. I thought of the French
Revolution and of the Russian Revolution, as I achieved a

reasoned pardon for the violence attendant on National-

Socialist assumption of government control in Germany.
Since I must live in Europe, this country now suited me as

well as any other. Moving from France had interrupted a
book I was writing about Ch’in Hsih Huang-ti, the builder of
the Great Wall of China. As my publisher wanted the remain-
ing chapters as promptly as possible, I had a concern to get my
domestic affairs in order quickly that I might finish my book.
Monday and Tuesday, and until late afternoon on Wednes-

day, I searched with a quiet heart; then my complacency was
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shaken. The estate agent took me to Marienberg, an attractive

suburb of Cologne. We stopped before a house which was

occupied.

“This is the place you want/’ said he. “It has every require-

ment you have specified. I can only show you the location

to-day, but by to-morrow morning I will have an order to

view.”

“Who lives in it?” I asked.

“A man named Abendroth.”

“The musician?”

“Yes—”

“Why is he moving?”

“He has been dismissed from all his Cologne appoint-

ments.”

“Abendroth dismissed! I thought he was one of the few

important men in music left in Germany and Cologne’s pride,

is he a Jew?”

“Pure Aryan,” he answered.

“Who dismissed him?”

“The local government.”

“Why?”

“It is not usual to question acts of government here. It

borders on treason.”

“Is Herr Abendroth banished from Germany?” .

“No. As soon as die news spread that he had been dismissed

from Cologne, the rival musical city of Leipzig invited him

there.”

“So Cologne loses him to Leipzig. Didn’t any of the citizens

of Cologne protest?”

“Foolishly, thirty-five did. I believe that they were elderly

professors, probably, most of them musicians. Two young

officials in Government uniform received the deputation. When

the officials had explained to the petitioners the seriousness of

the misdemeanour they were committing in presenting a

petition against a government decision, thirty-three of them

had the sense to slip away
”
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“And the other two?”

“They persisted in reading the petition and were beaten

insensible. One was a fine organist at one of our biggest

churches. I have heard that his hands are ruined,” the estate

agent coughed nervously. “You must not judge ours a bad

Government. We have got to be ruled hard until things are

straight. Our country would have gone Communist if the

Nazis had not saved us. Hitler’s Government is benevolent

to all who willingly obey. Our Fiihrer knows that we must

be a people of one Will if we are to regain our place among
the strong nations of the world.”

He offered to show me other houses, but I felt that I needed

to think before using any more of his time, and I went back

to my hotel. What shocked me more than the violence of the

young officials was that thirty-three elderly men had slipped

away. If thirty-five men had prepared the petition then thirty-

five should have supported it. A country which bred old men
weak in courage had not my respect.

Wanting to think things over quietly, I went to Bonn
University Campus next morning. I took the morning mail

along to read, and en route I bought copies of the local papers.

My husband had said that he intended staying here, so I was
prepared to study them in my quest for a house.

We had a postcard of greeting and “again thanks” from
Rudiger and Otto, the Hitler youths to whomwe had given a lift

on Saturday. Also a letter from the German farmer met in

Eupen-Malm&ly. He had a fine grandson safely born. Mother
and child were doing well. Would we be god-parents? This
request touched my heart. Next I read a letter from my brother
in America, and one from friends in China.

Then I opened the German papers. They reported troubles
in other parts of the world. Unrest in France, misery in
Russia, a serious shipping strike in California, the breaking up
of the British Empire, and hopelessness in the Danube
countries. Reading here, this seemed a sorry planet; but in
Germany at least there was peace. There had been an insurrec-
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tion over the week-end within the National-Socialist party, but

the Fiihrer and his aides had soon brought this to order.

Twelve years in China detached me from newspaper read-

ing as a regular habit, but my husband has “The Times” sent

to him from London wherever he is, and several copies had
come together, catching up with our new address. I opened
them leisurely, half my attention on a rusty-coated blackbird

in the tree above me who was singing notes as liquid as if the

month were May. When I had them all doubled back at the

middle, where their principal news is always hidden, I suddenly

saw that Germany was in the headlines:

“Herr Hitler’s Coup”—“A Midnight descent on Munich”—“Arrest and Execution of S.A. Leaders”
—“A Party Purge”—“More Executions in Germany”—“The ‘Clean-up* Com-

plete”
—

“President’s Thanks to Herr Hitler”
—

“Ban on S.A.

Uniforms”
—

“Attitude of Army”—“Ex-Premier among
Victims”

—
“Bodies found on Moors”—“Growing Death

Roll in Munich.”

Under these headings I read column after column of

restrained English prose. Narrating the execution of an un-

known number of Germans by their fellow Germans. Then
I read two editorials: “Purging a Party” and “Medieval

Methods”.

The fair day darkened, time turned back and memory
swung me across space. . *

.

It was a summer day in China and I had stepped out of a

hotel at the Nankow pass under die shadow of the Great Wall.

My chair bearers, who were to carry me on a visit to friends

in die nordi-east, sat waiting. Before us, on the plain, soldiers

were drawn up in regimental formation. Discipline was in

process among them. Every ninth man in every ninth row
was being called out to kneel, bare his neck, and bow his

head to the executioner’s sword. Silently, they were meeting

death.

Then, as now, the fair green earth had waved before me in
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sickening black, I heard the voice of my head chair bearer

speak: “Come T’ai-T’ai, we wait”; and my sight had cleared

that I might walk to my waiting chair. The bearers set off in

their usual deliberate trot, helping me to quietness by their

steadiness, hastening their pace only when they could put a

hill between us and what wa$ going on. Then without a

command from me the old bearer stopped die chair and put it

down. “You had better have a drink of tea,” he said kindly,

I could not put the scene from my mind and must ask

questions. The chief bearer explained to me that their com-

mander was an austere man who gave to every soldier in his

army a set of moral edicts: no one in his ranks could loot,

rape, swear, smoke, drink, or be untidy. Slackness had come
into this regiment, and its members were being taught to obey

the will of their Lord by this method of striking terror into

their midst. There had been no court of inquiry. Justice

resided in their commander.

My memory was broken in upon by a German voice: “We
are professors of the university. We noticed that you have

copies of the London ‘Times’ and would appreciate sharing

them.” Thus two men introduced themselves. I gave the

papers and they sat down, both reading from the same sheet.

Their feces went white as they read, yet neither made any
comment. When they had finished, the professors folded the

papers neady, returning them with thanks.

I went back to my hotel. On the faces of the people whom
I passed I saw no troubled anxiety, no harassed, apprehensive,

bewildered look. Men, women and children all appeared con-
cerned only with their own affairs. I crossed a market square
where fruits and vegetables were offered for sale; here Haus*
frauen were busy at their marketing, intent in their purchases.
Beside one mother a little girl waited, gaily skipping,

I told my husband that I intended to leave, and learned again
that he meant to stay. After sitting a while embroidering, I

realized that he was right. Violence may occur in any land.
I had never left China because it occurred. I could not now
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run away. Deep in my heart I knew that it is a woman’s first

job in life to make her husband as comfortable a home as she

can—in the place where he wants to be, regardless of

geography.

3

The forenoon of our second Sunday we went to a pageant

given on Bonn Campus by citizens of the town. I had supposed

from reading the papers that the S.A. were all on vacation,

but men in the brown uniform were roping off the central

grass when we arrived. In company with other observers we
strolled under the trees, noticing the charm of fair children,

the kindliness in the wrinkled faces of the aged, the feminine-

ness of the girls’ dresses and the eager attention which they

gave to young men, many of whom were sabre-gashed, some

with a nasty black gum-like paste on their fresh wounds.

Elderly ladies carried candies in pretty little china or cut-glass

boxes which they took from hand-bags and passed to their

relatives and friends.

A goodly audience had gathered before the citizens taking

part in the pageant arrived on horseback and in open horse-

drawn carriages. The men were gay in satin breeches, lace

ruffles, silk stockings and buckled shoes; the women gowned in

dainty flowered silks and muslins. All wore powdered wigs.

Children were replicas of their elders. With bygone ceremony

they descended from horse and carriage, greeted each other,

and came on to the green to dance minuets.

Sweeping curtsy, and stately bow, distinguished the leisured

performance of the opening number danced to music com-

posed by a Frenchman, M. Lully, for the court of Louis XIV.

Then came a minuet from Haydn, light-hearted and cheerful.

This was followed by a graceful and tender melody arranged

by Mozart. And, lastly, we were given one from Bonn’s own
Beethoven of quicker tempo and more varied rhythm than
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any of those before, dignified, yet with a spirit of romping
fun in it. “A minuet truly Rhenish,” a woman standing near

explained to me.

Later in the day we went to a memorial service held in a

private house for Dr. Willi Schmid, a musical critic who had
lost his life at Munich during the previous week-end. An
obituary notice was read from the “Miinchener Ncustc Nack -

richten”, and a statement was made that he had been in no way
involved in politics. His executioners had arrested and shot him
instead of the wanted man. It was a case of mistaken identity.

The Government had expressed regrets. No blemish of even
suspected treason was attached to his reputation.

There was no prayer and no discussion. The service con-
sisted of a programme of selections from Bach's

“
Matthaus-

passion”. The infinite tenderness and sorrow of this music
filled the room for more than an hour. Then the radio was
turned on that we might listen to Herr Hess, deputy to Herr
Hitler, speaking at a National-Socialist Congress at Konigsberg
in East Prussia.

Herr Hess began in a husky voice, each slow phrase emotion-
ally controlled. In this manner he spoke of Herr Hitler's

courageous action in carrying out a grave decision with
severity and energy a few days ago, thereby saving Germany
and the National-Socialist movement from mutineers. The
death of these ringleaders had prevented a civil war. It was
necessary to save the lives of thousands, if not of tens of
thousands, of the best Germans, among them possibly women
and children.

He thanked all the organizations of the party for their
loyalty; particularly the Hitler Youth, among whom every
boy looked up to the Fiihrer as his idol, because he had always
acted, especially in these days just past, in the way of an ideal
heroic figure. In a few hours he had freed the nation from the
thrall of a few abnormal, perverse beings, and restored to
womenfolk their faith in the purity of the ideals for which their
men and their children lived and strove under his leadership.
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He gave no details of what had happened and mentioned

no names, but went on to appeal to his East Prussian hearers

—as representative of soldierly German manhood, men who
could best understand the 1Fuhrer. He asserted that when the

fate of the nation is at stake the degree of the guilt of an in-

dividual cannot be given meticulous judgment. To my
astonishment he remarked that severe though it may be, there

is a deep significance in the old German system of crushing

mutinies by shooting every tenth soldier, without putting the

smallest question concerning his guilt or innocence.

His delivery quickened as he entered on the major part of his

address, which was a discourse on war and peace. He men-

tioned that within a few weeks would occur the twentieth

anniversary of the day which saw the beginning of the German

soldiers’ great heroic struggle. He said Germany now had the

good fortune to be governed predominantly by her front line

soldiers, who had grafted the virtues of the front on to State

leadership.

He paid a glowing tribute to all men who had fought at the

front, on die enemy as well as die German side. Then in

graphic and lengthy detail he painted a dramatic picture of the

splendours and the agonies of warfare, drawn from his personal

experience, and called on soldiers everywhere to prevent their

governments from bringing about a repetition of these horrors.

After some caustic remarks about die men who had betrayed

Germany, betrayed the German soldier, he warned the world

not to confuse the Germany of to-day, the Germany of peace,

with the erstwhile Germany, the Germany of pacifism. “The

way is not open for a stroll through our land,” he proclaimed,

rousing his audience in Konigsberg to loud and lasting

applause, which came clearly through the radio.

“Exactly as the French people contested each hand’s breadth

of ground with their utmost powers in the Great War, so

would we Germans do the same. The French line soldier well

understands us when we declare to those who are still playing

with the idea of a war which would call others to the front:
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‘Just you dare attack us! Just you dare to march into the

new Germany!’ Then the world will learn something about

the spirit of the new Germany! It would fight for freedom as

heroically as any people have ever fought! Old and young

would dig themselves into the soil of the Homeland! They
would defend themselves with unprecedented fanaticism!”

He closed with a conclusion, under ten minutes in duration,

that peace was wanted in Europe and throughout the world,

asked for an understanding with France reflecting the will to

peace and the mutual respect of the soldiers on the two sides

of the frontier, and reminded the world that Herr Hitler had

repeatedly declared that Germany only desired equality of

rights in all spheres, including that of armaments. After the

attainment of such an understanding between Germany and

her neighbours, Germany could more easily content herself

with that minimum of armaments which was necessary to

secure her safety and therefore peace. A virtually defenceless

country was a danger to peace, a temptation to other countries

to make war on her.

When the radio talk was over there was no comment in

the room where we sat. Soon the sincere simplicity of the

Matthew Passion continued. Listening, I realized as never
before how infinitely tender music can be when composed by
a mature intellect seeking to teach humanity that only through
love and understanding of each other can mankind be civilized.

During the following week the greater part of my time
continued to be occupied with the search for a house. Finally,

since we must have a home when our daughter and niece

arrived for the summer holidays, we took temporarily an apart-

ment near the botanical gardens at Cologne. We went to tell

of this arrangement to some people who had been energetic
in assisting us, and stayed to afternoon coffee.

Here we heard some comment on Herr Hess’s address. Oar
host and hostess denounced it in no uncertain terms. “The
German people have a right to an adequate explanation of
*bloody Saturday’.”

—“We Germans are one of the foremost
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peoples in the world in the adequacy of our laws and die effici-

ency of our Courts of Justice.”
—“No Chancellor has the right

to turn back to medieval practices.”
—

“Herr Hess has criminally

evaded the issue with an emotional smoke screen.” “We hope

that Herr Hitler, a Chancellor democratically elected, will be

more adequate when he addresses the Reichstag which has been

summoned to the Kroll Opera House to hear him on Friday,

13th July.” Those were things they said.

At eight o’clock on Friday evening, 13th July, we went to

the Cologne High School of Music. This was the time at which

we had been invited to attend their graduation exercises. But

we discovered that the graduation ceremonies would not take

place until after the broadcast of Herr Hitler’s speech, to which

all Germans must listen. He spoke for an hour and a half

with furious animation and skilful technique. I had read his

book,
“Mein Kampf”, wherein he has explained his theories

on public speaking. He fulfilled them all. He told nothing

more than he wished his people to know.

The most important part of his oration, so I thought, was:

“I am ready before history to bear the responsibility for

twenty-four hours of the bitterest decision of my life, during

which Fate has taught me, in anxious worry, to cling with

every thought of mine to the dearest thing we possess in this

world: the German people and the German Reich!' And: “In

this hour I was responsible for the fate of the German nation.

Therefore the Supreme Court of the German people was

myself.”

“Audacious poetry,” exclaimed the stranger on my left as

this remark from his Chancellor came out of the radio.

When the speech was over the Cologne High School of

Music ceremonies began promptly. The programme was

ambitious and disappointing. The performance was not even

equal to that which I had heard the previous year at the Royal

College of Music in London, and I had expected much more

from scholars in a land so natively musical

Afterwards, feeling that Germans have no end of vitality, I
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went along on an invitation to hear some real music. Arrived
at a fine house four of our company, one of them a Jew, took
up their instruments. They were business men. They said
they had met together to enjoy music without interruption
every Tuesday since they were young men-—except when
interrupted by the War, in which all had fought. Our host’s
promise that we would hear real music was no idle boast.
They played superbly Beethoven’s “Quartet in E flat

opus 127”.
5

Our host had both beer and champagne on ice, and sand-
wiches, ready for a party. As he filled glasses he sang from
Die Fledermaus \* “Gliicklich ist, wer vergisst, was nicht mc/ir

{U andern ist! (Happy is he who can forget what cannot
be altered.)



CHAPTER III

TOWARDS NOVEMBER

“Still, sprkh dutch die Blume,” was said to me when I asked

a simple question as we sat drinking coffee on a Rhineland

terrace.

“Hush, speak through a flower!” It seemed a curious

answer. Because I looked puzzled, it was amplified: “Do not

speak the names of Government officials or Party members

unless you praise them.” I felt hurt, for I had meant no harm.

I probed no further that day. Mine had been but an idle

curiosity.

Never before had I been so close to the frequent passing of

tragedy, nor among a people who accepted tragedy as these.

Every few days I encountered stories that appeared incredible

in a land as outwardly serene and gay as this. For instance, I

saw a woman go by, tall and fair, her beautiful face so marked

by pain tliat I had to ask about her.

I was hushed and not answered until we were in .our host’s

house. Then, after the servant had left the room, pillows were

put down along die crack of the door, a wad of plasticine

stuck in the keyhole, and the telephone—which in Germany

plugs into a wall socket—pulled from its connection “because

the inventions for listening in on families are most easily

applied to die telephone and some chance remark overheard

might be judged treason".

These arrangements completed, I was cautiously told the

following about the woman. Two unknown men wearing the

brown uniform of the National-Socialist Party had entered

39 D
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the house while husband and wife sat at dinner, and taken

the husband away. Three months later four young men wear-

ing black uniform with the “death’s head cap” had brought

back a coffin, and informed her that her husband had com-

mitted suicide. It was forbidden to open the sealed casket.

My narrators carefully explained that the husband was not

a Jew, but an Aryan, as they call non-Jews here, a distinction

in tragedy of which I did not see the point. The party officials

stayed until after the funeral. The widow was made to pay

five thousand marks for “burial services”.

From what I could learn her husband had been a respected

member of the community. Neither the community nor her

kin had made any united protest. In fact no protest of any
kind had been made. And this was explained with the sen-

tence: “It is not wise to interfere between individuals and
the Party.”

Around us, as the summer advanced, trellised roses bloomed
to meet the purple clematis. Stately delphinium, snapdragon,

hollyhock, and sweet-pea beckoned to the budding aster, the

dahlia, and the chrysanthemum. The Rhineland is rural even
where urban, and every man here a landed proprietor, be his

estate but a window-box. I found this true of archbishop
and parish priest; of nobleman, wealthy merchant and pro-
fessor; of artisan, shopkeeper, factory hand, and railway
guard.

In the Rhine valley I never saw a no-man’s-land of old tin

cans and rubbish. I never came upon an ugly back-yard
comer. Everywhere were flowers in array, neat paths, and
pretty lawns; in each garden there was an arbour or a tree

with a cleanly table and chairs set beneath its shade. Nearly
always there was water—a trickling stream, a lily pond, or a
fountain, if the location gave no view of the river.

“For us, where there is something growing, there is always
hope,” I was told, and this was added: “If you will look you
will find the seed ofblossom in every German heart. No matter
how sordid the round of his daily life, tucked under the
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crustiest exterior each German has a sentimental love of forget-

me-nots and rustic waterfalls/’

Although the Rhine is a busy commercial river, at few

places along its banks are warehouses permitted to press down

to the water’s edge; long stretches of riverside are kept open,

some laid out in parks, others left in wild and rugged beauty.

At the close of the Great War, the peace dictated by the Allied

victors levelled the fortressed walls of patrician Cologne; the

havoc and mess round the proud city was soon cleared away

and its double-towered cathedral now looks down on an

encircling green belt planted with trees and shrubs, furnished

with swimming-pools and playing-fields. In lovely Diissel-

dorf, flowering vines clamber up houses built flush on the

street. It seemed they must spring from the pavement. I

learned that their roots are nourished in well-tended beds in

the cellars of the houses, the trunk stems carried through wall

and sidewalk in encasing tubes.

“Stiefmiitterchen
9

or “little stepmother”;
“
Himmelsschliissel”

or “key of heaven”; these are names given the pansy and the

primrose. The ever-flowering begonia is called “industrious

Elizabeth”. Each blossom has its Kosename or love name.

Walls do not generally shut homes from view. In passing

one may enjoy the flowers grown there, and also glimpse the

householder surrounded by his family at coffee, or perhaps

reading aloud to wife and daughters who are doing needle-

work; or more frequently find him busy at cultivation, some-

times halting an instant to survey his domain with an air of

supreme content. Even on huge estates, where there are

gardeners enough, owners wheel heavy barrows, spade, plant,

weed, and water, spray and train, in serene business. Ne’er a

one have I encountered thus engaged but would quote me

unasked some beauteous line from a German poet.
*

“Politics spoil the character,” according to a German

proverb, and I found few people concerned with their govern-

ment, except those actively employed in it. The people I met

preferred to be occupied with other things.
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Daily I heard what in America is called classical music, and

under the following explanation I was assured that there is

nothing curious about this. Effective melodies are invariably

borrowed folk-tunes, and all the great German composers were

folk-musicians, kin to the highway minstrel and the trouba-

dours of a day earlier than their own. The chorals of Bach

were taken from the German folk-songs and turned into hymns

by Martin Luther, who put religious words to them. In Bonn,

Beethoven's birthplace, one can hear to-day the rustic dance

melodies, the cuckoo calls and the final serenity which

the master put into his “Pastoral Symphony”. Schubert,

Schumann, Brahms, Wagner and the other great men arranged

and re-wrote what was already commonplace, enriching it with

their own genius. Even the tune of “Deutschland iiber alles\

taken from Haydn, was got by him from a Croatian folk-song.

There may have been places where the political events of

this time beat in upon these people differently than I saw.

As far as my observation went their concern with politics was

to keep free of it. “We love the Fatherland deeply, truly,

reverently, but we are not temperamentally suited to the

management of affairs other than our own,” I heard again and

again, while broadcast on the air every day were strange

statements made by members of the National-Socialist Party

who quite frequently gave their remarks support by quoting

phrases tom from the text of Schiller, Lessing, Fichte, and

even Goethe.

“These Rhinelanders have wine in their veins, not blood,”

a Berlin friend visiting us characterized them, “They need a

firm hand before they can be properly incorporated into die

Third Reich. They care more about carnival than politics

and have a half-serious, half-mocking affection for both

England and France. It is said that Cologne people especially

never suffer overmuch from the times, but when governed

against their will are as independent as ever. Given moonlight

on the Rhine, they have always been willing to let who will

tend to politics.
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“But a new time is bom now, a serious time, and soon their

life and vigour must be harnessed more practically to the

service of the State. That cannot be done, of course, until we
have re-occupied the Rhine—a right the Versailles Treaty for-

bids us. These folk compounded of gentleness and coarseness,

nimble wits and Catholic piety, careless gaiety and business

genius, are a splendid people. They must be made more

closely one with the rest of the Fatherland. Of course, some

of the great factory owners here have supplied Hitler with

gold, helping to make his rise possible. They gambled on him

as an ‘unknown soldier
9 who might be right in his fanatical

belief that he is selected by God to bring back German

prosperity.

99

Despite the great joy they took in their domestic gardens

no one here seemed quite at home in town; all had a nostalgia

for the wilder country. At every week-end they hurried

away, the wealthy in motor cars or river yachts, the less rich

in small cars and on motor-bikes, the populace pouring out on

push bikes and on foot.

They went in family groups to wooded hill and riverside

meadow, freshly and neatly clad. The poorest showed no

rags. Every garment they wore was cleanly washed and nicely

patched. Little folk rode in baskets fastened on the bicycles

of their parents, or if with pedestrian adults were carried

pick-a-back. They took their books and games along and the

mothers had hampers of provisions. Picnicking in beauty

spots everywhere, they left not the least scrap of litter. I often

wondered if this be due to their innate tidiness or to training

and the strictness of the law.

I found the heavy summer heat in this valley more trying

than any heat I had ever known, but the people here were not

wilted by it. They were seemingly impervious to its discom-

fort. Boisterous in their enjoyment, they danced in the open,

sometimes with flowers in their hair, the blonde heads of the

women shining in the sun. Young people strolling with arms

round each other’s waists stopped unabashed for long kisses.
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Aged couples laughed at them and did likewise. It was usual

to see people whose hands were callous with toil playing

musical instruments. No gathering was without its song.

They scattered music over their great river, over their wine-

clad hills, and along their forest ways.

Peals of laughter punctuated the pleasures of the populace.

The German language seems a hard wrought struggle with

thought. It lacks the ease of English, and die crystalline clear-

ness of meaning to which I had become accustomed in China

and in France. To me it is barbaric and rough, a language of

doughty vigour, plastic and unformed; yet possessed of a rich-

ness more polished tongues have lost. When spoken, Iligh-

German breaks upon my ears like die rumble of a wooden

drum, die gutturals hard and brittle, closely overlaid by flute

tones. But on the tongue of the Cologne populace language

turns into a melodious dialect. They put a soft roll on die r’s

and add a rich cadence to expression, jewelling their speech

with vivid phrases often vulgar, nearly always funny.

Very shortly after arrival I learned that the National-

Socialists were urging the Rhinelanders to exclude Jews from

use of the river and its meadows, from the forested lulls, from

the swimming-pools and playing-fields, and to keep them out

of the opera houses, theatres, and concerts.

Marie and Brenda, my daughter and niece, soon discovered

this. And one afternoon I came home to be told that they

were giving tea to Manfred, the son of a German neighbour.

High voices arrested my attention before I opened the door to

the room where they sat.

“The Jewish problem must be settled. It is a serious

world problem,” I heard Manfred say.

*Tt is no problem at all,” put in young Brenda quickly.

“The world is God’s and we must live in it together peace-

fully.”

“German soil is German,” he said firmly. “They have to

get off German soil.”

“The German Jews are German,” Marie said. “They helped
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to make this nation, and in its good and its evils are a part of

it. You cannot rise up and crush them, neither can you stamp

out the pacifists, the Masons, all who believe in the League of

Nations, and every other element that does not bend to this

wicked creed. Don’t you know your own Hans Sachs?”

“Children, children,” I admonished, but I have never been

able to stay Small Girl on any of her determined courses. Her

voice, clear and firm, subdued mine, repeating words she had

learned long ago in China from a German governess, an East

Prussian:

Also, it lieben sone mein,

Weil ir in lieb bleibt usammen gebunden,

Einer des andern Schut% wil sein,

So bleibt ir reich und auch unuberwunden.

Halt ir nicht ob einander Schuti

und sucktjeder sein eigen Nut

so wert ir gen %u grimd in kuT\en Stunden.

And so, dear sons of mine,

While you stay bound in love to one another.

Each one willing to be the protector of the other,

So long will you stay rich and also none will

Have the better of you.

But if you are not concerned to guard each other,

And each seeks his own gain,

Then you will perish in a few short hours.

The three had stony faces.

To my surprise Manfred’s face softened first, and he said:

“You foreigners cannot have any idea how beset with diffi-

culties we young Germans are. We have to join the Hitler

Youth. We have to accept as gospel every Nazi word. Other-

wise we have no future. We are told quite plainly that no job

Tzind no profession will be open to us if we do not accept

National-Socialism. I want to be a doctor. I have always

intended to be a doctor. I am ready to take my final high

school examination next term. I cannot study further without
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a certificate that I have passed it. And no one is allowed to

take the examination who does not have a reputation as a believ-

ing Nazi.”

“You poor thing,” I heard from Brenda. “Do take another

piece of the chocolate cake.”

Marie was filling his tea-cup, putting in plenty of sugar, as I

closed the door to go away.

The people here were not entirely occupied with their own

personal celebrations. Masses of them took part in each

national celebration, as requested from Berlin, celebrating

events with a fervent pageantry which often made me feel that

we were a part of a Wagnerian opera. Torchlight processions

were usual. National anthems, as romantic as they are violent,

as sentimental as they are martial, assailed my ears. Local

songs, drums, and full orchestras were supplemented by

radioed programmes in which noise more thrilling than die

words filled the air.

Into the outward serenity of this summer came the radioed

news of a National-Socialist uprising in Austria, the failure of

a group who had tried to bring about an Anschluss with

Germany. Music and noise was suddenly stilled, this gay world

abruptly quiet.

“The Anschluss is right, Austria should be joined to us.

This clause must be tom from the wicked Versailles Treaty,

but, alas, the Austrian is a fumbler. Somewhere his timing

has gone wrong,” one heard said. It was known that Dollfuss

was dead and there was sadness that he had not been allowed

a priest before his death. The Rhenish Catholic folk with

. whom I listened were much moved when a broadcasting voice

announced that his last words had been, “May God forgive

them.” But the great anxiety was: “Has Austria again plunged

us into war?” Men and women mentioned radio broadcasts

which, they said, had been going out from Munich, given by-

an Austrian National-Socialist living in exile there, broadcasts

against Dollfuss and his government. They spoke ofthousands
of Austrian National-Socialists finding sanctuary in Bavaria-*—
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armed men organized into legions, camped near the Austrian

frontier; men in training these eighteen months past in

readiness to rescue their country when the signal should

be given.

Anxiety deepened as word came across the wires, picked up

from France and England and Luxembourg and other stations,

that Frau Dollfuss was with Mussolini, and Italian troops were

massing on the Tyrolean border. It was remembered that the

elected German Chancellor, Adolf Hitler, was not a birth-

right German but an Austrian. “We have been sacrificed to

Austria,” white-faced people said. “War has come upon us.”

Then suddenly spirits rose as quickly as they had sunk.

Round the radio where I listened, listeners began to say:

“He'd! Heil! Heil! he has saved us!”

News had come across the wires that Adolf Hitler was in

Bavaria turning back the Austrian legions. “All National-

Socialists have taken an oath to obey implicitly the Fiihrers

will and so there can be no question among them of dis-

obedience,” ran the murmur around me.

“He is standing on the road turning them back.” Only

then was it remembered that in his book “Mein Kampf”,

Herr Hitler has written praise of Mussolini and expressed the

view that a bond of friendship must be made and kept with

him.

When it was known that a telegram had gone to President

Miklas in Austria expressing President von Hindenburg’s con-

dolences on the “abominable outrage” of which Dr. Dollfuss

was the victim, there was general approval.

“Twice within a summer month this Fiihrer has saved us

from war—from inner revolution by his action at the end of

June, and from world war now,” was said in these days, and

I saw that many of the intellectual class who had been indiffer-

"eiit to him were won to his support by his conduct at this time.

Conversations in ensuing days confirmed this.
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2

Full meed of praise one heard* yet never a thorough dis-

cussion of the tenets of government. Instead of this “Vorsicht,

leise sprechen” became a phrase very familiar to me. I have a

lively curiosity and I had never lived with people like these

before. “Careful, be quiet” had not been a habit of my life.

I found it hard to acquire. Resolved not to question, I would

find myself questioning. “I would not bother myself if I

were you,” I was told.

The amusement places were full. Old men had their own
comers in coffee-houses, certain chairs sacred to them; here

they met the same friends for die same games at the same

regular times. Women too had dieir groups and their own
sacred tables round which they had met on the same date for

years; a circle of girls, often from the same school, stout

matrons now who once a week went “konditor’n', They
brought their handwork to die coffee-house. Quite at home
in this public place, they ate heartily of Tone, Apfilkuchm
mit Schlagsahne

, Pfirsich-Melba Eis
,
helped down by generous

cups of coffee topped with whipped cream. Then they em-
broidered their gaily coloured Kissen

,
T'ischdecken, Ldufer and

other things that would make nice presents at Christmas, dis-

cussing as they worked everything except the forbidden.

In places where there was music, usually out of doors in this

fine weather, the young folk danced on a part of the paved
terrace reserved for dancing. They have the custom that a

young man may go to any table and widi no introduction

bow and ask a girl to dance. Strangers, they dance, and when
the music stops he brings her back to her table and leaves her.

They have this social freedom and yet a simple question
anything related to their Government either brought extrava-

gant speech lauding National-Socialism or such a reply as this,

said behind a hand: “Wir haben %war die Poli{et9 aber damit
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nicht genug. Wir haben die Geheimpoliici und die nock geheimere

Poli{ei. Wer das ist, weiss kevner. Ich konnte einer davon sein,

oder meine Frau. Hermann
,
hier, traktiert tins mit Bier, und das

Geld da{u erhalt er vielleichtfur Spit^eleienF

(We have the police, but that is not the end. We have the

secret police and the more secret police. Who they are nobody

knows. I may be one. My wife may be one. Hermann, here,

may be treating us to beer with money he gets as a secret

agent.)

Men are not afraid of outspokenness if they really care about

,

a thing. Nor women either. Where there is ardour of soul

against a condition, people defy danger, courting martyrdom.

Death is an experience common to each of us. Stirred to

defence of a conviction, men and women gladly give their

lives. They are not halted by threat of arrest or torture where

feeling is strong enough. People the world over suffer, even

die, gladly for any cause they really cherish. The Germans are

no exception. I had known too many of them to imagine this.

I found their desertion of the cause of freedom of speech

disconcerting, and their failure to stand by kin and neighbours

astounding. I had a desire for “more light”, as Goethe puts

it. But at this period of my experience Rudiger and Otto

were the only persons who took the task of my enlightenment

seriously. It became my habit to write them queries. They

answered with detailed care. Beyond this I had to educate

myself by observation.

Crossing die Cadiedral square in Cologne one day, I heard

an order broadcast to all Germany. On August 2nd every

church bell in the land was to ring at noon, tolling for fifteen

minutes in commemoration of the twentieth anniversary of

the day when the flower of German manhood set forth to

protect the Fatherland from a war forced upon them. Flags

were to be flown on every home and shop in honour of the

sons of the homeland who had shown a readiness to sacrifice

themselves for the just cause of Germany.

No turret, balcony, or roof was to be without its banner.
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The colours of the old and of the new Reich were to float

there side by side. “The re-bom nation is commanded to think

in silent reverence of the incomparable spirit which they dis-

played in the path of heroism. Silent prayers are to be followed

by church services, parades and ceremonies in every corner of

the Reich; these are to be inspired by the thankful knowledge

diat God has raised us out of want and shame to National-

Socialism,” said the fervent broadcasting voice.

I bought a copy of the
u
Deutsche Aligemeine Zeitung” and

there read:

“In the days of the collapse in 1918 and of the Versailles

dictate it seemed as if all our sacrifices had been in vain.

To-day we may say that, historically considered, we did

not lose the war of 1914-1918, for the plan to dismember

the German Reich
.,
to break up die creation of Bismarck,

and to set us back where we were before 1870 did not

succeed. It did not succeed in the war, or in the post-war

period, in spite ofall apprehension. Since National-Socialism

seized power, the national spirit of self-assertion has been so

renewed that skilful political leadership will be able to avert

every future danger.”

On August 2nd the banners of the old and the new Reich

floated side by side on castle and cottage, small shop and great

factory, but they were at half-mast, draped in black, and the

church bells ordered to toll in honour of the soldiers of the

German army left on the field of battle now tolled for them
and for the leader of that army.

Twenty years ago to-day the German Government had
informed the Belgian Government that they intended to occupy
Belgian territory in order to forestall an enemy attack from
that direction. A few weeks later General von Hindenburg,
who had fought in the battle of Sedan, which gave the Germans
the victory over France in 1870, had been summoned from
retirement to repulse a Russian attack in the east, and at the

age of sixty-seven won the battle of Tannenberg. From that

date until this with rare intervals he had been the embodiment
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of German hope. In belief that red revolution, such as had

occurred in Russia, was rising in the Fatherland he had advised

his Kaiser to seek refuge in Holland. Leading home his

defeated army, he had striven since then to establish order, and

he had served republican Germany for several terms as

President. Now, early this morning, Dr. Goebbels sadly

broadcast to the nation the news of his death. Round us I

heard the question: “What will happen? Who succeeds to the

Presidency?”

There was radio silence for half an hour after announce-

ment of the death. Then Dr. Goebbels spoke again announc-

ing the unification of the presidency and the chancellorship in

Herr Hitler’s person: “The Bill giving this joint office to Adolf

Hitler is in two parts. Firstly, the office of the Reichs-Prasident

is united with that of the Reicks-Kaniler and, in consequence,

the former powers of the Reichs-Prasideru pass to the Leader

and Reichs-Kan^ler, Adolf Hitler. He nominates his deputy.

Secondly, tills Bill enters into force from the moment of the

death of die Reichs-Prasident von Hindenburg.”

This automatically gave to Adolf Hitler General Field-

Marshal von Hindenburg’s place in the German Army. It

was made known to the people that General von Blomberg

had sent an order to die services which read: “The Field-

Marshal’s example of service to the Fatherland until his last

breath will for ever be a lesson to us to pledge our strength

and our lives to the new Germany. The door of this new

Germany was opened to us by Field-Marshal von Hindenburg,

who called Adolf Hitler to the Chancellorship, thus fulfilling

the dream of centuries of German history. Inspired by the

heroic figure of von Hindenburg, we tread the path to the

future of Germany full of confidence in the leader of the Reich

and the German people, Adolf Hitler.”

Soon all Germany knew that, division by division, the

soldiers and sailors were pledging their loyalty with an oath:

“I swear by God this sacred oath that I will render uncon-

ditional obedience to the leader of the German Reich and the
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German people, Adolf Hitler, the Commander-in-Chief of the

Services, and I will at all times be ready to stake my life for

this oath,”

“The army,” I heard, “is the only force capable of resisting

National-Socialism, This shows that they stand behind the

new law and the new order.”

By evening Adolf Hitler had designated that he wished to

be known as Fiihrer and Chancellor, and that he desired the

bill appointing him to this joint office to be submitted to a

national plebiscite on 19th August.

“There is nothing left for us to decide,” a woman explained

to me “our part is to thank the Fiihrer for what he is willing

to undertake for us.”

In dramatic detail Field-Marshal von Hindenburg’s funeral

was broadcast to the world. Every step of the black horses

drawing the hearse, a gun carriage covered with a war flag,

was reported on its long journey from his estate to Tannenberg,

the scene of the greatest victory of the War, where he was
buried.

At 11.30 on the day of the interment all Germany paused

for a moment; heads were bared in die streets, arms out-

stretched in salute, and bells rang from the steeples. In the

schools children listened and were dismissed for die day. In

shops and factories workers gathered round a wireless for die

ceremony, spending the whole morning listening.

Every employer of labour had by Government order to

install a wireless set ready for this broadcast, and have it diere

for future use, that it would no longer be possible for a

worker to give the excuse that he had not listened to a Govern-
ment broadcast because no facilities were provided.

#

From this day on there was the busde and stir of prepara-

tion for August 19th, the day chosen for the plebiscite, or
“thank you!”

In the midst of this the Baptist World Congress in session at

Berlin passed two resolutions: “Firstly, this Congress deplores
and condemns as a violation of the law of God all racial
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animosity and every form ofapprehension or unfair discrimina-

tion towards Jews, coloured peoples, or subject races, in any

part of the world. Secondly, this Congress urges govern-

ments throughout the world to declare themselves ready to

surrender whatever of their national sovereignty it may be

necessary to surrender in order to establish an international

authority for the maintenance of peace on a basis of equality

and right in the world.”

This seemed fine to me, but I did not hear that it stirred

governments anywhere to action.

The plebiscite sanctioning Adolf Hitler’s election as Fiikrer

and Chancellor happened round me, but we three—Marie,

Brenda and I—gave it no real consideration. Our whole hearts

and minds were centred on my husband just then. Hurt in

an accident, he had been operated on and the doctors had told

us that he might slip away at any time.

The children were sure he would recover. I was not sure and

I couldn’t say “Thy will be done.” There was no resignation

in me. I was busy with many practical things which I hoped

would help to keep him, and with a sort of fierce praying that

must have been very trying to God. There were crowds of

people where I needed to cross street and square. My memory

is that they were excited people, often cheering, and that

hundreds sang.

People everywhere talked of the election. A man in the

street car said: “Kaiser Wilhelm II broke the ship of state

which Bismarck built, and now we have a man who is certain

that by gift of God he has the power not only to repair

that ship but to steer it.”

Everyone round me was most kind, even perfect strangers.

I learned that Germans have deep sympathy for one in sorrow

and a gentle understanding for the frenzied. In the crescendo

of excitement rising to enthusiastic election of Herr Hitler as

Fiikrer and Chancellor, the ways I thought I needed to cross

were often in prior use for parades, but when I took right-of-

way policemen let me go. More than once a man in brown or
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black uniform after saying, “You cannot go across town now,”

took me where I felt I must go in his own car.

There was much colour. Banners and flags waved on every

home and shop and on public buildings. There was much

singing and marching to flute and drum, and endless parades.

Even a parade for work horses, in which each horse wore a

bow of the National-Socialist colours. The trees that shade

the streets all had Ja, or yes, on their trunks.

The radio broadcasts were tireless and a loud-speaker

covered “every inch of Germany”, so a man in the street told

me. Men from every walk of life addressed the nation and the

world. There was a twenty-minute biography of the life of

Herr Hitler every evening.

An elderly woman who sjhared a tram-car seat with me ex-

plained the need for this, my request for information arising

from the fact that the tram halted at a square where the broad-

cast came from a loud-speaker. She said that since the Kaiser

and the kings left their thrones there have been many political

parties—twenty-eight and more in some elections each putting

up a candidate. People had become bewildered and tired of

it all. Few knew die names of the Chancellors that have held

office. Despite familiarity with Herr Hitler's name because of

the “Heil Hitler” salute, it was very likely that numbers of folk

knew nothing further about him.

She knew because her second son lives in Bavaria and has

been a member of Herr Hitler’s party for twelve years. He
had told her that Herr Hitler is a modest man who shunned

publicity at first. In fact, early in Nazi history the party had

been called “Riders of the Night” by the romantic. Then as

they grew stronger the Fiihrer had begun to make use of

propaganda, and he has as his Propaganda Minister a man
who is cleverer at this than any other man in the world. “In

this hour of victory when he stands high as die leader of all

Germans within and without the present Reich, every man,
woman, and child must know him,” she concluded.

I did not listen to any of the radio orations, but Riidiger
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and Otto, who wrote me words of comfort every day until I

could send them a wire that my husband was out of danger,

saved Herr Hitler’s biography and .many of the speeches for me.

The twenty-minute biography given each evening portrayed

a moral man, virtuous and steadfast; pictured his birth in a

humble home on the German-Austrian border, his straitened

childhood and unhappy youth, the loss of his mother, days of

poverty in Vienna, his war service, his suffering from gas, and

how he lived only to right German wrongs. Dr. Goebbels

assured listeners :
“ Herr Hitler does not surround himself with

pomp and circumstance.” Herr Frick, the Minister of the

Interior, said: “It is neither the business of the State nor of the

National-Socialist Party to attack the Christian churches.

The State and Party leave every man to find salvation in his

own way. What they will control is political activity under

cover of ecclesiastical endeavour.”

The Foreign Minister, Baron von Ncurath, said: “All the

shame and all the evil we have suffered since Versailles had

its origin in our humiliation and disarmament by the Versailles

dictate. We must all stand solidly behind Adolf Hitler and

show the outer world that his will and his demands are identical

with those of the whole German nation.”

Secretary Hierl, the Reich Labour Leader, said: “Let us show

foreign countries which are befogged by a lying international

Press that Adolf Hitler is no dictator oppressing the German

people by force, but the true leader of Germany, raised to his

position by the confiding trust and devoted love of a whole

nation.”

Speaking from Hamburg on the eve of the plebiscite, Adolf

Hitler repeated bis philosophy of authoritative personal

government as against party government because a state

governed by conflicting parties is without resolution. “The
world must now know two things,” he said. “First, the

German Reich will never surrender its honour and its equal

rights. The German people, internal relations and economics

in order, will defend the nation against all. Secondly, the

E
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German Government, like the German people, is filled with

the unconditional wish to make the greatest possible contribu-

tion to the preservation of world peace. The German Army
does not need to rehabilitate the fame of its arms. . .

.

‘The time of the German revolution is past,” lie continued.

“The National-Socialist ideal has conquered. Germany is

ruled by this philosophy. But in taking over, a loyal alliance

has been made with many who did not spring from die

movement. In practice this has proved beneficial to die

German people. Millions of Germans who have earlier stood

aside or opposed, have become reconciled to a regime which

has no wish other than to put Germany’s best and most

capable men in the posts of public life.

“The gradual evolution of the Reich in coming decades

under National-Socialist leadership of the German people’s

State demands discipline at home, complete order, undisturbed

tranquillity. Therefore, it is my inflexible resolve personally

to bring to account any who should venture to hinder or

oppose this development. I will not have the ignorant, misled,

insignificant persons shot. But I will in all cases crush to earth

the really responsible.

“The National-Socialist State pledges itself to positive

Christianity. It is my sincere aim to safeguard die rights of

the two great Christian confessions, to preserve their doctrines

from attack, and to create harmony between dicir duties and
the requirements of the present State.

“The economic tasks ahead are great. They demand
decision and endurance. But the skill of the German inventor,

the ability of German economic leaders, the diligence and
superior ability of the German craftsman, the industry of the

land-tillers, the area of the food-stuffs, and the richness of die

soil will supply our needs if we are courageous in our struggle.

“Do not count on any standing in the eyes of the outer
world other than that of the strength your brotherly solidity

gives the Reich ... not for my sake but for that of the German
people I have requested this referendum. I do not need a vote
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of confidence to strengthen or maintain the position I hold.

But the German people need a Chancellor supported before

the whole world.

“I do not argue with those to-day who think they can do

better in this place than I can. They have all failed. They
must admit that on the whole my fifteen years of struggle for

you has been successful. I have created a movement from

nothing and given the German people a new and better

situation at home and abroad. Ever since I have been in the

struggle one thought only has ruled me—Germany/*

Just before the voting a remark from Bismarck was broad-

cast to the nation: “We Germans, placed in the centre of

Europe, must hold together more than other nations. We
must be one if we do not wish to be lost. We have no natural

safeguard and must stand back to back unless all sacrifices of

the past are lost to us.”

The published result ofthe election was that out ofa qualified

electorate of 45,473,635 there were 43,529,710 who took advan-

tage of their right to vote. Of these, 38,362,760 voted “yes”

to Hitler’s appointment to the position of Fiihrer and Chancel-

lor combined, 4,294,654 voted “no”, and 872,296 marked

invalid ballots. By radio Herr Hitler immediately thanked the

nation, and then General von Blomberg for the army’s oath

of loyalty. He promised to uphold the integrity of the

Service and to consolidate the army as the sole bearer of the

nation’s arms.

National enthusiasm was not allowed to subside into

quiescence at the conclusion of this successful election. Rally

after rally for one cause and another filled the days. Events in

one comer of the Reich were broadcast to every other comer.

Thus a unified enthusiasm was kept astir. Greatest among

these were the Saar rally at Coblenz and the Parteitag at

Niimberg. The rally at Coblenz had as its theme encourage-

ment to the Germans of the Saar, who would in the winter

have the opportunity of voting as to whether they would

rejoin the Fatherland or not.
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At this time a young American girl, member of Kappa

Kappa Gamma, die fraternity to which I belong, telephoned

me. She was travelling in Germany, and she had a note to me.

She came to stay in our apartment for a few days. On her

travels she had made a friend, a young S.A. After she was

gone he continued to come to ask about my husband and to

offer his services in any way that would be of aid to us despite

the fact that he was very busy on die Saar rally. We did not

see him for several days, as he had gone to Coblenz. I knew
he had a ticket for a seat well to the fore in die assembly at

which Herr Hitler would speak, and that he was eager to sit

near to his Fiihrer.

“Well, how did you enjoy your Fiihrer s speech?” I asked.

“I did not hear it,” he said simply. “I forgot my credentials

and was found too near the Fiihrer for one who did not possess

them. So I was taken into the cellar of die building and locked

there until I had been identified,”

I expressed sorrow, but I did not find him sad for himself.

“We young Germans must learn to be silent, not only when
we are dealt with justly, but to endure injustice with silence,”

he told me. “And I was not treated unjustly; I should not

have forgotten my credentials.” When I showed my surprise

he added: “Wir sind {u llindem Gehorsam verpflichtetf”

“We are pledged to blind obedience,” I repeated after him.

“Yes,” he assured me solemnly.

When doctors told us that my husband would recover, our
close horizon moved out, opening to a serene autumn land-

scape. It was a lovely autumn. The mountain ash was gay
with bunches of scarlet berries. The chestnut wore leaves of
gold. The girls went off to school in Switzerland.

The doctors who attended my husband turned their atten-

tion on me. “You must get into the country for a few hours
each day. You have been in this hospital too much. You are
nervous.”

Every day they made certain that I started off by motor
car. One afternoon I halted in a tree-shaded street. This
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street was full of little boys. While 1 waited for them to pass

a man spoke to me.

He said: “I sec you have a large car and you don't look busy.

Would you lend yourself to our services?”

I asked him what he wanted. He explained that he was a

school-teacher and here were ten thousand little boys called

in to Cologne to march past Herr Dr. Joseph Goebbels, the

Reicksminister,

‘This marching is not good for their hearts. Many of them

have come a long way. They have had this day of parade

and now they must get home again, I and other teachers have

made ourselves a self-appointed committee to ask kindly-

looking people with cars to give conveyance to the little ones.”

I said that I would gladly do what he asked and he filled

my car to overflowing. Directed by the children I took them

home. At the very end I had just one more to deliver. We
were in a small village about four miles from Cologne.

“Our house is die first beyond die church,” the child

directed me, adding, “I am die pastor’s son.”

I took him there. Before lie got out he thanked me for the

ride, shaking hands with great politeness, as all die others had

done, saying: “Auf Wiederseken/” And then, like his com-

panions, clicking his heels together and lifting his right hand,

the palm spread, he exclaimed:
u
Heil Hitler/”

He seemed so very young. I waited to see him safely in.

His bang of the garden gate brought a woman to the house

door, a fair woman aboutmy own age. She stooped for his kiss.

His arms tight around her neck he told her in high excited

treble: "Mutti, ich hale den gan{cn Weg Schritt gehalten.

Mutti9 nicht einmal bin ich aus der Reihe gekommen. Wir sind

nach Musik marschieru Ich immer in den Fusstapfen des

Jungen vor mir. Den g<m{en Weg bin ich so gegangen

(Mummy, X kept step all the way. Mummy, I never once

lost step. We marched to the music. I kept my feet going

into the tracks of the boy before me. I kept them going there

all the long way.)



CHAPTER IV

NEIGHBOURS

Rabbits nibbling in a field of clover display no corporate

concern when a weasel slips in among them. Seemingly their

minds are developed no further than sufficient to feel brief

personal alarm. Individually anxious, the rabbits hastily hop

aside from die path the quiet weasel is pursuing towards his

selected victim. Crouched in hiding, they are still, heedless

to the piteous death-cry of their fellow. When the weasel has

gone, the remaining rabbits soon present a tableau of content-

ment on the meadow, a pretty pastel in fawn and green.

Overtired, perhaps from die strain of concern for my hus-

band and because I had spent the long sleepless hours of night-

watches in finishing my book unsuccessfully, my levered

imagination would keep picturing die Germans of my own

kind, people privileged to some education, as rabbits. My
image would have been truer if I had seen die company of

liberals the world over as rabbits of a clover field, myself

among them.

But I did not see this. Despite die internationalism to which

I had been led by careful educators, I had not drunk very

seriously at that fountain. I still beheld the map of die earth

as in the usual school geography—the land done in blobs of

colour to denote the nations, and responsibilities limited by
national boundaries.

My scorn was a self-righteous scorn. It was none the less

bitter because I had found in Germany a people ofwhom I can

write unconditionally that they are the most generously kind,

die quickest to sympathy, of any people I have yet known—

a

6o
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folk tireless in the practical things they will undertake and

accomplish for one on the slightest acquaintance. This applies

to all. No line can be drawn between the Nazi and the others

across which one can point, saying “This is white and that is

black.”

I was too fevered to diagnose myself. But there it is.

Treated by the Germans with extreme goodness I was near to

hatred of them all. A statement I often heard on the lips of

my neighbours would have characterized myself, if I had had

the clearness of vision to recognize it. When I said a merely

polite, “How are you to-day?” frequently I had the reply,

“Ich hide seelisck” “I am sick in my soul,” from grown-up

men and women, adults who appeared perfectly healthy.

“Ich leide seelisch” got to be to me what a red flag is to a

bull.

“Your soul is all right and your mind would work if you

would clean out the flotsam and jetsam instead of letting more

float in on you,” I would exclaim and go off something like

this, my voice getting higher and higher, more and more

excitedly shrill. “Silence these broadcasts—halt these parades

—put away these banners coloured like fresh blood—stop

dais chanting—do what you can for these poor, crazed, war-

wounded loose among you—nurse this insane man who thinks

he is a Fiikrer in an asylum—don’t let your children be in-

fected—stop letting them be poisoned, wrapped in phrases

tom from the texts of your great men—stop it—stop it

all . .
.”

And I would be conscious suddenly that the person thus

addressed had a calm, controlled demeanour. A gende hand

would touch my burning brow, a kind voice, low pitched,

would say reassuringly: “There-there-dear-there-there, you

are tired—worn out, poor child—you ought not to be rushing

about in diis condition.” Often the fact that I had a bout of

malaria would be noticed. Somebody’s brodier or sister or

uncle who had been “out East, too” would also be a chronic

sufferer. In any case this is something like what would
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happen. The voice would go on: “You must come right into

my house and lie down on a sofa—yes, you must—I will run

and do what you need to do.”

Ninny that I am, I would find myself put to rest, more

than once by a person I hardly know. Always it was a

cushioned comfort like die comfort back home in Deutsch

Pennsylvania—the spring of the sofa good, blinds drawn, a

smoodi cool pillow under my head, a nice cup of coffee

swallowed, and quinine or an aspirin, getting quiet there while

my protector ran and did my errand.

It used to lower my fever, which would be tested with a

ready thermometer when my nurse got back. It did not cure

my self-righteous indignation. "IcA leide sedisek”—soul sick-

ness—perhaps that is what is the matter with mankind—all of

us.

At that time, in Germany, there were plenty of front doors

with this placard out “Artf filr Seelischcs Leiden”
—

“Doctor
for Suffering of the Soul.” On my mentioning these soul

doctors people told me that diere had been many more before

Herr Hitler took charge of things. Now their clientele was
falling off. National-Socialists explained that their Movement
gives their adherents “spiritual release by self-forgetfulness in

common effort”
—

“great moments of disciplined fury when
souls rise and mingle in divine comradeship”

—
“exultation

to all who have been afraid of life and its insecurities”

—

“rejuvenation to men and women who have grown soft,

coveteous, mean and timid,”

The quack doctors would be outlawed by the Fiihrer^ so

I was told, if this were necessary. He never wastes attention

on things which will die of their own weakness. When die

Reich is completely National-Socialized they will all be out
of business simply because nobody consults them. I have
listened to the Movement’s Minister for Enlightenment and
Culture broadcast: “National-Socialism is humanity’s greatest

experience. It is man gloriously in search of his soul.”

On the day of this broadcast I encountered National-
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Socialism in three small shops. Radio talks usually last well

over an hour, some continuing two or three, the Ftihnr

occasionally speaking what is nearer four—a physical feat no

one else surpasses. While the Minister of Enlightenment and

Culture’s talk was going on I entered a chemist’s shop to have

a prescription made up. The radio was open full blast, in

accord widi the Government order that those who speak for

the Party shall be listened to in every shop, public square,

factory, school, and home. The proprietor’s wife served me,

as usual when I went there.
u
Ach—we drink a witch’s brew,” she exclaimed bitterly,

waving her hand at the noise.

“Hush, Margo,” whispered her husband, and I saw that

another customer was coming into the shop where we had

been alone. When he had been served and was gone, the

husband admonished his wife again, “You never know* where

reporters are. The very walls have ears. If you are not more
careful you will get us both taken into corrective custody.”

She shrugged her Rheinbh shoulders: “To think that I

worked to help this party into power. Under the democracy

I actually ran round persuading my friends to vote for them.

They heralded their approach as deliverers and they stay as

conquerors. A woman cannot speak her own mind any more.

She cannot think her own thoughts. Libellous thoughts are

punishable by death, and libel is everything which isn’t a

cheer.”

“It isn’t so bad as all that,” said he. “Give them time, A
great many have tried to get the German cart out of the mud
since the defeat. This party are elected to do it for us and we
must give them their head in a fair trial. You are only bitter

because you have foolishly got yourself into trouble,”

“Trouble 1 Ach—it is no trouble to me,” she replied with

scorn, and then explained. She had met a friend on the street

who had asked “How* is business?” and she had answered,

“Bad—practically non-existent,” This conversation had been
overheard by a boy of fifteen, son of her nearest neighbour.
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He had reported it at the next meeting of his Hitler Youth

Group.

“They have a weekly confessional,” she enlightened my
puzzlement. “We have these confessionals in all our National-

Socialist Groups. The creed of this Party teaches that loyalty

to the State ranks above every other relationship. It comes

before loyalty between husband and wife, parent and child,

brothers and sisters, friend and friend.

“In our Groups it is the leader’s duty to encourage confes-

sional. The adult or child who is most diligent in protection

of die State stands highest in favour. Have you not heard of

the instruction sent out to us from the Leaders of the National-

Socialist Movement? They who stand in die way of the

victory of the Reich will be crushed. Illegal action will lead

to physical extermination. The German folk are no spies,

but he who does not report observations makes himself guilty

of the crime as if he had committed die error himself and will

be so punished.’ Every German of die Reich over fourteen

years of age must know diis instruction by heart. No excuse

for ignorance of it is accepted.

“My neighbour’s son meant me no harm. He did what he

thought was right in repeating my words at his little group.

‘Klagen und Klatchen verhotenl’—grumbling and gossiping are

forbidden. We had a two months’ campaign of education on

this in the spring. His report was forwarded to the Party

official of this district. I am now being taught to remember
not to grumble. My punishment is light, redly, compared to

what some of my friends have received for no greater civic

disobedience.

“Every workday morning, for six weeks, I have to present

myself at the ward office ofdie Party. I must be there promptly
at eight o’clock and wait until the official is ready to receive

me. He is a young man, about twenty-six, always sleekly

groomed. I have to say Heil Hitlerf as I open the door into

his private office, giving the Nazi salute as I go in. Then I

must stand before his desk—he remains seated—and raising
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my hand in die salute hold it there while I repeat 7/e// flitter!

Business is good to-day !

f ”

From the chemist’s I went on to a grocer's shop to leave my

daily order.

“Gruss Gott I said absently as I went in.

“Don’t use that greeting to me,” exclaimed the grocer

woman. “I may forget sometime and give the same reply.”

“Suppose you did?”

“Yes-—suppose I did. AM Who knows what would

happen? We dare not greet God here any more. We must

hail Hitler. I have three little children. Who is to protect

my little children if I am taken away? 1 have got to be careful

for their sake.”

She showed me a communication which she had received

through the morning post, a message mailed in a plain white

envelope with no indication on its outside as to where it came

from. Inside there was a sheet of paper with the Party letter

head. There was no writing— just a small newspaper clipping

pinned to the centre of the clean page.

The clipping reported that various people resident in various

neighbourhoods had been selected to send in a memorandum
as to those who were using the “//<?// Hitler!” greeting. Certain

shops, various individuals, even some postmen had been found

negligent. Addressed "Hdl Hitler/” everyone responded

“Heil Hitler
/”

but tested with other's greetings several had

not given back the salute of loyalty. The report closed with a

question “Is tills the right way for these people to show grati-

tude for the great work the Fiihrer is doing for us?”

“I wouldn’t be worried by ii,” I said trying to give her

comfort.

“It is not a thing to be careless about,” she asserted. “The
long arm of arrest reaches everywhere. Even if one is taken by
the regular police and wins one’s freedom by law in the courts,

the secret police can arrest again as one walks from the prison

door. There is no court of appeal from under their hand.

It is seldom that relatives or friends can find out where the
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arrested is taken. It isn't that I would mind arrest so much for

myself, but what is to happen to my children? More persons

go into the concentration camps than come out. Those who
get alarmed there and show rebellious temper never come

back. I have a slow temper, uncontrollable when roused. I

must be careful because of my children.”

“Heil Hitler!” she said loudly as I left.

“Heil Hitler!” I responded to the convention of her

country.

Going to the shoemaker to have some repairs done, I

learned that he was away—indefinitely away. There had been

a search for books. Such searches, so a twelve-ycar-old son told

me, are periodic but not systematic. A Party person may
descend on only one house in a block when he comes. The
child told me that it is not allowed to possess a book written

by a pacifist, a communist, a Jew, a Mason, or any book about

Masonry; any book on politics or political science other than

National-Socialism; any book of science which refutes the

National-Socialist theory of race and blood; or any novel or

poems by any author who has in any writing whatsoever,

ridiculed the National-Socialist Party Members or their tenets;

any printing which gives any account of the Christian Church

strife in Germany excepting that allowed by the Third Reich;

or any book dealing with the German post-War period from

a democratic or liberal point of view.

The searchers, two armed men, had found a book by the

Englishman, Bertrand Russell, behind the shoemaker's clock.

The child said it was a book telling of paths which Iqad to

peace.

“Does your father read English?” I asked.

“No, he cannot. The book belongs to a friend. We were
keeping it for the friend.”

“Has the friend been arrested, too?”

“He is not in the Rhineland now and Pappa would not give

his whereabouts or name.”

“Isn't the responsibility your friend’s?”
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“We do not reason that way in our family. We believe that

loyalty between friends is above suhmiv.ion to the impos’d

will of this usurper party. We art*, every out* of us, ready fo

die for that belief.’
1

“We certainly art*/’ his little si ;ter stvotided hi*. remark.

“Ena is brave,” he said putting his aim anuind tier y**tmg

shoulders. “She is brave. But she is ytiung. She is only

seven. She has so many years to resist National Soc ialist

teaching. It isn’t their harsh methods which the voting have

to be so strong to resist. If is their soft ways ofn mfusittg g< >od

with evil which resolve the power to resist. She has fair hair

and blue eyes, as l have. 1 know what is before her. She is the

type this party want to win to their cause/’

“Where is your mother?” I asked,

“She has gone to try to find nut where our father has been

taken and get permission to send him some soap and clean

linen. There aren’t any comforts in the concentration

camps/*

When I left the boy was at his father’s last, repairing my
shoes.

“I will pay in advance,” I had said and put ten marks on the

table.

“That is too much,” the children told me quickly, "Two
marks sixty is the price/*

In the weeks following I had two experiences of my own
concerning books. First, one which, although it may appear
out of place, must be put in because of the hearing it had later

on my life in Germany. My tnoud towards the Germans was
such that I had given no heed to a letter which had come from
a Berlin publisher, which contained a contract for German
publication ofmy “House ofKxile".

One afternoon in the late autumn when my husband was
able to go out for a short time I went for a walk with him
and when I returned, Ililgers, the man-servant, told me tlm
a man had called to see me, Hilgers described litm as a very
secretive man who looked like die Secret Police, and would
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not disclose his business. He would be back at nine o’clock

next morning and left word that I was to be in.

He came next morning. By my husband’s order he was

shown into my husband’s room. I was told to wait. Finally I

was called. He was the publisher. He had read my book in the

American edition. He knew the number of countries in which

it was published and had seemingly a more complete know-

ledge ofhow it was selling in the various languages than I had.

He had written to Boston for my address and learned that I

was in Germany.

He explained that in Germany, under die National-Socialists,

it is necessary to have a Government permit to print a book.

He had that permit for my book. He had sent me a letter here.

I must have got it, as it was registered. There was a contract *

in it, and he had waited for an answer. When none arrived he

considered telephoning, then thought it better to come down
to Cologne to see me.

He was a courteous, cultured and charming man. I told

him my impressions of the “Third Reich'\ and of the behaviour

ofmany educated people in this country. He loved his country

dearly, and told me that I must not jump too hastily to con-

clusions. My husband also talked to me, saying that it mattered

little whether my book was published in Germany or not, but

that I must try to understand a people who were in the throes

of revolution. When the publisher went away that afternoon

he had the signed contract in his pocket.

A woman brought up in the Quaker faith cannot long

indulge comfortably in a scornful righteous indignation. Her
conscience will begin to twinge. Happy in my husband’s

returning health, I soon began to feel remorse that I had

become so short in compassion for my neighbours.

To remember that in die name “Friend” the people called

Quaker have an ideal set before them; to believe that if one
will appeal without fear to the good inherent in every other

there will be response; to address noble and commoner in

plainness, and treat the occupant of palace and cottage on the
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same human level; to avoid running into word either in speech

or with the pen; to form no hasty conclusions—these are

precepts a Quaker child learns.

Prodigal to this gentle faith, too often I find myself straying

in strange paths. Then remembered precepts call me home.

I now resolved to subdue my emotions and try to give more

intelligent attention to these people among whom I must stay

for an indefinite time. Able to take an interest in life again,

my husband asked what I had done about getting a house.

Since one of the pacts I had made with God, quite paganish,

was that if He would let my husband recover I would never

make any more fuss, I could not do other than settle down
here without a murmur.

The young S.A. friend ofmy sister in Kappa found a pretty

house for us in a village up-river from Cologne, and I sent for

my boxes of books to be forwarded from France. Sometime

later I received a notification from the Customs that boxes

addressed to me had arrived containing books forbidden

entry to the Reich. I went over. A Customs Inspector handed

me a “black list”, I found it an illustrious roll-call.

Studying it from beginning to end, the thought occurred

to me that a person wishing to read for culture might use this

in purchasing a library, if life had kept him too preoccupied

to acquire the necessary education to make his own selection.

It was fairly complete, so far as the languages of Europe and

America are concerned, but lacking in Oriental titles—in fact

entirely devoid of them. The works of the liberal Persian

poets and the pacifist Chinese political philosophers were not

on it. Even German, French, and English translations of their

books could come in.

I handed it back to the Customs Inspector. I unpacked and

he checked. From among my books all of Balzac, Anatole

France, Victor Hugo, Andr6 Malraux, and Romain Rolland

had to be laid aside to send out of Germany. All of Norman

Angel, Walter Lippman, Sinclair Lewis, Spinoza, Maxim

Gorky, and Edna St, Vincent Millay must be relinquished. To
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the growing heap I must add the poems of Heinrich Heine,

Thomas Mann’s “A Man and His Dog”; a score of Mendel-

ssohn’s “Elijah” and, lastly, Lessing’s drama “Nathan der

Weise”

I worked quietly, feeling bereft. Before leaving France I

had selected carefully when preparing the boxes of books

which were to follow me. A gypsy can carry but a limited

library. These were my friends, companions chosen for my
exile. Choking back self-pity, I was silent until I came to

“Nathan der Weise \

To part with that slim volume seemed more than I could

bear without protest. It is a favourite of mine—one of the

stories I like best of all the stories men have told.

Besides, it was given to me by a German who judged its

tolerance good and true—as I could show in the comments

he had written on the margins of its pages. It was a gift from

a man who lies dead somewhere under die forest of black

crosses which mark the graves of unnamed German soldiers

fallen on the soil of France—a youth who gallantly flung his

life away, as did thousands of others of his generation, fight-

ing for what he believed was die right. In this telling I brought

tears to the eyes of the sentimental German who as a Customs

Inspector of that soldier’s Fadierland was denying me the

privilege of bringing home this book. But to no avail.

“Nathan der Weise” was now under ban here. The book was

on the black list. He could not let it enter.

The Customs Inspector, too, had liked the story of Nathan

the father and his three sons. Until 1933 it had been possible

to see it often on the stage. Now it was no longer played

and to have the book was forbidden. He was sorry—very

sorry—but if it was found out that I had it, and that he had

let it in, then he would lose his job and his pension; he had a

wife and children dependent on him; he could not run the risk.

He told me that there was no condemnation of Lessing and

mentioned him as one of the writers celebrated by the National-

Socialists. I could have copies of all his other works. I could
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see his comedy “Minna von Bamhelm” and Lis “Emilia

Galotti” on the stage this winter. The objection to the book

I had was that Lessing had made the hero of this book a Jew.

I asked if he did not think that Lessing might he a better

critic ofwhat Germans should read than the men who compiled

this black list.

“I do not meddle in politics,” the Inspector replied quickly.

“I do my duty—and that has not been easy these twenty years

I have served. Lessing may be wisest, but he has been dead

more than a hundred years and the men who declared a ban

on his book are in power. If I let the book in I may find

myself in trouble.”

I did not press him further. I laid my banned books into

a box, fitting them so that their corners couldn’t get broken,

putting my favourite in a snug place. Then I sat down to rest

on the box ofbooks allowed to stay with me, feeling exhausted.

The servant of National-Socialism brought a hammer and

new nails, shining as silver, with which he fastened on the

lid of the box that must leave the Reich. His steady, relentless

blows shook me as if they closed a coffin, their fall beating a

funeral dirge for the Germany whose matchless beauty Madame

de Stael heralded in “De I’Alltmagne”.

Is that Germany dead? Or does she lie as Snow White

did, in a trance from eating a poisoned apple?



CHAPTER V

DINNER AT NIGHT

On right and left my dinner companions were Rhineland

merchants. Merchants “ruined” by post-War conditions, so

they said. They told me of the loveliness of life here before

the War. Of peace suddenly broken in a beautiful summer. A
summer when one had rooms at La Zoute booked for August,

and the other was on his honeymoon in die Baltic. They spoke

of a Germany unprepared. Of the closing in of a net by

jealous encircling nations. Of the bravery of dieir friends at

the front. Of the courage of German women.

It was a long dinner. They mentioned fourteen promises

not kept by their foe; a forced democracy; a food blockade;

invasion by black troops; inflation; Jews who got rich; dis-

order; immorality rampant; reparations; Bolshevism—on and

on they talked to me, explaining why dicy needed their

Fuhrer and what a blessing his coming is to their race and

nation.

But I was not there. On the rumble of their voices I rode

far away until I stood on the deck of the Empress of Asia,

docked at Yokohama, homeward bound. A neat little man
in a brown kimono bowed before me “Yes, Missy, long

time I make the shirts for your Master. I know what Master

want! I will have them finished when you come back from

Pennsylvania. I will bring them on board.”

Then he bowed his funny bows again, and pride shining

in the gaze he directed on the waterfront, he said: “Fine city

we got—fine city Yokohama. Next time you please come to

see my new home-and-shop. Master buy long time from me.
Many years he is my customer. Maybe he like you to see my

7»
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new place and tell him. Better light. Better air. Better every-

thing. Thirty-five years I work and save. My son there too.

And my little grandson he just learn to walk.”

“Yes,” promised I. On my way to China I would drink

tea at his house and see his shop. His wife, daughter-in-law,

son, and grandson would welcome me. It was all arranged.

And I sailed out of Yokohama harbour before the earthquake.

Autumn came. I was on the Empress of Asia ,,
docked at

Yokohama, bound for China. Small girl’s hand held tight

since she must stand on a chair to see, I stared at the place

where a fine city had been—stared at a place where in one

swift gesture die hand of Nature had wiped away man’s life

and possessions. I heard a voice behind me: “Pardon, Missy,

I bring your Master’s shirts.”

“Yamamoto 1”

The little man bowed his funny bows: “Yes, Missy, pardon,

I bring Master’s shirts.”

“Yamamoto, you all right?”

“Thank you, Missy, I all right. I got courage.”

“Your home-and-shop, your wife, your son’s family all

right?”

“All gone, Missy. The gods take away. Yamamoto get too

rich. Get too happy. Get too proud. The gods take away

—

take away little grandson just learn to walk.”

He undid his parcel. I must count the shirts. I must look

at each one of them. He had promised twelve. I saw them

—perfect to the last good buttonhole—my husband’s every

little peculiarity remembered and accomplished. I heard him

tell how he had been on board a ship seeing a customer when

the earthquake struck. Now he had a tin-roofed hut where he

lived and worked. He had got a second-hand sewing machine

on credit from Kobe. A cloth factory trusted him, too.

The deep German guttural of my right-hand neighbour’s

voice got in at my attention: “You are refusing everything.

Surely you want some of this Bavarian cream. It is one of

our best recipes—and you won’t get cream deserts often.”
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My left-hand neighbour added advice: “You had best take

some. There is a rumour that cream is to be stopped. We are

short of milk and poor in fats/’

They were kind. My refusal of the dish was unexcusably

curt. But I was impatient to be away. Far away from Bavarian

cream deserts. I wanted to be off to Yokohama to see again

a little Japanese in a brown kimono, a man strong enough to

take courage from disaster.

2

At another dinner party we were twelve at table. The
cooking was excellent, the service unobtrusive, and the menu
not too long.

We had asparagus soup, roast back of venison, chestnuts

andbrussels sprouts, potato puffs, sliced orange, and a dry

Bordeaux; then snowballs of ice-cream in different flavours,

and coffee. The china was from Florence, the silver Danish,

the glass Czecho-Slovakian, the guests, with the exception of

ourselves, all German.

Talk was of many things, but principally of music and how
music is similar and different in various lands. Then I drew
attention to myself, uncomfortably, by my reply to a question

from my host. He asked if I was finding opportunity to see

and do the things I should like in Germany; and I answered
that I should have liked to go to the All-German Harvest
Festival in the Harz if my husband had been well then.

I knew about the festival because Rudiger and Otto had
written a long letter about it “The Harvest” is celebrated as

a school vacation in Germany, a break several days long, and
they went to the National-Socialist Thanksgiving in happy
company with peasants from the farm of Otto’s uncle. Tillers

of die soil from every valley, plain, and hill in the Reich were
invited. All were asked to come in native costume. Riidiger
and Otto wore the garb of peasants from the uncle’s farm.
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Our farmer from Eupen-Malmedy was there also. He sent

us a picture postcard from Hameln, the town of the Pied

Piper. He wrote on it that he was there because farmers of

German blood from beyond the frontiers drawn by the Treaty

of Versailles were especially wanted. He closed his greeting

with the proud exclamation: "We Germans are one folk

with one leader.”

More than a million farmers had assembled, the majority

bringing their wives and children. Trains and buses put them

down at Hameln, From here they must walk up the long

hills of the Harz. From the summit of the granite Riickeberg

a noted conductor and his orchestra called to them with

music, playing well-known German tunes, thus helping them

to climb.

In the purples and orange, greens and blues and crimsons

of their costumes they were a brilliant crowd thronging up

through the autumn-tinted trees to the grey boulders of the

mountain top. When they had gathered round as closely as

possible, Herr Hitler spoke to them from the loftiest rock, his

voice relayed to the farthest edges of the crowd through loud-

speakers. "In years to come our Government will stand as a

rock of order and stability towering above the Red Flood,”

he said in his speech. Then came magnificent fireworks. A
thousand rockets scattered golden stars. The peaks of the

Harz smoked like volcanoes and burst into flame.

Hour after hour these flares of red light rose and fell, flicker-

ing gigantically against the night sky. There was food and

drink in plenty for everyone. And on and on the enthusiastic

conductor led the assembly in community singing. Songs

known throughout the Fatherland were interspersed with folk

songs which had been carefully gathered from the byways of

the Reich. When the conductor introduced such a song just

a few voices would join in, but if it had true German feeling it

would belong to the vast throng before it had been repeated

three times. Soon more than a million lusty voices would send

it echoing down the valleys of the Harz.
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In description of the gathering Rudiger and Otto had used
this expression: “Er Ubu Der Folkstrom ist ein Geist. Er
kit?—literally It is alive. The folkstream is a spirit. It

lives.

This had seemed a marvellous festival when I read the

letter. Now, as I spoke of it, I was suddenly conscious that

all other conversation round the table had stopped. There
was a strange element in the silence.

Finally a man said: “You will certainly have a chance to go
another time. The National Socialists have made this an annual
gathering.”

He dropped this into the vacuum—yet general conversation

did not restart. I noticed several people crumbling their bread.
At last a woman looked directly at me and held my gaze. She
asked: “Have you read

*

Faust?”

I had not.

“At least you have heard the opera ‘Margarethe ?”

I had—several times.

“Don’t you realize that the Bucke in the Harz, this same
granite summit from which Herr Hitler speaks annually to

assembled multitudes, is the Bucke to which Mephistopheles
led Faust?” Her tone was hard, accusing, then it softened.

Faust is the story of a man who sold himself to the Devil
at first he was pleased and then he was sad. Goethe did not

spin Faust from his imagination, Goethe—the greatest of our
thinkers—made this drama of our folk legends. He carried
the manuscript with him sixty years—working on it and re-
working it Faust is us—us in a way perhaps no foreigner
can understand,”

3

Another evening we were guests at a house where taste
and wealth had combined to create a home into which it

seemed right that art treasures from over the world should
be gathered.
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Candles glowed on the table, their flame reflected on the

polished board; but the night was moonlit and here, as in the

other room, the curtains had not been drawn. Generous

windows gave a view of the mountain-side sloping irregularly

down to where the Rhine flowed, a silver river between

silvered banks.

A Chinese Goddess of Mercy, a beautiful figure, stood in a

niche of the dining-room wall. Bronze chrysanthemums had

been laid at her feet.

Our host and hostess were friends of German friends of

ours in China, and this was the first time we had met them.

He is a noted scholar, a man who has devoted his life to the

study of early man with special emphasis on the Germanic

race.

After dinner there was music, selections from composers

before Bach. Nearly everyone played and sang. The set of

songs I liked best were given by our hostess, songs similar to

Elizabethan lyrics and sung to a harpsichord.

At leaving time we were asked to stay on a few minutes

after the others had gone.

When we were alone with them our host said: “We had

hoped that we would see much of you when you came to

Germany. From the letters of our friends in China we feel

we know you. But the way of our life has changed. I have

been dismissed from my place at the University. I have been

invited to the University at Madrid. Elfriede thinks we should

S°*

“We must go. We must get away from here. We must live

where there is human freedom,” Elfriede declared with quiet

intensity.

“It might be best if we stayed here. I could work on my
researches here at home. I do not know if I ought to do it,”

said he. “My wife has always been wealthy. This house is

hers, from her grandmother; her dowry supports it. She has

always lived in luxury. She cannot understand what living on

a professor’s salary will mean.”
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“Helmut—that is not fair. There are things that matter to

me more than my own comfort.”

“No, it is not. Forgive me.” They seemed to have for-

gotten us, and we rose to go. But they wanted us to stay.

“It is like this,” he explained. “I was a poor boy—-a

schoolmaster’s son in a little village. My parents contrived

and I contrived. I got through the University. I was a teacher.

I studied. I wrote things. I never gave any attention to

politics. We Germans have a deep sight, but not a broad

sight. I looked only at my own subject. I did not work for

the National-Socialists. I did not work against them. I never

thought about them except to be sad when my brother-in-

law mixed in politics and was killed. I thought just ofmy own
subject. The book I worked on for years was published a

month ago. The last twelve years every thought I haven’t

given to the book I have spent on building up my department

at the University, My department has a reputation—a reputa-

tion among scientists in Germany and beyond.”

“The book is wonderful,” put in his wife. “It is a big book
with dozens of illustrations. People like it. It is a costly book,

yet it has sold more than a thousand copies in a month. It

has not been forbidden—it was on sale in town this morning.”

“I got my dismissal in a letter from Berlin. It came eight

days ago. It says that I may no longer teach or lecture in the

Reich. I took the letter to the head of the University. He had
received no notification from Berlin. He said I had best go
up to the Bureau of Education about it, I wrote for an ap-

pointment, but got no answer. I went up. At first it seemed
I would never get past the clerks. Each person encountered in

the bureau said: Tt is not usual to question decisions of the

Reich.

9

Finally I did see the Minister. He said the same thing,

and no more. I said: ‘Then I presume all I can do is to say
good-bye?’—and he replied: ‘That would be the wisest
course.’

”

“The wisest course is to leave Germany quickly,” declared
Elfriede.
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“I think, think, think all the time—what can I have done

to sweep away my work like this? I lectured that week in

Diiren. It was a lecture on the Goths—what could I have said

that was not allowed? I spoke only of the eastern Goths, their

movements, their disappearance—the sagas. Or was it some-

thing else—something I did
”

“It is futile to do that puzzling, Helmut. We are fortunate,”

added his wife, “that he had this invitation to lecture in

Madrid just at this time. We can be off at once now.”

“Can you pack in a week?” I asked.

She looked puzzled; then smiled, a sad smile that twisted

at one’s heart: “You do not understand, of course. We
shan't be able to take many things. Germans who leave their

Fatherland to-day cannot take much. We are under a shadow

—we do not know why. But we do know one thing with

certainty. If we leave we shall be listed as traitors—my for-

tune, forfeit to the State will go into the coffers of National-

Socialism. It is not the loss of money I shall mind; but

strangers—such strangers—in my grandmother's house!”

In less than a week they were gone. I heard of their depar-

ture through a couple who had been our fellow guests at dieir

house. They had gone quietly, without saying farewell even

to relatives or their most intimate friends.

Some time later these friends showed me a Berlin newspaper.

It contained an article on “traitors against the Reich whose

fortune is forfeit to the State” and gave a list of names. There

were seventeen in the column, some of them world-famous.

The names of our host and hostess were on the list. I was

reminded that the professor had a brother-in-law who had

mixed in politics and was killed. I now asked about this

brother-in-law, and learned that during the Republic he had

been an outspoken Social Democrat. When President von

Hindenburg appointed Herr Hitler Vice-Chancellor on 30th

January 1933, this man issued a pamphlet warning citizens

against the encroaching dangers of dictatorship. After the

Reichstag fire on February 27th, he had stated without reserve
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his opinion that the National-Socialists had done this them-

selves to unloose a wave of terror and ride to power on it.

He had worked hard to oppose them in the March elections,

and issued a pamphlet against the proclamation of the anti-

Jewish boycott of April 1933. He had tried to form a league

ofmen and women organized to fight the “Law of April 7th”

when published, because he felt that its “reform of the organ-

ization of the Reich” simply meant the handing of government

over to complete Nazi control. He had issued a pamphlet

telling Catholics that the Concordat signed between Hitler

and the Vatican on July 8th would be betrayed by Hitler as

soon as he had made what use he could of the Catholics.

On July 16th, not quite six months after Hitler became

Vice-Chancellor, a law was published forbidding all parties

except the National-Socialist Party. Shortly afterwards this

man went for a walk one evening and did not return. At

Christmas the wife shot their five-year-old son and herself

“while of unsound mind”. She had that morning received a

package—a cigar box—marked with a swastika and the word

“traitor” before her husband’s name. It contained ashes.

I was not yet used to taking things like this as one must

learn to do. I came round to find the narrator splashing cold

water on my face. She herself was crying quietly. “You have

got to learn to steel yourself against shock. This thing isn’t

going to end in Germany—or in Europe.”

4

St. Martin’s, St. Barbara’s, and St. Nicholas’ Days had

passed.

On wreaths of Tarmnlaum hung from the chandeliers in

German homes the four candles of the four Advent Sundays
had been lighted one by one until they glowed altogether in

glad announcement of the approach of Christ’s birthday*

It was Christmas Eve. Marie was home from Switzerland
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for the holidays, Brenda spending hers with her grandmother

in London. We had been invited to enjoy the festival with

a family living some distance away. Ready before the others,

I looked at the Christmas number of a magazine while waiting

and, attracted by the idea in it, read this:

“The Holy Night festival in German lands is not an

invention of the Christian Church. It is an age-old custom

handed down to us from our remote ancestors. The day

of the Winter Solstice was sacred to them, and the period

round it was a holy season. Down through the ages to the

present day the true German gives himself to good deeds

without the ulterior motive of expecting a reward from

Heaven. For us the Christmas festival must be for ever a

festival of well doing.”

We were off. Tt was a long winding way through town and

countryside. The Christmas markets were still open but their

stalls were nearly empty. Folk hurrying home had their arms

full of parcels. Every cluster of houses, no matter how large

or small, had its Christhaum
,
a tall evergreen tree standing in

the open, its graceful branches decorated ready to light at dusk,

a star on its highest tip.

Each person we saw appeared engrossed with Christmas.

A woman was busy setting a row of white candles in her front

window. A man pulled a cart heaped with red-berried holly.

Mistletoe in a great bunch swung on the back of a broad-

shouldered youth in soldier uniform. A girl with Gretchen

plaits herded geese through a roadside gate, hampered by a

basket of bright apples in one hand and a basket of hazel-nuts

in the other. Axe in his belt, a handsome brown-bearded

giant strode forward carrying a hemlock on his shoulder,

whistling “Stifle Nacht
,
heilige Nackt •

,

Warmly dressed, we opened die car windows. Crisp and

cool the December air blew in. Up and up wound the way
into a place of pointed firs. Snow had fallen. We saw the

tracks of deer, and then a deer. These were the scenes of the

old German Christmas-cards—this the same little red-breasted
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bird balancing serenely on a twig, these the houses, the villages,

the people.

Er ist gewaltig md stark , der %ur Weihnacht geboren

ward ....

He is Almighty and strong who at Christmas was born . .

.

sang a farmer unharnessing his team in a barn-yard shed.

On and on we went. My heart sang. I was happy—happy
to have Marie—happy my husband was well again—happy
to be travelling through a German Christmas-card landscape

to Christmas in a German home. A bunny scuttled across a

field. We saw a little boy with red cap and red mittens.

Homely smoke rose from house chimneys.

Freu dick

,

0 Israel, Baldkommt, baldkommt Emanuel . .

.

Jubilant, 0 Israel. Soon comes, soon comes Emmanuel . .

.

Sweet and clear sounded the high voices of three rosy-cheeked

country maids carrying in pails of milk.

“There is St. Nick’s reindeer,” cried Marie pointing to a

wood. He stood at its edge, a handsome buck with finely

antlered head.

Morgen kommt der Wtihnachtsmarm
,
kommt mit semen Gaben . .

,

To-morrow comes the Christmas man, comes with his gifts . .

.

trilled a child as she swept the snow from a garden path.

The road dipped, leading into a valley threaded with

villages—villages as charmingly built as the others passed,

but strangely quiet. Dusk was gathering. Each had its

Christbaum

;

yet none were lit. At the entrance and exit of
every village, and sometimes before houses, stood a sign against

Jews.

“Juden durfen hier nicht bletben”
—
“Wer die Juden unter-

stiit{t jordert den Kommunismus”—“Juden unerwilnscht”

—

Wer da naht mitplatten Fiissen, mit Haaren kraus md Nasm
krumm9 der soil nicht unser Land geniessen, der muss hinausf
der muss hmausF—

“

Deutschland! erwache aus deinem losen
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Traum
,
gib frcmdcn Judm in deinern Reich nicht Raumf ’

—

“
Juda ,

entweiche aus unsrem deutschen I/aus/”

‘‘Jews must not stay here’'
—“Who helps the Jews helps

the Communists”
—

“Jews not wanted”
—“Who come with

flat feet, curly hair and crooked noses, they shall not our land

enjoy, they must leave, they must leave”
—

“Germany! awake

from thy bad dream, give stranger Jew in thy Reich no

room!”
—

“Jews, vanish from out our German house 1”

were among the things we read. The writings before house

doors were on white sheets stretched between two posts thrust

into the ground and plainly lettered in black. They had all to

do with women either married or engaged to men of Jewish

blood. They were personal to that girl or woman, and of a

sexual vileness I would not have believed had I not seen them.

The signs continued through all the villages, and there was

one at the entrance of the village above which stands the

Schloss of our host.

“Where,” I thought, “where are the sons of those Saxons

who put into their tribal laws die peace of Josephus?”

We arrived and were welcomed. We took off our things

in the wing assigned to us, admired the big tiled stove in each

of our rooms, went down to where the household were

gathered. We had met our host and his wife but once, at a

house in Coblenz, and they had generously invited us to see

a real German Christmas, They introduced us to their

children, other relatives, and friends.

A pleasant wine was served in sherry-size glasses. They
said it was home-made. We had conversation, and more
conversation. Supper was expected. We had been told that

it would be early so that there would be time for the singing

of carols, the compulsory listening to the Government broad-

cast, and the tree before going to midnight Mass. Supper did

not come. I noticed that our hostess pulled a bell—pulled

it again after a short interval. No one came. Then, outwardly

composed, she pulled it steadily while taking part in the

general conversation.
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At last the man who had served the wine appeared.

“Is the food not yet ready?” she asked.

“The cooking is done,” he replied, “but I cannot serve it.

There is a Jewess among you.”

“Frau von D is a Catholic—three generations a

Catholic. You have served her every Christmas Eve since

you entered our service.”

“I do not serve her any longer. I am a good German, a

Kemdeutscher”

“You know well that she is a good German and that her

husband was KemdeutscL He fell fighting for our country.”

“I obey the Party. I do not hand food to a woman of Jewish

blood ever again.”

“Very well,” our hostess answered. “The children will

serve. You have been with us twenty-three years. You can

pack your things and go.”

“You cannot dismiss me. I belong to the Party. You can’t

put my wife and me out of our quarters.”

“That will do,” interposed the master of the house. “You
may stay until after Christmas, but you will not appear above

stairs again.”

“No,” said his butler. “It won’t do and you had best not

annoy me. I know too much about you—international

pacifist.”

“Get out! I am master here!”—their eyes met and wills

clashed.

The man who had been butler for twenty-three years

dropped his gaze, thrust his head forward on a bull neck, and

advanced a step with clenched fists: “I have a book with every

illegal telephone call and visitor you have received listed in it

—with hour and date. You read the “London Times”—you
are often in the borderlands.”

“Go!”

The butler turned and was gone. Then our host said gently

“It is Christmas Eve—forgive my roughness, my friends.”

We were a company of sixteen in the room, among us several
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middle-aged women, and I had not distinguished which one

might be “of Jewish blood”. Now a pretty woman an-

nounced: “I will leave. I should not have come.”

“No—no—Rosel,” exclaimed our hostess. “No—you are

always here at Christmas. We love you.”

“Aunt Rosa,” the children pressed round her. “Aunt Rosa

you can’t go. You can’t go when we are in trouble. You
belong to us. You stayed when we had scarlet fever!”

“Richard, don’t let her go,” our hostess was crying. “She

is my best friend—my childhood friend.”

“She is not leaving,” promised our host. “Sit down Rosel

—you are one of us. We are all Germans—Germans in

trouble—Germans caught in an Alpdruck (An Alpdruck is a

nightmare in which the dreamer is pressed as with the weight

of the Alps.)

We went in to supper. The table was decked with a beauti-

ful linen cloth and adorned with evergreen, gilded cones, and

gay Christmas ribbon. I have no memory of what there was

to eat. No one could eat, but all made a pretence. The
children served, and then a man came and took the task away

from them.

He was Erich, the chauffeur, and he said: “Cook and I are

against the conduct of that fool—he is a poor deluded sleep-

walker.”

“fPtr sind ein schlajwandelndes Volk? responded our host.

Staring at them, I thought that perhaps this was the answer

to German conduct, and said it over several times to myself:

“We are a sleep-wandering folk.”

The parents seemed to have forgotten that they had

children and that this was Christmas Eve. All we adults

round the table were preoccupied with our thoughts, but

Erich did not forget. He urged the little ones to take things

he handed, he whispered to them, he brought smiles, he even

hummed “0, Tarmenbaum
, 0 Tannenbaum

>
wit treu sind debit

Blatter . . reminding them that the Christmas tree followed

supper.
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Then our hostess roused herself. She told a German legend

of Mary, the Mother of Christ. Mary, walking through a

winter wood where snow and ice covered ground and trees,

met a hungry child. Mary bent down to a frozen rose-bush,

pressing it against her breast. And while the child watched

the frost melted, the bush became green, it put forth buds, and

roses opened as by the kiss of a June sun—the most fragrant

and beautiful roses ever seen. An apple tree that stood near

saw this and broke from the grasp of winter, came into flower

and leaf; little apples formed, grew, and ripened—all while the

child watched. Mary gave the child to cat of the fruit and her

hunger was fed. Mary filled the child's apron with fruit, loaded

her arms with roses, and sent her home.

From the supper table we went to stand before the salon

doors and sing. Our host had disappeared, but from inside

his voice called for one song after another. The children and

Rosel gave the verses and he sang the chorus. Not until his

wife’s voice was heard in the singing did he open the doors

—

then they slid wide and there was a lovely hemlock soaring to

the ceiling of the great room, a dark green tree lit with white

candles.

Beneath the tree stood a Krippe—all the figures of the story

of the night of the Christ-Child’s birth, beautifully made. And

on low tables on either side were the Christmas gifts. Then I

saw that the helpers of the Schloss had joined us—but not the

quarrelsome butler. Master and mistress, children, helpers,

and guests joined hands; circling the tree, we sang carols of

the Child bom in Bethlehem.

After this the father, aided by his two sons, gave out the

gifts. Happiness came now, as there were many surprises.

Few gifts had been bought, nearly everything had been hand-

made by the donor, carefully hidden from sight during the past

year whenever the one who was to get it came near.

DU Bescherung
,
or gift giving, was interrupted while the

radio was turned on for die Government’s Christmas Eve

broadcast. This was addressed “to all Germans, particularly
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those beyond the present borders of the Reich ” Herr Hitler’s

deputy gave it, and there was an announcement that it would

be repeated twice on Christmas Day. It was:

“The world knows to-day, and politicians of other nations

have recognized tins, that thanks are due to the Fiikrer alone

that the peace of Europe was preserved during the past year

when it was often in grave danger. His prudent hand and

reassuring declarations have shown him to be a statesman of

world-wide capacity. Germans abroad need no longer be

ashamed of their Fatherland. They can be proud of it. No
doubt many other nations prefer that other Germany which

bowed to every foreign command no matter how humiliating

or deadly—the Germany of party strife, self-mutilation,

economic decay, unemployment, Bolshevist disintegration.

They would have preferred Germany to yield up the Reichs-

wehr’s last machine-guns. Prowling foxes always prefer

helpless mice to prickly hedgehogs.

“In the fable by Wilhelm Busch, the fox on meeting a

hedgehog said to him: ‘Don’t you know that peace has been

declared, and that it is a crime against the King’s command to

go armed? Hand over your skin.’ And the hedgehog made

reply: ‘First have your teeth drawn, then we can talk’—there-

upon he curled himself into a ball with projected spikes and

faced the world armed but peaceful.

“In spite of a promise given a once confiding hedgehog,

the other nations have shown that they were not willing to

have their teeth drawn and so should not now take it amiss

if the hedgehog, grown wise, prefers to possess defensive

spikes. This is certainly safest for peace between fox and

hedgehog.”

When the radio was turned off no one in all the company

said anything until a youth, who I learned later was a stable

hand, said grimly: “Well, I suppose that means that conscrip-

tion for army service is almost here.”

“What makes you think so, Hein?” asked our host

“The speech following on what I heard last week. I was

a
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at one of those compulsory meetings listening to a man from

the south. Just at the end he pointed at a greybeard sitting by
me, and shouted: ‘Grandfather, you won’t have to wait long

now to see your grandsons in the uniform you love.’
”

Nobody spoke further and the gift giving was continued.

Hein was given the parcel for the butler and his wife.

We sat there enjoying our presents until time to go to mid-

night Mass.

I had never attended a Catholic Mass. We stayed for

three. I found them very beautiful. In the gracious services

of the Church everyone of us seemed to have found reassur-

ance about life. The lines of apprehension that had marked

faces were gone, replaced by those of serenity. When we
came out into the early morning air a few stars were still in

the sky.

Rosel walking beside me, said: “The Germans are a good
people. This National-Socialist Party is not representative.

Its leaders are poor men, sick with longing for revenge for

the defeat of 1918. They deserve our pity. I prayed God to

forgive them for they know not what they do.”

A surprise awaited us. The children were up, in night

clothes and dressing-gowns. Helped by cook they had

prepared a breakfast table. Little angels, not three inches

high, cut from wood and painted, marched down the centre

of the long board and made a half circle at each place. The
angels wore dresses of white, pale blue, or pink, and had
golden wings. Each carried a tiny lighted candle.

“Angels are here,” the youngest child said, “because we
are thankful that Christ was bom.”

5

A fine damask covered the table. A low vase filled with

Primebi stood on an embroidered doily in the centre. It was
Sybilla’s turn to have the Reading Circle and our custom to
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meet for Alendlrot
,
or “evening bread”. They had had a

membership limited to five before they took me in. Now
places were regularly laid for six. In rotat on, meeting by
meeting, one member read aloud while the others sewed or

knitted, always for charity and usually for Germans abroad

—

the Sudeten in Czechoslovakia, the Siebenbiirgen in Hungary,

the poor folk of Austria, the Saarlander, and the Siid Tirolers.

The book must be worthwhile.
I

" Just now we were having Theodor Storm's “Pole Poppens-

paler”. The last reading had broken off where Paul and Lisel,

separated since childhood, have recognized each other by the

crucifix before the church. The others knew the end, but I

did not; and it was a regulation of my admittance to their

circle that I should never, privately, peer ahead into the story.

Helma had the turn to read. I was anxious that she should

begin—begin before supper, or read at table.

“Certainly not. You cannot come here, Auslanderin,

,

making rules. We eat first and then we read. That is our

practice. Reading at table! Such manners! Have you no
respect for Sybilla's food? We are here to enjoy eating as

well as to read.”

The eating was good. She had a four-compartment

Fbrspeisen dish holding Sardinen
,
Appedtsilt

,
Gerauchten Aal

\

and Gemiisesalat'
7
also raw tomatoes, salt and pepper, butter

and toast. These we ate on small plates placed on little lace

doilies on large dinner plates. Vorspeise is the appetite

rouser.

Little plates and doilies were removed and we took the next

course on the large plates—hard boiled eggs, Westphalian

ham, slices of cold veal, Kilmmelsiilie,
Pumpernickel and rye

bread; cheese of three kinds, radishes, and butter. And to

drink, a choice of draught beer, ice-cold, or hot tea.

When we had finished and helped her dear up—Sybilla

keeps no servant—we got our work and Helma opened the

book. She read of the glad reunion of Paul and Lisel, their

love, marriage, and their life up to the place where Lisel’s
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father, the old player living in luxury in Paul’s house longs to

give again, just once more before he dies, his old puppet show
—and wants his daughter, now the proud Paul’s wife, to help.

Where the old man pleads for this wish Sybilla’s door-

bell rang. The book was put down. Sybilla went to the door.

She stayed away. We sewed and knitted. Helma took up the

cross-stitch work she was doing on a dress for an unknown
child in the mountains of Czecho-Slovolda.

At last Sybilla returned, her face deathly white. “I may as

well tell you now,” she said. “Karl has lost his paper.” (Karl

is Sybilla’s twin brother.) “He has lost his paper—but he is

alive. They kept him five days. They took him last Monday
—the family did not let me know. Ruth is here—she has

been sent to tell me.” (Ruth is Karl’s daughter.) “They took

him from the breakfast table—two young men in Party uni-

form. After five days they brought him home. He has signed

a contract—sold the publishing business Grandfather and

Father built up—given it in exchange for a farm.”

“Is Karl all right, Sybilla? Normal?”

Ruth had come in. “Mother says he is like a man shell-

shocked. Mother was a nurse in the War. She—she says

he—he needs quiet.”

6

The invitation to dinner was finely engraved on nice paper.

I wrote an acceptance and went to post it. It was about ten

o’clock of January 14th, the morning after the Saar plebiscite.

Asking for a stamp, I got one of a new issue, “The Saar

Comes Home”, picturing a pretty young mother receiving

into her arms a bonny child.

“You had them ready in advance,” I commented.
“We did,” replied the clerk handing me a tiny sponge on

which to damp the glue. “The poor Saarfolk. The poor
Saarfolk.”
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“Now they are home they will soon forget their exile,” I

consoled.

“Now they are Nazi property their sugar feeding will stop,

and they will feel the heel and the whip like the rest of us,”

and then he jerked himself up. “Mein Gott! What have I

said!”

“Nothing except that the weather is fine,” I replied and

walked away.

If the reader should conclude that the Germany I saw in

the winter of 1934-5 gave the appearance of a sad and crushed

land, then I will have misled him. Far from it. Music, dance,

merriment, and enthusiasm were abundant in this world.

My husband was in Germany for music. We went to opera

several times a week, travelling here and there for it. Every-

where the opera houses were full. It was the same at concerts

and theatres.

At die restaurants and amusement halls, especially at the

end of the month, which is pay-day for many, one could not

get in if a little late in arriving. There seemed no end of balls

celebrating various occasions. Cologne Carnival, with its

motto “Fool let fool pass”, opened on November nth,

Fool’s Day, rising through a crescendo of merriment to a

climax on the night before Lent when one heard the boast

“Few in the city have slept for three nights past”.

Dissatisfaction was met but accidentally, and tragedy

apparent only when stumbled on.

Lecturers stumped the Rhine valley continuously, extolling

the virtues of National-Socialism—unheckled and uncontra-

dicted. Hoping thus to widen my vocabulary, I became an

attender, taken along by this and that acquaintance. I learned

new words and phrases from ardent orators scorning liberalism,

and how to shout in a dozen ways that democracy is dead.

The theme “Germany must keep the key to her bread-box

in her own pocket” was presented so often that when a speaker

neglected any of the tenets of this belief I could have risen

from my seat to prompt him, I listened more than once to the
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prediction that within five years of his acceptance of the Vice-

Chancellorship Adolf Hitler would have the Treaty of Ver-

sailles torn to ribbons, and in ten the German legions would

stand on the frontiers of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk. I came

to accept as usual the statement that in our lifetime we would

see the Third Reich^ an armed fortress, hold the peace of

Europe secure.

I was often in company of massed crowds. They sang

more easily than they cheered. When such ambitions as above

were mentioned, they seemed unenthusiastic. Except when
led into acclaim they were quiet.

After posting my letter I went on to Renate’s to give her

some wool I had got from England. I found her in bed; not

ill, just upset—upset over the continued arrests of Sisters of

Mercy and their confinement in prisons under sentences of five

and ten years of hard labour. She explained that these Catholic

nuns had served their fellow Germans as true sisters of mercy

during the War and the years that followed, nursing the sick

and wounded, finding food and clothes for the hungry and

cold.

She told how, when there was no more money in Germany
for such use, they had gone to Holland, and succeeded in

borrowing it. She emphasized that the German character is

honest, and these sisters are of the German people. They had

given their word in Holland to repay, and they had been

steadily repaying. Then on October 1st an edict had suddenly

been issued from Berlin forbidding any person to take more
than ten marks over the frontier. They had tried to find some
legal way to pay their debts—tried to deal with Berlin about

it—and failed. Now brave Sisters volunteered to take it over,

and, if caught, to suffer what came.

“The Sisters are wonderful about it,” she said. “They
do what they know is right and then bravely bear what
happens, but it is so terrible that these good women—brave,

good women—should be treated so. No gratitude shown for

wbat they did in years not long past—and then the waste

—
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the pitiful waste of it. They are needed-needed now to nurse

the sick and tend the poor right here.”

The evening of the dinner arrived. Our host was a National-

Socialist official. I sat on his left. He asked me my opinion of

conditions in Germany, and I had his attention for my replies.

Others were drawn into the talk. They were not rough people,

or loud. They had the vigorous look of physical fitness which

characterizes both men and women of the Party, and quick

frank ways of speech. All seemed to be ardent believers that

National-Socialism leads the way to German salvation.

They were reassuring. I cannot explain how it was, nor

remember distinctly what they said. But I came from that

dinner reassured. I was won by earnestness and good words.

Hat evening I wrote in my diary: “There are honest and

intelligent people in the National-Socialist Party-r-people who

deplore the same happenings as I do—people who strive to

restrain die rough and ignorant—strong and capable men and

women who may succeed.”



CHAPTER VI

A NATION AT WORK

Spring came on as beauteously as any spring I ever saw.

Snowdrop gave place to violet. Windflower spread a white

carpet round the grey boles of the budding beeches. Misty

bluebell and dainty lily-of-the-valley filled wooded glades. A
cowslip, smelling like peaches, spangled meadows with gold.

Forget-me-nots gave charm to banks, and wild iris stood in

rows along marshy streams.

But before the first winds of spring shook perfume from the

tight buds, Germany suffered a sad fortnight. It was said that

Herr Hitler rested at his house in the Bavarian Alps commun-

ing with nature and consulting a noted reader of the stars who
watched his horoscope. The propagandists of the Third

Reich were quiet. We had no political speeches, parades, or

rallies.

The local newspapers were peacefully busy reporting social

discord in the neighbouring nations of Europe and far-away

Australia, India, and the United States; contrasting the sorry

plight of people there with the accord in which the fortunate

folk of Germany lived. In this fortnight I went twice to the

cinema. Prior to a Greta Garbo feature I saw a strip depicting

Bolshevik strife, rough and bloody, from which their Fiihrer

had saved Germans; and prior to Mickey Mouse a strip showing

German soldiers of the old army embarking happily to war

cheered, embraced, and decorated with flowers by adoring

womenfolk. In this latter strip the men were handsome, the

women fair, the children sweet, and the photography lovely.

It was attractive. I mentioned its charm to die stranger on my
left He muttered: “Propaganda,”

94
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During these days the National-Socialist Secret Police

made silent arrests. Late at night and early in the morning

they took man after man from German homes. News of this

was not published, but it travelled as if carried by the birds.

Rumour gave the number of the taken at more than two hun-

dred, whispering that all were of the cultured class. I knew

three of the arrested. One of them was our host of Christmas

Eve. They were taken without accusation and thrown into

prison without trial.

As accurately as I could learn tills is how the arrests were

made. The door-bell or knocker sounded. There stood two,

or at most three, tall men with pairs of pistols in their belts

—

men between twenty-five and forty-five with the daily-dozen-

followed-by-a-cold-shower look, the smoothly tailored uni-

form, the precise manner, the direct speech, which characterizes

the National-Socialist Party. The chosen hour was one at

which they would find the wanted man relaxed, surprising

him at a meal or in bed. They asked for their victim and were

admitted. He got together the things they allowed him to

have and went away with them.

Other members of the household behaved as if hypnotized.

They had no faith that he would have a chance of freeing him-

selfby any legal means, no hope that the courts of justice would

be open to his use. Their minds were filled with memories

of what they knew of others who had been taken in this way

—disappearing for ever, returned in a closed coffin, or, if let

out alive, coming back starved in body and crazed in mind.

Yet they did nothing. Family and friends let their man go.

They neither stayed the arrestors nor insisted that they be

arrested with lum. They did nothing.

“It would have been of no use. We should have been shot.”

When he was gone they wept and made efforts to find out

where he was kept so as to send him food, bedding, clean

things. They pulled wires trying to get him released—getting

somebody who knew somebody who knew somebody else

with power to have him let out.
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The man’s church did not stand up in a body for his defence.

The university where he had taken his degree made no move.

Seemingly a German has no club or organization of any kind

which looks to his protection. I had believed that the Student

Corps were modelled on the principles of chivalry and sup-

posed they would do something for their members in such

cases, but learned that they do not.

So far as I was able to ascertain there is no German group

whatsoever to-day who publicly maintain that a German

man should have an open trial in a German court, and that the

judgment of that court is German justice. The persons I

questioned told me that the present-day Germans have for-

gotten the use of the Saxon Thing.

It seemed true. I saw and heard German men and women
as yet unconnected with any such victim, as well as relatives

and friends of a person so imprisoned, rest their heads in their

hands and cry in despair: “We never had this in Germany

before. It is not right. It is not right. But what can we do?”

Many times I witnessed this.

There was much patient suffering.

Also, very frequently, I heard a hope expressed: “This

terrible time will pass. It can’t last. It will pass.” By some

miracle, with no civic effort on the wisher’s part, a Santa

Claus, a fairy god-mother, a Prince Bismarck, would arrive

on the scene of German history and make everything right

again.

Others said: “Herr Hitler does not know what is done in

his name. He is a good man. He will straighten it out when
he knows.”

On 16th March 1935, Herr Hitler’s edict reintroducing

compulsory military service was broadcast. The people in

whose company I happened to be just then heard the announce-

ment with alarm. Their concern centred in fear that France

would reply with bombs.

In the succeeding hours I found this anxiety widespread. In

street, home, and shop, people spoke of nothing but “Will
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France and England let this pass?” When bombs did not fall

there was general relief and a return to laughter and song.

A man with whom we talked in an interval at the opera said:

“This explains the recent raids of the Secret Police. Herr

Hitler is shrewd. lie has avoided any danger of German

opposition to conscription by taking into the dreaded concen-

tration camps a few men from every part of the AVvc/j, thus

striking terror into the hearts of pacifists in general. If we had

the list of the arrested and the dossier of each, I imagine it

would be found that every man had at some time or other in

his life displayed an interest in pacifism.”

In my presence no one spoke against conscription. Many

expressed hope that it would help solve the unemployment

problem, and more were firm in tin.* idea that a year of military

discipline would do every youth g< »od.

And spring came on. Our house looked to the Rhine,

across a meadow sloping to the water’s edge. French windows

opened to a paved terrace on the riverside. From the eastern

end of this terrace stone steps led down to a garden, where

lawn, trees, shrubs, flower beds, and fountain bad been

neglected.

Sitting on the low wall that protected the terrace, I told

my husband how I would fix the garden “if I could”. But his

attention seemed entirely occupied in the dual pleasure of

watching the sun set behind the dim spires of Cologne

cathedral, and lambs play a pretty game of run and dash on

the meadow. I went away for a few days and returned after

dark on Easter Eve. Easter morning I woke to find a note on

my pillow telling me to seek my rabbit's basket out of doors.

From my windows I discovered emeus, daffodils, tulips, and

pansies in bloom where no flowers had been coming on. As
my Easter surprise he had had a local nursery trim, repair,

and plant exactly to my desire.

The song and movements of birds added diarm to the

silence of flowers. Lark, thrush, blackbird, finch, robin,

wren, and warbler sang their delight in the loveliness of spring,



winging flights through orchards of flowering pears, apples,

peaches, apricots, cherries and plums; halting to swing in

formal gardens on branches of magnolia, lilac, mock orange,

and snowball. Spring was here. A family resident in a valley

famous for its nightingales asked us to come to hear their

chorus, and we heard nightingales sing the whole night

through.

Life was marred only by the wickedness of man to man.

Nature’s Easter was spoilt by horrid anti-Jewish banners and

splashes of nasty yellow paint. By now I knew that shop-

keepers did not of their own accord put up the anti-Jewish

signs in their own windows, or villagers hang them in their

villages. The signs were forced on them by an anti-Jewish

bureau in the National-Socialist Party.

"In such ways as this is the thorn of hate pressed into the

German heart to fester a cancer there,” a German woman, an

"Aryan” woman, declared.

Knowing of the cruel treatment of German Jews, and think-

ing of good men and women shut away in concentration

camps, I had no happiness in the beauty I was free to enjoy.

Many Germans were like me in this.

People often spoke of something Schiller wrote: "What our

fathers have bequeathed to us we must earn to possess.” But

among these people none seemed able to do more than regret

what they had lost, and the Germans of the National-Socialist

Party had vigour. They kept up a steady flow of propaganda,

primitive as a tom-tom rhythm, and perpetrated on their

fellow Germans vandalisms almost beyond belief.

Our German relationship was fairly wide. We knew a

number of Germans before we came here, and none neglected

us. Without request from us, many residents abroad wrote
to their relatives and friends in the homeland asking them to

be kind to us, and they were. Besides this, I cannot conceive of
any traveller, student, or sojourner not making friends in

Germany before long. The most casual meeting often leads

to the suggestion "let us meet again”. My husband’s music



drew many to us, and the publication of my book increased

the number*

The book was issued during the spring of 1935. The trans-

lation was done by an American who came to Germany just

after the close of the War, not knowing one word of German

when she entered. Busy as a housekeeper, with music as a

hobby, she had never tried a translation before.

The publisher had faith. When the finished job was in his

hands he was warm in its praise. As for me, that translation

is just the way I would write German—if I could. Critics

shared this enthusiasm when they read the book, many stating

that it read as if originally written in German.

To this was added another satisfaction. The Vienna State

Gallery gave permission to copy Moritz von Schwind’s lovely

“Siesta in einer chinesiscken Familie” and reproduce it on the

cover of my book—the first time a colour reproduction of it

had been made.

The German public liked and bought the book. It is not a

cheap edition. In fact I thought when done that it had worked

out to be rather costly. I had entered Germany with the feel-

ing that these people haven’t money for luxuries, and I hadn’t

yet learned that among vast numbers of them a book is not

counted a luxury. I never heard anyone express surprise on

learning that a person had gone without meals or material

things to buy a book.

My book brought me a contact with the German people

which might have come to me straight out of their Volks-

marchen. It belongs, not to reality but to the magic of the

Gebriider Grimm, Bechstein, or Wilhelm Hauff. I liken it to

the wand given the old Chinese doctor in the German fairy-

tale, that he might look with it into the human heart as through

a window.

I have been told that it is not a German habit for readers to

write to authors. They do to me. Hundreds have written

and letters continue to come. The writers are of many kinds:

a maker of violins, a pagan-preacher, a Christian, a ship’s
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captain, a forester, a railway signalman, a banker, a school-

mistress, a farm family of eight who all signed their names

below the mother’s, a man who dwells in a self-made boat

moving happily over the inland waterways of his Fatherland,

a wife who lives in a grey stone castle, Hitler Youth and Hitler

Maidens, factory labourers and factory owners, young con-

scripts and seasoned army officers, folk whom I discover have

disappeared for treason against National-Socialism since they

wrote, and members of the National-Socialist Party who are

the German Government to-day.

Rich and poor in town and country, from up and down the

hills and dales of their Rezch, have written to me—people of a

land in dire revolution who write like poets, and seem to look

beyond the grim reality around them into some wonderful

Utopia of their own imagination.

My replies from a German address invariably brought an

invitation to let my correspondent entertain us. My husband

had come for music. He kept to the path of his intent. I had

no reason for coming except that of keeping his house, and

we had efficient German maids who quickly learned our ways.

Soon they were competent in the same manner as our Chinese

helpers, needing no further instruction from me, and by now
I knew that I must widen my education to include as accurate

a knowledge of the Germans as possible. A miracle had opened
the way. I accepted the opportunity.

In the limit of my time it was not possible to go to all.

I must choose carefully, hoping by meeting individuals of

different walks in life and of varied opinions to come near to

true understanding of German character. I gave first attention

to avowed National-Socialists.

Although I had now lived nearly a year among the Germans,
my encounters with the Nazis had been purely accidental. I

had attended some of their lectures, but only for language study.

I had repeatedly stumbled on their evil deeds. I had been
impressed by good words at a dinner table. This had been
followedby the Nazi arrest ofmy host of Christmas and others.
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In deliberately setting to work to look at the National-

Socialists my intent was not malicious. My purpose was not
to spy out their wickedness. It was evident that they were
ardently engaged on a programme of some kind in that part

of the world where I happened to have to live. I hoped to

find some good purpose behind their apparent barbarism.

I have never reached towards acquaintance with a German
—man, woman, or child—without response. The National-

Socialists were the busiest people here, yet they had time for

me. To the company of Rudiger and Otto, the S.A. whom I

had met through a fraternity sister, and the people whom we
had met at dinner, I could soon add a score of names. One and
all, they took care to answer my questions, giving me the atten-

tion that earnest parents give to a child. They were always

willing, even eager, to show me the work they had under way.

Absorbed in music, my husband lived aloof from politics,

as did the majority of the Germans we met through music.

Such people said they were “uninterested in politics”, but I

had come to notice that they treated people who were Nazi

with a caution which could not have been greater towards

dynamite. They did this even though the Nazis were their

own brothers, sisters, children, or parents. When it was seen

thar I was spending much of my time with avowed National-

Socialists I was several times warned that I played with fire.

I could not pay any attention to this, nor could I explain

my actions adequately. A number of people who had been

friendly began to act as if they feared me. I could not leave

my path although I lost acquaintances whom I had begun to

treasure. I had to go on at whatever cost.

The creed I heard the Nazis proclaim resembled in no way
anything I had been taught or suspected about the Germans.

Some of the Germans round me were enthusiastic about their

ideas. Others cried: “How are we to get out of this strait-

jacket?” The majority kept cautiously out of the Nazi way,

but lived, cheered, sang, and marched to their order. The Nazis

were dominant over all Germans within the red and white
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frontier. Their flag with its red ground for socialism, its white

circle for nationalism, and its Hakenkreuti for anti-Semitism

floated triumphantly above every head here, my own included.

It had become imperative that I know who were Nazi,

and why. I needed also to know why they call their govern-

ment the Dritte Reich
,
or Third Government, and just what

their oft-seen posters
“
Hitler—Arbeit unct Brot” meant. I had

to learn these things by actual acquaintance with National-

Socialists.

I would have escaped this if I could. An urge deep within

me made it impossible for me to turn any other way. The calls

ofpretty blue titmice, the reeling melodies ofgolden-crests, and

the deliberate notes of busy tree-creepers so much softer and

higher pitched than the voice of the dunnock, tempted me to

ornithology instead, whispering that watching the activities

of birds is a happier occupation and quite as worthwhile as

observing the ways of humans. Just in these very days I

wanted to give full attention to spindle-legged larks, recently

hatched, who ran along paths between fields of red clover

now in bloom near our house.

But some force had hold of me firmly, making me cultivate

every opportunity I had for acquaintance with the National-

Socialists of the Dritte Reich.

2

The term Dritte Reich was soon explained. Vaguely I

remembered history lessons in which the Germans had a very

long history, much too long to be encompassed under three

periods of government Those lessons belonged to the days

when my grandfather was teacher* my new instructors treated

the past differently. They call their period of government the

Dritte Reich because they judge only three periods of German
history to be of sufficient importance to count.

The first is the Deutsches Reich
,
generally known as the Holy
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Roman Empire. It must not be confused with the Latin Roman
Empire, which served its purpose and was overrun by the

German tribes a long time before this. The Holy Roman
Empire was established by Otto I. Son of Henry of Saxony,

he continued the work of his father and the other tribal duchies

were brought, not without some stiff fighting, to acknowledge

Saxon authority. The submission of Bohemia was added to

the combination. Next Otto re-opened Charlemagne’s Ost-

mark to German settlement, the alpine district we know as

Austria. Leading the Germans forward under the victorious

banner of St. Michael he put an end to the Hungarian’s attempt

to thwart German destiny.

A Pope refused him the Imperial Crown. Ten years later

another Pope called him into Italy to quell an uprising. The

task done, he entered Rome with his troops and his queen

to receive the jewelled circlet, the plain gold orb, and the

sceptre and sword of imperial authority. From this day in

962 until Francis II lost it in 1806, the Germano-Roman

peoples were united under an Imperial Crown worn by

German kings.

The second Reich of importance is the one founded by

Prince Otto von Bismarck, a Saxon, for the Hohenzollem

-Kings of Prussia, a Swabian family. The nineteenth century

was a time when people with liberal and democratic notions

were troublesomely active all over Europe. Even Prussia

was bothered just when the State was getting good headway

made towards importance. They drove King William I,

grandfather of the last Kaiser, so near to his wits’ end that he

debated whether he should abdicate and leave matters to his

son, or call to his service Prince Otto von Bismarck. Finally,

on the day that his Government was defeated in the House of

Deputies, the king asked Bismarck to the castle at Babelsberg.

This was in 1862.

From then until dismissed by the rashness of the last Kaiser,

Bismarck took the lead in Prussian affairs. He met liberal

and democratic ideas with resolute resistance, gave the people

H
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social insurance which bound them to the State, and increased

prosperity by tariff protections. With adroit diplomacy and

three short victorious wars against Denmark, Austria, and

France he created a German Reich composed of twenty-five

states with Prussia at the head. This government endured

until 1918.

The Dritte Reich
,
or third period of importance, is die

National-Socialist Government, created by men who never

accepted defeat, have always looked on diose who signed the

Versailles Treaty in the name of Germany as traitors to their

race, and never had any feeling but scorn for the Weimar

Constitution.

My Nazi acquaintances were serious, earnest people, belong-

ing to various classes. A part of their creed is the abolition of

class barriers. They were alike in physical fitness, enthusiasm,

and possession of well-fitting uniforms. They were always

able to get good cars to take me to look at Nazi works, and

generous in giving their time to my education. Each seemed

sincere in belief that the road on which Germany was now
started was the right road.

Several of them assured me that their Fuhrer is a man to

whom voices speak as voices spoke to Joan of Arc. They
explained his accent, which I had found peculiar, by telling—

me that it has a similarity to the speech of the Sudeten Germans.

They took satisfaction in the fact that the one singled out by

God to be their leader comes from die borderlands of Germany,

Austria, and Bohemia.

An S.S, (member of die Schuti Staff'd,
the black-shirt Hite

of the Storm Troops) told me diat it is by psychology more

than by might that the nation has been conquered. He seemed

astonished, even awed, by their group achievement. The
arrests of their fellow Germans were uppermost in my mind. I

learned that, according to the National-Socialist idea, the will

of the Fuhrer is the will of the German people, and that it is

quite logical that “he who does not stand with the Fuhrer is

no longer German”.
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“Aryan” Germans who do not think as National-Socialists

must be converted if possible. Otherwise, if of sufficient

importance to be a political danger, they must be eliminated.

When the Nazis came into power they already possessed a

fairly wide index of outstanding persons, and since then this

has been enlarged to cover the country. No one is disturbed

who is not a potential danger to the fulfilment of the Fukrer’s

laws when proclaimed, but it is necessary to have as complete

a record as possible of everyone’s past. So this card index

has been compiled.

The system used in keeping down uprisings is never to

annoy until they can absolutely crush, separate and then

destroy, find ways to confuse elements that might join so that

there is no need to combat their united resistance. “A secret

of National-Socialist success,” the serious youth explained,

“is the accomplishment of a thing before others have any idea

that there is intent to do it. Faced with the fact that it is already

done those who might oppose are put in a quandary.”

All National-Socialists are pledged to blind obedience. For

instance, should it ever happen that an S.S. found his father's

name on the list of Germans he is to take to a concentration

-camp, he may not question or disobey. If, in such a time as

the “clean up” in June 1934, he should see his brother against

the wall when he is in the firing squad, it is his duty to shoot

when the command is given.

Theirs is a Spartan oath, and on them rests the duty of

maintaining internal order in the State. The S.S. wear black

* uniforms decorated with silver. They may use firearms at

need, and are closely united with the Secret Police. Theirs is

not a State-paid service, nor is that of the men with the S.A.;

they hold jobs in offices and industry, but must be given

leave with full pay wdien needed for a State duty.

After the death of President von Hindenburg, when Adolf

Hitler accepted the position of full responsibility for the Dritte

Reich
,
the army swore an oath of personal loyalty to him. In
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the weeks that followed, this same oath was asked from every

branch of the many State services—church, school, railway,

customs, postal, telegraph, telephone, police, tax bureaux,

and so forth, until every person drawing State pay should be

so pledged. All fell smoothly into line excepting the Church

and a few educators. The Church opposition was too large

to be immediately squelched. The educators had the choice

of concentration camps or leaving the country promptly.

None among those I met seemed to know with any certainty

how many of their German men or women were in concentra-

tion camps. The numbers mentioned varied from hundreds to

thousands. They said that earlier it had been said that such

imprisonment was but a temporary measure during revolution,

and that there would be an amnesty and people would be let

out as soon as National-Socialism was established. But un-

fortunately people learned slowly, and certainly the number

arrested was growing rather than getting smaller.

There was considerable talk of what should be done with

these people in case of war. It was said that the task of guard-

ing them combined with keeping internal State order would

be more than could be managed by the force which could be

spared from the front. Some said they would have to be put

to death to save food. Others were emphatic that they must

be forced to work on munitions and in other essential in-

dustries, housed in the work-place under guard. But, as with

everything else, they had to wait for an expression of their

Filhrers will to know what would happen. Many were

certain that at present all able hands in prison were kept at

productive labour. “Since they have to be fed any other

system would be a waste.”

I heard much of the “legality” of National-Socialist actions

during these days, but I never understood the reason for

mention of this until I met a man versed in law. He said that

Germans are very legal-minded and want things “legal”.

Excepting the present era, so far as he knew there had been no
time in German history when laws were edicts, or a ruler
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occupied a position comparable to a Son of Heaven in China

proclaiming the law and serving as the medium through which

a God spoke his commands.

The early German tribes had no written language. Conse-

quently they left no written records. But after the Germans

became literate in the Roman Catholic monasteries several

devoted themselves to collecting and recording oral traditions

of their tribe. These “mirrors,” as they are called, are in the

public libraries of present-day Germany open for anyone to

consult. The laws of the Saxons were the first to appear. This

was followed by an Imperial Code, “Acts relating to Public

Peace”, published at Mayence in 1235. Other sources of in-

formation on traditional German ways are the “De Origins,

situ
,
morihus et populis Germaniae

”
of Tacitus, the comments

of Caesar, the Nibehmgen
,
and the WaltarsliccL

These accounts tell of assemblies of free men who met to

discuss affairs and form laws for the regulation of tribal affairs.

They picture courts where man, woman, and ward brought

their grievances to open trial. Although certain families appear

to have enjoyed special consideration because of some special

service done the tribe, there was neither a priesthood nor a

nobility with definite superior privileges. Serfs as well as

‘free men had their rights; among the Saxons the Jews were

definitely protected by clear statutes; women in all the tribes

had a position far superior to that which it is usual to find

among tribal peoples. So far as I can discover the practice

was consistently nulla poena sine lege—no punishment without

law. Many of the tenets of English Common Law, and con-

sequently American and Colonial Law, are derived from early

Germanic customs, particularly from the Saxons.

History shows that through the centuries the German

people built up a thoughtful system of law for the regulation

of their affairs, aiming at the protection of the individual as

well as the maintenance of order in the State. It was a German

boast that their courts were above corruption, law a sacred

calling, and that no peoples anywhere surpassed them in this.
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Germany was divided into many states, and regulations differed

somewhat, but they had a common legal tradition. Minor

things might be unlike, but there was much exchange of experi-

ence and a desire far beyond their own borders for “German

law”.

They had such a vast accumulation of statutes that early in

this present century a decision was reached to overhaul the

legal system and revise the code. A group of German lawyers

were appointed to make a survey of German, Austrian, and

Swiss law in preparation for this. They began work in 1902,

and in 1909 published a preliminary survey. They followed

this with a more complete publication in 1913. Their work was

interrupted by the War.

Immediately after the War the democratic governments of

Austria and Germany agreed to revise their laws and make

them exactly the same, basing their work on what had been

done by the above commission. They reasoned thus: we are

forbidden now to join together, but later, when we are united,

our law will be in order and the unification of our affairs will

be simple. So, without any public fuss, Austrian officials and

lawyers came to Berlin and worked quietly on this with

German officials and lawyers.

They made a joint plan. They had it ready, but it was'

never written into the Criminal Law Code as desired. There

was great political unrest in Germany and Austria in these

years. Governments changed so frequently that it was practic-

ally impossible to get the Bill passed. The legislators tiever

got round to attending to it.

Immediately the National-Socialists came into power they

set lawyers to work on this problem. They had die work of

the others to use. In the autumn of 1933 the Prussian Minister

of Justice put out the first memorandum on their effort, and in

1934 the Academy for German law published a further report.

Later a complete new Strafgeset^buch was ready.

Up till then German law had held to the principle of no
punishment without a law. The old book clearly stated, in the
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introductory remarks, paragraph two: “Eine Handlung kartn

nur dann mit einer Strafe gesetfich bestimmt war, bevor die

Handlung begangen wurd. Bei Verschiedenheit der Geset%e von

der Zeit der begangen Handlung bis deren Aburteilung ist das

mildeste Geset1 aniuwenden” (An act can be legally punished

only when this punishment was legally established before the

act was committed.) The National-Socialists have revised this,

again in introductory remarks, paragraph two: “Bestraft wird,

wer eine Tat begeht, die das Geset[ fur strafbar erklart oder die

nach dem Grundgedanken eines Strafgeseties und nach gesundem

Volksempfinden Bestrafung verdienu Findet auf die Tat kein

bestimmtes Strafgeseti unmittelbar Anwendung, so wird die Tat

nach dem Geset
1 bestraft, dessert Grundgedanke aufsie am besten

lutrifftT (Whoever commits an act which the law declares

punishable, or which deserves punishment according to the

basic thought of a criminal law and in accordance with a

healthy folk feeling, is to be punished. If no definite criminal

law exists which can be directly applied to the deed, then the

deed is to be punished according to the law which in funda-

mental thought best applies.)
“
Nullum crimen sinepoena”—no

crime without a punishment.

Thus did they widen the power of the judge to a limitless

•authority, and also legalize their policy of bringing their

fellow men and women into courts for deeds they did during

the years before the National-Socialists took charge of the

Reich. For instance, a man who distributed pacifist literature

in the twenties can be tried and convicted for that now; he

may not be, but it hangs over his head like a sword on a hair

—a warning to desist from anything which may call the atten-

tion of the authorities to his past conduct.

The new Code also widens police power. Defined in the

words of Frederick the Great “Police power means making the

necessary arrangements for the maintenance of public peace

and safety, and also for the prevention of dangers which

threaten the whole public or any of its individual members.”

This is simplified into: “The police have the task of putting
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into force the will of the Fiihrer and can take all steps necessary

for that.” Hochverrat und Landesverrat (High treason and

treason against the State) are terms broadened to include

anything which might upset or disturb the smooth working

of National-Socialism. The use of the death sentence is given

wide application.

And a new type of punishment is added to German law.

This is called Ehrverlust
,
or loss of honour. It applies to

political criminals in particular, but can be added to other

sentences. A person so punished may no longer occupy public

office. He is excluded from the National-Socialist Party and all

its sub-organizations. He may not serve in the Labour Corps.

He may not be a farmer, or an independent artisan. He must
surrender all titles, orders, and medals he may have won in

previous years of his life; lie loses every right of German
citizenship, including the right to serve as a guardian or

custodian, and he loses control of his children. The Reich

will take the children and put them into a home where National-

Socialist principles are respected and taught. Any mother,

father, or guardian makes him or herself liable to punishment

with Ehrverlust by uttering a slanderous remark against the

National-Socialist State.

Lawyers, judges, and courts function busily. Their *

machinery has not been disturbed except that in a State

run on the Fiihrerprincip the will of the Leader transcends

every written law. If the judges make a mistake and free a

criminal who should be held, the Gestapo are within the law

when they re-arrest and confine the one mistakenly freed.

3

u
Hitler—Arbeit md Brot” I had seen prominently displayed

ever since our first day in Germany. On request the way was
quickly opened for me to see what was being done about work
and bread. From the outset I was told that the National-

Socialist attitude to work is different from that of all others.
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Their emphasis is not on wages, but on the beauty of labour,

the dignity of toil, the true happiness its successful per-

formance brings*

My instructors said that a false shame has come into civiliza-

tion, an attitude of scorn for the calloused hand which has

made people strive after the white-collar job. This has thrown

society off its balance. I met lecturers and saw posters,

pamphlets, and books prepared to re-educate Germans regard-

ing the fact that all work honours the good workman. They
desire the ironing out of class barriers and aim at a whole

nation happy in working together under the will ofone Fuhrer
y

each person glad to put a hand to any task which needs doing.

The National-Socialists want everyone in the Reich to have

the experience of manual labour. Arbeitsdienst (labour service)

is not yet compulsory for girls, but they are urged to volunteer

for it. Many do. My daughter did. She went to a camp in

which girls of her age from Cologne joined with the daughters

of Essen factory workers. They got on well together. They

had teacher-counsellors. They rose early, had. drill, camp

housekeeping duties, and breakfast, and went off to land duty*

I did not want her to go because I thought it would be too hard.

It was hard, and she liked it. She came back strong, brown and

enthusiastic. She had done her daily duty in a small farmhouse

washing the overworked mother’s floors, dishes, and children.

Her companion worker had taken on outside tasks such as

milking the cow, hoeing, and fence mending. It was all under

careful management. They checked in and out for so many

hours’ toil, and they worked always under the control of a

counsellor. College girls whom I know volunteered to spend

their summer vacations in factories. They also worked without

pay, and let the girls they replaced go on needed holidays.

Six months of labour service has been made compulsory for

every German boy. There are camps enough to take care of

them all as they reach the age of eighteen. The camp directors

are men who have gone through a course oftraining for labour

service leadership, which has been made a State career* I was
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given a card granting me permission to visit any such camp I

might happen to pass anywhere in the Reich* In all I visited

seven. The camps are scattered all over Germany. Those I

have seen are by water, near woods, in meadows, or in just

as nice a place as was available in die locality. New buildings

have been put up in some places, but wherever possible empty

castles, old manor houses, empty barracks, or sets of cottages

have been used.

Each camp I visited was immaculately clean and tidy both

in its surroundings and inside, and this cleanliness extended

to the Labour Corps and their director. All had parade

grounds, lecture hall, sleeping quarters, dining-hall, and a

surprisingly modem kitchen. The beds had good mattresses,

white sheets, blankets, and neat blue and white check gingham

spreads. Every camp had flowers in its rooms. I ate in each

camp, and found the food plain but well cooked, and enjoyed

the meal.

The camps are not of equal accommodation. Some are

much better than others. I was told that the intention is to

bring them all up to the level of the best as soon as possible,

and I believe this is truly their purpose. Germans like 10 have

their equipment good, and everything organized on a uniform

basis.

The forty thousand “soldiers of the Spade” who go to

Nurenberg each year are, of course, a carefully picked group.

They are not the average of each year’s Arldtsdknsu They
are the cream. But the rest do not fall very short of them in

physical fitness, and it is amazing to see the stature and carriage

improvement in a camp between the boys’ time of entrance

and the finish of their six months. Coming as they do from
shop, factory, farm, and every sort of family, rich and poor,

some are pale and some strong, some are bent and some
straight, when they arrive. They all go out brown and hard,

holding their heads high and their backs flat

When one visits a camp, all look contented; but the service

is not done in pure contentment. Far and wide over Germany
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I have listened to considerable expression of dissatisfaction

about it. I have heard farmers’ sons lament the “gentlemen”

in camp with them; and I have heard more gently bred boys

grumble about having to mix with rough fellows. Besides

this there is much complaint about having to take these six

months and then two military years out of life for State

service.

About 250,000 come into camp each year. About a hundred

are taken care of in each camp, the aim being to keep the

groups small. The camp discipline is such as to make the boys

slip easily into the discipline of their military service. Each

boy is supplied with a work and a parade uniform, and each

has two shovels—one for work and one kept unstained for

drill. The days begin early and are strenuous. The boys have

the task ofcamp housekeeping, which falls on them in rotation,

drill, field work, and daily lectures in National-Socialism.

They work in formation, arranged so that those who have

been accustomed to labour set the pace, but it is the duty of

the director to watch that no boy overstrains himself danger-

ously. Care is taken that their labour does not disturb the

paid labour market. They are assigned to tasks which would

not otherwise get done, and toil at land improvements such as

draining swamps, cutting needed canals, dredging choked

waterways, reclaiming land along the coast, help with harvests,

or filling in any farm labour shortage.

“At first the criticism was raised that we would never be

able to find enough work for them,” said a Labour official

who showed me round, “but we Nazis are not short of ideas.

We can think of plenty of work to keep every person here

busy.”

After visiting seven Labour Corps I wanted to halt and

learn what was done about the employment of people who

need to earn money to support families. “Everything in its

order,” I was told. “We have grounded you on the principle

that everyone must learn to find work natural and good; next

you will have the definition of a National-Socialist State.”
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A National-Socialist State was defined as a state organized

against poverty, discouragement, and enemy blockade. To
achieve this result there must be overhead planning and a

complete control of economic activities. In such a state the

indifferent and the discontented have no rights which the

patriotic will, respect. The aim is to create and maintain a

worthy standard of living in a powerful nation, which can be

done by mathematical method and hard work. The battalions

of science must be harnessed to die programme.

Before the War, economists had warned die nation that an

over-dependence on the rest of the world had developed, but

Germany had had to suffer a blockade before taking this

seriously. People had managed to live through those years,

but under such distress as need never be repeated. Now was

the harsh time of readjustment. A self-sufficiency which placed

the Reich on a safe basis must be achieved, and the balance

between town and country work put straight. It must not be

forgotten that agriculture is the first industry, and manufactur-

ing but second. Germany was rich in scientists and able

workers. Wise men had made a plan. It must be ruthlessly

executed whether everyone liked it or not, because it was right

and good.

“None shall be denied the right to work here. Neither will
'

any who can work be allowed to be lazy. The majority of

people really like to work. The fundamental thing is to fan

that desire and then find things to be done. The truth is that

there is so much in need of doing that every hand can be busy.

We shall soon have a labour shortage. Unemployment is an

absurdity, a disease of modem so-called civilization/*

The first step was to get an index of everyone able to work.
The unemployed were only too willing to fill up forms telling

all about themselves; and stating what they had done and
what they would like to do. These answers were added to the

forms filled in by people already employed. Soon the Drittc

Reich possessed a file of 25,000,000 people. Assigning them
work was easy. The bureau ofoverhead administration needed
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thousands. Hundreds who knew languages were wanted for

censorship work, as every tenth letter in the ordinary post

must be examined and all the mail of people on the suspect

list opened. Krupps and other rearmament factories needed

thousands of workers. Builders, masons, carpenters, cement
workers in numbers beyond count were necessary to execute

the Fiihrer

s

dreams for national rejuvenation—Berlin redone

on a magnificent scale, Nuremberg made a fitting place for

rallies, assembly halls in every city, a swimming bath for every

village, a house and garden for every worker, boulevards

joining every part of the Reich, and such a stir in manufactur-

ing as “fairly took the breath away”.

As to labour conditions, I learned that both employer and

employee must be under close State control if the plan was to

succeed. Neither strikes nor lock-outs could be allowed, and

no excessive profit on either side. The worker’s wages could

not be higher than production warranted, and watch must be

kept that private wages did not coax men from Government

jobs. Employers of labour must not be allowed to take out

more than six per cent interest on their capital invested, any

further profit to be put back into enlarging and improving

the works. “In this way we shall soon have the finest industrial

equipment in the world.”

Hours of work are “twenty-four if our Fiihrer needs

twenty-four”. No one can change a job without permission

from the Labour Front. If a man’s wages absolutely are not

enough for his famiily, he must turn to the various services

for State aid. Wages are settled by the Labour Front. Some

of them seemed microscopic to me. I was assured that this is

a practical Reich with the sense not to starve its workers to

death. Its foundations rest, not on a gold standard, but on the

strength of the producers.

The labourers had serious faces and a quiet mien. Visiting

factories, I noticed how orderly and methodical they were.

Often I heard music coming from radios, and I was told that

men are quieter and work better with occasional music to do
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their work by. When I mentioned tbeir paleness I was

reminded tbatwehad now reached midsummer, a time of trying

heat, and was then told of the “Strength through Joy” holi-

days on which many would soon be going. These are excur-

sions at reduced cost.

There is a scarcity of skilled workers, technicians, chemists,

and inventors. Prizes are given to those who find ways to

replace the raw materials Germany does not have, and those

who show ability for laboratory investigation receive every

possible help. There are too many people wanting professional

and clerical jobs, and there were too many small shop-keepers.

Nobody can have a business which is non-essential. If a person

wants to be a hairdresser and there arc enough hairdressers,

he cannot be one. Boys and girls about to leave school have

to state their preference for careers, but if that work is not

needed they must take something else. The same with

white collared people; if there are no jobs of the kind they

want, they must take what is offered. “It does a man who has

only pushed a pen untold good to wield a shovel for a change.”

A person who refuses work may not draw any relief.

Taken to see public works, I saw a vast number of buildings

in the process of going up. Scaffolding seemed to strew the

land in such a fever of construction as probably has not been

known here since the era of Gothic architecture. The Nazi

period is marked by straight lines, precise shapes, calculated

spaces, and size. The man who took me on this tour led me to

scenes of activity with shining eyes: “This will be bigger than

the Great Pyramid”. “This is going to be greater than the

Roman Colosseum.” “Has the Great Wall of China more
masonry than this?” His enthusiasm was genuine. I, too,

stood awed before the work of man’s hands. Humans are so

small, yet can do this, I often thought. The places for mass

gatherings were largest—not cathedrals to honour God in a

Heaven as in centuries past, but arenas for masses.

“Why do you want them?” I asked.

“To feel our greatness.”
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I remarked on the fine workmanship.

“We build for the future. Our Fiihrer’s orders are that all

we build now must last at least a thousand years.”

Next I saw airports, new factories, and new farm-houses of

the resettlement plan. We travelled over wide stretches of the

Reicksautobahnen
,
and stopped at a place where a road was

under construction. These roads are entirely new roads—no

making use of old bits.

The Germans build well. The roads are not ugly scars across

their land. They are things of beauty, exciting in their charm.

They are invisible a short distance off. Then one comes on

them—silver ribbons. No telegraph poles, advertisements,

rows of refreshment stands, gasolene stations, or ugly houses

line their banks. Grass strips separate the two. ways of traffic,

and these often divide round hills to meet and run side by side

again. The roadsides are planted with shrubs and trees

natural to the district; the bridges harmonize with the valleys

they transverse.

None but motor traffic is allowed on them. In forest

places, signs which light up at night ask one to be careful of

the deer. Clear neat signs give the names of towns along the

way, with a diagram showing how one must turn off to get to

the town, and similar signs give notice of digressions to gaso-

lene stations.

We stood now watcliing a machine from out of which a

ribbon of road surface poured like paste from a tube. It lay

there wet and smooth.

“We have beaten the rest of the Western world in road

building,” said my conductor. “We go forward at a cost of

but a penny half-penny a square yard.”

“How much do the workers get?”

“Twenty-five marks for fifty-three hours work. Five they

give for various fees, and ten for their own keep; they are

housed in temporary quarters put up along the way.”

“How can you get men to work for that?”

“When road building is offered a man, he must take it.”
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He turned to look back at the finished road. “It is beautiful,

isn’t it?”

“It is,” I agreed.

“It is-with a reservation in your approval,” he took me

up quickly. “Now tell me what you really tliink about it.”

“It is built with conscript labour.”

“And so was the Grand Canal of China and every stretch

of world building that ever got done. Every man, woman,

and child must be gathered up in mighty sacrifice to one

resolute will when great things are to be accomplished. We

have organization, discipline, enthusiasm, unity, ingenuity,

generalship, and absolute control of resources,” he asserted

quietly and firmly. “Our Fiikrer’s will is decisive for all

Germans-our law and his will are one. The working strength

of every man, woman, and child within his dominion is power

concentrated in our Leader’s fist. With that might he forges

our destiny.”

That evening I heard on die radio: “The methods by which

a people forces its way upward are of no moment, but the

goal which is reached is important.”



CHAPTER VII

AN ARCH OF EVERGREEN

“Come and visit us and the trees,” read the letter from

Wiegersen.

In the autumn we sighted the red wall topped by four towers.

Gates swung open to let us in. Rounding the curved road we

stood before the Schloss. Smooth lawns sloped to forest

borders.

Katerlieschen and her family came down their steps to

greet us. We were welcomed in under the arch of evergreen

which by tradition spans the entrance door when a master

of Wiegersen is in residence. Thus for the first time in my life

I stayed on an estate devoted to the nurture of trees.

My room looked into a beech, my favourite of all the trees

that grow. Leaning out of a window, I saw the top of this

noble tree reaching for the sky, lifted on a straight bole, and

thought of roots going deep into the earth. Not a rotten

branch had the tree. Clean boughs drooped gently down

from the trunk. In mgentem evadit amplitudinem. What nicer

than to dwell beside the wild live spirit of a glorious beech?

Trees do humans untold good. Here at Wiegersen, a

paradise on earth, my troubled mind renewed its courage.

Generation after generation the heirs of these broad acres

have kept their land sacred to trees. Through the ups and

downs of fortune timber has never been sacrificed tp the

exigencies of the times. Lovely and beloved, the trees grow,

here from seedlings to maturity, the life span of many far

longer than the life of man.

In the company of our host and hostess and little Kater-

lieschen, my doubting heart leapt up to faith in Germans.

T19 I
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Amid their trees I remembered a thought Mencius has left us:

“Through pain men grow.” Walking forest ways, I recalled

how the Chinese had to pass through the terrible ora of

Ch’in, when the unripe among them spent sixteen years in

destroying their scholars, burning their books, scorning the

precepts their forefathers had built up for the conduct of man
to man, vesting right in might, drilling children to follow one

fanatical will; and how this had passed and the Chinese had

been able to make for themselves the era of Han, a period of

enlightened living the like of which this earth has seldom

witnessed.

Close to the eternity of nature, I felt how ephemeral are the

mistakes of men. In the voice of the wood I seemed to hear a

promise that this era in which Germans are living is but a

purgatory through which they will pass. Under die forest

sky I heard an eternal melody of which a German poet has

written:

Uber den Wipfel kin- und wiederschwcbcn

Wie’s Atem holt und voiler wogt und braust

Und wetter lieAt . .

.

und stillc wird . .

.

und saust * .

.

Uber den Wipfel kin- und wiederschmben

Hock droben steht ein emster Ton
Dem lauschen tausend Jahre schon

Undwerden tausend Jahre lauschen>

Over the tree-tops swaying to and fro

How it takes breath and sways more and rustles

And goes on

and becomes quiet

and sounds

Oyer the tree-tops swaying to and fro

High stands a serious melody
To which a thousand years have listened

And thousands more will listen.
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Somehow that serene rustle sang me a song of hope.

These are the forests of the German fairy tales. Through
them move woodsmen dressed in uniforms so soft in their

grey-green colour as to be almost unnoticed among the trees.

Light shines in shafts of gold through the conifers, and cuts

bars of silver across the trunks of oak and beech. Woodsmen
fell and trim and plant in an unhurried quietness which seems

scarcely to disturb the wild creatures. Under the trees, each

hour of day and night has its ever-changing charm. I could

never decide at Wiegersen whether I liked best dawn, noon,

evening twilight, or the dark of the forest night.

The family at Wiegersen live long quiet days. The pace

of their time seems tempered to the growth of trees. Our host

is a man of mild temperament, loving simple joys, and our

hostess gifted with kindness and the arts ofa natural hospitality.

Our days were filled with many small pleasures.

Breakfast was eaten all together at a table out of doors.

It began at eight o’clock, a hearty meal for a family that had

been up a long time: brown bread and butter, boiled eggs,

fresh tomatoes, slices cut from a ham as wanted, smoked

sausage of several kinds, cheese, honey and jam, and a great

pot of delicious coffee frequently refilled. Our breakfast

plates were the country breakfast plates of Hanover—smooth,

flat pieces of white wood on which one lays bread to spread

it with butter and anything else to taste, then cuts the bread

into squares.

Eating was leisurely and accompanied by leisurely talk.

In these hours I learned much of German forests in general as

well as of this one in particular. Perhaps most important of all

I grew to love a German family and have respect for them.

In such ways only will humanity get past the false barriers

of nationalism which have so corrupted human society.

Individually we must come to appreciate the truth our liberal

forefathers glimpsed—that the nature of man and the opera-

tions of his mind are fundamentally the same in all places.

Life here was in the woods, the Schloss truly a forester’s
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home; and the trees in this place seemed somehow more im-

portant than men. They were beautiful trees. And the season

was autumn, a time when nature helps one to quiet thought.

Pathways, called Pirschwegm
,
led through the forests; these

are aisles where year by year pine needles are piled to sink

down into a cushion of springy softness on which footfall

makes no sound. Many ladders led up to platforms where one

could sit behind a screen of hemlock boughs, and from there

watch the fox, the badger, the deer, and other animals.

It is good to see them so, intent on their own affairs. A
black buck roves these ways. He is the pride of Wicgersen,

a handsome fellow no gun is allowed to touch. These lines

that might have come from the brush of a Chinese are from

a German poet, Georg Trakl, born in 1914:

Stille begegnet am Saum des Waldes

ein dunkles Wild.

Am Hugel endet feisa der Abcndwlnd

Verstummt die Klagt der Anud
Und die sanfien Flotan das Herbstes

Schweigen im Rohr.

Quietness meets at the edge of the wood
a dark deer.

At the hill the evening wind halts

Silent the complaint of the blackbird

And the soft flutes of autumn

are silent in the reed.

For Katerlieschen the German forest would not be the

German forest without the deer; arid, now that I have known
woods where they live, every grove will be strangely empty
without their shy presence. Crystal clear springs with moss
covered rocks will not be complete unless a doe and her fawn
come there to drink. When twilight falls on the wood while

sun shines on the clearing, I shall unconsciously expect a buck
to come forth across the lengthening shadows of the hemlocks.
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At dawn when dew glistens on the white trunks of birches I

shall long for dawns where deer rise from their sleep.

At Wiegersen they have sheltered racks where food is put

out for the deer in severe weather, and tables where dinner is

laid for the birds. Deer get hay, unthreshed sheaves of oats,

turnips, and sometimes corn, and they are provided the year

round with salt to lick. Partridges like malt, bunches of mistle-

toe, and ripe apples, while pheasants favour roughly broken

dried cod.

Soft stepping fox and careful badger often dwell side by side

here in the same glade. The badger’s manner of furnishing his

burrow has distinction. In late summer and early autumn he

cuts fresh grass, taking blades of even length. When he has

enough he makes a little bale, tying it up as neatly as any

human craftsman could do. On moonlight nights the quiet

observer can watch him. He works, moves, and carries his

bundles with grace. Not content with a few he takes a goodly

supply into his home, spending time at this on and off until

winter arrives. Then he retires. Soon after the wild daffodil

lifts her valiant head to the winds of March he comes out.

His sleep finished, he clears his house of the used mattresses,

flinging them, still neatly tied, to right and left well out of the

•way of his entrance.

Often we walked with our host and his head forester and

heard forestry lore. There have always been two schools of

thought about tree planting. One favours mixed groves. The

other, stretches of wood all of one kind. Both methods are

practised at Wiegersen. The nineteenth century was an age of

internationalism, and this shows in the forests here as then

men prided themselves on having as many kinds of trees in

their soil as possible. In National-Socialist times the rule is

German trees on German lands, and only native trees may be

set where new planting is needed. The self-important jay is

himself a planter. He is fond of carrying seeds and acorns

and putting them in where he will. Beech especially he strews

through groves where the forester did not intend to have them.
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“Well managed woodlands are a source of profit to the

owner, provide healthy employment for many men, are of

great material value to the nation—and they have their

spiritual value too,” said the forester as he told of trees.

“The spiritual value is something beyond count, but I doubt

if any German could long be happy in a place where he could

not enjoy the rest and comfort of trees.”

Willow, poplar, and birch reach the peak of their develop-

ment at about fifty years; ash and maple have their best period

near eighty; fir and larch can safely stand until two hundred;

beech, elm and silver fir keep in good heart longer, although at

one hundred they are already noble trees. The oak, with its

roots reaching into damp grey clay, will keep up a healthy

growth well past three centuries. But it is not usual to let a

forest have its full growth, and even the longest lived are

often hewn before 120 years. *

The conifers grow to greatest height, then the oak, chestnut,

beech, elm, Kme and ash. Irrigation and manure are a help

to trees, aiding them to grow a fine wood. Failure to thin

growing plantations, and failure to fell when at maturity,

soon ruins a forest. Intelligent thinning, felling and replant-

ing enhances the landscape. Every day has its task where a

wood is kept in good condition, but wood folk never appear'

to hurry.

Beech is usually felled in November and December and left

to bleach, oak thrown in January and February, ash and elm
any time during the winter. There is no need, however, to

pay such strict attention to the time when firs and pine are to

be hewn. In order to allow of extraction during the period

between the close of shooting and the beginning of nesting

it is wise to have finished selecting and marking the trees

before the end of autumn.

Wood sawn up and arranged in neat piles, each holding so
many cords, stands in the forest to season. Crooked and faulty

pieces, butts and tops, are cut into firewood. Plantations of
spruce are grown for the Christmas-tree market. They are
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cut at four to ten feet. The tender bark from young oaks

twelve to fifteen years old is the most desired by tanneries.

Yew is in demand for gate-posts and other places where

strength and endurance are needed. The cuttings from

willow find a ready sale for basketry and other twisted work.

The collieries are a big market for timber, and it is wanted for

building, for paper, and now for the making of cloth. Nothing

is wasted.

Sometimes we went to the Kindergarten, a nursery for trees

set in a sheltered place deep in the forest. The German system

of rotary tree culture creates a need for baby trees each year,

and it is the custom for each forest to nurture the majority of

the trees that are to grow there. Their care is an important

part of the forester's duty. Started from seed they are kept

in clean straight rows in a plot safely fenced against rabbits

and deer. I liked the Kindergarten. It whispered of a hopeful

German future—each tree growing up towards light. Quite

a foolish idea; but the little trees gave it to me.

Daily we went to the lake nature has provided as a swim-

ming-pool for Wiegersen. The water has the same look

and feel as the water of the Rancocas in New Jersey—cool

and warm in patches with a clear brownness.

There was time for Katerlieschen to enchant me with the

charm of her native tongue when used by poets. Beginning

with Goethe's “ Wanderers Nachtlied

”

she read aloud her

favourites from his nature verses. “ Wer hat dich , du schoner

Wald, aufgebaut,
so hoch da droben , .

.” (Who has built

thee thou beautiful wood, so high above . .
.)

she used intro-

ducing me to Josef von Eichendorf. As lovers of the forest

she made me acquainted with Achim von Annin* Hoffmann,

and Klemens Bretano.

Then she brought forward Lessing as a writer of animal

fables, followed by Wilhelm Busch telling tales of Isegrimm

the Wolf and Reynard the Fox. In “Im tiefen Forst” we

wandered with Erich Kloss deep into his wood. It was pure

joy to look on, through the prose of Otto Borris, at the life
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of a young elk named Worpel who busied himself outwitting

wolves and playing jokes on fisher women. Worpel lived

among trees in the Memel country, but his trees cannot have

been better than those bordering the Wiegersen lawn.

During the last century a fire raged through the Schloss.

Such treasures were rescued as there was time to save, but first

attention was given to the protection of the surrounding

woods. When the fire was conquered it was judged of less

importance that the home had been destroyed than that no

live trees had been lost.

The rebuilding was tempered to the normal revenues from

the forest. No clearing was made just because timber would

bring in money, or because the proceeds from a hundred hewn

acres would make it possible to rebuild in grandeur. Trees

are more than a manor house.

When the rebuilt Schloss was ready King George, the last

to rule Hanover as an independent state, honoured the house-

warming with his presence. His signature is the first in the

“new” guest-book, the one we signed. Wiegersen was then

a forest estate in the royal kingdom of Hanover. Below the

signatures of guests at that dinner the Countess, then mistress

of Wiegersen, recorded the menu and the programme of music

provided for their entertainment, items interesting to read now.

.

Staying at Wiegersen one sees many things of rare charm:

a spread of Venetian lace lying across a couch, cupboards and

chests made when hands cherished tools, exquisite needlework

on fine linen, beauty definitely German, and treasures from

far places. But the beauty most often mentioned is that of the

forests. Leaves spread a pattern across the heavens as exquisite

as the finest Venetian lace.

Without visits such as this I should have lost faith in all

Germans; but following every period of doubt it was my for-

tune to be allowed to know people who gave me reassurance.

By these friendships I am bound to Germany forever, one
with that country in triumph and failure.

As we were leaving, our host said: “We in our generation
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are shaken by hard winds. Wind hut settles the roots of strong

trees. It should be the same with men.”

2

Wiegersen in Hanover is but a part of a vast system of

afforestation which holds sacred to trees a quarter of all land

within the German frontiers. Living here, we had the pleasure

of never being far out of sight of woodlands, no matter where

we travelled. I found this a happy contrast to the barrenness

of those parts of China where some centuries ago forests were

sacrificed to immediate need, a need which has left in its wake

drought, flood, and ever recurrent famine.

All the trees of the temperate zone are native to this soil.

The elm and the ash, the maple and the chestnut, the poplar

and the pine share place with an abundance of wild fruit and

nut trees. The oak is widespread in its habitation. The finest

oaks I have seen anywhere grow in forests westward of the

Elbe. The beech is at its loveliest in southern Hanover and

Schleswig-Holstein. The linden, dear to Schubert and to

Heine, is charmingly present almost everywhere. Silver firs

mirror their frosty grace in the blue lakes of East Prussia; and

for league on league conifers march the hill-ranges from the

Harz to the Alps.

The present-day Germans are the children of people who

worshipped their gods in groves. On forest walks one meets

folk who speak of the beech as Wotan’s tree, and mention the

oak as belonging to the god of thunder. Once when I was

out in a storm a woodman’s old wife opened her door and

shouted at me to come in. I was glad to sit by her fire and

while away the hours of the tempest listening to tales such as

that ofa raven, whose duty it is to fly through the trees warn-

ing creatures and human beings by making a storm, which

lets them know that the gods are about to ride past, and they

should go into their homes and not try to spy on holy secrets.
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In a forest on the Deister I was shown a rocky place called

“Teufelstanzplatf) or Devil’s Dancing Ground, by the Ger-

man who showed it to me. My attention was drawn to a large

flat stone with a groove chiselled in it. According to legend,

this stone is one formerly used for heathen sacrifices. The

stained groove was a gutter for blood. My narrator called the

stone
“
Taufsteiri\ or christening stone. She explained that

when the first Christian priests came here they took the stone

from its pagan use and used it in the service at which they

baptized their converts.

One night, after the stone had long been in Christian hands,

the heathens got possession of it again. They decided to

sacrifice a Christian virgin on it and baptize pagans with her

blood. Everything was prepared. The virgin was killed. But

not a drop of her blood would run out over the stone.

This region is full of folk-tales, some very ancient and some

of quite recent origin. I heard here a story typical of those

one hears in many parts of the world. I had admired a lake

on which lovely water-lilies were in bloom. I was told that

a very good and beautiful girl once lived a few miles away.

Her father had been lost in a mine disaster. She had neither

friend nor relative other than a stepmother who cared for

nothing but drink. The girl overheard her stepmother bargain

to give her to the ugly man who provided the Brarmtwein on

which it was her habit to get drunk. Distracted, the pretty

maid ran through the woods and threw herself into this lake.

The authorities dragged the lake for her but she was never

found, although once her body was seen floating on the water.

The next year and every summer since lilies have flowered on

the lake.

Forest wandering is one of the joys of Germany. Hans

Schmidt introduced us to this pastime on the first Sunday

of our Wiegersen visit. I had beautiful weeks with Josephine,

the translator ofmy book, wandering in Thuringia, “the green

heart” of Germany. She invited me to a house that had been

lent her in a forest village. During our strolls she shared
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generously with me from the store of blossoms she had

gathered out of German literature. The habit grew on me of

going for forest walks alone, as many Germans do.

“Here is a present,” said Hans Schmidt one day, dropping

a parcel on the table beside my sewing. *Tve joined the league

to divert you from politics.”

It contained a Strollfuss-Karte for every forest in Germany,

maps showing which kind of trees grow in various districts,

and this bit of weather wisdom:

Bliiht die Eiche vor der Esche

gibt’s im Sommer grosse Wdsche.

Grunt die Esche vor der Eiche

gibe's im Sommer grosse Bleiche .

Buds the oak before the ash

There will be much rain in summer.

Green the ash before the oak

There’ll be heavy drought in summer.

All the afternoon while they played and sang in the adjoin-

ing room I wandered through the woods of imagination. I

had the maps at hand ready for use whenever I felt the need

of the quietness of forest strolls.

Paths are clearly marked. At cross-ways, signs explain the

turnings. There are rest-houses scattered through the forests

ready to provide meals and shelter, and woodmen’s families

as well as inn-keepers have licence to sell to wanderers. A
nice thing about this forest wandering is that every German

is a delightful person when encountered in the woods. Even

people who have seemed crude when known only in town are

gentle when amid the trees. This is a folk over whom nature

has power for good.

They are intensely interested in creatures furred and

feathered, and the booksellers display many volumes telling

of the habits of the inhabitants of the wood. Except when out

shooting, I have never seen a German hurt an animal. This
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seems queer when one considers the cruelties the rough

among the Germans do to their fellow men, women, and

children just because they will not all quickly adopt the

tenets of National-Socialism. But it is true that they are not

unkind to animals. Birds especially have such confidence that

they fly easily to the hand to feed, and deer are often seen

quite close.

The elk, the red deer, the fallow deer, and the roe deer

inhabit the various German woods. There are chamois in

Bavaria, Baden and Hohenzollem. Moufflon dwell in some of

the mountainous forests. Other animals here are the boar,

the fox, the badger, the hare, the marten, and the squirrel.

Hazel grouse, ptarmigan, and wild geese live along the

northern coast. Wild ducks people the lakes. Mountain-

cock, heath-cock, partridge, pheasant, woodcock, sparrow-

hawk, goshawk, buzzard, heron, and snipe are widely spread.

Birds and animals that are rare are protected, as are rare wild

flowers, and no hunter may shoot any one at any time of the

year. The seasons for killing those that may be taken are

strictly limited.

The German men are nearly all fond of hunting. They make
a social affair of the chase and go to it gaily garbed. German
hunting is usually done on foot with the help of one or two

dogs. The favourite chase is that of the deer and the boar.

The favourite shooting is pheasants, partridge, and snipe.

Invited hunters often gather for the chase at the home of a

forest owner. Also, many men have hunting lodges. These

are most popular. They are roughly built of fir logs, the chinks

filled with moss and mortar. The roofs have a long slant and

extend well over lie walls, so that the snow slides off them
some distance away. They are furnished with hewn tables

and chairs, skins and leather cushions. A shelf runs round the

room to hold mugs and glasses, some very brightly coloured,

and the tin dinner plates stand here between meals.
u
Jagd-

trophaeri
9

are all about—the antlers of buck, the head of wild

boar, the heads of elk, and anything the owner has been
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proud to kill. The person who shoots most at a hunt is the
“
Jagdk6nig

s

\ or Hunt King, of the day. The host must never

achieve this position, but leave it to one of his guests.

Where Germans are gathered there is sure to be much eating,

drinking and singing, and here is a song typical of the fancies

one finds lurking in the roughest Germans: “Der Himmel da

olen , derfreut mich sehr . . it opens. In English prose this

is its theme: “The heaven above delights the singer. Well

would he like to venture up. But until now no angel has

turned the lock opening the door to him. So he seeks on earth

an open door, finding one and then another. He enters a

forest house in the valley and goes in and out of its doors

daily, greeting many thousand times the heaven which is the

valley.”

He decides that “Der Himmel da oben”—the heaven above

—is too high for him; it is very beautiful but its brilliance is

far too bright, and when the sun sinks down the dark night

comes there at once. “Zu dunkel ist mir die schwar^e Nacht
”

—too dark for him is the black night—he has pleasure in the

green night, the forest night. In the forest night he has

happiness and joy

—

“da bin ich genossen von allem Leid
\

in

gruner Nacht—(there am I recovered from all sorrow, in the

green night).

The German to whom civilization has not yet given a

clear rational outlook has these vague inner sorrows. Through

their poetry and their music runs a continuous search for a

healing balm. Even the hunter eating and drinking after the

chase sings of the forest greenness soothing his pain.

The chase occupies but a small part of the forester’s year.

One meets many woodmen who say that they are glad when

the hunting is over and the forest left in peace. Such men
like other times better than the days of killing, when deer run

hither and thither seeking the right to live, and frightened birds

fly through the copse.

When deer, boar, or other game destroy a farmer’s property

he is not permitted to shoot them. He must write a complaint,
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“Den Wildschaden einklageri\ asking reimbursement for the

damage done. The right to hunt game, even if ruining the

fields, is reserved to the forest owner. There is a well-known
operetta on this subject.

In it the peasants of a small dukedom are bothered by wild

boar raiding their potato fields. They petitioned with
“Den

Wildschaden einklagen” repeatedly, but the old Duke gives

them no attention. Finally they act for themselves. They
have a chase and they kill the boar. Since they dare not sell

any of the meat, as this would disclose their deed, they decide

to have a week of feasting. They enjoy their week. All is

well. Nobody from the Duke’s household even suspects

what they have done. A year passes. The old Duke is dead
and a young Duke succeeds to the property. On taking over
the estate papers he finds the unanswered petitions from the

troubled peasants. He is very sorry for them. He resolves

to help them at once.

He orders his Oberhojjagermeister immediately to arrange a
boar hunt. The news reaches the peasants, who know that

every boar has been dispatched. What can they do? It is a
crime to kill game. The whole village seeks to find a way to
avoid prison or a heavy fine. The glorious idea of painting
their own pigs black and chasing them into the forest for the
Duke and his hunters to kill occurs to them. The complica-
tions which arise so amuse the young Duke that in the end
he pardons the peasants for their offence.

At the time the Germans were changing from nomadic to
pastoral habits, they cleared away virgin trees to enlarge their
meadows and secure greater space for tillage than nature had
provided. A whole period of their history is engrossed wilh a
desperate struggle with the forests. The many place names
ending with met{ and hau, rode

,,
schwand, brand and hagen bear

eloquent testimony to the hewing, rooting up, burning, and
fencing accomplished. Enormous areas of land were stripped.
As in other lands, their ardour overreached its purpose.

Troubles such as they had never known descended on them.
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Instead of an increase in the food supply, they had less.

Seasons of flood and seasons of drought were successive.

Wind blew away soil and seed. Even the rain changed its

behaviour. Clouds floated by without dropping their moisture,

or else let it down in torrents to run away as fast as it fell.

Famine tested their endurance. They began to speculate

on the cause, and to seek ways of balancing the extremes of

water surplus and water shortage. Their food supply, key

to man’s Hfe, depended on a comprehension of the reason for

these troubles and their remedy. Among them the romantic

idea, common to many peoples, that droughts and floods are

a duel between the elemental forces of nature and the heroic

endurance of man, soon gave way to a realization that trees

have power over the incidence of rain, and might to control

,
water before its fall.

Way back in tribal history they came to know that when

clouds drift above a bare track of country overheated by the

summer sun they balloon upwards and pass without giving

their rain. And when they float above the cool forest they let

it down in a gentle fall. After the rain had fallen on the forest

the Germans noticed that the trees held the water back so that

it could not rush away, releasing it leisurely into the springs

which in turn fed the rivers in manageable volume, so that they

did not burst their banks when there was a heavy fall, or dry

up when the rains held off.

Once these German tribes-folk knew their fault, they mani-

fested no spirit of evasion or disposition to laziness. They set

to work to restore forests as ardently as they had destroyed

them. It has been my experience to find that the deeper I

look into the German past the more cause I have for admiration

for Germans, the more faith I have that they are of importance

in the community of men, the more certain that they will

return to political sanity and strive to repair what they have

lost to themselves in recent years.

In regard to the forests, when they recognized the harm

they had done they did not merely lament their loss. They
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replanted the trees. From then on they kept strictly to laws

which they made for forest protection. German settlers as

they pressed into new lands carried their forestry wisdom

with them. The preservation of a sensible balance between

forest and cleared land became a fixed habit in every part of

the world where Germans lived. They practised this for the

sake of their water supply long before they had need to con-

serve or grow timber. The wood came in handy later. So

far in German history, no matter how pressing he believed the

need to be, no German ruler has ever yet sacrificed the forests

to any state emergency.

The tribal community made the laws for the protection of

the wood in the early days, and later each state had its forestry

department. When the National-Socialists came into power in

1933 control was centralized in Berlin. The states of the Ger-

man federation are now provinces of the Dime Reich
,
and

copies of their forestry codes have been called in so that a

national code may be devised. Forty-seven per cent of the

forests are held by private families; thirty-three per cent are

state lands; and twenty per cent belong to towns, charitable

organizations, and various associations. Whatever the form
of ownership, it has always been the custom for the woods to

stand under Government protection. Only foresters approved

by the state may be employed in the care of woodlands.

I find the forestry codes interesting. These are three extracts

from “The Forest Law of the Grand Duchy of Baden*’.

They were published in 1837. “Trees must be so trained that

the outermost branches of one meet those of another. They
shall be kept in this manner to allow the natural seeding of
the entire woodlands. Among leaf and needle trees, with the

exception of the white fir, small openings are to be made to

permit the entry of light.”

“The charcoal maker is in duty bound to notify die forester

before he starts his fire. After the fire is started he may not
leave his pit by day or by night, and at all times he must have
sufficient water at hand to prevent the danger of spreading fire.
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In windy weather he must erect a brake to keep off the wind

and during such weather he may not remove the cover from

his pit or draw out charcoal.”

“The catching or disturbing of titmice and other forest

birds and creatures is forbidden, with the exception of those

coming under the list which hunters may shoot on the dates

allowed. It is also forbidden to disturb the birds* nests.”

The Forest Law of the Kingdom of Prussia had this provi-

sion: “Poor people living by the forest are permitted to gather

and carry off dead branches. They may take only what lies

on the ground and nothing is to be harmed. This may be

arranged without charge, but if they are able the people shall

pay a small sum.”

The formation of a national code is simplified by the fact

that the Germans have held their forestry lore as a common

heritage. Although they might war over other things the

tribes passed this knowledge from one to another generously.

Private family ownership of woods has long been fostered

because it has been thought that trees thrived best under the

control of families who grew wiser generation by generation.

The National-Socialist programme is both national and

socialist. It favours the small landowner and also state owner-

ship of resources. Formerly, estates such as Wiegersen were

entailed, but this is no longer the case. Only estates below a

certain size may now be entailed. The heir to a large estate

may sell off acreage. If it be forested the Reich is a ready

purchaser. But so far the owners of broad acres who keep

their woods well have been encouraged to remain on them.

General Hermann Goering holds the office at the head of the

national bureau, and he inclines more to the side of national

efficiency than towards socialism.

The forestry service is a service employing a vast number

of men. Statistics from Prussia show that in that province

alone there were more than 4,000 foresters in 1935. Every-

where among Germans education for the service has progressed

along similar lines. Until the eighteenth century a man was

K
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ranted an adequately educated forester if he possessed a letter

signed by a credited forester stating that lie was learned in the

care of trees and “ Wehrhaft md Hirschfangcr
9

\ meaning able

to handle a gun and hunting knife.

For a long time the teaching-masters were just foresters

willing to take on pupils. Then these men began to found
schools. Soon it came to be that such simple preparation was
not sufficient, and now to rise to the higher positions in the

Service a man must have a full university course in forestry

which is combined with practical work. Those who go directly

from the Folk School into forest work cannot rise above a

position as an under-forester.

The care of the forest is systematized in an organization

which links the forestry chief, called the Reichsjagermeister
,
or

national huntmaster, to the lowliest woodman. Each man in

the woods is under the control of the one above him. In turn

the man above is responsible for those below him. The
forested land is divided into districts, their size depending on
local conditions, and each district has a superintendent.

These superintendencies are official posts open only to
university or academy trained foresters after years of forestry

service. When a man achieves such a position he must
immediately make himself thoroughly familiar with what is

entrusted to his care. Without delay he must get in touch with
every forester of his district, study the map of ownership so
as to be familiar with the boundaries, look into the condition
of the trees and the game, and inspect the books. Throughout
the term of his service daily visits and tours of inspection are
apart of his duty.

He must aid his foresters in the preparation of annual plans
for the hewing and stocking of the woodlands under them,
give counsel regarding the laying out of roads and the manage-
ment of labour, watch over the utilization of forest products
to guard against waste, attend to the district book-keeping,
and write reports for headquarters.

The forester has direct charge of the woodland where he is
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employed. His first duty is to keep his forest in good condi-

tion, neglecting nothing which would benefit its trees, animals,

birds, flowers and wild fruits. He must protect his woods

against unlawful uses, thefts, and injuries, reporting im-

mediately every breach of the forest police or hunting laws

even though the culprit be the owner himself.

He must carry out the directions of the district super-

intendent regarding the hewing and the planting of trees. He

must personally mark each tree that is to be felled, and attend

to the measuring and numbering of wood cut. He must guard

against waste. He must fulfil orders promptly, giving the

needs of the Government first attention; and he must not

hand any forest produce over to anyone without first reading

his permit.

He has to watch over every labourer attending to the wood-

cutters, the makers of charcoal, the collectors of pitch. He

grants the privileges of pasturing and swine feeding, gathering

of fruit and mushrooms, picking up dead firewood. He may

ask the business of anyone who walks through his forest, and

order him off should he be seen doing harm to anything that

grows there. From the day of his appointment until its end

he must keep accounts and memorandum books, and these

must be continuously open to the inspection of his superiors

in the service. Therein he must record wood taken from the

forest, the labour used, and a statement of costs and receipts.

He must keep a record of plantings; the results of methods

of culture used, and a record of game killed and the yield

from it. He must also list every breach of the law.

Despite the many regulations they have to follow, foresters

look contented men. Every one I have seen had a fine face;

lean, weather-tanned. There is an unhurriedness about them

and a peacefulness like that of the trees.

They live in Forsthausem
,
usually very beautifully situated.

Sometimes these houses are set on the outskirts of the forest.

Often they are deep in the heart of the wood. In addition to

their salaries every forest official has free quarters and free
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fuel. They have also the right to sell refreshments to

travellers.

Foresters have free doctor’s care in time of sickness, state

support if injured at their work, and pensions on retirement.

For these benefits they have to give a percentage from their

earned income, as is the case with all workers in Germany.

There has been no fixed age at which men must retire, but

there is much talk now of setting it at sixty years so as to give

the younger men more opportunity for advancement.

Foresters are reluctant to retire and leave a forest home
where they have grown old, and their work amongst the

tranquil trees.

3

The toy train stopped for me to get down at a wayside

station and puffed off. This was a pleasant valley fragrant with

the smell ofnewly sawn wood. The rutted track ran north-east

through a grove of acacia, maple, and birch. At the sawmill

I crossed a creek, and not far beyond this the way plunged
into the darkness of pine forest The only sounds were the

scamper of a squirrel, twigs snapping under my feet, and the

cackle of a cock-pheasant who curled up on the wind trailing

a handsome tail. Soon I saw the friendly lights of Doctor
Z—*s house.

A curtain was drawn aside, and I saw him look out. He
vanished, to reappear at the opened door. The moon had
risen behind me; its radiance shone full on him, and to my
glad surprise revealed Doctor Z— as the very sort of professor
I had expected the Germans to have. Life had etched his face
and whitened a halo of unruly hair. Arthritis forced him to
walk with two sticks. But I could plainly see that in youth
he had been the German professor whom I had always pictured
as Jo’s dear man in “Little Women”. Even before he spoke
I knew that life had made of him just what must have pleased
exacting Jo Marsh.
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Abandbrot had been kept waiting for my arrival. When the

meal was over and the table cleared, he asked his housekeeper

to fetch from another room the manuscript which I had sent

to him with a request for help. At the time I entered Germany

I had been near the end of a book about the originator of the

Great Wall of China. My story of the “Ten Thousand Li of

Stone” which Ch’in Shill Huang-ti ordered to be placed across

his country’s northern frontier had been announced for

publication.

Into the writing I had put legends gathered through twelve

years, and material collected by research through every source

of enlightenment on the subject that I could locate.

I did not know why, yet I could not let this manuscript be

published as I had written it. These were months in which I

wrote nothing. Startled, emotionalized by life in Germany,

my mind was barren, just as it had been during the last year

of the War and the time that followed until I went to China.

I sought every possible scholarly help. That is why I had

written to Doctor Z—. He had responded to my questions

by suggesting that I should send him my manuscript. Then

he had written me no criticism; he had asked me to come.

My manuscript lay on his table. We sat in chairs before his

fire. In compliance with his request, I fetched a book on

Chinese philosophies from a shelf and opened it at the section

relating to Yang Shang, whose theories influenced Ch’in

Shih Huang-ti, the builder of the Great Wall. Then he dialled

his radio until he picked up the broadcast ofa National-Socialist

orator. I moved my chair so that I could look over his shoulder

as, phrase by phrase, he traced on the printed page statements

identical with those made by the speaker.

After a little while he turned the radio off. From a comer

cupboard I got him a folder holding things he had copied

from the broadcasts made by the Fiihrer. He read aloud

alternately excerpts from the book relating to life in China in

the third century before Christ and sentences from the folder

relating to life in Germany in the twentieth century.
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“Had you noticed this similarity?” he asked.

I said that I had. Then he talked about my manuscript.

When it arrived he had started to read it, interested in the

amount of research I had done. He told me that it was not in

research that I needed aid. He had sent for me because he

thought he might help me to diagnose my trouble over it.

Brought up a Quaker, and influenced by the wisdom of Con-

fucius and his school of followers, I had in this manuscript

spent my talent making a romantic hero out of a man ofmighty

force. All had gone too happily at the beginning, but for-

tunately, before I finished, the fates had moved me into

Germany, where just such history as that of which I was

writing was in the making.

“It is easy,” he said, “for two incompatible ideas to slumber

side by side in the subconscious regions of the mind, one

condemning the brutalities of force and the other glorifying

the achievements of might. You have written a thrilling

narrative in words of amber and jade. I sat up all night to

read it. But you must not publish this. You must not call it

finished until your mind is mature. An author has power to

influence others—and power to confuse others. Words must

be used with care.

“Before you issue this book you must know whether you
believe in force or not. If you do not believe in it then you
cannot glorify a Napoleon or a Ch’in Shih Huang-ti.”

He was right. I acknowledged this, and we sat in a silence

which was broken by the patter of little feet. The door was
pushed open, and two sleep-tousled boys came in, the elder,

about seven, carrying the baby one pick-a-back.

“We couldn’t sleep. You promised we could see the

Chinese lady. Grand-daddy you forgot.”

They were sweet children, the elder serious, the younger
merry. They stayed a while; I went up to tuck them in when
they had to go. After I came down the Doctor told me about
them. The mother had died at the birth of the little one. Their
father, who had never seen this child, had been in a concentra-
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tion camp since the spring of 1933. He is my host’s youngest

son, the only one remaining. The elder son was lost in the

battle of the Marne.

“My son is thirty-two. He was christened Johann, but now
I think ofhim as Florestan. Florestan, the hero of Beethoven’s

opera ‘Fidelia’, symbolizes truth held captive by evil.”

‘1 am sorry he was taken,” I said.

“And I am proud,” answered this old German man. “Truth

pushed to earth shall rise again. I am proud that my son lies

in chains for her. These boys and girls so imprisoned are the

heroes of my Fatherland—their courage will echo down the

ages.”

“What did he do to get himself arrested?”

“He refused to withdraw a remark he had made to the

effect that the Versailles Treaty is less unjust than the treaty

which would have been imposed on men in the name of Ger-

many had our side won after four years of bitter struggle.”

I stared at this German professor and asked: “Do you think

your son right in saying that?”

“I do. Right in saying it, and right in sticking to his

statement.”

“Well—of course he would go to prison for lack of

patriotism.”

“Patriotism, nationalism—absurdities. The sooner we get

rid of those foolish terms ‘patriotism’ and ‘nationalism’ the

quicker we shall arrive at an era of civilized living.”

The next morning when I left, the little boys got permission

to come to the station with me, and my host hobbled out a

short way among the oaks.

“Trees give peace to the souls of men,” was the
-

last thing

I heard him say. He stood with his back against the shaggy

trunk of a magnificent tree.



CHAPTER VIII

IN STEADFAST FAITH

Wie der Ring den Fingerfest umschliesst.

So gelobe kh Dick in fester Treue \u umschlitssen*

As the ring the finger surrounds, so promise I

Thee in steadfast faith to surround.

—from a German betrothal ceremony ofthe

loth century

\

These are a people of warm hospitality, and I have had

pleasure in many a home on high hill-top, broad plain, or

snug in folded valley.

It was in the heart of Hessen. The farmstead is a lower

Saxon farm-house shaded by kingly beeches, set in rolling

acres that have been tilled in direct descent through son or

daughter, according to Kalb family testimony, since the

seventeenth century. The present Farmer Kalb and his wife

have but two daughters, and no son.

The sisters had been betrothed to the sons of neighbours

for nearly a year. Herta, the younger, was wed first. Kathe’s

husband would enter the farmstead as heir to its mastership.

For this reason it was decided best to clear the estate for his

settlement, by the younger taking her dowry from the sisters*

joint inheritance prior to his arrival.

The wedding days were chosen with care. It is important

to watch the stand of the moon when fixing the day; a rising

moon promises good fortune to the couple, while a moon on
the wane carries their luck away. And there are other con-
siderations. The date selected must not fall in a season when
the press of work is so urgent that neither the households of

142
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the bridal pair, nor their relatives and neighbours, have

leisure for whole-hearted celebration of the marriage. Wednes-
days and Fridays are reserved for widows or widowers who
wish to re-marry. Sunday may be used, but the devout of this

neighbourhood do not like such frivolity as feasting, drinking,

and dancing on the Lord’s Day. Sunday choice is vetoed by
the local pastor, except when he is convinced that no other

day is possible.

Herta was married on a Saturday in June, in a lull which

followed the hay-making. Because the exact date was depen-

dent on the hay, invitations could not be issued long in

advance; but dowry and trousseau were ready at home, and

relatives and friends knew the season she had chosen, so they

were prepared to accept when the Brautwerber rode round on

horseback to invite them.

He wore flowers tied with ribbon in his buttonhole, and

carried a staff adorned with flowers. At each house, as is the

custom, he was asked in to have cake and a glass of wine. He
had so many invitations to deliver that on reaching home he

had to be lifted down from his horse.

The marriage eve was called Polterabend. The wedding

party gathered at the bride’s home for a supper, followed by

music and dancing. Herta was queen of this evening, crowned

with a wreath of myrtle placed on her fair head by her sister

Kathe. Evil spirits were chased away from the betrothed pair

by the breaking of plates and cups on the threshing floor.

The early morning of the wedding day was occupied with

a by-play. The bridegroom sent four of his men friends,

mounted on mud-splashed plough horses, to demand the

bride. They pounded at the house-door for entrance until an

old woman servant called out: “What is it you want?”

“We have come for the promised wife.”

Thereupon she replied, “There is no bride for you in this

house,” and after some further parley they departed.

Next, one of Herta’s girl friends dressed in her Sunday

clothes, was taken over to the groom’s farm in a Kalb wagon.
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She was offered to him as wife, but he refused to accept her.

He declared his chosen to be more beautiful, more humble,

better educated, and in every way more capable of suiting

him than was any other maid in the wide world. So the

substitute returned.

In a short while, the groom sent his bride a gift. When
opened, the basket was found to contain coarse bread, rancid

butter, and skimmed milk. It was sent back with the message

that unless he had better to offer he must give up the idea of

marrying her.

And now he came over himself, riding on a fine white

horse. He was dressed in good wedding clothes, and was

accompanied by eleven Kran{elherren all handsomely garbed

and riding their best horses. His horse was adorned with

pink roses, and the horses of his company with white. He
carried his bride a pretty blue basket holding flowers just

picked for her in his own garden. Under the basket were

found a sweet cake iced in white with her name on it in pink,

a loaf of white bread, a roll of fresh butter, and a package of

fragrant spices. He and his company were invited in to break-

fast.

The young couple sat side by side at the table. They ate

from the same plate and drank from the same cup, thus

signifying their harmony. A trumpet blew! At the first note

of warning to prepare for the church Herta rushed away,

closely followed up the stairs by her mother and her Braut-

sckmuckerzn, the married woman who had the duty of helping

her into her marriage dress. When the time allotted to dressing

the bride had passed, trumpeters blew the signal for the church

procession to form.

Herta rode to church in her father's hay-wagon, which her

bridesmaids had turned into a bridal coach by covering it with

myrtle and white roses, winding even the spokes of the wheels,

the wagon-tongue, and every inch of the rigging with the

flowers and vines. Four brown horses harnessed in white,

and garlanded with roses and myrtle, drew the coach. The
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eleven Kranieljungfrauen sat round her on cushions lower than

the seat they had prepared for her.

The groom’s parents and the bride’s parents, each pair in

their own horse-drawn carriage, led the way; then came the

bridal coach escorted by the bridegroom and his eleven

attendants, and behind them came the wedding guests. Since

Herta was leaving her father’s house the carts carrying her

wedding gifts followed after her, each cart decorated with

hemlock.

The procession stopped when the bridal coach reached the

crest of the hill that the bride might have a long last look, as

a maid, at her girlhood home. There below her, across the

swaying fields of ripening corn, stood the solid, comfortable,

well-kept farm-house where she had always lived. Standing

in her bridal coach Herta sang farewell:

So leb* dmn wohl9 da stifles Halts9

Ich lieJi betrubt von dir hinaus;

Ich lieJi betrubt und traurigfort.

Nock unbekannt an welchen Ort.

So live thee well, thou quiet house

I go uncertainly away from thee

I go forth sad and serious

Not yet knowing this other place.

At the Protestant church, the young couple were pro-

nounced man and wife in a religious ceremony, during which

the gold rings that they had worn on the fourth finger of their

left hands for their engagement were changed over to the

fourth finger on the right hand. This is the hand on which

all Germans wear their wedding rings.

From the church the wedding party, now accompanied by

the pastor and his family, went on to the home of the bride-

groom, where dinner was ready and musicians played the

wife’s welcome. She received spices, and flax, and money, as

she crossed the threshold of her new home, and a gilded
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horse-shoe to throw behind her, thus attaching fortune to her

reign in the house. Then the bridegroom drank with his bride

from a glass which he smashed so that it could never be used

again. The drinking of wine together symbolized their final

agreement to hold each other in steadfast faith for ever.

2

Summer sped by. Kathe, the elder sister, chose the last

Saturday in October, when the rush of the harvest was over,

for her marriage.

Saturday is considered a satisfactory day because guests

can linger on in the house of the wedding, or with folk on

neighbouring farms, visiting through the day of rest without

a twinge ofconscience about neglected work at home. Women
who live so far apart that they seldom see each other can go

to church together, and also have an opportunity to exchange

recipes and patterns. Men can learn each other’s methods of

planting and feeding, and even do profitable business deals.

And, too, given this lengthened opportunity,many a courtship

is helped.

It is quite usual for some of the Kranitlherren and Kran^el-

iungfrauen to lose their hearts to each other. These eleven

groomsmen and eleven bridesmaids are the outer festival frame

for the bridal couple, and at the same time their symbolic

guard against evil. They arrive first at the wedding festivities,

and leave last. They are the leaders in the work and in the

pleasure attendant on the celebration of marriage, and are

selected by the bride and groom from among their favourite

young relatives and friends.

Kathe is fond ofamusement. At her Polterabend the dancing

continued late. She was made to rest in bed the next morning
until the hour when she must rise for the bridal breakfast.

Her mother, her bridesmaids, and others of the household

were up and bustling round at dawn. All disarray caused by
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the china breaking was swept from the threshing floor, and

everything in the house and its surroundings was put in

perfect order.

The bridal coach was made ready. Chrysanthemums and

bright autumn leaves were prepared for decorating the team.

Kathe refused to have white paper roses. Final arrangement was

given to the wedding presents on display in a room at die back

of the house, special care taken that the name of the donor

was on each gift, and a chair placed for the elderly friend who
would sit there knitting. Wreaths and garlands had been hung
in rooms and hall for the Polterabend. Quick hands now
replaced those that were not so fresh as yesterday.

Men swept the entrance court where on rainy days they

threshed their com, beat peas or flax, or mended tools and

harness. Then they carpeted the court with fragrant hemlock

boughs. Trestles were put up and long boards laid across them.

The busy bridesmaids spread the improvised tables with snowy
linen cloths, setting china, silver, and glass ready for the

wedding feast.

In the big old-fashioned kitchen fires roared in two enormous
stoves, oven and saucepan giving off delicious odours. Mother
Kalb and a corps of her helpers lent attention to what was
cooking, talked with the women who would stay at home to

watch the dinner, and made certain that larder and spring-

house held plenty for all the expected company.

And, just as I have seen in China, through the early morn-
ing hours servants and children kept arriving with gifts of

food from nearby relatives and friends, and each porter was
given a coin. These gifts were generous loaves of warm
bread, freshly churned butter, foaming pails of new milk,

baskets of eggs, roasted geese, pickles and marmalades, pies

and every sort of nice cakes.

Father and Mother Kalb were anxious that neither of their

daughters should fare better than the other at marriage. Since

Kathe was to be the future mistress of the homestead, and

Herta to go to a new home, they spent themselves in care that
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Herta’s dowry should equal, but not exceed, what her elder

sister was receiving. The sisters had trousseaux which were

exactly alike, including identical wedding dresses.

Kathe lingered mischievously over her bridal breakfast,

refusing to leave the table to dress for church until the

trumpeters had blown a complete Stdndchen. She had to be

hurried into her marriage clothes. When she was got up to

her mother’s room for the dressing, her matron-of-honour

soon fastened round her slim waist a fire-red skirt of finest

wool, trimmed with bands of blue and black velvet ribbon

and embroidered at the hem in a wide gay floral pattern. It

was smoothed neatly over her many starched petticoats.

She slipped her arms into a blue jacket with sleeves em-

broidered to match the skirt. A black silk apron, adorned with

garlands of fine blue flowers that had taken her mother many
hours to stitch, was tied in place. This was followed by the

adjustment of a shoulder shawl, called a Flittertuch. It was of

black silk embroidered in blue flowers to match the apron,

and heavy with gold beads sewn on in an elaborate pattern.

Laughing, the bride whirled on dancing feet that .everyone

gathered in the room to watch her dressed might enjoy the

costume’s full glory.

Pretending to be cross, her attendants brought her to a

standstill, and her mother gave her a slap followed by a hearty

hug and kiss. Her dress was tidied and the work of her

adornment went on. She had a necklace of large amber beads

fastened under her chin with a huge silver clasp, and silver

breast shields pinned to her jacket. Clasp and shields had the

same ornamentation: a flaming heart, two doves, the bride’s

initials, and the date of her wedding. As is the custom, the

mother fitted the wedding crown on the bride’s head. This
crowning is symbolic, and it is the girl’s mother who puts on
her the dignity and responsibility of her new position in life

—that of a married woman.
The wedding crown was made ofmany coloured glass beads,

red and orange predominating, and worked in a design of
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grapes, corn ears, and fruit—the symbols of fertility. Little

mirrors were set all round in the crown to ward off evil spirits.

The wedding veil, which was arranged on the crown and fell

over the bride’s dress, was of yellow lace and had similar little

mirrors sewn to it.

Kathe’s veil was not yet arranged when the trumpeters in

the yard below blew the signal for her wedding procession to

start to church. The bridal coach came round and waited.

The other conveyances were drawn up. The wedding guests

collected ready to go.

Seen from the window of her mother’s bedroom the com-

pany below made a pretty pageant. Some of the men were in

the same black coats and high hats as Germans, in town wear

to weddings. A few women had on ready-made clothes. But

the majority of the wedding party were dressed in the colour-

ful local costume. The younger married folk, who had not yet

grown too stout to get into them, had on their own wedding

garments. The man’s dress is a round flat hat often set at a

rakish angle, a white linen coat fitted tightly at the waist, and

dark trousers. Eight handsome silver buttons fasten the coat

in front, and two matching silver buttons are set at the head

of deep pleats in the coat-tail. There are ornamental breast

pockets, and a pocket in the coat-tail from which a bright silk

handkerchief floats as the pleats spring open.

Many of the women had white embroidered collars starched

so hard that they stood out like wheels. All their skirts were

fire-red. They had their accessories in many hues, but every-

one conformed to the fashion that the ribbon on the skirt

must correspond to the colour of the jacket, and the apron

must match the shoulder shawl. Apron and shawl are often

a gift from the farmer to his wife. They cost according to the

value of the gold beads, and anything from five to twenty

pounds can be spent on them. Girls usually receive fairly

simple ones at marriage, unless it happens that a maid is given

an heirloom sent by her husband’s family.

The little girls wore embroidered white dresses over many
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ruffled petticoats, their long hair unplaited and hanging in

waves from under little crochet crowns of blue and pink

flowers. Young boys were in tight black trousers and blouses

with starched collars. Every man and boy had a buttonhole

bouquet of flowers tied with ribbon. The children in this

district are fair.

The wedding party went to church and returned. On the

way back Kathe’s bridegroom began to sing a happy song to

her. She answered. The groomsmen and bridesmaids joined

in. Soon young and old of the wedding party were singing.

When the first carriages reached the homestead door, the

colourful procession was a chorus strung out along the wind-

ing country road.

Just as if she had been a newcomer, Kathe was welcomed

into her house with spices, flax, and money, and she threw

the gilded horseshoe behind her to attach luck to her door.

The bridal couple drank the wine of steadfast faith. The

husband smashed the glass.

Then the wedding party would have started dancing at once,

but Mother Kalb would not have it. She appealed to Father

Kalb, who was already wheeling right about and left about with

a pretty niece. He brought the company to order. The dinner

was ready. It must be eaten now or the hot dishes would be

spoilt.

At last all were seated. Grace was said. Plates and glasses

filled. After a toast to the bridal couple the feast started. There

were so many good things to eat and drink that the dinner

went on for hours. Children who fell asleep at the tables were

carried upstairs to be tucked away in the big red and white

beds.

When no one could eat any more, the wedding party rested.

The women on chairs, or upstairs in the beds with their

children. The men by taking a stroll in the fields, and having a

look at the stock in the bams.

At six o’clock a hom called the party together. The debris

of dinner had been cleared away and coffee was ready. This
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meal over, floors were prepared for the dance. An orchestra

of local talent tuned up. The folk music here has a rhythm
equal to rousing a throb in the most sluggish pulse, and the

figures of the dances are executed with vigorous stamp and
swing. At a Bauernhoch\tit the bride must dance with every

,

male guest, the groom with every maid and woman.
It was enough even for the lively Kathe. When she had

finished her duty dancing she sank exhausted on a bench. Now
came a lull in the music. A little girl brought a dish filled

with grain and fruit, and a little boy a pretty box from which

he took a wooden stork and a
“
Kindermanri\ Before they put

the gifts in the bride’s lap, the boy recited a poem expressing

the hope that she be blessed with many lovely and intelligent

children. Then dancing went on.

When midnight struck, Saturday was done; the Lord’s Day
about to start. The orchestra put away their instruments.

Last drinks were offered. Excepting those persons invited

to stay the night, the company drove off calling “auf Wieder-

sthen—auf Witdersehen”—Until we meet again—across the

widening distance. A Sunday quiet descended over the farm-

stead.

3

With Monday, life settled into the prudent routine followed

on every successful farm, Kathe, ever a good worker, was

occupied establishing her position as a married woman in the

house and dairy, where she had grown from childhood. Her

husband was busy learning the way things are done on this

Erhkof where he would later be full master, steadily taking

on responsibility, but showing himself well content to become

acquainted with the situation before introducing new methods.

Life’s greatest excitement had come to be visits to and from

Herta, when the most exciting incident occurred. A youngish

man in Government uniform called. In the strange way in

L
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which news travels in these times a report of the sisters*

weddings had reached the capital; and, more strange still, the

Government were interested.

Its representative wanted to see the bridal clothes. He

made many compliments, emphasizing the fact that in all

Germany there are no people so admirable as those closely

connected with the soil, and none who have been able to guard

the ancient customs and ideals as well as they. He explained

that it is important that everyone else in the Third Reich

should know about them and their worth.

“What our Hitler wants,** he said, “is that each group within

our country shall understand about all other groups, and folk

grow to be proud of each other. He does not want to break

down local traditions in the strenuous work now going on to

make us Germans one united people. He wants to foster the

use of local costumes and tribal customs by letting everyone

see how fine they are.**

As he talked Mother and Father Kalb looked hard at him

to gauge his worth. They did not make his task easier by

adding a word to the one-sided conversation. The youngish

man from the capital kept on until he came to the point that

the Reich invited the two couples to visit Hamburg and Berlin

to show their beautiful clothes. There would be no expense.

Everything was to be given them. They would be given a

wonderful time. All that the young couples had to do was to

wear their wedding garments and answer questions about

Niedersachsen habits.

Mother Kalb was angry. She thoroughly disapproved of

people making a show of themselves, and it was particularly

unseemly that young brides should do so. Thank you very

much, her daughters would stay at home. Father Kalb put

his pipe down quietly, and said that from its outward aspect

the idea did not seem a good one. Kathe*s husband kept his

eyes on his own boots.

The youngish man was neither annoyed nor put offby their

response to his offer. He was a pleasant fellow. He asked if
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he might stay through the afternoon, going about with Father

Kalb as he did work on the farm. Father Kalb had no objection.

The visitor took an intelligent interest in everything. He

was quick to lend a useful hand. Since he was there at Abend-

lrot
y
he was invited to the meal. He was not pushing or rude

in the way in which he frequently mentioned facts as to why

it is wise for all Germans to draw close together in these days.

As it happened, Herta and her husband had driven over to

get some eggs she wanted for a brooding hen while the man

from the Government was still there. While the men were

out choosing the setting of eggs, Kathe was able to tell Herta

in private the reason for his visit. The sisters knew that their

young husbands would enjoy the trip if it could be taken advan-

tage of. They did not need to discuss the arrangement that

Herta should try to persuade their mother, while Kathe

attended to father. That was the way they had always got

things done.

The end of it was that these four young people, who had

never been beyond their own market town, made the trip.

They visited Hamburg and Berlin as guests of their Govern-

ment. Feted and handsomely entertained, they saw the sights

at each place, and they attended a gathering of young couples

in native costume from widely separated parts of the Reich.

There they saw purple petticoats, every manner of head-dress,

high topped boots, blue linen smocks, fitted bodices, very short

leather breeches, even lace gloves and silver shoe buckles.

Listening to the conversations of strangers, they were amused

by queer dialects and funny expressions of speech^ and they

flocked into a hall with all the colourful company to attend a

speech made by a man from Berlin, who lauded the worth of

farmers and explained their duty to the State*

Everywhere they went they were treated as people of im-

portance. At Hamburg they were invited aboard an ocean-

going steamer and saw in what comfort travellers go across the

seas. At the capital they had seats at the opera to hear Die

Meistersinger and were taken in the interval to shake hands
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CHAPTER IX

MARRIAGE CUSTOMS

Mai-da’s mother is intensely interested in the history of

marriage. She wrote from the House of Exile asking me to

collect information on customs among the Germans, so that

she could compare their practices with those of the Chinese.

She wanted this investigation to start from tribal times, and

subsequendy to be divided into three epochs: The Pagan;

the Encounter with Christianity; and the National-Socialist

Era. She desired to know the age at which engagements were

arranged and marriages consummated; who arranged marriage;

what were the property rights in marriage; the regulations

concerning divorce; and if re-marriage was permitted to

widows, widowers, and the divorced.

It seemed more than I could accomplish. I turned in all

directions for help. In a dozen scholarly quarters I was told

that this was a subject requiring prolonged research, and

profound enough to give lifelong occupation to a learned

professor. When I wrote to Mai-da’s mother, she did not

reply; but I got a commanding line from my mother-by-

affection, “Proceed without further evasion.” I did so, aided

by such assistance as I could enlist, mostly by Gisela. Begin-

ning with reluctance, I became interested and chose from the

vast store of data as wisely as I could.

The early Germans had no written language, but each tribe

had their code of laws which were passed orally from genera-

tion to generation. These, as later collections showed, dis-

played no neglect of marriage legislation.

Despite diligent search, we could find no ruling on the age

for legal engagement or marriage in either the Swabian or

i55
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Saxon Mirrors, or any other collection of tribal laws. We came

on a statement, not a direct quotation, that the Franks and the

Saxons both allowed marriage at twelve years; yet all the

pictures we found of ancient betrothal showed brides and

grooms of mature growth, and the legal age for marriage in

Germany to-day is twenty-one. Couples can marry sooner

but only with parental consent. Reading the saga “Dietrichs

Fluckt’\'we judged poetic its declaration that until the time of its

hero neither man nor woman wed younger than thirty years.

Turning to the Romans, we discovered that on coming into

contact with the Germans they were struck by the fecundity

of these monogamous forest people, and amazed at the lateness

at which they mated. Caesar tells that the education of German

youth puts great emphasis on bodily strength, and encouraged

the living of a hard life; also that there 'was high praise among
them for those who kept chaste until they had their full

strength. Tacitus, writing about a.d. 98, says that until the

age of twenty the German men did not pay mud) attention to

women, and remarks that the girls also did not hasten marriage.

In all the tribes marriage appears to have been counted a

matter of serious concern, not only to the couple about to

wed but to their kin. The girl must have the consent of her

relatives, and the man’s people must be willing to receive her.

In case the girl’s father was dead, her mother, if she had not

left the father’s family by re-marriage, spoke the last word
on her betrothal. Otherwise her uncle, her brother, or who-
ever stood before the law as her guardian was responsible.

If a guardian knew of a ward’s intent to break a marriage

law and did not do all in his or her power to stop her, then

guardian and ward were equally guilty. When any person

knew reason why a betrothal or marriage should not take

place, and withheld this knowledge, that person must be

judged exactly as if he or she had married illegally. This

accords with a ruling contained in the
“
Sachsenspiegel

“Anyone who knows of a crime contemplated or committed
and does not report it shall be treated as one who has done it.”
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In case a girl secretly married against the will of her family,

unless she later be forgiven, she lost all her rights as a member

of the family, including her dowry and property inheritance

from any kin. In some tribes it was considered unfair that her

children should lose by her act. Under the Jiitische law they

could inherit what would have been hers.

It seems to have been universally held that if a father, or any

guardian, gave a girl in marriage against her wish and harm

came to her from her husband, the guardian must suffer as if

he had slain her with his own hands. If she made complaint

before the tribal court within a year she could have a divorce.

Nowhere could we find that polygamy was allowed. One
wife to one husband was the rule. Apart from this all the earlier

taboos relate to political enmities; a check was put on romance

where tribal feuds existed and whenever there was war. Other-

wise, the early Germans appear to have allowed a good deal

of freedom. Sagas and songs celebrate the wedlock of brother

and sister, the marriage of man to his stepmother, the action

of a king who on his death-bed asks his brother to protect the

widow by taking her as his wife.

"When society came to be divided into free and unfree, as

happened at one period in tribal history, it was deemed im-

portant that those who wed should be of the same class. The

free class was divided into three ranks who could marry from

tribe to tribe within their own class, up and down from rank

to rank. The unfree could only marry, with their lord’s con-

sent, an unfree of the same tribe.

By the Langolardische and Burgundiscke law, marriage

between a free woman and an unfree husband was punished

by loss of her rank, and sometimes by death, depending on the

circumstances. According to the law of the Ripuarian, who

settled near Cologne, a free woman who had married an unfree

man must be offered a sword and a Kmkel (this was some

kind of tool used in spinning). If she took the sword she had

to kill her husband with it, and if she took the Kmkel she

accepted servility, passing into the ranks of the unfree.
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There are many strict laws against Frauenraub
,
or wife

stealing. Probably this was a crime for which punishment was

needed. The law of the Westgothen is typical. If the woman

can escape the man without damage he must pay to her half

his property. If she had to do his will, all his property is for-

feit to her and he must serve her as a slave all his life. In

both cases he shall receive in public two hundred strokes with

a stick. If the woman yields she is judged as guilty as the man

who carried her off, and both shall be put to death. The law

of the free city of Hamburg condemned to death any man who

took any woman against her will, and decreed death to him

who took a girl under sixteen, even with her consent.

Disturbance of the peace of a house by a man guest com-

mitting adultery with a maid-servant, according to the

“Sachsenspiegel”, was to be punished by the man having his

head cut off with an axe. There is record also of castration as

a punishment for sexual crime.

AH the children of a stolen wife were without legal rights,

and could not inherit from the family of either parent. The

“Sachsenspiegel”, in Article 37, Book II, legislates that he who

takes the lawful wife of another man, or any woman or girl

outside his right by marriage, even if he later marries her,

can never have legal children with her; but Article 27 of

Book III says that he who takes a woman in marriage not

knowing that reasons exist which forbid them to marry, and

wins children by her, shall have his children called legal. He
must separate from her, but the children bom, or any child

conceived, before he knew his marriage illegal shall suffer no

loss of rights.

As a safeguard against wrongful mating, betrothal among

the Germans had to be a public ceremony, not at night, but

in dear daylight in the presence of at least twelve persons.

The company made a circle round the pair, and the girl's

nearest male kin must first ask the man and then the maid

if they wanted each other. The answers had to be plainly

heard. The marriage must then take place publicly within a
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year after the betrothal; unless the maid be disabled by serious

illness, the man unavoidably kept away by war, or protestors

had shown reason why this contemplated union was unlawful.

as

shows a handsome man offering his promised bride a ring

on the point of his sword. Rudlieb, the singer, commemorates

this as a custom in the tenth century. Lines said by the man

at such a service were:
uNun sollt auch ihr den meinen nehmtn.

Gott gonne mir
,
dass ihr lange gesund seid

,
denn alle meine

Freude liegt an euch”—(Now you shall take my ring. May
God give you long life for all my joy lies in you.)

An account of a marriage among the Schwaben relates that

the guardian gave the bride to her bridegroom with these

words: “I give my ward to you in faith, and I ask you to be

a good and just husband to her.” The bridegroom then took

her under his protection, promising his life to her with a

golden ring.

The Cologne law of the fourteenth century gives the follow-

ing rules for the wedding ceremony: “He who gives the two

together in marriage shall first ask the man: 'Do you want this

girl for your wife and bed companion?’ The bridegroom shall

reply: ‘Yes.

9 The guardian shall ask the girl: ‘Do you want

this man as your guardian and bed companion?
9

She shall

say: ‘Yes.

9 Then the bridegroom shall take the ring and put

it on the right hand of the bride, fitting it to the finger nearest

the small one. Thereupon he who gives them together shall

offer them a silken scarf holding twelve silver coins and say:

‘I order you together on Frankonian earth with silver accord-

ing to Frankonian custom and Saxon law so that neither of

you shall leave the other for love, for suffering, nor anything

that God shall do unto you .

9 And the bride shall take the

scarf with money to the poor, giving it for the sake of God.

This done the groom and bride shall drink their pledge

together.”

There is frequent mention of the Beilager, and several

Artists and poets have often used engagements and marriages

their subject. A picture of an eighth-century betrothal
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assert that a public going to bed was necessary to make a

marriage legal. When night sank down on the wedding day

the guardians of the couple must lead them to the bridal

chamber. In the city of Liibeck, as late as 1612, according to

one reporter, the old custom of the bridesmaids undressing the

bride was still followed, while in other parts of Germany bride

and groom lay down on the bed fully dressed, and as soon as

one cover touched the two they were declared married.

On the morning following marriage the bride must do her

hair in a different way. She wore a Frauenbinde
,
emblem of

her womanhood, and the man gave her a Morgengabe
,
or

morning gift. The bridal party were often invited to breakfast.

This was a feast at which die bride received, from her relatives

and friends, presents of dresses suitable for a married woman’s

wear.

Regarding property rights, we found innumerable regula-

tions, multiplying in their complexity as time advanced.

It early became the right of the daughter to receive a Mitgift,

or dowry, at marriage in accord with the wealth of her family.

She could soon go to a court of law to obtain this if necessary.

This dowry was her own property, not the property of her

husband. He had the right of administration over it, but if she

wanted to sell any part of it her family had to be consulted.

If children were bom to her they inherited die dowry. In

case the marriage was childless the dowry went back to the

woman’s family.

The “Ostgotkische Recht” gave two situations in which a

husband could spend his wife’s dowry; first, in time of famine,

when he had already used all his own property; second, when
his wife had been taken as a hostage, as sometimes happened

in war, and he possessed nothing else with which to ransom her.

This dowry, any other property a woman had from her kin,

and her Morning Gift, were her fortune. Article 31, Book I,

of the "Sachsempiegd” declares: “When a man takes a wife

he takes her under his protection and becomes the rightful

guardian of all her goods. No woman may give her husband
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a present from her belongings as this would take it from her

rightful heir. The man has no other right in the property of

his wife than the right of guardianship.”

Article 5 1 of the same book states: “Even if the husband is

not of the same rank as his wife he is nevertheless her guardian,

and must take on this guardianship when she enters his bed.

But when he dies she no longer stands under his guardianship,

which would place her under the guardianship of his family,

who are of lower rank than her birth-right. Her guardian

must therefore be her nearest male relation of equal rank with

herself, and not a relation of her husband. A wife may not

without the permission of her husband give away her farm

or any of her belongings; but women who have never married

may sell what is their own without a guardian’s permission if

they have no heir.”

The law of the Schwaben also makes it clear that a woman’s

husband is limited in his rights regarding the administration of

her property. He may not even dispose of that part of it of

which she has free disposal without her will and consent.

The
“
Sachsenspiegel” decrees that, if brothers have goods

in common, they shall all work with the same strength so that

the disadvantages may be borne together; but what a man

receives from his wife by marrying her he does not divide

with his brothers. It also states that if a man gets into debt

by gambling, or some other deed which his brothers and wife

dislike, he must carry his trouble alone; neither his brothers

nor his wife need suffer for it.

Regulations concerning the property accumulated by a

man and a woman during their marriage differed in various

places. The laws of the Ostfalen and Engem allowed the

woman nothing beyond what she had in her own right when

she wed, and the Morning Gift. According to the Lex

Ripuati
,
a third of all they achieved together belonged to her.

• By the Westgotkische Geset{ her proportion was in ratio to

the property she brought into the marriage. Much later in

Westphalia the half of what they acquired was hers.
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As the property of a married couple, though administered

by the husband, was separate, it was easy to divide their

estates according to law when either of them died. Neither

had rights longer than lifetime. Property must pass accord-

ing to law, and was not disposed of by private gift or by Will.

According to old Nordic custom, a wife had to pay the debts

of her husband unless she signified through a symbolic deed

that she refused to do so. To free herself she must lay keys,

girdle, and coat on the grave of her husband, thus publicly

announcing that she disposed of all rights and duties con-

nected with him.

When a woman died before her husband, the inheritance of

a mother’s property by her children appears to have been

generally accepted among the tribes. Their father, as guardian,

administered their property for them until they were of age.

From his own estate a father had to give his sons, as soon as

they were grown up, both Ross and Pferd
,
meaning one horse

for riding and battles, and another horse for labouring the

fields; and armour for battle and dress for field work; also, if

their mother be dead, the father as guardian to the property of

the children’s mother had to give her grown sons the goods

and belongings of their mother when they desired to leave him.

The wife had to do the same to her husband’s sons concerning

any property over which she had become guardian at his death.

The daughters had their dowry rights.

When the man died before his wife, the widow, if she had

no children, had to leave the house of her husband within

three months unless her husband’s heirs allowed her to stay.

If she had children she had the right to live on with them in

the house of their father. But in most tribes she then came
under the guardianship of her husband’s relations, who were
the lawful guardians of the children. In other tribes the mother
was the lawful guardian of her children, both as regards their

property and their education.

Article 27, Book I, of the
“
Sachsenspiegel” decrees: “The

heir has the right to enter house or farm at once, and he
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may guard that nothing be taken away which belongs to him.

Under his supervision the women shall do the burying of the

body, and fulfil the funeral regulations. Otherwise, if he

neglects these services to the dead, he shall have no power in

house or farm until die thirtieth day has passed, and may

not enter there without the widow’s invitation.

“When the inheritance is divided, the servants shall first

receive their wages up to the day of the death of their master,

and they shall have the right to stay on trial until the thirtieth

day, so that they may get accustomed to the new master or have

time to look for a place elsewhere. The widow has to divide

in half with the heir all food and beer which is in the house

after the thirtieth day. Also, to give him the best horse, the

best harness, the best armour, and the best weapons which

belonged to her husband. In addition to this she must give

him a bed, a cushion, and a linen cover,* a tablecloth, two

dishes, a towel, and her man’s daily dresses.”

The provision for rightful division of inheritance con-

tinues: “When the above has been done the woman shall take

out her Morning Gift (whatever was promised her by her

husband following the consummation of their marriage). Of
field horses, cattle, goats, and pigs from every farm belonging

to her husband she may take none but of the female sex.

Complete furnishings for a room she can take. She takes the

geese, labelled boxes, thread that has been spun under her, a

bed, cushions big and small, bed-linen, table-linen, towels,

dishes, candle-holders, her dresses and jewellery, coloured

head-dresses, arm-chairs, tables and carpets, brushes, combs,

mirrors and cut cloth. Raw gold or silver, which has not been

formed into bracelets or coins, does not belong to the woman.

All the psalms and books of the religious service are hers.”

It is further stated: “If a man’s heirs are minor children his

widow may choose as to whether she will remove from his

homestead, taking with her all that is lawfully hers, or stay

there for a long or short time with his children. Should she

re-marry, and her husband come to the farm and outlive
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her, he has certain rights. If she dies when he has gone over

the land with a plough, he may stay to sow and reap, but he

must pay to the heir duty and interest for the use of die land.

If the woman dies after he has completed his sowing, he may
reap what he has sown without any payment.”

As regards re-marriage, this appears to have been fairly

similar everywhere. As stated in the “SacksenspiegeV9
!

“Because a man does not want to live without a wife he

can take three and four wives one after the other, no matter

how many die before him. A wife can do the same, and

bear legal children to each new husband just as if he was her

first. Children inherit from their own parents.”

Divorce was permitted wherever it could be shown that the

parents* separation would bring no disadvantage to the

children. No obstacles were put in the way of re-marriage

after divorce. As marriage was a public ceremony, divorce

had to be a public ceremony, the couple loosening their bonds

in the presence of witnesses.

When a couple divorced, the woman took away with her

what she had brought, and her Morning Gift. Even should

the man be willing, she could carry off nothing else since his

heirs had a claim to what was not rightfully hers. Buildings

which she had erected on his land must be left standing. They
could neither be moved nor tom down in spite. When the

man had lived on her land the same applied at his leave-taking.

2

When encountered in strength capable of challenging

Germanic customs, the Christian faith and Latin civilization

were a dual force embodied in the Roman Catholic Church.

The principal conflicts of opinion were as regards who shall

marry whom, where the wedding ceremony shall take place,

divorce, and celibacy.

History shows the Germans holding fast to their own
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language and keeping a grip on their native habits, even when

eager to receive the gifts the Church offers; and the Church,

heiress to the astuteness of the Roman Empire, giving her

gifts and allowing the pagans to keep such of their native ways

as she cannot get them to drop.

Long after the Germans were persuaded to accept the ritual

of baptism, and to welcome the appointment of bishops

settled in their midst, one finds them resisting edicta, decreta
,

,

and capitularia—bending when they must with as ill-grace as

they dared. Against the adoption of foreign laws and the

combination of their tribal laws into a common practice, they

were equally stubborn. It was not easy for these self-willed

folk to accept a polity government by an omnipotent and

infallible Pope.

Behind each tribe stood a long pagan history, in which free

men met under a council oak to decide affairs in open discus-

sion in terms that applied to themselves alone. Homogeneous

though they were, and speaking a common tongue, the Saxons,

the Swabians, the Frankonians, the Salii, the Marcomanni, the

Alemanni, the Chatti and all the others desired each to go their

own tribal way. From nomad into settled time, and on to the

present day, this has continued.

A part of the inherited wisdom of Rome is to disturb con-

quered peoples as little as possible. The Catholic Church

graciously adapted her services to fit native habits, leaving

tribal leeway, and making use of pagan festival dates and

ceremonies. On several points her opinion was absolute. But

she could wait, sending missionaries to live among the

Germans, building monasteries where German men could

study through quiet years.

The civilization of the advancing Church was Latin. Latin

was her language. Scholars in Latin, the German pupils of

these monasteries, came to make a written language of their

own tongue. This went into universal use. Centuries passed.

Written law, representing as it did outside interference,

was long under suspicion. Then in the eleventh and twelfth
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centuries these monastic scholars began to collect and write

down the native laws of their tribes. This had a political aspect.

It was done in anxiety lest native ways be lost under the tides

of civilization sweeping up from the south.

The first to be issued was entitled “Der SacksenspiegeV\

from which I have quoted in the section on pagan habits. Its

title page has the following explanation:

Spiegel der Sachsen

Sol buck sin genant

,

wen Sachsen recht ist hie lekannt

als in eyme spigele die vrowen

sick beginnen schowen.

Mirror of the Saxons

Shall this book be called

Wherein Saxon Law is well known
as in a mirror the ladies

do show themselves.

The book was promptly banned by the Pope in Rome. To
this the author, Eycke von Repgow, made response, giving

his prayer publicity by putting it on the flyleaf of his book:

Das sei Dir, siisser Gott, geklagt.

Die Pfaffen wollen Laienrecht verkehren.

This I to you, sweet God, complain.

The priests would us from our own law turn.

And in further defiance he added:

Ich stehe Rom wie ein Wild,.

Das die Hunde bellen an.

Wen meine Lehre nun bevielt,

Der spreche gegen mich dock was er ham.
Gott hat die Sachsen wol bedacht,

Sint dis Buck ist vollenbracht

Den Leuten alien gemein.

I stand before Rome like a deer,

That the dogs bark at
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Whom my teaching does not please,

Let him speak against me as well as he can.

God has thought well of the Saxons,

Consequently this book is finished

For every person's use.

Forbidden circulation by the Roman Catholic Church,

“Der Sachsenspiegel flew north and south, east and west on

the wings of resentment that outsiders should try to thwart

German truth. Across the German lands, and as far away as

Poland, Liefland, and Bohemia the law of the Saxons was read.

Eycke von Repgow, pupil of monastic learning, issued his

book in the German tongue. Thus German folk did not have

to wait on the services of a Latin scholar, usually the priest of

their district, to discover what lay in the forbidden looking-

glass. It unwittingly furthered the cause of a common law

for all as men far and wide came to settle their affairs, guided

by its wisdom.

The “Saxon Mirror” did not have a flair of popularity and

then fall from view. Editions, often in corrected text, have

been issued again and again since it first came out. Its success

spurred other men on in their attempts at writing down the

oral laws of their tribes. So there is a vast store of native

Germanic knowledge put safely away for posterity’s use.

When and where the power of the Church has been great

its laws, given in the name of Christianity, have been more

strictly followed than at times and in places of less authority.

But on the matter of incest the pagan Germans accepted

quickly the Church’s ruling, without any need for discussion,

coaxing, or pressure.

From music and poetry one must conclude that the Germans

were at one time believers in close breeding. Leading a virile

outdoor life they begat large families possessed of health and

courage, according to all reports. Their tribal laws fail to

show that they had any fear of incest, against which taboos are

customary among peoples. Yet the "Edda
99
speaks strongly

against this, proclaiming it a dangerous practice—and the

M
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"Edda” is a collection of the sagas of Nordic tribes of common
ancestry with the Germans. So the tribes who had strolled

southward may have had a guilty conscience. Perhaps a pre-

memory conscience. The habit of marriage between brother

and sister, with all intermarriage between relations, against

which the Church counselled, soon disappeared from German

practice.

The Church encouraged the marriage of Christian brides

or grooms with pagans, thus spreading the faith. From the

beginning of contact attempts were made to get the Germans

into the Church for a marriage ceremony. Popes ruled that

only marriages which were clothed with the sanction ot the

Church were lawful; but this was difficult to achieve, and the

ruling was frequently softened.

Special instructions from Pope Gregory II to the Bishop

Martinian in Bavaria say that, while it would be good to sanc-

tion all marriages in the district with a special Church service,

force and restraint are bad for the Christian cause. There is

record that, in 1259, the Archbishop Konrad von Salzburg

announced to his congregation that they must get the benedic-

tion of the Church on their marriage within a month after the

Beilager. Then in 1420 the Kon(d yon Saliburg demanded the

benediction before the sleeping together.

The Church ruling on divorce was consistently absolute:

marriage is an everlasting union. This may be why it was so

difficult to get the pagans to marry in church, no matter how
beautiful the wedding service was made. There is a district

near Salzburg to-day, many centuries under Catholic rule,

where the couples do not come into the church until the

woman is seven months along with child. These people are

farmer folk desirous of families, and by the right of tradition

the man may take his betrothed maid and they do not marry

in church until certain that the bride can give him children.

The pagan Germans had no tribal experience of celibacy.

There was no group ofmen or women in their society set apart

from the others by lifelong vows of chastity. A fecund and
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child-loving people, when the priesthood was opened to them

they appear to have found it foolish, as well as difficult, never

to marry. There are pages filled with the drama of the struggle

of the Roman Church with a German priesthood which would

marry and have families. Many of these men were not even

penitent. They argued that marriage is good, and that it is

right to have children, maintaining this although the Church

reasons were clearly explained. Among these reasons, one of

the more important was that a celibate priesthood guards the

democracy of the Church, preventing the growing up of a

priestly class, and making it necessary in every generation for

priests to come from lay families.

So there was often deadlock on the subjects of married

priests and of divorce. Not so serious at all times, more so in

some years than others. In years of great piety men and

women willingly obeyed the Church’s commands. In ages of

superstition the Church possessed powers mightier than armies.

She could bring the nobility and the peasantry to do penance,

and to seek absolution from sin, by merely denying the

validity of sacraments which they had accepted from married

priests, and by threatening persons who would break their

marriage bonds with excommunication.

Then came the Reformation. The Protestants saw no harm

in marriage. St. Paul himself had given advice, sanctioning

it for the followers of Christ. The testaments of Christ’s

disciples gave the Catholic Church no authority for its ruling

on celibacy. The Protestant clergy could marry.

Concerning divorce, Luther said that marriage “1st tin

dusserlick
,

weltlich Ding
,

weltlicker Obrigkeit witerworfen
”

—

an outwardly worldly thing and under temporal judgment.

The Catholics had the judgment of the Council of Trent:

“Marriage is a sacrament of die Church.” Regarding marriage

as an institution of God, eternal and inseparable, the Church

could not sanction divorce. Separation could only be obtained

by proving nullity of marriage.

A period followed about which there is a saying:
uWes
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Land) des Religion”, meaning that people must accept the

religion to which the ruler belongs. Catholics and Protestants

had laws regarding marriage which were quite contrary to

each other. It often happened that a certain king was a Protes-

tant, or a Catholic, and his heir his opposite in religion. When

the succession occurred, the people had to change their faith

quickly or they might be driven away. Frederick the Great

settled in his territory Protestants chased from Catholic

lands.

Under Protestant rulers divorce came to be written into

the civic law, and could be applied for at the provincial court

under the jurisdiction of which the husband had his residence.

It was permitted on the following causes: adultery, bigamy,

professional prostitution, threats on the life of a partner,

staying away for one whole year without rightful cause,

unbearable dislike or irremediable disharmony of character,

and three years insanity.

On the first five reasons divorce had to be applied for

promptly. To go on living with a marriage partner after any

of these causes for separation was known was judged a pardon

of the offence, and the cause could not be used in court to gain

release.

When a woman was found without guilt in the divorce

she must be kept by her husband according to his wealth, and

his salary could be levied on for this purpose; but a woman

did not have to support her husband when she was the guilty

one, except when she was rich and he poor, and his health such

that he was unable to earn a living. If she was guilty and had

no property of her own, and no ability to earn a living, the

court decided what should be done about her support.

The person who was not to blame for the divorce could *

keep the minor children. If both parents were to blame the

sons and daughters under six years might be kept by the

mother, the older daughters go to the mother and the older

sons to the father, unless the court decided that this arrange-

ment was unwise.
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As the legal and lawful representative of his children, the

father was the guardian of their property until they came of

age, including any fortune they may have from some person

other than himself—unless for due cause the court decreed

otherwise. In addition to what the man gave his wife as

alimony, he must provide for all his children even if their

mother re-married and kept them with her.

From a judge I heard that, at the present time, as in tribal

regulations, care must be taken that no damage be done the

children by the divorce. Their happiness and their good was

emphasised as more important than anything concerning their

parents—two people who had made a mess of life. In granting

the divorce due consideration must be taken of the fact that

a man and woman at enmity make a wretched home for their

children.

It had become the custom for marriages and births to be

recorded by the Church. Then in the last quarter of the

eighteenth century, and on into the nineteenth century, the

German kingdoms, principalities, and dukedoms, one after

the other, enacted laws compelling civic registration. These

civic codes ruled that a marriage which had simply been con-

cluded and recorded in church was not legal. Furthermore,

they decreed that it was not necessary for a Church service to

be performed. Couples could be united by a State official.

Those who desired to marry at a registry office must

announce their intent three weeks before the date chosen for

the wedding, so that the official could make the necessary

inquiries as to whether there was any reason why they should

not be united. Notice of their intent had to be posted on a

public bulletin board at the registry office. On the day

selected, they must present themselves to the registrar, and,

when he had performed the ceremony, sign the register.

As regards property, women retained their pagan right to

claim a dowry at marriage; they continued to possess as private

fortune whatever came to them by the old fashion of inherit-

ance from kin or the new fashion of Will, and the custom of a
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Morning Gift from husband to bride continued. Romantically,

it appears to have been usual through a long period of this

epoch for the man to protect his wife by taking complete

charge of her fortune for her, doling out “pin-money”.

Woman had her legal rights, but society frowned on such

boldness as going to court to maintain them, and few dared

to do so. Tears were considered more civilized than the old

tribal way of appealing to the Things or judicial assembly.

Oral arrangement came to be no longer sufficient for the

settlement of a couple’s money affairs. When they married,

they must have a statement drawn up by a notary and signed

in the presence of witnesses. They had to decide whether they

would hold their property jointly; have a complete separation

of their estates, the husband or other guardian managing the

wife’s for her unless she was over twenty years of age and

desired to manage it herself; or they could have a special

agreement dealing as they chose with what each had brought

into the marriage, and whatever might come into the posses-

sion of either of them during the years of their life together.

In all cases the man had to pay for the wife’s support and

that of their children, maintaining them in accord with his

means. He must settle any debts she incurred at shops for

running his house and for dresses. Shopkeepers could sue

the husband for the wife’s bills, unless she was extravagant,

and he had given public notice by advertisement in a news-

paper on a date earlier than that on which the credit was given,

that he would not pay. A husband had no right to publish

his wife’s name except when she repeatedly spent more than a

just proportion of his money.
About re-marriage, there was less freedom than in purely

pagan times. Since the Roman Catholic Church did not permit

divorce to her communicants, one might conclude that there

was no question of re-marriage after divorce for them. Yet
there is evidence of prominent persons re-marrying, and
seeking Church pardon and benediction on their new union.
To get Church forgiveness and pardon they had to prove
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nullity of the former marriage. The Church allowed, even

counselled, re-marriage for widowers and widows, but not

too many times. I found recommendation that the number of

marriages should not be more than three, that the period of

mourning on the death of a husband or wife should be longer

than the pagan thirty days, and was usually set at a year by

Christian practice.

The Protestants appear to have had no Church ruling on

re-marriage after divorce or death. Civic laws put no stay

on re-marriage for Catholic, Protestant, or non-believer, but

the opinion of society, high and low, did. Children, so I have

been told, were always given serious consideration when

second marriage was contemplated; and the marriage of a

father to his wife’s sister, for the sake of the little ones, was

not unusual.

But nothing in this period, or the one preceding it, can be

accepted as universal. Prior to the Brine Reich the Germans

had a loose federation, and research into their habits is

hampered by their independencies. From tribal times up-

wards, they have been a folk of many opinions, stoutly main-

tained, and on every ruling there is certain to have been a

little duchy or tiny town which did otherwise. Even the

German Empire, founded by Bismarck, was a union in which

states and cities held on to their federal rights; and while the

Weimar Republic had a Constitution for all Germans within

the boundary drawn by the Treaty of Versailles, it gave rather

than restricted liberties. Consequently, everything on marriage

up to this time must be qualified by remembrance that practices

differed, and ways quite contrary often flourished side by side.

3

In the Brine Reich
,
concern with marriage centres on who

shall, and who shall not, beget children to inherit citizenship;

and since men and women have given up their independence,
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vesting power in a Fuhrer

,
or leader with supreme authority,

edicts apply to everyone within the present frontiers and in

annexed territory. New laws aim to cleanse the blood-stream

of mixture judged unsafe, stamp out hereditary disease, and

achieve a return to the healthy fecundity celebrated in history.

Condemned to detention in the fortress of Landesberg am

Lech by a decision of the National Court of Justice at Munich

on ist April 1924, Adolf Hitler used the leisure and liberty

which he possessed as a citizen of the Weimar Republic, even

when under arrest, to write down the principles of the move-

ment he led, entitling his book “Mein Kampf '—“My Fight”.

Among the 700 pages of my copy are several giving his view

on marriage. His view is concentrated on eugenics. He claims

that when Aryan blood has been mixed with that of an inferior

race, the result has been the end of the culture-sustaining race.

—North America, the population of which is for die most part

Germanic, has interbred very little with inferior coloured

nations, and displays a humanity and culture decidedly different

from that of Central and South America, in which die settlers,

mostly of Latin origin, have mingled dieir blood freely with

the aborigines.—Each time foreign blood has been introduced

into our nationals, its sad result has been the breaking up of

our national character.

A few paragraphs further on the reader learns that nations,

or rather races, gifted with cultural talent have such talent

latent in them, even though circumstances unfavourable at

the moment prohibit dieir development. Therefore, to repre-

sent the Germanic peoples of the pre-Christian era as culture-

less barbarians is outrageous. They were never so. The harsh

climate of their northern home forced them to exist under

conditions which prevented their creative qualities from

developing. If there had been no classic antique world, and

if they had come to the more favourable southern lands, and

they had there taken to themselves the employment of the

inferior races, who were the earliest technical aids to progress,

the capacity for creative culture which slept in them would
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have produced a flowering just as splendid as that which

happened in the case of the Hellenes.

For this reason the conservation of the ancient racial

qualities, which, given opportunity, create the beauty and the

dignity of a higher humanity, should be the chief concern of

a national state.—Unfortunately, the kernel of our German

nation is no longer racially homogeneous.—On the contrary,

the poisoning through the blood from which our national

body has suffered ever since the Thirty Years’ War has not

only upset our blood but disturbed our soul.—Germans are

without the herd-instinct which arises when all are of one

blood, and protects nations from ruin, especially at moments

when danger threatens. This fact has done us untold harm.

—

It has robbed the German nation of its rights of mastery.

—

The Reich must gather all Germans to itself. It must choose

not only the best of the original racial elements and conserve

them, but slowly and surely raise them to a position of domi-

nance.—The world’s history is made by minorities.—The

pledge of success lies in the selection of the best.

Then comes a clarion call: “The first duty of the national

state is to lift marriage up from a perpetual disgrace to the race

and to consecrate it as an institution dedicated to reproduce

the Lord’s image, not monstrous beings, half men, half,

monkey.”

This is followed by a criticism of society which allows any

corrupt degenerate to reproduce himself, and permits the sale

in every chemist’s shop of the means by which the healthy

stop birth. He protests against the lack of honour and morals

in this brave world of bourgeois where forced prevention of

fecundity in sufferers from syphilis, tuberculosis, hereditary

disabilities, cripples, and the insane is counted a crime;

whereas the practice of secession of fecundity by millions of

the best people is not regarded as a sin.

Continuing, he writes that it is the duty of the national

State to put race in a more important position, and to see to

it that the race is kept pure. Childhood must be made the
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most precious possession of a nation. Only the healthy must

beget children. It is disgraceful of persons diseased or with

inheritable disabilities to send children into the world, and an

honourable action for them to refrain from parenthood. The

State must declare unfit to beget offspring all who are diseased

or have hereditary disabilities. It must also mate provision

that the fruitfulness of the healthy is not blocked. State action

on this matter should go forward, unaffected by consideration

as to whether the work is understood or misunderstood,

popular or unpopular.

He came into power as Rekfakanqler on 31st January 1933,

about nine years after his imprisonment. A sterilization law

was added to the German statute on 1st January 1934. Erhge-

sundkeitsgerichte in the form of appellate Courts and a Supreme

Court deal with cases under this law. The entire Reich is

organized for the stamping out of hereditary defects as rapidly

as possible, and a network of doctors serve this idea with

State appointments politically controlled. A local doctor who

shows himself negligent or careless in supplying information

loses his right to be a doctor.

Individuals may apply for sterilization, or it may be asked

for by their legal guardian, proposed by medical officers, or

by the governors of penal establishments. Persons who feel

that they have been unrightfully listed for sterilization must

appear before a hereditary health court, and show cause why

they should be exempt. The usual court of decision is com-

posed of a magistrate, the local doctor, and a physician whose

special province is the study of hereditary hygiene.

Persons judged dangerous sexual criminals are castrated.

Where there is no crime connection, sterilization must be

done in such a way as to disturb the sufferer from hereditary

defect as little as possible. Privacy must be observed, and

there are severe penalties for ridiculing the sterilized or spread-

ing gossip. It is impressed on young and old that those who

have disabilities which must be cleansed from the race,

received them through no fault of their own. In pity for the
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sterilized young among them, special schools have been estab-

lished where they may have free education under teachers

chosen to help them.

The healthy may not ask for sterilization. Any doctor

performing such an operation, or a doctor, midwife, or any

person aiding the healthy in birth-control in any way, in-

cluding the passing of information, commits a serious State

crime.

Under the new laws for the protection of the family, the

spread of venereal disease is punishable by prison sentence in

addition to sterilization; whoever refuses aid and help to any

expectant mother, thus endangering mother and child, shall

receive a prison sentence; and any man who maliciously, or

out of selfishness, squanders family
.

possessions and thus

endangers the support of his wife and children can be dis-

ciplined by a prison sentence of two years.

A licence is necessary for marriage. Applicants must bring

a health certificate; and the healthy can wed only the healthy.

Marriage between German and Jew is not permitted. I made

inquiry at several registry offices, and from two lawyers, and

did not learn of any other legal taboo based on race. There are

a goodly number of books and magazine articles on marrying

fair hair, blue eyes, and tall, straight brides or grooms, but the

matter seems to have gone no further than this. One registrar

volunteered the information that Herr Hitler himself had said

that the offspring of German and Pole are good, and elsewhere

I was told at length of the splendidness of Italian wives, who
bring something of the warm south.

Marriages made before the law against Jews was introduced,

may be dissolved without any need to present to the Court

cause other than union to a Jew, which the petitioner now
repents, and, under date of 8th May 1935, I read in a news-

paper that the text had now been published of the Supreme

Court's ruling that the utterance of insulting remarks about

the Ftihrer by a married woman can be grounds for divorce,

if the abuse does injury to die feelings of her husband. No
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checks have been put on the re-marriage of widows, widowers,

or divorcees, so this continues as before.

So far as I can ascertain the Government is not concerned

with making any change in the legal age of marriage. As

previously, this stands at twenty-one years for both bride and

groom, allowing younger marriage when the parents have

given consent. I have not noticed any haste to marry younger,

or seen any signs of Government pressure that way.

Young men have their six months’ duty in a labour camp,

and two years of army service. Even were it economically

possible for a husband to leave his bride alone during his State

service, when he has few and brief holidays, the National-

Socialist State does not encourage marriage until after these

State duties have been completed. The young man is not

considered prepared for the wise rearing of a family until he

has undergone his training, and assimilated its teaching.

Men who go directly from their State service to the bench,

the shop, or the plough, can marry at once. Those who choose

a profession have years of study before they can earn a living,

and unless possessed of a private fortune cannot marry until

twenty-five or later. In the Dritte Reich
.,
men who are started

on their careers, if belonging to the stock it is desired to con-

tinue, are expected to have established families by the age of

twenty-six.

Propaganda, social pressure, Government grants of money,

homesteads for those who need them, reduction of taxes for

the married and for each child, cheaper railway tickets, advan-

tageous holidays, and other aids encourage marriage. While

there is as yet no compulsory law on this, one frequently hears

of industrialists and other employers, as well as Government

departmental heads, who have issued a warning to the men
under them that at twenty-six a bachelor has reached the place

where he can expect no further advancement in position or

wages until he has shown himself capable of assuming respon-

sibility by taking his place in German society as a husband and

a father.
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German girls are expected to be capable housewives when
they marry. After they leave school those who can do so take

a finishing course in household management. Others are

trained at home by their mothers just as carefully as if taking

a course. This takes time. Also, although not compulsory, it

is considered good for a girl to have done six months of labour

or social service. Like Tacitus, I have noticed that they do not

hasten marriage, and are usually the legal age or a little older.

In token of betrothal, the man and the girl of the present

day exchange plain gold rings with the date of the promise and

their names inscribed in them. These are worn on the fourth

finger of the left hand until marriage, when they are changed

over to the same finger on the right hand, and the wedding date

put in. It is not customary now to have any elaborate engage-

ment ceremony, but there is often a party for its announce-

ment, to which family and friends are invited. The school-

children come if the bride has been a teacher.

The custom of the Polterabend appears to be universal with

all kinds of people. The dowry right continues. A girl can

still go to the law for a dowry in just proportion to the wealth

of her parents, but I never heard of this being necessary. All

the Germans I know are devoted to their children, and exceed-

ingly generous to them.

The marriage ceremony can be Catholic, Protestant, at a

registry office, or take any form wished. Every marriage

must be dvically registered. The German delight in pageantry,

combined with a willingness to work hard for the accom-

plishment of the effect desired, makes their celebrations

notable. Marriage, counted the most important day in life,

is made lovely. The custom of the Morning Gift from the

husband to his bride is usual.

Wedding anniversaries are festival days observed by the

couple giving each other some remembrance, and family and

friends sending them gifts, most often flowers. The silver

wedding, after twenty-five years, and the golden wedding,

after fifty years, are important events.
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Recently at a golden wedding celebration the table was

decorated with orchids, food and wine were of the choicest,

and one of the most noted string quartets in Germany played

the wife’s favourite selections. When guests commented

on how beautiful it all was, the husband said simply: “I did

not want this day to be less than the day on which she married

me.

Travelling ihrough the country one sees the homes of simple

folk decorated with hemlock and gold, a sign that fifty years of

marriage is celebrated there. The first time I saw this was in

Ahrwder, a little town on the River Ahr, The evergreen was

shaped in an arch over the door, and twisted at the top to

form a bell. The cottage curtains were of cloth dyed gold.

A kindly-wrinkled man sat at the window working on a

shoemaker’s last, looking like Hans Sachs,



CHAPTER X

INTO AUSTRIA

My husband studied music in the Rhineland from a man living

there who took a few pupils, not from need but for the joy

of teaching those who love the German harmonies. A day

came when this teacher said that he must bid a sad farewell to

this pleasure. He had received notice of a new ruling. No
professor could teach music in the Fatherland any more

unless he secured a permit from a Bureau of Enlightenment

at Berlin.

He explained that he was an old man, too set in the concepts

of an earlier generation to comply with a request that he

present his credentials at a bureau in Berlin, and attach his

family tree back to 1800. He belonged to another era, a time

when men beEeved that art knows no barriers of race, colour,

or creed. He could not apply for the certificate, although his

reluctance covered no anxiety that Jewish blood would be

discovered in his veins. His heredity was accepted, even

heralded, as “Aryan”, Nordic, purely German. But he could

not go back on his belief that civilization rests on a found-

ation built of many different stones, each contributory to the

other.

Neither could he flaunt his opinion in the face of youth.

Another generation possesses the world. He would offer no

resistance to this decree. He would not put it to test by con-

tinuing to teach without obtaining it He would not protest

against it He merely accepted it, and ceased to teach. He said

he was tired. He was old. He would not state clearly what he

thought about it He said that truth is not easy to find. Youth

must find its own way to truth, stumble blindly if need be.

181
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He liked to teach. He bade his pupils “auf Wiedersehen” with

a melancholy resignation, saying: “I do not live in this world.

I live in memory with men who are gone.”

I was shaken by this incident. I suffered an inner panic

from it. I do not know why it disturbed me so much. It may

be that one who has lived with Quakers and Chinese unreason-

ably expects leadership from the aged everywhere, and too

surely feels that it is the duty of the old to light the path for

youth.

I was disconcerted beyond anything that my words have

power to explain. This happened to me each time I en-

countered shifting sands beneath the feet of the German cul-

tured. The more I came to know of their music and literature,

the, more seriously was I disturbed by such happenings, large

and small. These are a people unto whom much light has been

given, a people who have been favoured again and again by

the birth among them of men empowered to hold up a candle

to truth.

I was led to a decision I had been trying to avoid. For some

time I had been uneasy about my daughter growing up in

Europe. She ought to be in Pennsylvania, where she could

have die things I have been privileged to have. But I do not

like to be without her. Now I wrote. I had prompt assurance

that she would be welcome. We all spent a few weeks in the

United States. Too soon she was settled, and we sailed away.

We landed at Hamburg, and motored across Germany. Our

next sojourn among the Germans was to be at Vienna.

2

Up from Munich over Reichsautolahnen we travelled to

Austria. Designed to conform to the landscape, and built by

the Dritte Reich to endure a thousand years, this handsome

road provides for those in haste an opportunity for speed with

safety, and gives to the leisured a glorious panorama of views *
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through the magnificent Bavarian Alps. The day was the last

of October in 1936.

We passed a river valley where three seasons had met.

Summer was by the water, grass green and flowers in bloom.

A buzzing Bombus flew boisterously into our car; invited

out again the bumble-bee showed no concern about the season

but wandered from blossom to blossom in a honey foraging.

Autumn stood above summer on the steep sides of this deep

vale, leafed trees and shrubs making a wide band of red and

gold. Higher still the snows of winter glistened on conifers;

and frigid mountain peaks, their white unmarred, seemed to

touch the blue sky.

Leaving the river our road ascended decisively, rounding

rugged ways until we arrived at heights where snow was

falling. We were glad then of the windshield-warmer which

we had got in Berlin, on German advice, to keep clear our

vision. We came at Berchtesgaden to weather suddenly fair.

In his “Holy Roman Empire”, in the section on Frederick

Barbarossa, Lord Bryce has written: “To the south-west of the

green plain that girdles in the rock of Salzburg, the gigantic

mass of Untersberg frowns over the road which winds up a

long defile to the glen and lake of Berchtesgaden. There, far

up among its limestone crags, in a spot scarcely accessible to

human ‘feet, the peasants of the valley point out to the traveller

the black mouth of a cavern, and tell him that within the red-

bearded Emperor lies amid his knights in an enchanted sleep,

waiting the hour when ravens shall cease to hover round the

peak, and the pear-trees blossom in the valley, to descend with

his crusaders and bring back to Germany the golden age of

peace and strength and unity.”

During the years that I had lived among the Germans I had

heard frequent acclaim of Frederick Barbarossa; a red-bearded,

blue-eyed knight-errant of medieval times. I had listened

to celebration of his superb health and sound common-

sense, his courage in support of justice, his truth and honour,

his joy in righteousness. Whether or not history could
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confirm all these attributes was unimportant to me. For me it

was enough that Germans of my day found good die virtues

they proclaimed as his.

Because of this I carried a wreath of laurel to Berchtesgaden.

I found mountain peasants who assured me that the English

nobleman's report is correct, and led me to the cavern. I laid

my tribute where, so simple folk believe, a knight of these

virtues shall come forth supported by his crusaders.

In this same glen of Berchtesgaden a man named Adolf

Hitler has his house in our time. He was born at Braunau on

the River Inn, across the Austrian frontier but not far off

as the crow flies. From the romantic glen of Barbarossa’s

legendary resting place he now bugles a call of race to Germans

in every part of the world.

“Do you think that the Fiihrer of your Dritte Reich might

be your blond knight risen in another guise?" queried I.

* The burly Bavarians who had brought me here exchanged

quick glances. Just one of the two spoke. This was the only

reply I could get from them: “Time will give the answer.”

A short way on we encountered the red and white pole of

the German frontier. “Heil Hitler/” exclaimed the guard.

And when formalities for exit were completed: “Heil Hitler!

—

auf Wledersehen!

”

“Gruss Gott” said the guard on the Austrian side, wearing

uniform much less natty than that we had left. The national

colours here were red-white-red, and this was called the land

of the Fatherland Front. Evidently it was easier to get past

“Greet God” than to go by “Heil Hitler” guards. The
formalities to enter were quickly over and my husband was

back in the car.

We would find life in Austria, so Rhinelanders had told us,

German “dutch Schlamperei gemildert”, I wondered about this

now. Would life here be milder? And would it be through

carelessness that it was mild?

As we drove into the country Austria appeared poverty-

stricken. The first house we passed needed the roof mended,
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and its paint was long since washed off, if it ever had any.

The road was not as in Germany. It was rough and there were

potholes. Those who lived on this side could look over to the

fine new boulevard, the smart uniforms, and all the shining

polish of the Dritte Reich.

But the people we passed carried themselves with a non-

chalance, as if well content with their own side of the boun-

dary. We saw them in broken shoes, grey capes worn and

drab, looking not in the least crushed by circumstance but

wearing the patina of poverty with a fine air. The scenery here

was softer than that of the Bavarian Alps. Less grand. Eine

lielliche Landschaft
,
a darling landscape seen in a drizzle of

rain which soon set in.

We asked a man we overtook if he would like a lift. He was

going to Salzburg. So were we.

“You have come from the Devil's Reich}" asked he when

settled.

Turning in my seat I probably stared outlandishly. My
husband, who never enters into political discussions in foreign

countries, drove steadily on. The guest in our back seat threw

up his head and laughed. Then sobered and said: “A man must

laugh while he can. The calamity our brethren-across-the-

way suffer is about due to roll over us.”

I reminded him of the agreement made in the past July

wherein, according to what I had read in newspapers, the

Austrian Government had received full and satisfactory assur-

ance of the German intention strictly to respect Austrian

independence. He hadn't the least faith in this agreement He

declared that it only provided more cover for sly underground

propaganda, issued from Berlin, designed to rouse a cry for

union from this side of the boundary. This, he stated, had

been intensified since the signing of the agreement

“Do you think that this propaganda will succeed?”

He spoke slowly, sadly, each word clear: “Self-pity comes

so naturally to all ofus that the most solid happiness can often

be shaken by well-spoken words delivered with no intent for
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good. And in Austria our happiness is not the most solid.

We have many grievances which make us vulnerable. When

people are told in sugared words that they are disfranchised

of their world rights by the enemy who defeated them in an

unfair war forced upon them; and invited in the name of right

to throw off native leaders who are said to be the pawn of those

enemy states; and take their forbidden but lawful place beside

their kin-folk in a right-about-face against that wrong, then,

no matter how conservative those people thus addressed may

be, the appeal will confuse and eventually stir them.”

He objected to National-Socialism because the principle of

Germans submitting in blind obedience to the absolute will of

one of their number was repugnant to him. “I would denounce

this idea even if I were permitted to be that Fiihrer. It is abso-

lutely wrong. The Renaissance was the dawn of the truth that

we are individuals. The Nazi theory leads back into the Dark

Ages.” Suddenly he smiled, a charming smile. “Enough of

politics. Here before us is Salzburg, a little town of the Italian

Renaissance that ran away north to tell us Germans of the light

about to come from sunnier lands.”

Salzburg would be lovely seen at any time, but I am glad

I saw this town first in silver rain. Hermann Bahr described

the feeling that the place gave to me better than my own words

can do when he said: “Salzburg is nature turned to stone and

stone turned to spirit.”

Here one finds beauty, spiritual beauty with a sense of

gaiety and humour. Perhaps these stones do hold more than

their geological elements, and something more too than the

touch of the hands that placed and carved them. Our passenger

said that this town of the Renaissance stood as an island of

peace while the bitter passions of the Thirty Years War, start-

ing in Bohemia, surged over German lands; and the culture

that survived, kept safe in Salzburg, spread far and wide when
that war was over.

He loved Salzburg and treasured the historic memories of

its greatness as a centre of art and music. He told how during
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the year of 1916 people founded the Salzburg Festival com-

munity, its members pledged to keep immortal values alive.

Later, in a book called “This Salzburg”, I happened on an

extract from the proclamation they issued then: “Mists sur-

round the world and there seems to be no end to the cruellest

of wars. Nobody knows what the next hour is going to bring.

All the same, we dare to express the thought of a Salzburg

festival dedicated to peace, art and joy. We call upon those

who believe in the might of art, upon those who believe in

the works and values of art to be the only stable things in the

eternal changes of time, to join us and to help us establish a

refuge in the name of Mozart, where art lovers of all countries

may unite in festive delight once the dark clouds of this world

catastrophe have passed.”

We put our passenger down at his request by an arch which

bears an inscription recording the fact that in 1920 two-thirds

of Salzburg’s population voted to be joined to Germany.

The Treaty of St.-Germain did not allow them to do so.

Before the man left he spoke of that. Standing undaunted in

the rain he called it “one of the mistakes of our time”. In his

opinion, if the Austrians and the Germans of Bohemia could

have united with the democratic regime in Germany before it

went under, perhaps their joint wisdom might have been

strong enough to have avoided the generation of National-

Socialism all will have to suffer.

He ended: “But don’t for a wink of the eye think that I am
one who puts the blame for the present-day ills on the Versailles

and St.-Germain treaties. I know that the men who wrote

those treaties did the best they could according to the light

they possessed. Faith, hope, and idealism were in their treaty-

making. I’m too intelligent not to realize that fate gave victory

to the safer side in - 1918. We were all rushed into that war

by an unclear set of circumstances. By the time we had fought

each other with every means of science for four years people

everywhere were quite crazy. Had our side won the treaty-

making would have been done by General von Ludendorfand
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others of his kind. The Siegfried peace they wanted would

have put a definite end to what was left of the Renaissance”

I watched him and my husband exchange deep glances and

shake hands. Then he asked where we were staying in Salz-

burg that he might direct us. When told his face lit up. “Give

them my warmest greetings,” he said and was off.

3

We had a nice stay in this town where Renaissance with her

child and grandchild, Baroque and Rococo, are present at

their loveliest. There was music in the home where we were

guests. We met charming people. It was pleasant to stroll

through streets thinking that Mozart was once here. We
attended a service at the cathedral. We looked at the Kol-

legienkirche, St. Peter’s, and die church of the Holy Trinity.

I accompanied my hostess when she did household shopping

in the Universitatsplatz, and we went on to join our men at

Tomaselli’s where they drank coffee and read newspapers.

We saw many houses with courtyards, loggias, and bal-

conies; attractive wrought-iron tradesmen’s signs swinging

outside doors; several bathing places for horses, the finest the

Pferdessckwemme where archbishops’ steeds had their wash in

the generations before motor cars. We passed 9 Getreidegasse

where Mozart was bom, and from Kapuzinerberg we had a

view of town, plain, and snow-capped Alps just as he did when
he wrote his “Magic Flute” from this height.

When we delivered the greeting from the man whom we
had picked up along the road the family of our host agreed

among themselves at once: “That would be our good friend

X”. They said he should not go about speaking of the Dritte

R&di in the way he did, but it was no use trying to stop him.

An Austrian seldom took advice, and all over here had the

characteristic, very different from other Germans, of personal

independence. They resented the Church whenever there was
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attempt to extend influence beyond matters purely spiritual,

and in politics had strong wills about the right of each to

speak his own mind.

“Especially in these alpine districts round Salzburg we are

an independent folk,” remarked a son of the house. “We have

the historic memory that we stood our ground even against

Napoleon.”

He was for a union of all Germans. He was sure that

Germans of the fallen Hapsburg Empire could join the

Dritte Reich and yet keep their own characteristics. These

people were not ignorant of conditions on the other side of

the frontier. They knew full well the harshness of discipline

there. They recounted many incidents of brutality. Among
these they told of a young friend who had married and gone

to live there. She had written home that she did not like it,

complaining of many things. Her letter was opened by the

authorities and she was taken to a concentration camp. Despite

every effort to get her out she was kept imprisoned many
months and gave birth to her child while there. She was

never allowed a chair. Her bed was a heap of straw.

The second daughter of our host stated that north Germany

is by nature Sparta, but Austria is Athens. In her opinion

Austria’s entry into the Dritte Reich would exert a cultural,

civilizing influence. Her uncle reminded her that she might

be romantically thinking of Austria wrapped in the greatness

which was the Hapsburg Empire, and forgetting that Austria

could bring into this melting pot of Germans but seven small

provinces and the city of Vienna, a mere six million people

to add to a volume already sixty-eight millions strong.

No one here avoided politics. Qn the contrary, throughout

our stay in Austria we found politics a subject of almost con-

tinuous discussion. My hostess gave me three books in which

Austrian authors have put forward a view that unity of

language and race are not the best principle on which to base

political union. They are by a liberal, Rudolf Sieghart; a

Catholic, Ignaz Seipel; and a socialist, Karl Renner. She told
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me to read them because they would help me to realization of

the truth that the national communities of Europe should be

merged in a pan-European government; but not to make the

mistake of presuming that these views exerted any powerful

influence on the present-day trend among Germans. Union

with the Third Reich she accepted as inevitable, and very

soon to occur.

When I asked if she thought the majority in Austria wanted

to join the Dritte Reich she would give no judgment. Many of

her friends were decidedly against it. Some thought Austria

should remain independent and return to truly republican

ways, reopening the closed Parliament. Others hoped for a

Hapsburg return in which young Otto would be crowned, and

a kingdom similar to that in England. Numbers of their

children, like two of her own five, longed ardently for a union

with Greater Germany and believed that National-Socialism

here would be different than across the way.

She had heard it said that the National-Socialist movement

in Austria had its greatest strength among clerks and shop-

keepers, but it happened that not one of the people with

whom she dealt favoured it. She believed that the peasantry

wavered. They had always been loyal to the Hapsburgs, who
had treated them well. They did not like the present regime

because they did not care for the way the priests were taking

part in government affairs. Certainly they were being told

by Nazi propagandists of the benefits given farmers in the

Dritte Reich.

But she did not think any of these things really important.

The Fuhrer of the Dritte Reich would bring his native land

into the German union. He now had the strength of sixty-

eight millions with which to win six millions. It was only a

matter of his finding a way through the international obstacles.

Her mind was fixed on something no higher than my own
would have been in a similar situation. She was concerned

that when it did occur none of her family should be involved

in tragedies such as she knew had happened in families in
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Germany. She wanted them to be loyal to each other, no

matter how things should turn.

She had thought much on the subject ot nationalism, and

read many books. Her father and her grandfather had been

interested in movements to lead the Germans of the Hapsburg

Empire out of this fold of many nationalities into that of greater

Germany. She said that talking about it helped to clarify her

thought. I liked to listen. These are some of the things I

learned.

The present-day nationalism in Europe began centuries ago

in a rising of the masses against the unfairness of the rulers

who held them in base subjection. The time when rulers were

leaders of their own folk had passed. Chieftains and their

relations had become kings and aristocrats. They inter-

married widely, travelled, spoke several languages. Maids

possessed lands and the people on them as dowry. Power over

humans was autocratic and passed as a chattel of inheritance,

frequently going to heirs who had no connection but a

property right. Their subjects began to form units of strength,

and naturally these groups were made up of persons speaking

a common tongue and living near together. Ideas seeped

across Europe from one group to another, even swept across

in great tides of common feeling, but only in national units

could the people gather power to throw off the force that would

hold them under.

The Reformation, so cruelly put down in the Hapsburg

Empire, was a strong forward flow of this ocean of demand

which was everywhere the cry of awakening peoples asking

for the right to self-expression. The French Revolution was

one of its manifestations. It has taken many turns, even the

fanatical denial to others of the liberties gained for self.

The tide for liberties was strong among the Germans.

Energetic rulers tried to keep it down. Then came Napoleon s

invasions of German lands and his setting up of French rule,

including the creation of the Kingdom of Westphalia with his

brother Jerome on the throne. He held the Rhineland. He
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crushed Prussia £0 the earth. His troops were in Austria, in

Baden, in Bavaria, in Saxony. They were everywhere. In the

surge against French invasion and the fear of French return

which continued after they bad gone, the passion of the

German people became a patriotic nationalism. In this wave of

feeling began that sacrifice of individual liberties on the altar

of united German strength which lias continued generation

by generation to the present day.

After Waterloo, England arranged that Prussia, a small state

which had given invaluable help in the battle, should hold the

Rhinelands secure against the French. This was an attempt to

achieve peace on the Continent and thereby safety for England.

Until then Prussia had been counted among Germans as

insignificant; a rough backward land of far less importance

than Bavaria, Saxony, Hanover, or even little Weimar. True,

Prussia had been coming to the fore but not in very cultured

ways. The district was ruled by the Hohcnzollerns. One of

them had changed his title from Elector of Brandenburg to

King of Prussia. They had built up an army prepared for

conquests and seized part of Silesia; but Austria, or rather the

Hapsburg Empire of which Austria was part, had dominated

German affairs for centuries.

When German nationalism became the heart-throb of Ger-

man patriots in every German land, Austria could not lead in

a national movement. She was the property of die most inter-

national family in Europe, a family whose policy it was to dis-

courage nationalism. German patriots looked to this Prussia

on which Englandhad showered favour. There they saw oppor-

tunity. The state was young, virile, and without the entangle-

ment of any non-German population. Men from all over

German lands offered their services to this state.

Many were accepted. Talented administrators, poets,

philosophers, educators, and plain business men contributed

to the building of that Prussia which the anti-liberal Prussian

King asked Prince Otto von Bismarck to manage when the

liberalism therein became too muchTor him. Bismarck made
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its creators had planned. A part of his activity was the

exclusion of the German provinces of the Hapsburg Empire

from the German Confederation after Prussia had defeated

Austria at Koniggratz, in Bohemia, in 1866 in a war he caused

to happen.

When this occurred many German nationalists of the

Hapsburg Empire wanted to leave that Empire and be joined

to the German Federation. But it was no part of Bismarck’s

plan to allow this. They were too filled with liberal ideals and

too Catholic for him to want them. Besides this they would

bring with them the habit of speaking loudly on German
affairs. The Frankfurt Convention of a few years earlier, of

which Bismarck had refused to allow the Prussian King to

take notice, had been led by Austrian German patriots whose

ideas on the trend German history should take were quite

contrary to his own. Consequently now, after Koniggratz,

the Austrian and Bohemian Germans were cleverly advised

that they could best serve the German cause by staying in the

Hapsburg Empire and keeping that Empire predominantly

German in its expression on European affairs, a thing they

could not do if they left. Not all Austrians were content with

this, but it worked.

The Hapsburg Empire stood with Prussia when Prussia

invaded France in 1870. Long after Bismarck was gone this

magic continued to work. Prussia, now the docile state of

Hohenzollem rule, contrived that it was the Hapsburg Empire

that declared an ultimatum in 1914 and thereby started what

had long been pending—a European war. Prussia had the

role ofgood friend supporting Austria in a Nibelungen loyalty.

Austria bore the brunt of the defeat.

The Germans of the North German Confederation and the

Germans of the Hapsburg Empire received different treatment.

The Treaty of Versailles did not hinder the union of all the

states and duchies of that Confederation into a Reich sixty-five

millions strong, with wide lands undivided by customs
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barriers. But thus were the Germans of the Hapsburg Empire

dispersed; two hundred and thirty thousand passed under

Italian rule to satisfy Italy’s desire for a frontier running to the

crest of the Alps; those of Bohemia and Moravia were incor-

porated in a new state called Czechoslovakia; six millions

were left to form a Republic of Austria—six millions, of whom

more than half belonged to industrial districts permanently

bankrupt because the fierce nationalism of new states made a

Danube Customs Union with them impossible, and both the

treaties of Versailles and St.-Germain forbade this Austria

an Anschluss with the great Reich
,
except by unanimous

consent of the League of Nations.

On the afternoon when these things wore said we sat com-

fortably indoors, rain beating against the windows, both

knitting. My instructress came to the end of a row, studied

the pattern she was following, which was one I had brought

her from America, and counted stitches. Then she voiced a

.
sentiment I was to hear often from Austrians: “You must not

think I blame the men who made those treaties for a single

thing. After such warfare men are too heartsore and mind-

weary for such tasks as they had to undertake.”

She recalled the terms of the treaties of Brcst-Litovsk and

Bucharest, imposed when her side was winning. She had a

vivid imagination regarding what the Treaty of Versailles

would have been had a victorious Kaiser Wilhelm of Prussia

and his General von Ludendorf reached Paris as they expected

to do.

She told me something which was news to me. It is that

throughout the War there had been hanging after hanging in

Austria, man after man put to death for treason, suspected of

disloyalty to the cause. There had been no united patriotic

will to win here. Some men did their duty. Others did not

and went to their death on the scaffold. The Czechs had not

been the only Hapsburg deserters. The Hapsburg Empire

was breaking up, she assured me, and would have fallen

into national states each racially jealous of the other even
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had the Great War, which accelerated this happening, not

occurred.

She went back in memory to her youth. She had been her

father’s favourite. He had always wanted her near him.

Playing in his room when very young she had often had

excited thrills as she heard talk which made her think that the

world was about to shake to pieces in “racial sections”. As
she grew older she was very conscious of the struggle going on

between Germans and non-Germans. In Bohemia they had

to contest for place and position with the clever Czechs,

whom it was thought the Emperor encouraged too much.

In Styria, too, there was difficulty with the Slavs; the danger

there was that they had too many children in comparison

with Germans.

And there was the struggle with the Jews. In a belated

effort to establish a “bourgeoisie” that their Empire might

catch up with northern Germany, France, and England in

administrative, commercial, and industrial ways, the Haps-

burgs had offered a ladder to the Jews. Jews from all over

the Empire rushed into Vienna. Glad of this chance, and no

part of any one of the troublesome jealous national groups,

Jews could be trusted to be absolutely loyal to the Emperor.

With tremendous rapidity they joined the Catholic Church in

thousands, and tried in every possible way to make them-

selves into good Viennese. Consequently the Germans of the

Empire, who thought themselves able to do every task better

than the Jews, had to compete with them for jobs high and

low. Therefore in Austria anti-semitism 'was against all who

by blood were Jewish. In this judgment conversion to Chris-

tianity did not make them less Jewish.

Her father, grandfather, and their friends discussed various

theories as to what should be done about the German position

in the Empire and in the wider world. Their circle had been

liberal, broad-minded, easy-going. They had not stirred

themselves to do more than talk. The Hapsburg Empire had

its defects, yet it had been able to hitch along for 700 years,
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and the German position in it was strong, probably pre-

dominant. In addition to nationalism there were other

things of importance to occupy the minds of thinkers.

In Austria there was much pondering about the real mean-

ing of life. Books were written on this, and they had to be

read and considered. There was art, music, and seasons of

Vienna Society. Also the fortunate had wakened to a sense

of responsibility towards the less fortunate, and attention was

given to charities and social reforms. There was plenty to

do.

She thought that from all the political views she had heard

discussed in her youth only those of one man had direct bear-

ing on the Austrian present. This man was Georg Ritter von

Schonerer. He had not seemed of any particular importance

while he lived, although he had made a great deal of noise.

When he died some years after the Great War was lost few

had taken notice of his passing.

Now he was important because of an Austrian who perhaps

had never met him. She had noticed that in “Mein Kampf”,

Adolf Hitler mentions von Schonerer. All that she knew of

the Fiihrer of the Dritte Reich made her feel that he puts into

practice the theories von Schonerer advocated.

His father was one of the men who brought the steam rail-

way to the Hapsburg Empire. In the national uprisings of

1848 he organized the transport of troops by train, in the

efficient Prussian manner, and was of aid to his Emperor by

getting soldiers quickly to the places of trouble. The royal

arms were drawn against Hungarian, Italian, and other insur-

gents within a few hours of the time the news of rebellion

reached Vienna. Railway Director Herr Schonerer was

rewarded with a knighthood.

He was a man who did not approve of the way youth in

Austria was being brought up. He thought that there was

too much uncertainty and aimlessness here. He admired the

self-confident optimism found in Prussia. He decided that

the best schools in the world were there. He was a wealthy
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man. He sent his son Georg to Prussia for both High School

and University.

These were years when Prussia was making rapid strides

forward in things military, political, and economic. Young
Georg returned home in the ’seventies to suffer for the

remainder of his life because his native Austria was not like

Prussia. Austrians found him vain, opinionated, “too hard

to live with”. His father had acquired a large estate on the

Danube. Georg had this and was rich besides. The time was

that of parliamentary democracy. He chose to combine a

career of a country squire with that of politics, and entered

parliament elected by his home constituency. Later he lost

this constituency, and then he secured one in Bohemia. He
represented Egerland year after year in the Austrian Parliament.

He started as a democrat agitating for universal suffrage. He
spoke fiery words in every debate on railway problems. He was

an anti-semite with the downrightness of a Junker. He took

an active part in movements against the Hapsburg aristocracy,

the Church, and the non-German nationalities of the Empire.

He secured some following among university students. He
became for a while a leader of an alliance of nationalists and

social reformers. He was one of the chief promoters of the

Programme of Linz. This is a complicated document coupling

demands for universal suffrage with a plan which would give

the Germans a majority in the Austrian Parliament every time.

It ends with an extensive programme for social legislation.

Georg Ritter von Schonerer never became the actual political

leader of German Nationalism. He had magnetism and could

attract, but those who were attracted soon dropped away, put

offby his intolerance and his conviction that he knew the right

in everything.

Did the Crown defend the claims of non-German nation-

alities? Down with the Hapsburgs! He spoke of William I

of Prussia as “our holy Emperor” and tried to start a cult of

the Hohenzollems. He linked this campaign up with the most

violent anti-semitism. He lost friends. Even the most ardent
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nationalists in Austria felt that everything hateful was em-

bodied in what the Hohenzollerns had made of Prussia.

He uncovered serious corruption in the building and

management of some railroads where most of the capitalists

were Jews, and started a violent campaign that brought him

into conflict with the Liberal Party and Jewish-owned news-

papers. From then on he never ceased to flay the lying press

and pursue a relentless anti-semitism. Because some Jews were

wicked he would put away everyone who had Jewish blood.

No fate could be too cruel for them. When a universal suffrage

admitted Jews to Parliament he turned against parliamentary

democracy.

In the ’nineties he launched a vigorous campaign with the

slogan “Los von Rom \ or let go the hold of Rome. The

Catholic Church protected Jews, even baptized them as

Christians! It smiled on non-Germans everywhere. It was

the Church of the hated Hapsburgs. Break from tliis strangle-

hold! He offered to join the Protestant Church when one

hundred thousand Austrians had gone over to Protestantism.

He roused no Reformation.

Finally, cold-shouldered out of Vienna he had retired to

his country estate. Hearing that he was not well, my hostess’s

father had once gone to see him. He found him a lonely

man, bitter in condemnation of the present as immoral and

decadent, vindictive against parliamentary democracies, busy

with musings about the ancient Germanic religion.

“Georg Ritter von SchSnerer could collect no following in

Austria. Adolf Hitler, an Austrian boy, went to Germany
and found soil there for this seed. He will soon be lord of

life and death in Austria. Thus do ideas, good and evil, live

longer than men.”

Like his wife, our host always referred to the Anschluss

with the Dritte Reich as inevitable. These are among the

thoughts he voiced. “We are not a large or rich land. We will

be ofno economic advantage to the Nazis.We are not Nordic.

This is the crossroads of the Teuton, the Slav, the Magyar
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and the Latin, Despite our German nationalism we Austrians

have never been interested in in-breeding. We have married

where our hearts led us. Far more than in Germany have we
wed with the Jew. For my part I think that union of Jew and
German produces a fine combination of intelligenceand feeling.

I do not find the Teuton so perfect that he should be kept pure

Teuton. He is improved by a dash of the Orient, and some-
thing of Latin, Slav, and Magyar.

“I am not taken in by this propaganda that the leaders of

the Dritte Reich look on us as brothers. They look down on
us as hybrids, and will treat us as inferiors as soon as they

have possession of this land. Their Fu.hrer is Austrian bom.
I have seen him several times in Munich. I listen to him on the

radio every time he broadcasts, and I have read his book most
carefully. I think he is more Slav than Teuton. In “Mein
Kampf” I can find nothing but contempt for Austria. There

is no hate so bitter as that against one’s own relatives. I do

not think we will fare well in his hands. We are wanted in the

Dritte Reich for no other reason than that he who stands master

of these cross-roads is a stage forward on the way to mastery

of Europe.”

“Austria will be a Nazi military outpost, and Vienna will

become a commercial city, her extraordinary possibilities as

mistress of the Danube fully developed. In Bavaria I heard

that they have a plan ready drawn up to connect the Danube
with the Rhine, and make our Nibelung stream a trade-way

to the wealth of the Balkans.”

Before the Nazis came to power in Germany our host had

been a German nationalist all his life. He had gone over into

Bavaria to stay with relatives that he might spend three months

in the Dritte Reich. He had come home ready to work either

for an independent Austria with a constitution protecting the

democracy it established, or for a union with the Republic of

Czecho-Slovakia. When I expressed astonishment at the latter

idea he assured me that he was not the only Austrian thinking

that way. He had followed his three months* visit to Bavaria

o
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by three months in Prague, and had returned from there an

ardent admirer of the way the Czechs had made a success of

democracy, at which Germans had failed.

“In Austria we have made many political and economic

experiments during the last eighteen years. There is little

hope now of avoiding union with the Dritte Reich. Since

union with Germany, when it was under democratic control,

proved impossible on account of the action of France, which

was supported by Italy and England, it is a pity that we can-

not establish some means of union with Czecho-Slovakia.”

“Fatil” exclaimed his Nazi boy and girl. Two others of

his five children sided with him. The anti-Nazis of the family

made the Nazis a wager that by 1940 they would agree with

their father’s opinion.

“Long before 1940 both independent Austria and the

Republic of Czecho-Slovakia will have bent the knee to the

Dritte Reich ” declared their uncle.

“That is an absurd idea,” said the youngest son talking to

me alone later. I thought so, too, then.

4

When we left Salzburg we took with us a neighbour who
wanted to go to Vienna. We did not go by the new and more

direct road. We went to Linz and followed the swift-flowing

Danube through Pochlam, Melk, Dumstein, where Richard

the Lion Hearted was held prisoner long years, by Krems
and Tulin. Then we left the river to see Klosterneuberg.

Finally we looked on Vienna from the last spur of the Alps, a

cliff called Leopoldsberg.

Our guest proved himself very German in his willingness

to give information.

Austria is about the size of Scotland. It is highland, with

a narrow share of the fertile plain which lies at the foot of the

Alps. Lordship of the land is divided between nobles, the
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Catholic Church, and peasants. Some families have a lion’s

share in title to more than one castle and the surrounding acres.

The monasteries of Melk, Admout, and Zettl rank among the

largest landowners. Between the great estates are the many
small holdings.

The country is rich in waterpower, beautiful scenery, and

fine forests. There is some iron ore, lead, copper, magnesite,

graphite, occasional deposits of gold, and lignite, but hardly

any coal. More than two million of the population work at

agriculture, either tilling their own soil or as labourers on

estates. In the Austrian share of the fertile plain sugar-beets

are grown. In the sheltered valley of the Danube fruit thrives.

In the Alps the farmers keep cattle, and manage to get bread

for themselves, and winter fodder for their cows, from steep

and stony soil.

The agriculturist is probably better off here on the whole

than any other group. Our League ofNations loan was largely

used to reorganize farming. Herr Dollfuss came from Alpine

peasant stock, and before he was Chancellor he served ably

in an attempt to make it possible for farmers to live and to

produce food for others of our starving population. The
breaking up of the old Empire set national barriers across

many peasant customs, including that of fattening Alpine

cattle on the Hungarian plain below, and the habit of bringing

from Yugoslavia new stock for breeding. Despite the fact

that they are better off than our industrial group and the

people of Vienna, who administered the old Empire, many of

our farmers are so poor that salt is a luxury on their tables.

Textile, paper, leather goods, and confectionery factories;

mines and steel mills, power plants and electrical appliance

manufacturies, sugar making, and a thriving business in winter

sports, are the industries. To one travelling in Austria the

factories are not very noticeable. The mountains are sprinkled

with inns, and many a man finds it possible to earn more from

teaching foreigners to ski during a few weeks in winter, than

from his labour at other things during the remainder ofthe year.
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This is a lovely landscape, dotted with picturesque towns

and villages, cream-washed churches, painted houses with

wide eaves, occasional factories, castles, and great monasteries.

The people were mostly dark-eyed and not very fair in com-

plexion, and while some were tall the majority were short.

They resembled Bavarians more than other Germans. Their

clothes, no matter how poor and shabby, had a chic style. All

walked with an air.

The material standard of living appeared decidedly below

that of the Third Reich . I asked about wages. The amount

that labourers got in Germany for hard toil had appeared to me
microscopic. When I heard what they got liere, and what it

would buy, the wages men earned over there seemed large in

comparison.

‘Toil is not well enough repaid there either,” said my
instructor. “The great point of advantage is that our Hitler

has been able to get a workable economic plan started in

Germany. It is a plan in which the employer has no oppor-

tunity for great profit-taking. Wages will steadily improve

there as markets are achieved and production increased. And
it is far better to have won by honest toil a rough shelter and

a slice of black bread without butter, than to have no chance

to work, as is the case with thousands here.”

He longed for the day when Herr Hitler would come home
to Austria. He had no faith in any plan by which Austria

could stand alone, nor any confidence in the goodwill of the

democratic powers. On his fingers, date by date, he checked

off incidents of their conduct to Austria since the defeat, “all

done in the name of loving friendship”, and asked me if,

hearing this, I could fail to understand the fanaticism of Adolf

Hitler and those who follow him. These dates and incidents

were so many, and given so rapidly, that I found it impossible

to recall them for record in my diary. I had but a confused

memory of an impassioned outburst.

“We Austrians may not look it, but we are a passionate

people. There will be blood and thunder here when we join
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the Third Reich: massacre of the Jews; serious rising against

the Catholic Church, which is hated by many peasants and

others—and not without cause; and old grudges against the

Hapsburg aristocracy will be paid. We will need the German
army to save us from ourselves.”

I was astonished at his vehemence. He assured me that he

knew his homeland, and then abrupdy turned the conversa-

tion to history. The Germans have called the land we know
as Austria by two names. First, Ostmark, or Eastern March.

Then Osterreich, or Eastern Government. Near the close of

the eighth century Charlemagne battered down the Avars,

who lay athwart the middle Danube, in a series of campaigns

which caused them to vanish from the earth for ever, and took

into his own treasury the wealth they had sacked from Balkan

cities. He created Ostmark as a military frontier for the

protection of Bavaria.

When Charlemagne’s life was over, the Magyars came up

from the Hungarian plain and drove the Germans out of Ost-

mark. Magyar and Slav occupied this alpine district until the

tenth century. Then that same Saxon Otto who went to

Rome for the crown that made him Holy Roman Emperor,

set resolutely to the task of regaining what was counted

historically German land. In fierce battles he drove the

Magyars back. His successors, Otto II and Henry III, con-

tinued this task, pushing the intruders through the wild

mountain forests.

As the territory was reconquered it was given into the keep-

ing of nobles, bishops, and abbots, who were pledged to

defend it. The landlords brought in serfs, mostly Bavarians.

Fields were cleared, seed planted, cattle pastured, churches,

monasteries, castles, and villages built.

But the proud spirit of the Magyar did not break. Again

and again they stubbornly counter-attacked. The peace of

German settlers was menaced, and civilization could not

advance. Then in the twelfth century, when German authority

had reached a halt at Pochlam, on the Danube, the manage-
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ment of Ostmark was given to Leopold of Babenberg. Genera-

tion after generation, with relentless vigour, the Babenberg

Margraves forced the foe down the river and held what they

had conquered. They had their castle at Pochlam, at Melk,

then at Tulin. Finally, they stood in command of the last

spur of the Alps and overlooked the Hungarian plain. Chris-

tening the cliff Leopoldsberg, they built a mighty stronghold.

The rear guard of nobles, abbots, and serfs, had advanced

closely behind the conquerors. Sword and plough and prayer-

book had made this a German land. All the way back to

Bavaria it was German. Thus was Charlemagne’s Ostmark

re-established.

Eight hundred feet below the Leopoldsberg the Danube,

hurrying to the far off Black Sea with water from the Alpine

snows, swings round the mountain spur at a sharp angle, and

the tiny river Wien running out to join it completes there a

triangular cove. In this strategic place, walled on north and

west by steep wooded hills, bounded on the south by the

Wien, and protected from the east by marshes and the mighty

Danube, Celts had a settlement nineteen centuries ago which

they called Vindomina.

The Romans drove the Celts away, to establish a military

camp known as Vindobana. Vindobana grew to be a Munici-

pium, and was queen of a line of fortified Roman posts con-

necting the Danube with the Rhine. Marcus Aurelius was

here in a.d. 181.

Time flowed on as steadily as the river. The Romans passed.

The Avars then took possession. Charlemagne came arid was

followed by the Magyars. Finally the Babenbergs chose this

site, guarded by the Leopoldsberg, as their permanent capital.

Drawing revenues from a domain that extended to include

Stytia and Camiola, and reached to the shores of the Adriatic,

they began the building of that beautiful city which we know
as Vienna.

Frederick Barbarossa, when Holy Roman Emperor, raised

Ostmark to the dignity of a Duchy. He bestowed upon the
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Duke privileges almost equal to the rights of an indepenBetig

German Prince. The name was changed to Osterreich, or

Eastern Government. The capital of this outpost of German
civilization soon had a reputation as a place of pleasant living.

The poetry of chivalry developed here earlier than in other

German provinces. Walther von der Vogelweide was its

shining star. Here the Nibzhmgenlied took its final form.

The culture in the little walled city of Wien gave satisfaction

to Germans far beyond the borders of the Duchy.

The Babenberg line became extinct. The keeping of their

domain passed to Ottocar, King of Bohemia, a wealthy,

vigorous Czech of the Premslids dynasty. Our narrator said

that he did not think history exactly clear on how this hap-

pened, but one account is that spokesmen for the Duchy

asked the King of Bohemia for protection when left without a

ruler. Ottocar built in Vienna a cathedral to St. Stephen.

The Duchy was under Ottocar’s protection for twenty-six

years. The office of Holy Roman Emperor was not hereditary,

and it had come to be a position to which eligible princes were

elected by vote of a college of seven electors, three of whom
were ecclesiastics, and four laymen. There was much jealousy

about the appointment. No strong prince wanted a strong

rival to get the Holy Roman Crown. So it happened that it

was given to Rudolf Hapsburg, a minor nobleman from the

Swiss Aargau. Those who elected him did not judge him

ambitious. But when elected he immediately coveted strategic

Vienna for his capital, and wanted the former Babenberg lands

to make up for the fact that he had practically no land of his

own. He found opportunity to cause a war against Ottocar,

who, as the rich and mighty King of Bohemia, had many

enemies. In the encounter on the Marchfeld before the city of

Vienna, Rudolf killed Ottocar.

Dante in his “Divina Commedia” writes of these two as seen

in the Valley of Kings in Purgatory: “He who sits in a higher

place and looks as if he had left undone what he should have

done, and who moves not his lips to the others
5
song, was
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Rudolf the Emperor who could have healed the wounds that

are the death to Italy. . . . The other, who seems to be con-

soling him, ruled over the land where the waters rise which the

Moldau carries to the Elbe, and the Elbe to the sea. He bore

the name of Ottocar.”

From history it would seem that Rudolf of Hapsburg, when

he had power as Holy Roman Emperor, was too busy estab-

lishing his own family to give attention to the needs of Italy.

The other German Princes permitted him to have the Baben-

berg properties, but forbade his taking possession of the

Kingdom of Bohemia. Bohemia belonged to Ottocar’s son.

The sixty-year-old Rudolf moved his family to Vienna. Before

he died he had contrived that every secular electoral German

prince, and the son of Ottocar, whom he had slain, were his

sons-in-law.

“He must have had a lot of daughters!” I exclaimed.

“He did. All the Hapsburgs were prolific.”

Rudolf laid the foundation of Hapsburg greatness. He

started on their long career that famous family whose policy

was consistently that of preference for acquirement of land

by marriage rather than by battle; who demanded ot their

subjects revenues, adherence to the Catholic faith, and loyalty

to themselves; who left their peoples free to follow their native

customs, and stood for centuries as a bulwark against the

advance of Magyar, Slav, and Turk, into western Europe.

From 1278 to 1918 Vienna was their capital.

While the men talked about the Hapsburgs, my fancy took

flight to the towers and roofs on the cove below the Leopolds-

berg. Long ago my imagination had made this the loveliest

city in the world. It was the only city in Europe that I had

ever desired to visit. Out of tales told me when I was very

young I had built my Vienna. On a November afternoon I

stood at the door to the city of my dreams.



CHAPTER XI

VIENNESE INTERLUDE

We lived in Vienna from November until June. Shortly

after our arrival we went to call on Madame S., who had been

a star at the opera when Gustav Mahler was Director, and she

asked if we had found a place in which to live. I had been

looking, but I had not yet been offered one with a good

music-room.

There were several people in her studio. When we had

answered as to what we planned to pay, they all discussed the

possibilities. A young musician went to the telephone. He

returned to say that he had made an appointment for me to

look at an apartment on the Jacquingasse next morning at ten

o’clock.

When I saw the apartment I knew at once that we would

be well situated if we had it It belonged to an attractive

woman who had lived here seventeen years. Loving hands

had made a home of these rooms. They had happiness in

them as well as good furniture. She had come in as a bride.

Her son and daughter had been born here. She told me that

her family had long been Catholic, but because they had

Jewish blood they would be destroyed if the Nazis came.

Her father-in-law had concluded that the Dritte Reich

would acquire Austria. He had spoken, and his kin were

obedient They loved Vienna. They were Catholic. Yet they

were leaving. Arrangements for their exodus had been made.

What could not be taken away from here was to be quietly

sacrificed. Her husband was already in Bucharest She must

follow him. She was sending the fair daughter, who sat beside

her, to England for a little while. The boy lad already been

107
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settled in a boarding school. She could not bear to break up

their home. “We are Viennese, and Vienna is die only place

in the world to the Viennese.”

It was not right that we should have this woman’s home.

Circumstances which should not occur in a civilized society

forced her to beg me to take it. She wanted to leave it just as

it was so that they could all come home when the scare was

over. We took over her lease and her cook. She left her

wedding silver and other treasures of sentiment, which I did

not like to use, packed away in a room we did not need.

She thought the moving a folly. She was certain that the

Great Powers would not surrender Austria to the Dritte ReicL

She believed that the democracies treasure civilization. The
world now knew how barbarism held all Germany in thrall.

If the Nazis got Austria they would have but a step to control

of Czecho-Slovakia. Then the whole of Middle-Europe

would be within their easy grasp. That would give them

dominance over Europe. The leadership of England and

France would be in eclipse. A dark age for European civiliza-

tion would have begun.

But it could not happen. England and France had clever

statesmen. They would not let it happen. Italy would con-

tinue to aid in preventing this. Italy had acted promptly when

the Nazis murdered Chancellor Dollfuss. Italy’s dictator was

not barbaric. He could be trusted. Thus she spoke her

thoughts.

I had lived too long in China to have the faith she had in

the Great Powers. But in Germany I had for the first time

come in contact with the Catholic Church. I had been

charmed by the beauty of the Church services. I was puzzled

as to why Catholics did not make a sanctuary within their

Church for their members whom the Nazis persecuted. Now
I had met a Catholic who came of Jewish people, and she

seemingly did not expect protection from her Church.

I asked her if the Catholic Church in Austria permitted the

destruction of its members who had Jewish blood. She said
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that the Pope was against the Nazis. He recognized them as

anti-Christ despite their profession of support from God.

But she had no hope of shelter from her Church, if there was

need for shelter. “The Nazis might destroy the Church ifwe
were hidden away inside/’ she said simply, and added, “None
of us would want to cause the Church to be destroyed.”

On December 8th, when we had lived in her apartment

just a month, I happened to see an article in a newspaper stating

that Mgr. Waitz, Prince-Bishop of Salzburg, had issued a

declaration that nothing had changed since three years ago

when the Austrian Bishops denounced National-Socialism;

and that Mgr. Gfollner, Bishop of Linz, had ordered all priests

in his diocese to read a declaration from their pulpits repudiat-

ing the idea that any change had come in the attitude of the

Church towards National-Socialism.

The account emphasized the fact that the episcopal manifesto

of December 1933, was still the opinion of the Church. It

reminded readers that the manifesto strongly condemned the

methods which National-Socialism was then using to obtain

control of Austria, with particular reference to political

murder; and uncompromisingly rejected National-Socialism,

especially condemning four of its main characteristics—racial

hatred, anti-semitism, aggressive nationalism, and tendencies

towards the establishment of a religion based on nationalism.

I cut this out and sent it to Bucharest. I thought it might

give her reasonable hope of an early return to Vienna.

2

At Vienna we found a vast company of German men and

women who had fled from other German lands. They had

come from Munich, from Dresden, from Diisseldorf, from

Hamburg, from Berlin. There was not a state of the old

German federation which did not have its representative in

Wien, the German city on the Danube.
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German Jew and German “Aryan” had brought their

talents here. Toscanini, that brilliant advocate of humanity

in the arts and in living, was here; as were a galaxy of lesser

men and women from all over the world. They \yere an un-

premeditated company celebrating a festival of German music

to which no invitations had been sent.

Until the deluge swept them away, tossing more than one

into a Nazi concentration camp, they maintained in a German

land the Freiheit tradition in German music. Vienna was their

capital, Salzburg their summering place.

The musicians whom I met gathered at Vienna believed

that if civilization is to live the arts must be free, and creation

must be encouraged. They listened eagerly to new composi-

tions, or new interpretations of the classics. The Komisten-

bund arranged chamber concerts at which the young had an

opportunity to perform before an audience. Although

appearing two and three nights a week at the Director’s desk

at the Opera, Bruno Walter had leisure to rehearse at the piano

with singers, and was ever on the search for fresh voices.

The Opera was the centre of musical interest, one might

say the centre of Vienna life. Night after night the great

building at the end of the Karntnerstrasse was crowded from

the stalls to the highest gallery. The State supported the

Opera. Tickets were cheap enough for all but the poorest,

and even they could get free seats. I shall never forget a

hungry man to whom I had given food in our kitchen. I

asked him if he would have another cup of coffee. He
answered: “No thank you very much, but I would like a

Sdulenplati to hear Knappertsbusch conduct ‘Elektm” In

Vienna a Sdulenplati a place from which one could hear but

not see, was half price.

A host of performances that lifted opera to the mountain

peaks crowd my memory. “Fidelia”, “Don Carlos”, “Die

Meistersinger von Niirnberg”, “Margarethe”, and “Der
Rosenkavalier” are among them, Knappertsbusch, formerly of

the Munich Opera, and Bruno Walter, were the regular con-
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ductors; but they gave place at the Director’s desk to others

of the galaxy of star musicians gathered at Vienna. Wilhelm

Kienzl’s eightieth birthday was celebrated by the performance

of his “Don Quixote*\ Bernhard Paumgartner’s new opera

“Rossini in Naples” was staged with Richard Tauber singing

the principal part.

There were star voices in these performances, but what

endeared them to me was that the play, the opera, was the

thing, not a personal success. From the smallest super to the

lead the players were a company at every performance. They

played a fantasy of life set to music for the entertainment of a

music-loving, soundly critical, but generous audience. From

among those who sang I had my favourites: Jussi Bjorling, a

visitor to Vienna from the Stockholm Opera, and Alexander

Kipnis, an exile from Bayreuth.

There were many troubled here. Some had their money and

their furniture held in Nazi Germany, forfeit to the Dritte

Reich: usually for the reason that they had denounced the

decree that no one with Jewish blood since 1800 can create

or perform music, and that Mendelssohn may not be played,

or the poems of Heine sung. Some had relatives and friends

in Nazi prisons. Some who were “Aryan” were tormented

by temptation. They had received invitations to return to the

Dritte Reich. All was forgiven. They would be welcomed and

feted if they would but accept Nazism as truth. Such men

had only to sign a paper saying that they would trust politics

to their statesmen and confine themselves to making music,

then homage and fortune in their homeland were theirs.

In Vienna there were many concerts in halls large and

small. During her great musical past the city had prepared an

abundance of places where people could sing and play. There

was no question here: “Are you Jew or Gentile; are you black

or white; what is your creed?” Vienna merely asked: “Are

you a musician?”

Musically, the Viennese public was severely critical. What

might pass as music in other places was not counted music
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here. Those who passed the test were taken to the Viennese

heart, as happened to Marian Anderson. She was an American,

a coloured American, singing the German classics. An un-

known contralto, she began her first Liederabend in the smallest

of concert rooms. Before she had finished the first half of her

programme a crowd had gathered that crammed the doors,

and still they came. She was taken to a larger hall to finish,

and before she had done that hall was crowded.

Once taken to the Viennese heart a musician was secure. A
soprano could break on her high note, and none would hiss.

When this occurred at the opera and a visitor remarked, loud

enough for those round to hear ‘That would not pass in

Milan”, Viennese seated near answered promptly, “We know

that she can sing. She has a cold to-night.” At the end of the

opera they applauded and applauded, giving her their whole-

hearted homage.

The Grosser Musikvereinssaal, a fine hall with marvellous

acoustics, in the house of the Gesellsckaft der Musikfrezmde
,

was the place of concerts; a place that so pleased Arturo

Toscanini that, excepting the opera, it was the only place

where he conducted. “The Friends of Music” have a long

and close connection with German music. This Society was

established in 1812, when Beethoven was at the height of his

creative power. He was made an honorary member, and held

the Society in such esteem that he wrote “Missa Solemnis” for

the Musikfreunde,

\
Schubert belonged to the “Friends of Music”, and gave his

only public concert in their hall. After his death it was a

fellow member, Joseph Herbeck, who discovered the “Un-

finished Symphony”. The original manuscript of this work,

and six other Schubert symphonies, were preserved in the

Society’s library. In 1838 when Robert Schumann came to

Vienna, he so greatly admired the manuscripts and publica-

tions collected by the “Friends of Music” that he wrote the

librarian a letter urgently asking permission to revisit this

wonderful collection.
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Mendelssohn was to have given a gala performance of his

“Elijah” in the Society’s hall on 14th November 1847, but was

prevented by death. Johannes Brahms was conductor of the

Society for many years, and bequeathed to them his entire

collection of music. His example was followed by his friend

Johann Strauss. When we were in Vienna, the librarian of the

Music Friends treasured manuscripts and relics of almost all

the great German composers from the baroque period up to

our own time. They had a library of about 12,000 books on

the history of music, and a collection of about a million pieces

of published music. This music was not only used for the

Society’s own concerts, but was also lent to other societies

and individuals.

The Music Friends had their own Singveretn.
,
an amateur

choir of high artistic standard which was started in 1858. Also

a music school of which Hugo Wolf, Gustav Mahler, Joseph

Joachim, Hans Ritcher, and Arthur Nikisch, were pupils.

Anton Bruckner was one of the teachers. The aim of the

Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde from the day of its foundation

was to make music on a grand scale. The “Friends of Music”,

gathered in Vienna from every German land, made every

concert given while we were there an event.

The Philharmonic Orchestra gave beautiful music. The

“Musica Viva * and
“
Ravag” are not forgotten. There was

so much that is memorable that volumes would be needed to

tell about it adequately. The concerts that return most often

to my mind are die following.

“Missa Solemnis” conducted by Toscanini. The Phil-

harmonic, led by Klemperer, first violinst Herr Rose, playing

Bruckner’s “Fifth Symphony”. And that triumph of Walter

and Orchestra with Gustav Mahler’s magnificent composition

beginning with a funeral march and ending with a joyous

rondo.

In Vienna I heard such music as I had never heard before,

and can never hope to hear again. This was the music at the

German sunset of that day of European civilization which was
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called at its dawn “the renaissance”; was known at its high-

noon as “the age of reason”; and moved to its twilight through

“the liberal experiment”. Night had fallen on Germany when

we arrived there. We reached Austria while the sun was yet

colouring the clouds with brilliant light.

3

In music, in architecture, and in the spirit of the people

living there, Vienna fulfilled my dreams.

Turning into a narrow way in hope that this was a short

cut on a housekeeping errand, I read Himmelpfortgasse
,

“Gate of Heaven”, on the street sign, and saw amid squalid

tenements a most lovely palace. On asking, I learned that it

had been built more than two hundred years ago for Prince

Eugene of Savoy, distinguished for the assistance he gave to

Vienna against the Turk. It now housed the Ministry of

Finance. I had a thrill of pleasure in this. It seemed right for

a little State bravely struggling with economics to have located

its Ministry of Finance at the “Gate of Heaven”.

When my domestic affairs were running smoothly, and I

had leisure, the first building I sought out was the cathedral

that Ottocar the Czech raised at Vienna to St. Stephen and

the glory of God. Built without concern for superficial appear-

ance, the Stefansdom is the church of the people of Vienna. It

stands at ease in the very centre of the city, in no way with-

drawn from the life of the streets, friendly, humane, cheer-

fully unpretentious.

Kings were crowned at the Augustinerkirche, and were

usually buried in the Kapuzinerkirche; but there were few who
between their crowning and their dying ignored St. Stephen’s.

Many gave the cathedral rich gifts. Weddings and christen-

ings, aristocratic and proletarian, were held here; fes ivals were

magnificently celebrated, and here people gathered in times of

sore distress.
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The cathedral has a grand west front, with a magnificent

Giant Door and two nice round Heathen Towers; a nave lifted

heavenward on soaring arches, and a south towrer reaching to

the sky with a tall and slender spire; a stubby north tower held

down to this good earth by crowding with a substantial

cupola; a steeply sloping roof surfaced with bright tiles,

highly glazed, laid in a clear herring-bone pattern varied over

the choir by the emblem of the double-headed eagle; and in

between these outstanding gifts to God for His mercies many

smaller pieces. There is no unity of design.

In Mongolia, prayer mounds are built by each passer-by

laying a stone as his thanksgiving for safety thus far along the

road. The Stefansdom has been raised in the same way. It

is a heap of gifts to God. Each generation has made its

offering in the fashion of the time—romanesque, gothic,

baroque, and nineteenth century. Each piece is beautiful.

A piercing east wind was blowing in on Vienna when I first

visited the Stefansdom. In the lee of the south and west

walls cabmen dozed, each man's horse carefully wrapped in

his driver's only blanket; and pedlars had a corner where they

sold children's toys, and bright red images of Crampus.

As I pushed open the Giant Door a glorious organ pealed out

its message in the music of Schubert.

Eighteen huge stone pillars held up the vaulted ceiling,

baroque chapels gleamed on either side, and far up the dark

avenue a candled altar glowed. When the music was over I

walked about with a friendly woman who had stood beside

me. Of the cathedral's many treasures she showed me those

she liked best—the “Servants' Madonna”, a lovely figure; a

sandstone pulpit carved by Anton Pilgram of Brunn; and the

pulpit from which, in 1481, St. Capristanis preached a warning

against the barbarism of the Turk.

On the Jacquingasse we were conveniently located for the

enjoyment of Vienna's architecture. Our front windows

looked to the charming villa which the city gave to Bichard

Strauss some years ago in gratitude for his talent We could

P
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pass the Karlskirche every time we went to the palast where
our friend Madame S. lived. Twenty minutes walking took

us to the Ring.

We had but to go up our short street, turn right on to the

Giirtel by the handsome residence and well kept garden of a

Polish nobleman, past the modest building where Dr. Kurt

von Schuschnigg, Chancellor of Austria, lived and worked,

and a little way on we stood before the lacy iron gates of the

Belvedere. The Belvedere is the loveliest palace that I have

ever seen in any land. It is a real palace, not a fortressed castle

nor an inflated mansion. From dawn until dark the gates

were ajar. Anyone who wished could go in.

Through these gates one enters a small, self-contained

world of fantasy. Imposing yet unpompous, the palace is

mirrored in a shallow circular lake, its fairy lightness enhanced

by the sheen of the water. Seen from every angle the Belve-

dere has a dream-like quality as if its three central blocks, each

with a different roof height, flanked by wings and then by
pavilions, had been dusted with alchemy. Yet so perfectly

are fantasy and practicality combined that it is apparent at a

glance that this would be a comfortable place in which to live.

The facade away from the entrance is perhaps the finer side.

From here the walled garden slopes to the Rennweg in gentle

terraces ornamented with marble steps, baroque statuary,

lawns, shrubs, and fountains.

Grey curtains were kept drawn at the windows. The
Belvedere was uninhabited except by wild ducks who lived on
the lake, rearing there in spring a charming brood. Lucas von
Hildebrandt created the palace and designed its garden for

Prince Eugene, who had his winter palace at the “Gate of

Heaven”. At his death it was bought by the Hapsburgs. The
last ofthem to live here was Archduke Franz Ferdinand, whose
assassination at Sarajevo started the War of 1914.
The Belvedere has its own secret world. From this exquisite

palace the shining hills seem so close that one could almost
reach out and touch them. Yet they are beyond the cross
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of gold on the Karlskirche, the gothic spire of St. Stephen’s,

and the roofs of Vienna half hidden in the tree tops. From
the uppermost terrace one can glimpse on the left the park and
palace of the Schwarzenbergs, and on the right the lovely

Salesian Nunnery. Finished in 1720, the Belvedere is part of

the joyousness which occurred at Vienna when, after standing

for nearly two centuries as a bulwark against the Turk, the

city was relieved by the impassioned assistance of Sobieski,

King of Poland, aided by brilliant leaders from Germany and

Savoy.

In Vienna, for the first time in my life, it was things built

by human hands that gave me steadiness. Always before when
harassed I had clung to nature. Perhaps it was because there

is such satisfaction with life on earth expressed in Vienna’s

buildings. Also, it is impossible to be in this place and miss

realization of how much that is lovely has been put up in

thanksgiving for survival through eras of terrible suffering.

Like others here, I was bound to Germany by close ties.

We felt impelled to listen to the radio. And the Nazis in power

over there issued a continuous spate of decrees, blowing out

one by one the few remaining candles of freedom.

One edict declared the Hitler Youth, formerly a Nazi party

organization, was to be henceforth a State institution. No boy

in Germany, or in any of the lands over which the Dritte

Reich might extend, would be able any longer to escape. No
parent could protect a child. All would be ruthlessly drilled

on the Nazi Primer.

Austrians reminded me, in case the fact had escaped my
notice in reading European history, that the Spahis and the

Janissaries of the Turks were Christian children taken as

tribute. Through long years the Turk demanded, and by

menace secured, tribute of children from Christian lands.

Trained in a passionate loyalty to the Turk, reinforced by a

blind and fanatical adherence to Islam, they were the most

formidable force the Turk possessed. After passing through

their Turkish education, these sons of Christians remem-
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bered nothing but what they had been taught in the Turkish

drill. Spahis and Janissaries retaken by their own parents had

no will but the fanatical desire to return to their Turkish masters.

Another Nazi edict proclaimed as German law during this

winter was the following: “A German citizen who, knowingly

or unscrupulously from motives of gross self-interest or other

motives, removes or leaves property abroad, thereby causing

gross injury to the German economic system, shall be punished

by death. His property shall be confiscated. The criminal is

also punishable if the crime is perpetrated abroad. The com-

petent court for the offence shall be the People’s Court. The

law hereby promulgated comes into force immediately.”

Stephanie was listening at the radio beside me and exclaimed:

“By such measures do the Nazis acquire control of more and

yet more money with which to substantiate their power.

When all property is brought home and registered they can

seize it at their leisure. The People’s Court is a Nazi creation

which has no connection with the people except for use to

punish them.”

On such days it gave me comfort to walk by the Karlskirche.

The serene green dome, the twin belfry towers, and the strong

Trojan pillars, spoke to me reassuringly out of time. Built as

a votive offering for Vienna’s survival through the Black

Plague, this church was designed by Fischer von Erlach, and

is a triumph of mind over matter. To pass when troubled was

to hear a chorus of angel voices sing a glorious hymn: “Have

faith. Have faith whatever befall. It is but a plague. It will

pass. It is but a plague.”

In Vienna many voices spoke from the past. What was

now the Hohermarkt, or High Market, was once the Roman
Praetorium. St. Peter’s standing splendidly in a little Plat{

off the Graben, although brilliantly dressed in baroque with

an oval shaped dome, was there in plainer garb long ago. The
sturdy, sombre, ugly, yet strangely lovable, Minoritenkirche

reminded me each time I happened to pass by that Viennese

are not so foolish or so gay as the casual observer might
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suppose; and made me feel that Austria had in her stout

heart strength to endure, even through a Nazi conquest.

The poor here lived in squalor more picturesque than

sanitary. Their homes were crowded round every available

courtyard, filled alleys and lanes, and pressed in tightly be-

tween beautiful churches and tall palaces. They had no air

in their low-ceilinged rooms. They lived in a fusty smell of

Gulasch and stale smoke, slept in a feather bed covered by a

thick feather quilt if possible, and kept their windows sealed

up from October until May.

Yet, despite the miserable housing of her populace, Vienna

was saved from the areas of utter misery found in some cities

by a habit observed throughout her history. The rich and

the poor lived side by side; and the city had innumerable

green squares, tree-laned avenues, and wooded parks used by
everyone. The Wienerwald was kept a place of groves,

orchards, and vineyards close enough to Vienna for excursions

there on Sundays and Feast days; and where the plain stretched

away to the east, on the other side of the city, there was the

Prater, a preserve of many acres with the Danube flowing by.

Since die War, the Social Democrats of Vienna had shown

other Viennese what could be done about squalor. Several

blocks of workingmen’s flats, in which families lived cleanly,

stood as models, even though riddled by bullets in an hour of

civic strife.

Light and airy schoolrooms, and fine swimming-baths for

the general public’s use, were proof that the Austrians did not

need to be taught twentieth-century building by their German

cousins.

In the nineteenth century the Viennese made the Ringstrasse

in one great gesture of creation. It is a triple line of roadways

laned by wide branched lindens, forming a horse-shoe arc

from two points on the Danube Canal. The Ring occupies

the place where the city’s last wall stood. The need for en-

circling walls is now over and we can live! So it proclaims.

Along the two sides of this triumphal way are buildings in
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Grecian, Renaissance, and Gothic styles adapted to nineteenth-

century use; fine hotels; coffee-houses with upholstered seats

from which the occupants can look out through the plate

glass windows; some residences; and a general air of spacious-

ness given by frequent parks and gardens with trees, lilacs,

roses, flowerbeds, statuary, and fountains.

The Opera House in French-Renaissance style; the Burg

theatre, a place where one could hear the purest High German

in Europe used in the acting of great dramas; the white marble

Parliament; the university; the enormous town hall set well

back in its own park; a church with spires of fretwork stone

erected by Kaiser Franz Josef in gratitude for escape from

assassination; the twin museums of art and history facing each

other across a stretch of lawn where Maria Theresa, a great

queen hugely commemorated in stone, sits surrounded by

small images of her admirals and generals; and a wing of the

Hofburg—all these are on the Ring.

The Hofburg was the winter and summer residence of the

Hapsburgs until they built the Schonbrunn in a great park far

out of town. It is a rambling building, enlarged again and

again through 700 years. The nineteenth-century wing, an

extension to reach the Ring, is surrounded by a Heldenplatz,

or Heroes Place, where a colourful ceremony of changing the

guard took place each morning. Bronze eagles with spread

pinions are outlined against the sky from every cornice. Its

many parts include a lovely library and a Spanish Riding

School. The riding school is a baroque hall where specially

bred caprioling horses of purest white, with small heads,

arched necks, nimble feet, and flowing tails, performed daily

feats of infinite daintiness and grace.

Scattered throughout Vienna are the palaces of archdukes

and princes, for whom artists built homes of beauty in eras

ofpeace; and at every turn an arresting arch, a sculptured door,

or yet another beautiful church—perhaps such a one as the

Michaelerkirche with its charming eighteenth-century front, or

Maria-am-Gestade holding up a lantern of great loveliness.
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In Vienna, stem German feeling seemed everywhere

softened by southern influences, and enriched by the warmth

of the Slav. The sky was ever near. From nearly every street

one got glimpses of the friendly hills. The city has a few

Gothic spires. But not many. There is sublime beauty in the

Gothic aspiration to reach heaven, but those who crane

upward too ardendy are prone to crush flowers beneath their

heedless feet. A place with too many Gothic spires and

Gothic people can be bigoted, inhumane, hysterical. I found

the Viennese and other Austrians tolerant and liberal in archi-

tecture and in daily living.

4

Those who lived here had their dire problems. Vienna was

the abandoned capital of a broken empire, the home of nearly

two million people suddenly cut off* from former revenues,

and not yet adjusted economically to the circumstances of the

present. None denied that too frequendy since 1918 native

strength had been wasted in foolish civic strife.

From November until spring I saw a cruel wind drive in

from the east, and poverty stalk these beautiful streets. Beggars

held out beseeching hands as in the streets of Peking. One

could not walk twenty yards along the Ringstrasse without

being asked for alms.

“The beggars are a Guild. Don’t give to them. They really

are quite well off,” some people said, but I had to give to all

in case I missed one in need. I cannot bear to be fed when

another is hungry. I noticed that the Viennese who had

money gave and gave.

| Beggars rang our house doorbell. Shaky, white-faced old

men; humpbacked children; desperate women stood there.

“Don’t give so steadily. They make a track to your door,” I

was advised. But I had to give food, clothing, and once a

warmer blanket for a woman to wrap her baby in. We had
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to keep quarts of milk, and a pot of coffee ready on the stove,

for those who were too starved to begin with solid food.

Others gave in the same way.

One who had cautioned me against giving too much came

one day to say: ‘Tm sorry I told you not to give so much.

Last night I said ‘no’ to a woman. This morning we found

her dead of cold and starvation on our doorstep.”

The Catholic Church across the street from us, just above

Richard Strauss’s house, gave charity every morning. It

was impossible not to see the long, tragic, queue that stood

there waiting. On die way to town, down the Jacquingasse,

at the last street before the Rennweg, there was a house at

which the poor were given soup at noon. They brought their

own basins, usually old cocoa tins, and when they had been

served they sat on the curb, or on the steps of neighbouring

houses, to eat. They warmed their hands round the tins that

held their steaming food.

Just off the Giirtel, behind the South Station, there was a

place called Obdachlosensayl where 4,000 men and women
were given shelter every night. Those who stayed there

had tickets. They had to undergo a medical examination once

a week to guard against infecting the place with anything con-

tagious, or spreading lice. I heard that there were several of

these places in Vienna. They gave supper and breakfast. The
sleepers had to leave at seven o’clock. During the day they

sat on city benches, or got shelter where they could.

There were many places that gave free hot dinners at mid-

day. The best were those of the Eliiabethtisck These were

given by society women in memory of the Empress Elizabeth,

who had in the nineteenth century tried to get help for the

poor. The cooking here was excellent. And there was the

Joseftisch, a society not so wealthy, which also gave hot

dinners in various parts of the city. The English and American

Quakers gave relief from a bureau that has been helping ever

since the end of the War.

Thrust down into the fraternity of distress were many of
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the old aristocracy, and thousands of intellectual proletarians;

people with faces wrinkled before their time, knees slightly

bent, thin hands that trembled.

Long ago a wise woman in Philadelphia pointed out to me
that the number of women soliciting for a livelihood is a

barometer, not of a city’s morals, but of its economic situation.

On the ICarntnerstrasse one could count more in half an hour

than I have ever seen in any other city in a like time. They

were nearly all young.

Vienna had an excellent system of social services, but the

city’s means were not equal to the need. Before the Great

War a good start had been made to help the aged, the sick, and

the unemployed. Since the War, the Social-Democrats of

the city had made intelligent progress towards a solution of

poverty; but unfortunately much that they had started had

been ruined in a stupid political quarrel. Chancellor Dollfuss,

unwisely listening to the advice of Mussolini, on whom he

depended for support for the independence of Austria, had let

the Social Democrats be destroyed; and their work on econo-

mic problems, well begun, had been left unfinished.

Numerous private charities supplemented the State services.

I did not meet a single Viennese who was callous to poverty.

It was the habit of those who were not well off themselves to

share what they had with the poorer.

It was surprising how many charities were run by Jewish

women, frequently entirely on their own money. I know

three who gave every cent they had to small institutions, and

toiled there from morning until night, often doing the most

menial tasks after their charges were put to sleep. Orphanages

especially belonged to them. One could get a needy child in

without any question as to its blood. Neither the Jews nor the

Gentiles I encountered in Vienna favoured their own. It

seemed to me that people here were neither Jew nor Gentile.

They were Viennese.

Only occasionally did snowfall soften the bitterness of the

winter. These were not a whining poor. It seemed that
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nothing but the hand of death could extinguish their hope

and cheerfulness. Hunger did not silence their quick-witted

humour, nor did the lack of a coat end their appreciation of

the ridiculous.

Vienna had many political visitors. Among those who came

were Count Ciano of Italy, several representatives from Herr

Hitler, and Admiral Horthy of Hungary. Light-heartedly,

with gay remarks, the poor who could arrange a decent appear-

ance deserted their bread lines to work for the State whenever

cheerers were needed to give each visitor a good welcome.

For this service they got five shillings a day.

Since knowing these people, Mozart, always my favourite

composer, speaks to me as never before. They opened for me
new vistas of understanding. Things that formerly escaped

me in his music I now hear.

Poverty has haunted Vienna through the centuries. Mozart

lived here when this city was the capital of the greatest empire

in Europe. He was recognized as of sufficient importance for

the Court to take notice ofhim. He lived in dire material distress.

Kapellmeister of the Stefansdom, he ate the bread of bitter

poverty. He died in December weather, and was buried in

a pauper’s grave, his coffin lost among the coffins of the poor.

Yet he could enrich the world as few men have done.

Because I met the gallant poor of Vienna I can almost hear

Mozart say: ‘Things have got nearly beyond bearing. I’ll

now retire into my own soul for a while and make some nice

music for comfort.” He could put off the call of death until

he had pencilled the last note of a glorious Requiem.

And that done, take a gentle leave of life.

5

We lived under a dictatorship. They did not use the hand-

some Parliament on the Ring, a building in Greek style put

up in the nineteenth century when parliamentary government

was in fashion. This was explained in the following way.
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“We have had to abandon parliamentary government

because, instead of trying to make it work, we stupidly used

every democratic device to sabotage it. It proved too high

an intellectual concept for us, as it did for the Germans. We
have reverted to the most primitive form ofgovernment. That

is government by mandate. We have loaded all our responsi-

bilities on to the shoulders of one man. We call him Dictator.

It would be more accurate to call him Burden-Bearer. We
ought to be ashamed of ourselves. Many of us are. Given

time I think we will get parliamentary government re-estab-

lished. But just at present, with Nazism in Austria supported

by the might of the Dritte Reich, it seems a good thing to have

Parliament closed. A democracy is the form of government

most open to seizure by those who have no use for liberty

except as a licence.”

On February 14th the Chancellor, Herr von Schuschnigg,

speaking at a meeting of officials of the Patriotic Front,

expressed a firm and confident intention to continue the policy

of Austrian independence, with a gradual trend towards a

monarchist restoration.

After describing the slow but steady progress in Austria’s

economic and financial position, the Chancellor turned to

foreign affairs. He did not stress the Berlin-Rome axis, which

just then was figuring so frequently in the utterances of Italian

and German statesmen, but put great emphasis on Italian

friendship for Austria and on the unconditional support which

Austria, as the standard-bearer of an ancient German civiliza-

tion, could confidently expect from Italy. He declared that no

Communist danger existed in Austria, showing thereby that

he did not intend to join the anti-Bolshevik front.

The Rome Protocol, and the Italo-Austro-Hungarian

collaboration founded on it, the Chancellor indicated, remained

the essential basis of Austrian foreign policy. While laying all

possible emphasis on the unrestricted sovereignty of their

State, he added, they felt themselves the most genuine kind

of Germans, and the agreement of July 1936 with Germany
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thus filled them with satisfaction. Austria had no differences

with Czecho-Slovakia or Yugoslavia. They attached special

importance to the cultivation of friendly relations with the

Western Powers, England and France. The growing apprecia-

tion of, and interest for, Austrian problems which showed itself

in England gave them especial pleasure.

On February 22nd Baron von Neurath, the German Foreign

Minister, arrived in Vienna. He was met at the station by

Herr von Schuschnigg and Dr. Guido Schmidt, the Austrian

Assistant Foreign Minister. Dr. Schmidt entertained him at

lunch at the Grand Hotel, and that evening the Chancellor

gave a banquet for him at the Belvedere Palace, which was

opened and decorated with palms and flowers for the occasion.

Members of the present Government, and several hundred of

the old nobility, were asked to attend.

Baron von Neurath was the first German Foreign Minister

to visit Austria after the Nazis came into power. It was felt

by many people we knew that Herr von Schuschnigg’s recent

speech had set a polite but firm limit to whatever Baron von

Neurath wished to achieve here politically. They thought

that the visit might be limited to cultural collaboration between

the two German States.

I found von Schuschnigg’s regime extremely tolerant in

contrast with what I had experienced of dictatorship in

Germany. The Austrian Nazis turned out in force to welcome

Baron von Neurath, cheering him jubilantly. The police, in

deference to the day’s distinguished visitor, had strict orders to

bear with all their activity. They marched round the town
with chorus cries of “HeU Hitler”, “One nation, one Reich".

They sang “Deutschland fiber Alles”, and the Nazi Storm-

Troopers’ song. They were mostly young men and girls.

Other young men and girls collected and marched through

the streets shouting “Heil Schuschnigg” and singing Austrian

national songs. The efficient Viennese police kept the two
groups apart.

The Fatherland Front was the only political party officially
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recognized in Austria, but at no time did I encounter, or even

hear of, any drastic efforts taken by von Schuschnigg’s

Government to crush Nazis, Socialists, Communists, or anyone

so long as he or she did no serious harm to another. I expressed

surprise at this. Stephanie answered me that there was nothing

strange in such tolerance, as the Fatherland Front should

eventually spread out its wings to include all Austrians. It

meant loyalty to Austria. Under loyalty to Austria there

should be room for healthy diversity of political opinion.

People here talked openly on every subject under the sun.

Before I reached Germany, Nazi decrees for “the protection

of State and people” had started the custom of elaborate

preparation before discussion of anything political. In Vienna

I never saw plasticine put in a keyhole, or a telephone detached.

Servants came and went, and voices were not lowered against

their hearing. No one ever rose when the last course had been

served to put sofa pillows along the crack of a door. I never

heard a warning whispered behind a hand, “Carefull Speak

through a flower.”

A German who was on leave from China came to visit us

at Vienna. In a restaurant the first time someone started com-

menting on the Government, criticizing Chancellor von

Schuschnigg for trying to negotiate with the Nazis, he sat

there shaking like a leaf.

His explanation was: “My cousin has gone to a concentra-

tion camp for less than that.”

Our Viennese friends quickly assured him that there was

no need for apprehension here. They said: “We have a con-

centration camp, although we are ashamed to have it. It is a

disgrace to have gone back on the old-established system of

arrest and trial. But as a temporary measure this seems

necessary. Still, it isn’t a measure taken to paralyse conversa-

tion. Nobody is put in except a person who throws bombs,

starts fires, or behaves in some dangerously unsocial way in the

furtherance of some political philosophy.”

They further explained that there were no flogging?. No
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sadistic acts were practised. It was merely detention in a place

safely separated from the rest of society. The detained person

was not worked as a Government slave. He or she could have

books to read and paper to write on. There was nothing to

hinder the concentration camp inmate from producing another

“Pilgrim’s Progress”, or following the example of William

Penn in composing “Some Fruits of Solitude” while in prison.

Hermann was beaming on them before they had done.

“That is the sort of concentration camp Austrians would
have”; then he sobered. “My cousin made his unwise remark

in London and was reported from there.”

“You are safe in Vienna,” they told him. “We retain our

freedom here. We criticize our Government and the Dritte

Reich whenever we feel like it.”

He did not think this a safe policy. They retorted that safety

is not a thing of first importance. I asked him how Germans
were in China.

“Cautious. Mighty cautious,” he answered.

He explained that Nazism was rampant among the Germans

out there. A man could not hold a job if he was not a Nazi.

His wife had to be Nazi. The children had to be Nazi. “You
know how it is in small communities. Out East now, every

time a person yawns some busybody reports it to Berlin, and

it goes on the Gestapo docket.” He thought that the reporters

got something for their zeal, or perhaps had their reward in

feeling patriotic. He told us that Herr A. had lost his job.

Ja, they dismissed him from the school. The little ones must

not be taught by a pacifist.

“I got a warning about three months ago for going to R.’s.

I went there to play my violin like I always have. Gott im

Himmely where are we being led? Because Tm by chance

bom an Aryan, and his grandmother was a Jewess, I’m not

to go there any more. I'm not to play Beethoven with him.

If I don’t heed this warning a better German than I am is to

get my job”—in the sentimental German way he was nearly

in tears. “R. and I went out to China the first time on the
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same steamer. We were on home leave when the War started.

We fought for the Fatherland in the same battalion. We sur-

vived. We went East again. We suffered that awful time

when men who had been our friends would not shake a

German hand. Germans could not ride or play tennis at the

clubs with other nationals. R. and I had our music. We
could play Beethoven together then. Now I must give up my
friend, or I lose my job.”

“Will you give up your friend?”

“I can’t live if I lose my job.”

The faces of our Viennese friends registered scorn. Beneath

their gaiety is a hard core. Hermann went on speaking,

expressing his amazement that there was any place in the world

where Germans still dared speak their minds on politics.

“We are Austrians here,” Fritz reminded him.

“You are Austrian but you are also German. You ought

to be watching your tongue . .
.”

One by one they drifted off. They did not go rudely or

abruptly. Each had an excuse. Each said farewell. But soon

there were no Viennese at the table. We were left alone with

our German.

The economic situation pressed on my thought. An
Austrian banker whom we came to know well felt that while

union with a large tariff-free area was sadly needed, any

material gain that might be achieved by Anschluss with the

Third Reich would be bought at too high a spiritual price.

“Man does not live by bread alone,” was his firm opinion.

He showed me with graphs and tables just what Austria

was doing for herself economically. His drawings displayed

a diminishing line of poverty, and the plans for the future

sounded promising. They included a steady stimulation of

the tourist trade, furtherance abroad of Austrian styles in dress,

the promotion of arts and crafts goods for foreign sale, and

innumerable things detailed through a sheaf of pages. Nazism

he defined as emotionalized materialism, and hoped Austria

would be spared Nazi conquest.
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He said that the Nazi leaders of Germany had advised

Austria to man and arm four corps. Germany, possessed of

plenty of guns, but short in meat and butter, would provide

the necessary aircraft and artillery in return for live-stock

and dairy products. Von Schuschnigg had refused to accept

this offer with the answer that the maintenance of a peacetime

army of that size was beyond the State’s resources.

“Germany does not pay for tilings with money. Giving

her our meat and butter in exchange for guns would not help

our economic situation; but since then Germany has offered

to allow German tourists to come here again; to pay film dues,

patent fees, and authors’ royalties long overdue; and to give

us coal, coke, and other things we need in exchange for what

they want. So a trade agreement which should be advanta-

geous to both sides has been signed. Broad hints from German

quarters of political conditions accompanied the opening of

negotiations, but our Austrian officials have conducted the

business on a strictly business basis,”

During this year the German press and radio made much of

the fact that Austria was a German State, close kin to the

States of the Reich. Dr. Guido Schmidt, Austrian Assistant

Foreign Minister, flew back and forth to Germany. He

attended conferences at Berlin. He was invited to Berchtes-

gaden. He was lent General Goring’s private aeroplane.

After one of Dr. Schmidt’s trips abroad it was broadcast that

these meetings were “leading the entire German nation to

new heights”. Another time there was a report that the leaders

of the Brine Reich “found much still to be done in the psycho-

logical and moral sphere of our friendship”. We were told

that one of the reasons for this remark was that Herr von

Schuschnigg absolutely refused to commit Austria to any anti-

semitic plan.

“The Nazis say that anti-semitism is historic among Ger-

mans. So is walking on all fours,” I was told.

Many people I met distrusted Dr. Schmidt, and censored

the Chancellor for having him in his Government. Many
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more were suspicious of the hospitable German Ambassador,

Herr von Papen, who gave such nice musical parties.

By April it was known that since Baron von Neurath came

to Vienna and found that all remonstrances fell on stony

ground, pressure was being used in Rome to prompt Italian

admonition. Soon the customary reaffirmation of Italy’s vital

interest in Austria’s independence was absent from the Duce’s

official communique. Very soon Italy joined the Nazi cam-

paign against Czecho-Slovakia, and, further, Austria was

strongly advised to stand politically aloof from the “Versailles

State”. The Austrian Chancellor would not join this campaign.

Instead, he began, mildly, to cultivate Austrian relations with

Prague.

6

The people of Vienna spoke a language German yet not

German. Viennese is German with the stiff endings broken

off. The verbs put in where they fall easiest, harsh sounds

softened, and the whole seasoned with a generous sprinkling

of Romance words and phrases. It is used by everyone who

belongs to Vienna, from dustman to archduke. They have

melodious voices, and give expression a lilt and a swing, a

drag and a drawl. Quick-witted, melancholy, gay, suddenly

droll, the speech of the Viennese is a linguafranca as delicious

as their coffee.

They talked of everything under the sun—love, religion,

the education of children, travel, poetry, music, war, death,

and the future. They discussed the events of the day, often

apprehensively, and pondered on whether or not the course

their Chancellor followed was the best. Many said that they

really had no cause for complaint. The Nazi bomb-throwing

had been a great worry, and this had stopped since he came

to office. Evidently he had the secret of arranging civic peace.

They talked of the possibilities of a Hapsburg return, and

Q
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many longed for the colour and ceremony this would bring.

But Nazism was die subject most often on their tongues.

Thought of it continuously troubled those I knew.

It was round a table in a park, when the lilacs were in bloom.

Mina had said: “If we must go down under an inrush of the

northern hordes, I for one will always be glad diat we had as

our last Chancellor a man of honour and principle. I am glad

von Schuschnigg does not barter away our civilization piece-

meal. Gendemen are out of fashion in world politics, but I

am glad we have a gentleman as Chancellor; and it seems

fitting that he should have musical talents and education tar

beyond that of the usual amateur.”

Stephanie did not diink it right to be lazing in a pleasant

sunset She felt that a determined crusade should be organized

against Nazism. “It is a disease of the mind, a plague that will

spread over Europe unless stopped,” she said.

“Our Chancellor has inherited no easy job. He is doing

better than any one of us might do in his place,” Mina insisted.

“Bravely said,” declared Fritz. “Our own wounds have to

be healed before we can cure the world of Nazism. His mild

policy is the medicine we need.”

Then gradually, as happened with nearly every discussion

to which I listened at Vienna, talk veered round to that ever

current question: “What is life? Why scourges, plagues,

recurrent dark ages? And what makes mankind survive every

peril, and rise after every fall to reach again for the splendour

of the stars?”

Each time the Viennese answer was: “Man weiss tucht
”

—

no one knows.

One could overhear this pondering as to why men are on

earth in the breadline queues, in the cafes, during intervals

at the opera, in one’s own pantry, and in the salons of friends.

Always there was the same conclusion: “Man weiss nkht



CHAPTER XII

THE CZECHO-SLOVAKIA OF MASARYK

While we lived in Vienna, a mutual friend who had been in

China took us to spend the Christmas holidays with people

whose home is a castle on the River Morava. We left Vienna

at three o’clock on the day before Christmas Eve. When we

crossed the frontier into Czecho-Slovakia we came into the

part called Moravia, a place of gende hills, a story-book land

of castles and villages, thriving towns and busy factories.

The trees were frosted. There was skating on the ponds.

We passed happy-looking townspeople, and gaily costumed

countryfolk. We were curious about the Czechs. We studied

those we saw. We were satisfied by their appearance, which

suited a people who could endure though crushed to the

ground by force, who could take strength from the good

earth, living as peasants, hiding and cherishing their books and

their culture; and when fate freed them of their oppressors,

would choose to establish a democracy in the ancient kingdom

of their forefathers.

We went by well-tended fields, sleek horses, fat cows, and

innumerable flocks of white geese which pleased me by snap-

ping their yellow bills haughtily at motor cars that dared to

honk them a message to hurry offthe road. At duskwe reached

Hodonin, the birthplace of Masaryk.

It was dark when we came to the castle gates. We waited

for clanking locks to be undone. We drove into a great

courtyard. The wall that had opened was shut behind us. The

castle enclosed us, a tower rising from each of its four comers.

We were shown to rooms where wood fires roared in tiled

ovens. We got warm and changed. Just as I was about to

*33
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pull a bell to ask where we should find our hostess, she

arrived to greet us. She took us to a high room filled to the

ceiling with books. There we met her husband and children,

and relatives from Austria, Hungary, and Poland gathered

for Christmas under this hospitable roof.

Early on the morning of Christmas Eve day we went to a

Catholic Mass. This was a day of prayer and fasting. Fes-

tivities began when the first star shone in the evening sky.

The great salon had been closed. Now it was opened. We
went in to find it illuminated by a candled tree that soared to

the ceiling, and a crystal chandelier more beautiful than the

celebrated chandelier at Schonbrunn.

This was a feudal Christmas. Castle and estate people

joined in its celebration, as has always been the custom here.

They were all Czech. They came to the tree, gorgeously

dressed in silk and satin of lovely colours, finely embroidered.

The men and boys were as handsomely garbed as the girls

and women. There was no servility in these people. I liked

their quiet self-assurance.

The celebrations were opened by the children going up to

their parents and thanking them for love and care since last

Christmas. The eldest, a son of fifteen, spoke first. He was

followed by his brother and sister. This is an annual custom,

but this Christmas the children added a surprise. They spoke

their gratitude in German verse that they had composed.

Then we had the presents.

^Christmas Day was the day of a big dinner at noon, with

visiting children and children of the family dining, in their

best clothes, at table with adults. Festivities went on until the

New Year had been welcomed. We had dancing in the evening,

music, bridge, and visits to people in neighbouring castles.

When wild lilies of the valley were in bloom across their

estate, Count and Countess Y, asked us out again, and we
had a lovely week of spring with them. By summer we were
made to feel we belonged to the family. Our daughter came
over from Pennsylvania, and we were with them from early
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June until late in September, our visit broken by two trips to

Hamburg, and a week at Salzburg. The same relatives we
had met at Christmas were there.

It was a time to remember all one’s life—the lovely park with

the Morava flowing through it, gaily garbed peasants singing

as they made the hay, orchards heavy with apricots, an abund-

ance of peaches and melons, roses, and every flower one could

wish for, boating and swimming, long walks, conversation,

music, picnics in forests where deer grazed in herds ofhundreds

spread out across glades as far as one could see, ghost stories

told of castles we visited, and all round us peace and happiness.

We met people of the Hapsburg aristocracy who had taken

oaths never to co-operate with the Czecho-Slovak State.

We met others who had taken oaths to destroy it. The majority

seemed content enough with their Government, but gave no

encouragement. Only occasionally did we encounter those

who praised the Republic, and gave full co-operation. Yet

none of these people welcomed the idea of union with' Ger-

many. Those who did not co-operate with the Czecho-

slovak State dreamed of a dynastic return, with the capital

again at Vienna. They lived in a world that was gone.

In the summer of 1937 we went north the three times I have

mentioned. We had introductions to castled people in

Bohemia, Slovakia, and to a family in southern Silesia, and

so came to know many non-Czech citizens of the State. In

addition, we had Czech contacts both because of my husband’s

interest in music, and of my China book, which had done

well in its Czech edition.

This democracy, formed of a union of the Crownlands of

Bohemia with Slovakia and Ruthenia, was 584 miles long,

174 miles across at its widest place, and 30 at its narrowest.

It was traversed by many roads, some of them macadamized

highways built since the establishment of the Republic, others

dirt byways. All were kept in good condition. We found

motoring comfortable right up to the boundaries of neigh-

bouring States.
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Everywhere we went we chose a different road each way

so that we might get a comprehensive view of the country.

We crossed and recrossed Moravia, southern Silesia, and

Bohemia. We lost our hearts to Slovak folk music, and

attended every possible festival,. Rudienia, called by the

Germans “the Carpathian Ukraine”, although south of

Slovakia, was not far off. People we knew bad the habit of

shooting in the Carpathians from a hunting lodge they owned

in Ruthenia.

During the winter of 1937-8 we frequently entertained

friends from the Republic, and often crossed the border into

Bohemia. We became familiar with the part now known as

the Sudeten, and made three visits to Prague. Before we left

Middle-Europe we felt that for foreigners we were fairly well

acquainted with the Czecho-Slovak State.

2

In Ruthenia lived a people who had been poor and illiterate

through centuries of Hungarian rule. From among them

some had gone to the United States of America and enjoyed

democratic government. These longed to give advantages to

their people at home. When victory in the Great War fell to

the western democracies, the Ruthenes in America stirred their

countrymen to break the fetters that held them to Hungary

and form an independent state.

This they did. They claimed as their own a narrow strip

of wild mountain and plain, enough for road and railway. It

lay between Hungary and Poland, and reached down to touch

Rumania—one of die Allied victors. Then, feeling unsafe

alone, the Ruthenes asked to join the greater Republic of

Czechs and Slovaks. The Slovaks had also belonged to

Hungary, and sponsored the Ruthenes as their little brothers.

And Czechoslovakia had treated Ruthenia well. Little

Ruthenia was too poor to build herself roads, hospitals, and
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schools. She was given them in abundance. Health services

were opened. To relieve the Ruthenes of their pre-War
dependence on money-lenders who bled them with .high

interest, the parent democracy promoted co-operative societies

at interest rates of three and four per cent per annum. All the

land, apart from some State parks, was given to peasants.

The Ruthenians and the minorities were provided with sepa-

rate schools. There were 459 Ruthenian schools, no Magyar,

61 German, 4 Rumanian, 4 Jewish, and 1 Gipsy. A well

patronized Teachers' Institute was founded at Uzhorod.

Under Czech and Slovak guidance the Ruthenes were being

prepared for autonomy in their own State, and the performance

of duties in the national Parliament.

The lovable Slovaks, less advanced intellectually than the

Czechs, were developing rapidly in republican learning. The
Hungarians had denied them schools because they did not

give education to many of their subject races. Now they

had enough schools for every child to attend, and schools for

adults.

r The heroes of the Czechs are scholars, not generals, and

they aimed to produce students rather than soldiers. Learning

was cramped by no narrow boundaries. They had freedom

now for their children to study in Czechish; and while the

language of the State was Czech all citizens had die oppor-

tunity to preserve their own language.

The Republic of Czechoslovakia was established in a

country that had been feudal right up to the end of the War.

Nearly all the land was held by nobles, many of whom had

thousands and thousands of acres worked by people, called

free, who were very little freer dian serfs. A difficult part

of the establishment of the democracy was the redistribution

of land. Castled people were not entirely stripped, but they

had to give up a percentage to peasant ownership. In some

instances this made bitter feeling. In others, nobles felt that

they did hold more than was right, and gave up what they had

to without friction.
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Czechs filled most of the Government offices, because there

were not proportionately enough others who could, and

would. A growing literacy among Ruthenes and Slovaks was

helping to remedy diis. The German citizens of the State, and

all the aristocracy, were literate and able, but care had to be

taken against the danger of taking into civilian and military

services those whose intention was to wreck democracy as

soon as possible. The State salaries were very small, and the

national budget thrifty.

The greatest thorn in the State was Egerland. In the days

when Georg von Schonerer represented Egerland in the Parlia-

ment at Vienna, anti-semitism and anti-Slavism had been

rampant there. One hotel had a sign “Czechs, Jews, and dogs

not admitted”. Priests had been harassed and beaten in the

“Break from Rome” campaign. Egerland was anti-democratic

from the birth of the State, but would not cede from Bohemia

unless the Sudeten mountain districts went to Germany with

them. When I asked if it would not have been better to have

had the boundaries of the State narrower, I was told the

smaller and weaker the State the sooner it would have been

battered down. Leaving Sudeten out of the Republic of

Czechoslovakia would have meant giving away the natural

frontier of the Bohemian Crownlands. Then the democracy

would have been open to German military invasion from the

outset.

So the beautiful town of Eger, with a virgin or saint at every

comer, was a sore trial to Czecho-Slovakia. Yet the Egerland

was treated with that trust and liberty which must be given

to all the parts of a republican democracy.

The Czechs did not struggle with contentious elements.

Tidy, thrifty, hard-working and virtuous, they did the work
of supporting their democracy. In their leisure they read.

They have a passion for intellectual development. The
number of books they published was amazing. The book
shops offered and sold vast numbers of serious books. They
were a keen public for foreign books as well as books from their
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own writers. The Czech range in reading was wide, but pre-

dominantly realistic in the way that the French are realistic.

Although they must be ever on guard to protect democracy,

still they made of democracy a reality.

Conservatives and socialists formed a workable govern-

ment coalition continuously, and even parties with theories

quite contrary to the tenets of republicanism were allowed

deputies in Parliament. Speech and the Press were free. The
contents of “Die Zeit”, a paper published in Egerland, were

such that one could scarcely believe that even a democracy

would allow such statements.

3

As we went in and out of Saxony and Bohemia, crossing the

frontier at various places, we saw evidence of military activity

on both sides. The Nazi arrangements were concealed as much
as possible, and if mentioned were strenuously denied as con-

sisting of anything more than necessary new barracks, frontier

improvements, and seasonable manoeuvres. Across the heights

of the ancient kingdom of Bohemia, the Republic of Czecho-

slovakia was laying a line of defence for democracy such as

no other country has ever surpassed. Their preparations were

open to discussion, and never denied.

The Nazi Press and radio bombarded Czecho-Slovakia with

relentless vigour, and no concern for truth.

“Lies and hate, murder and rape, attended the birth of the

Czecho-Slovak State, and have never left it during its short

life”, so I read in the “Volkischer Beobachter”, doyen of Nazi

newspapers, in October 1937. “The internal terror has driven

tens of thousands of human beings into an early death,

destroyed hundreds of thousands of existences, and con-

demned millions to hunger . . . etc . . . etc. Prague had better

learn that the days of German weakness are past.”

They spread tales of Czecho-Slovakia as party to Soviet
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Russian military plans for a Genghis Khan assault on Germany

and all Europe. They said that vast numbers of Bolsheviks

were coming in. They made persistent allegations about

Soviet aerodromes set up in Czccho-Slovakia. They reported

civic unrest which did not exist, gave highly coloured accounts

of things that never occurred, and interspersed this disgusting

campaign with broadcasts of the most beautiful Bohemian and

Slovakian music.

The courage, dignity, and restraint of the people of

Masaryk’s republic in this time were such as to be worthy of

the admiration of all civilized men. They were going through

a period of economic distress with a large body of unem-

ployed, and the neighbouring Reich was doing everything

possible to excite unrest.

Dr. Krofta, the Foreign Minister, reviewing the international

situation at a meeting of the Committee for Foreign Affairs

in the House of Parliament, said that in regard to Czecho-

slovakia’s relations with Germany, recent negotiations on

railway matters in the frontier districts, and a trade agreement

which included the regulation of German tourist traffic in the

Bohemian health resorts, had been concluded.

He reported that negotiations on both sides had proceeded

in an amicable spirit, and that if it was not for die violent

anti-Czech propaganda of die German Press and wireless,

relations would be still better. He had faith in Herr Hitler’s

repeated assurances that Germany wished to live in peace

with her neighbours, and he hoped that the cessation of the

anti-Czech campaign would lead to really friendly relations

between the two countries.

We were with Germans in Saxony on Christmas Eve, 1937,

when President Benes broadcast: “Czechoslovakia is a

democracy which has the mission, to keep the flag of peace,

freedom, and toleration flying in Europe.”

He spoke in Czech. A German who had learned Czech for

the single purpose of listening in on Czech broadcasts inter-

preted for the rest of us. There was nor a dry eye in the room.
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Czecho-Slovakia gave citizenship to our greatest writer of the

age, Herr Thomas Mann, when the Nazis rejected him—so

these Germans who were our hosts were careful to explain

to us. They looked on CzechoSlovakia as a great State, and

would rather have had Saxony added to Czechoslovakia than

continue in the Third Reich.

Among Czechs with whom we talked there were people

who were pacifist in the way that Quakers are pacifist. Theirs

is a pacifism which does not sit with idle hands, but is ardently

active in making use of spirit against material might. This is

akin to the thought of Mencius, who lived in what is called

the “Era of Contending States” in Chinese history. He
reached the conclusion that those who achieve a military vic-

tory have not really conquered. The opposition is merely

resting because their strength has given out. None are

conquered but those whose hearts have been won. Therefore

it is quite futile to arm. Better, according to Mencius, let the

conquerors come, and reserve one's own powers for use in

civilizing them.

But the Czechs had been some centuries under the con-

queror. It was only twenty years since the Allied victory had

liberated them to form a State in middle Europe. Many
thought that they should resist another conquest with armed

might, and believed that France and England would assist

them to preserve an area of democracy in middle Europe. They
looked upon themselves as the keystone of the belief that men
are individuals, with rights to liberty ofconscience and freedom

of action. They saw it as their duty to preserve democracy not

only for themselves, but because, they reasoned, “If we fail

then the whole cause for which the western democracies

fought the Great War is lost. Democracy in Europe will be

in twilight. We have to serve more than ourselves.”

Among the people living on both sides of the boundary

whom I questioned, there was no will to war. Those whose

homes were here were anxious about bombardments, and many
prayed for a miracle to keep the nation from conflict.
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4

It was a Hungarian noblewoman who told me the follow-

ing things.

She is married to a man whose castle stands on the table-

land where Moravia rises to meet Bohemia—not far from a

place where Czechs kept their books during the centuries

when it was forbidden to possess them. They had all sorts of

hiding places, as die Chinese did in die eras when the books

of Confucius, Mencius, Moti and others, were burned. In

Czecho-Slovakia they put theirs in the hollowed legs of four-

poster beds, in the walls, in the double linings of cupboards,

and in well niches. Just here on diis tableland they kept them

behind rocks in a stony place in the forest. Generation after

generation of Czechs gathered here in secret meeting to read

and study.

My friend had the utmost admiration for the democracy of

Czecho-Slovakia. “Czecho-Slovakia is a remarkable venture,”

she said. “Cool heads and brave hearts have dared establish

in middle Europe liberties such as die people of France,

England, America, and other western democracies have long

enjoyed. Against great odds a system of freedom for all has

been maintained here for nearly twenty years. I doubt if any

outsider can realize what a wonderful thing that is, or how
marvellous it is that when they got liberty they did not crush

those of the race that had oppressed them.”

About fifteen million people resided within the boundaries

of the Republic. All had citizenship. Power rested in the

people. Voting was obligatory. The ballot was secret, and

each citizen was absolutely free to vote as he or she chose*

The suffrage was truly universal, with no discrimination against

any group. It was the duty of persons over twenty-one years

of age to elect a Chamber of Deputies; and the task of all over

twenty-six to elect a Senate. The Chamber of Deputies had
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300 members. The Senate 150. The two Houses ofParliament

meeting in joint session selected the President. His term of

office was seven years. Assisted by a Cabinet of Ministers

responsible to Parliament, the President governed the country.

Following this system, the State had enjoyed stability in the

very centre of storm-tossed Europe. It was one of the few

States to have been entirely free of communist uprising and

labour strikes. Handicapped at the start by a large body of

citizens eager for democratic rights, who had never had the

privilege of learning to read and write; and by many members

who took full advantage of the benefits of their position, yet

gave no assistance to the establishment of the State, a republic

had been achieved in which there was civic liberty, equal

rights, and honourable justice.

She felt that the Republic stood in a very dangerous position

now that the Nazis, heirs to the pre-War Pan-Germans, were

in power in Germany. She said that there were many Germans

who had never conceded that the Great War had been lost.

In proof of this she read to me from “Der Wakre Staat’\ a

book published at Jena shortly after peace had been declared,

written by Professor Othmar Spann, then of the history

department of Vienna university:

“I foresee a revival of the period of the medieval German
emperors. Germany has come out of the world war the largest

and ablest of the continental powers, for the future of France

is merely that of another Spain. Europe has been Balkanized

right up through Prague and Warsaw. No one but Germany

can, in the long run, bring order out of this chaos and quell the

disturbances of the small nations of Eastern Europe.

“England is certain to support Germany in this work, for

so long as Germany is busy on the continent she will not aim

at sea power or overseas possessions. Indeed, it is only in

Eastern Europe that Germany can find her true destiny.

To-day we understand clearly why Poland, Bohemia, Hun-
gary, the southern Slavs, and even Greece, were at one time

German fiefs. That is how it must be again.”
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Among Germans everywhere the teachings of Dr. Spann

and others like him found a following. They kept alive the

old Pan-German ideas. In the democracies of Germany,

Austria, and Czecho-Slovakia their disciples went busily

about working against liberalism, pacifism, humanitarianism,

Americanism, Bolshevism, democracy, the falling birth-rate,

and the development of individual personalities. They wanted

disciplined masses pledged to execution of the Pan-German

dream.

In August 1920 several of these young men met in a Pan-

German conference at Salzburg. Herrn Hitler and Drexler

were the Reich representatives. Herr Hitler went away to get

the aid of German industrialists and the co-operation of what

was left of the German army.

In Bohemia young men dreamed enthusiastically of the

German mission. They believed that on Germans rested a duty

to save the world. Their thought split into many ideologies.

Among them were two named Rutha and Heinrich, pledged

to the practical execution of Dr. Spann’s ideas. Rutha realized

that political power in Bohemia could be best achieved through

the Tumvereine
,

or gymnastic associations, and he chose

Konrad Henlein, then employed as a bank clerk in Reichen-

berg, to work through them. From then on Herr Henlein

gave his full time to the job, which included trips to England

to tell ofwrong the Germans suffered within Czecho-Slovakia.

5

Until thespringand autumn of 1938, a liberal dictatorship and

a republican democracy, both unwilling to accept and practise

the theories of Nazism, lay athwart the Pan-German path in

middle Europe. The Nazis believe that they are a Herrenvolk,

bom to rule and guide others. Their rule and guidance now
extend over all that wide and lovely part of the earth that we
have called Austria and Czecho-Slovakia*
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At the close of my Czecho-Slovakian experience, it was my

opinion that this part of Mind Europe was fortunate m its

government. That is still my opinion. This Republic was

founded by civilized men who believed in the prmap es on

which good democracies are founded. They lit a candle for

civilization. Evil winds have blown it out. It was a true flame

to the last flicker of its burning.
,

I sincerely believe that men will rise, from somewhere on

this earth, who have the strength to light such a flame of

freedom as will dispel the night that Nazis bring wherever they

enter. Perhaps a remembered spark from the Masaryk candle

will Help to kindle tluit ikinic*



CHAPTER XIII

IN A BLOSSOM-TIME

We had arranged to return to Vienna after spending the

summer in Czecho-Slovakia, but our plans were changed and

in the winter of 1937-8 we lived in Dresden, where my husband

studied music. The ski-ing was good on the Saxon hills, and

we had a comfortable house with plenty of room, so I asked

Otto and Rudiger to come for a visit.

They arrived equipped to ski. We were but twenty-six

miles from what was then the Bohemian border of Czecho-

slovakia, and their desire was to combine sport with seeing

as much as possible of conditions in the region called the

Sudeten. I asked if they had visas for Czecho-Slovakia.

“The visa is not the difficulty,” explained Rudiger. “It is

money. As you know one can take only ten marks out of the

country. We have been trying to go over there for a long

time. We have been refused devisen. But if we are careful we

can perhaps manage three days.”

“We have brought chocolate and biscuits from home to

help out with the food, and if you will fill our thermos

bottles ” began Otto.

“That part is all right,” I interrupted him. “I have American

dollars which I am glad for you to have, but the ski-ing is just

as good, if not better, on this side. Why do you want to go

into the Sudeten?”

“Our purpose is not altruistic,” confessed Rudiger. “We
do not want to go because we feel sorry for Germans there,

and would carry them comforting assurance that they will

soon be gathered into the Dritte Retch. Our desire is purely

selfish.”

246
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“By a sagacious and persistent use of propaganda heaven

itself can be presented to a people as hell, and, inversely, the

most wretched existence as paradise,” came from young Otto.

“I am quoting from Adolf Hitler in *Mem Kampf ”

“What has that got to do with it?”

“Everything. Absolutely everything, and you ought to

know why it has. One of your own Presidents gave the

answer, Tante Hiihncken”

Since we gave these boys a lift on the road from Remagen
to Bonn, I have become as fond of them as if they were
my own nephews, and I think that they are fond of me. They
have been ardent in efforts for my education, but their nick-

name for me is “Tante Hiihncken"
9
or Aunt Little Hen

—

scarcely respectful. They take delight in answering me in

confusing ways.

“You shan’t go,” I threatened, “unless you are clear why
you are going.”

“All right! I’ll now quote Herr Abraham Lincoln”

—

Otto was enjoying himself—“You can fool all the people

some of the time. You can fool some of the people all the

time. But you cannot fool all the people all the time.”

“I am sure you haven’t got it quite accurately.”

“It will serve,” put in Rudiger. “The point is that we have

heard so much about the hellishness of democracy that we have

to visit where it is. We do not want to do our investigation in

a place like England or America—even if you decided to give

us the trip. We want to talk to Germans who have experi-

enced life in a democracy—we want to speak about it in our

own language—we want to observe how they live under it.

We have read a book written by this chap Benes—arch-

scoundrel of our age, a villain out-ranking Anthony Eden in

wickedness. And we have read more than one book by the

evil genius who taught him, the terrible Masaryk.”

“We know full well, Hiihncken, that in such reading we do

a great wrong,”—Otto likes to talk. “If caught with any

such book, or discovered harbouring ideas such as they con-
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tain, we shall be immediately arrested and taken to a con-

centration camp for re-education. And if we do not learn

there we shall be put to death. But some of us in Germany

to-day are becoming more cunning than foxes—and youth

brought up as we are—preached at constantly that we must

be ready at a moment’s notice to give our lives at a Fiihrer’s

command, well, some of us are acquiring a different attitude

towards death than our parents have. Death is not to be

feared, so we are repeatedly told.”

“Our parents were born in erne Bfutqeit. They are

babes-in-the-wood even now. We were bom in a burned-

over field, and are educated by tigers.”

They would have talked all the morning if encouraged. I

had housekeeping to do. I told them I would take them into

Czechoslovakia by motor car after lunch, and leave them with

money enough to stay there two weeks, paying the people

who put them up a proper amount. I would not countenance

giving poor people who sheltered them as little as possible;

and I expected diem to eat properly, too, and not return to

me half starved.

They had German money, and went to do some shopping.

I thought they were right in wanting wind-jackets, and

Rudiger’s gloves were too thin. They were late for lunch.

When they did come, Otto’s sleeve was tom, and the knuckles

of his right hand were bloody.

I have often wondered about walking on air. Otto was

doing it. His hair stood up, electrified. His face—no words

of mine can describe it. Sixteen years of age—a clumsy,

overgrown, flapping-eared lad, he tiptoed on air.

Rudiger is nineteen. His face was grave—ashen. His is a

more sober nature—to my delight he has chosen forestry as

his career.

“You had better tell me about it.”

They told. Busy about their own affairs, they had come

on Jew-baitmg. Dresden is the Saxons’ town and they are

Hamburgers. Nevertheless, she whom they tormented was a
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woman—an old woman. A German-Jewish woman with some

spirit. Her back was against a wall and she was answering

—

she was not defending herself. In no uncertain words she was

defending the honour of a Germany some people think dead.

A crowd had gathered. Taller than Saxons, they could

see over the crowd. A boy in the Hitler Youth uniform was

doing the baiting. Otto pushed in, and told him to stop.

He did not, so Otto warned him; and when he continued Otto

knocked the boy down. A man then attacked Otto.

“He had fine teeth. They are now in his stomach,” Otto

informed me.

Rudiger silenced him, and continued the narration. A
policeman had taken charge of Otto. They had walked a long

way. They had presumed it led to jail. But in a quiet street

the policeman had suddenly released Otto.

He had shaken Otto’s bloody hand and said: “Congratula-

tions. I envy you youth and courage. Now be off—quickly.”

After lunch I took them into Czecho-Slovakia. They had

their fortnight of ski-ing, came back to me, and I waved them

off to Hamburg. I must confess I was relieved to see them

go. They were too much, just then, for my pacifism.

2

The longer I stayed among the Germans, the more necessary

I found it to look into their past if I was to understand their

present. They have many libraries, picture galleries, and

museums in which rich harvest from the past is stored. Their

learned men and women are tireless in assisting a stranger to

education. As I looked at pictures, read books, heard music,

and went to plays, I came to feel that from the middle of the

eighteenth century until the Great War people lived very

pleasantly here.

In the realm of mind and spirit, Germany was a garden of

the earth. For ijo years the stars sang to these people.
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Armed strife, famine, and pestilence followed in the wake of

their Reformation; but when dogmatic rigidity gave way to

the practice of Christian love, Johann Sebastian Bach was

born to them, gifted with a religious genius to distil from their

pain lessons in tolerance and compassion. Beethoven com-

posed eternal symphonies while Napoleon conquered and lost

in the material world. When Disraeli was busy adding

“Empress of India” to the Queen of England’s titles, Liszt

was arranging a choir score for Herder’s
“
Prometheus”. And

through one of their number, a German-Jew, they were given

“Das Lied yon der Erde”—the saddest, most beautiful music

with which heaven has ever blessed mankind.

Madame de Stael had the good fortune to visit the Germans

in their Blumen{eit
,
or blossom-time. She arrived in an epoch

which had opened with the first three cantos of Klopstock’s

“Messias”, and had just welcomed Goethe’s
“
Faust”, Enter-

tained first at Weimar, she was hospitably received among the

Germans everywhere. Although few foreigners in the world

at that time could speak German, she found that many of the

cultured among the Germans knew French. In 1813 she pub-

lished her observations in a book entitled “De VAlkmagn£\

which was at once translated into English for London publica-

tion, and was reprinted in New York the following year.

She told of a new idealism, spiritual and intellectual, lived

by a community of cultured people of all classes and creeds

—

a society which vested faith in the power of education to

elevate man, and had chosen naturalness and good sense as

guiding stars. She eulogized philosophers, poets, and

musicians. She devoted a chapter to German universities,

the most learned in the world; and gave an account of elemen-

tary schools—where attendance was compulsory—which

provided all the people, rich and poor, with intellectual and

moral training.

She heralded a German empire far greater than that of the

Middle Ages, an empire of the spirit so wide that everyone of

good will throughout the world possessed the right to citizen-
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ship. Her book had an influence on western civilization, both

vast and beneficial.

It inspired foreigners to learn German that they might read

at first hand the works of the poets and philosophers ofwhom
she wrote. In America, within a year, Margaret Fuller had

taught herself sufficient command of the language to read

Goethe and Schiller. Following the way pointed by Goethe,

she soon published “Woman in the Nineteenth Century”, a

book which has been a power in bringing about the American

woman’s status in present-day life.

Emerson, Edward Everett, George Bancroft, and many
others read “De VAllemagne”. It affected New England

transcendentalism, the Concord School of Philosophy, and

the St. Louis Movement. It led to the translation of De
Wette’s “Introduction to the Old Testament”, and the works

of a host of other German theologians whose views, varying

from extreme radicalism to strict orthodoxy, profoundly

stirred the minds ofAmerican Christians.

George Ticknor, Spanish scholar at Harvard, tells in his

journal that the reading of “De VAllemagne” first gave him

the desire to study at a German university. He was not alone

in this. Within a few months of the time Madame de Stael’s

book was out Frenchmen, Englishmen, and Americans were

knocking at the door of German learning. Of the many who

studied there during the nineteenth century, it is amazing what

a large proportion returned home to live lives of distinction.

Idealism and individualism were features of German thought.

Their universities had developed an akademische Freikeit

which did not exist elsewhere. This academic freedom applied

to professors and students alike. Students chose their own

studies, and were masters of their own lives. Professors

were secure in their positions, and free to teach what they

believed to be truth.

Catholic and Protestant kings, still conceded divine right,

ruled in the States of the German federation.- A tradition had

developed among them by which academic freedom was the
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palladium of the universities. Neither Church nor State

interfered with studies and investigations. Germany had

what was as yet lacking in other lands—freedom of thought,

and unselfish devotion to science and learning. The seminar

method had been developed—a training ground for original

scholarship, where professors and advanced scholars met to

discuss problems and find a solution.

The French Government sent Victor Cousins to study the

school system that Madame de Stael praised so highly. His

report proved another sensation, and led to the adoption of

the German system of education, with some modifications,

in France. Sarah Austin translated parts of it into English,

and pressed for general education.

J. Orville Taylor, Calvin E. Stowe, Horace Mann, Henry

Barnard, Miss Elizabeth Palmer Peabody, Mrs. Carl Schurz,

Daniel Coit Gilman, and a host of ardent men and women
transplanted to America the ideas that nineteenth-century

Germans had created for raising the moral and intellectual

level of civilization. Our American kindergartens, elementary

schools, high schools, normal schools, and universities, are

modelled on their pattern. In their homeland these ideals lay

prostrate under the fist of Nazi-ism. From the Germans we
received a great gift, and for them and all mankind we hold a

noble tradition in trust.

Henry Philip Tappan, first president of the University of

Michigan, writing in 1851 of the German system of education,

says: “We cannot well be extravagant in its praise. Thorough

in all its parts, consistent with itself, and vigorously sustained,

it furnishes every department of life with educated men, and

keeps up at the universities themselves, in every branch of

knowledge, a supply of erudite and elegant scholars and

authors, for the benefit and glory of the country, and the good
of mankind.”

Miss Catherine Maria Sedgwick, who travelled in Germany
in 1840, wrote in “Letters from Abroad to Kindred at Home”:
“It is impossible to witness the system of general instruction
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in Germany without asking if the rulers are not making an
experiment dangerous to the maintenance of absolutism

5
’.

She observed intelligently. A revolution occurred in 1848,

but it appears to have been half-hearted.

People do not revolt seriously against absolutism unless

they are pressed too hard by it. Life can be very comfortable

under an absolute ruler who is a good father to his subjects

—dangerously so, because the subject does not develop a

sense of civic responsibility. All goes well until the good king

is succeeded by another. Then, if the subject finds himself in

peril, he is bewildered about how to act.

In France, England, and America democracies were estab-

lished by men who won their rights hardly, and held them

with stout will. In Germany, men who fought for civic

liberties were put down like unruly children, and accepted

their reprimand docilely.

Searching in German libraries, one finds absolutism was

comfortable in the era of German enlightenment. People

lived under a liege lord—a king, a prince, or a duke to

whom they owed devotion and fealty, but it was his Christian

duty to rule with benevolence and wisdom, exerting himself

for their benefit. The “Goldener Spiegel written by Wieland,

is outspoken on the duties of princes. He is ably supported

in his statements by other authors. All kings and Fursten

were Christians—Catholic or Protestant. Germany was a

Christian land—there is no doubt about that.

Liberty of conscience was allowed, and among intellectuals

there were agnostics, radicals, and pagans. But such departure

from Christianity was merely intellectual. The absolute ruler

and all his subjects habitually practised the Christian virtues

in their daily living. Compassion and practical kindness was

the custom of the day, and so widely accepted that its right-

ness was never questioned.

No slums were built. There was concern about humani-

tarianism in prisons. Social services protected the old, the

sick, and the orphan. Both man and beast had legal rights to
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humane protection. Jews were put on a legal equality with
other citizens, and amply repaid the State by devotion to

culture and science, and the State’s material advancement.

The ruler was born to serve his people; one who failed to

do so would have been scorned by the other dukes and princes

of the federation of the German States. Liege lords were
expected to provide theatres, operas, libraries, and schools.

Prussia, an “enlightened and energetic despotism”, according

to Professor Stowe, husband of the author of “Uncle Tom’s
Cabin”, did “more for the education of the whole people than

has ever been done by any other government on earth”. ,In

Schaumberg-Lippe the ruling prince always paid the Imperial

taxes out of his own pocket, because he was privately rich.

It was an age when suffrage and parliaments were fashion-

able. Charles William of Weimar gave his subjects a constitu-

tion, and other rulers followed his example—civic liberalism

was a gift from the king.

The ambition of Freiherr vom Stein “to bind everyone to

the State by conviction, sympathy, and co-operation”, was
not achieved; and in vain did Herr von Schocn give warning
“if we do not use the time we have, and avail ourselves of the

good that is in it and help it to develop, then time will bring

its own punishment”.

Sometimes rulers took away what rulers had given, as

when the newly enthroned King of Hanover suspended his

predecessors’ constitution in 1833. Then the famous Seven
of Gottingen, including the brothers Grimm, shook the dust

of the State from their feet. There were many political

differences in this era of individualism. But clash of opinion
did not lead to brutality. There is scarcely a writer or musician
who did not spend some of his time in exile from his native

place. Exile was no serious thing. Private property was
never forfeit to the State. Man could take his money and his

goods with him, and men of talent, even if penniless, were
always welcome in a neighbouring State.

The absolute State encouraged trade and commerce, bringing
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a modest comfort into every house. People worked hard, but

considered it essential to reserve a part of their time for

intellectual pursuits. Intellectual curiosity was lively and

universal, as nobleman, farmer, and stonemason all received an

education. From among the families of merchants and crafts-

men sprang sons of genius who were welcomed at the courts.

Faith in human progress acquired an almost religious character.

The kings and Fiirsten competed in fostering genius. Each

strove to make his court a Parnassus known for the men of

talent it sheltered. Munich, Dresden, Hanover, Weimar,

Kassel, Berlin, and Mecklenburg-Schwerin, and all the others,

had their fame. The ducal house of Meiningen supported a

company of players renowned throughout the German lands.

Coburg, too small to attract genius, collected rare prints.

The old popular folk songs, fairy tales, and sagas were

revived. The brightly lighted Christmas tree became a custom

in German homes. Poetry was the only rival to music. Com-
posers and authors were continuously giving to the world

new operas, plays, songs, and short stories. Philosophy vied

with science for attention. Schlegel finished the translation of

Shakespeare’s complete works. Wagner set the “Nibelungenlkd”

to music.

Kant stirred other thinkers by his efforts to overcome the

antagonism between inclination and duty. Hegel and Marx

spun romantic political theories. It was a time ofindividualism.

Men of Sturm md Drang abandoned themselves to their feel-

ings; men of restraint practised self-control. Pseudo-science

grew up side by side with sound research. There was pre-

occupation with “attempts to raise self to the greatest height of

human nobility’', but life was not wholly serious. There

seems to have been plenty of fun

—

Knittelverse
,
birthday

celebrations, heart-shaped valentines, picnics, and fiction with

tender, happy endings. There was whipped cream, butter,

and white bread for everyone.

As time advanced, every young man was conscripted for a

year of military service. But gentlemen did not have to live
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in the barracks; they took rooms in the nearest town, Bismarck

engineered three short, victorious, wars for causes on which

few citizens appear to have felt serious concern. He made

the King of Prussia Emperor of Germany, with a nominal

sway over the liege lords of the federated States. And then

there was a new Kaiser who wore glittering uniforms.

Life continued to be pleasant. Perhaps people never do

assume the burden of civic responsibility so long as they can

comfortably avoid it. It may be that only when intellectual

life is in danger of extinction do the intelligent arouse them-

selves to the task of self-government. Up to die Great War
absolutism in government, combined with the greatest in-

tellectual and spiritual freedom, was the peculiar characteristic

of German life.

After the War, when their liege lords were gone, they were

children suddenly flung from strict parental care, uneducated

for the task that confronted them.

3

When I arrived in Germany Government was absolute, but

whether or not intellect and spirit were to be fettered had not

been definitely settled. In die Press one could watch the

progress of argument on this matter. I was interested in it

as a general subject, and also as it related to special men.

I meant to hear Professor Karl Barth lecture, but before I

could do so he had gone. This newspaper item explains his

departure.

“Professor Karl Barth of Bonn, who was suspended in

November, has now been dismissed by die disciplinary

court at Cologne, to whom the matter was taken. The court

decided that Professor Barth should be granted relief to

the amount of half the normal retired pay for a year.

Dr. Barth, apart from his request for a change in the oath

to suit his conscience, was charged with observations hostile
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to the State a year ago, and failure to give the Hitler salute

in his lecture rooms after having been ordered to do so

last autumn. Dr. Barth’s reply was that as a Professor of

Theology he could not do so because it would be tantamount

to the recognition of a ‘totalitarian
9

state in theological

classes. He has enjoyed unforeseen support among his

students, 300 ofwhom issued a statement at the time of his

suspension refusing to recognize a change in professorship.
99

Dr. Wilhelm Furtwangler’s staying or going also concerned

me, apart from the ethics of the matter. His way of conducting

an orchestra as if it was an organ, phrasing with passion and

restraint, speaking intimately through the language of the

composer, has an emotional beauty which seems to me

fundamentally German, and we were here for German music.

His contest over the freedom of music is illustrative of what

happened concerning other forms of art.

On 25th November 1934, in the “Deutsche Allgemeine

Zeitung”, Dr. Furtwangler published a spirited defence of

Paul Hindemith, the composer. He declared himself con-

cerned not only to defend Hindemith, but to bring up the

whole question of interference with artistic life by political

zealots. The theme of the article was “What shall we come

to if political denunciation is to be turned against art without

check?”

On 4th December I saw in “The Times”:

“Herr Furtwangler has resigned the vice-presidency of

the Reich Chamber of Music, the leadership of the Berlin

Philharmonic Orchestra, and the chief directorship of the

State Opera. Dr. Gobbels has accepted his resignation

of the first two posts, General Goring of the third. Early

in the National Socialist regime, he addressed a letter to

Dr. Gobbels expressing the opinion that in music there

should be no distinction except that of a good or a bad

artist. Men ofability like Reinhardt, Klemperer, and Walter,

must continue to have a voice as artists. Dr. Gobbels

expressed his different opinion, and the matter dropped.
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“In the past eighteen months the majority ofJewish artists

have been eliminated; and Herr Furtwangler, despite his

known opinions, has been made much of by the National-

Socialists as an example of Aryan genius* The issue is over

the work ofHindemith, which may not be used in Germany

because Tor years before the National-Socialist seizure of

power he had adopted a deliberately un-German attitude,

which makes his collaboration intolerable in the National-

Socialist work of reconstruction.’ Herr Furtwangler’s

resignation leaves a Jew, Herr Leo Bleich, whose original

appointment was made by the Kaiser, the best known

conductor now remaining at the State Opera.”

He remained there, under General Goring’s protection, until

he reached the age of retirement.

In the “ Volkische Beolachtcr”, on <5th December, Herr

Alfred Rosenberg, designated “Special Supervisor of Intellec-

tual Training and Head of the National-Socialist Culture

Committee”, wrote of the resignation of Herr Furtwangler,

stating that his unforgivable offence was to conduct the first

performance of Herr Hindemith’s new work “Mathis the

Painter”, and then when this caused a violent conflict, to

publish a spirited defence of Herr Hindemith as an artist.

“When a talented musician like Hindemith, after German

beginnings, lives and works and feels himself at home in

Jewish company; when he associates almost entirely with

Jews; when he lends himself, in accordance with the spirit

of the Republic, to the worst kind of tawdry imitation of

German music; then that is his own affair. But it gives

others the right to show him and his circle that a revolution

has now removed the entire human, artistic, and political

associations of Herr Hindemith. It is deeply regrettable

that so great an artist as Herr Furtwangler should have

interfered in this dispute. But as he persisted in his nine-

teenth-century ideas, and evidently had no further sympathy

with the great national struggle of our age, he took the

consequences.”
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On ist January it was announced that Herr Furtwangler

had not gone abroad as rumoured, as it had been pointed out

to him that to do so this soon after his resignation might be
harmful to German prestige.

Then an order was published in the professional journals.

It forbade German artists of all kinds, and German lecturers,

to accept engagements abroad without the express authoriza-

tion of the president of their own sub-chamber of music,

painting, sculpture, speech, or literature. “To disobey means

ineligibility to work again in Germany. This is to ensure that

only persons who will leave behind them a really deep impres-

sion of German intellectual activities go abroad. Such men
as Dr. Furtwangler, if they do not wish to become exiles, are

affected. He has cancelled concerts in Vienna and London.”

Some months later Dr. Furtwangler accepted the Govern-

ment offer to return to conducting. Herr Erich Kleiber, his

associate at the State Opera House, conducted for the last

time, gave in his resignation, and left the country immediately.

Despite ardent appeals, he refused to return. Next, Professor

Knappertsbusch, who had a life contract as musical director

of the Bavarian Opera House, was criticized for “nebulous

views”, and turned his back on National-Socialism.

And so it went on in all the arts, the Government always

winning, until the Propaganda Minister announced at a festival

sitting at the Nazi Chamber of Culture that he had issued

instructions forbidding from that day criticism of art, litera-

ture, music, and drama. The command against critical expres-

sion extends to remarks about stage, cinema, and concert

performances. The Government decides what is good and

what is bad; the people’s part is to be grateful for what they

are given.

Art is not neglected, or even treated as a side issue in the

Dritte Reich. Art from the German past has not been repu-

diated. It has merely been “cleaned up”—the Jewish contribu-

tion given back to the Jews, and liberal, pacifist, and other

“decadent” tendencies removed for “the benefit of the people”.
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Aryan creation is energetically encouraged and supported.

The State provides generous prizes, and promotes cultural

groups. Genius is not readily producable, as we all know.
So far in mankind’s experience it has, according to my
researches, never yet been possible to force or anticipate it,

or even breed it from known variables. But this is a neue Zeit

—a new time.

Dispute as to whether or not propaganda is an art has been

settled. Propaganda is art, and presides over all other art.

It has a Reich Minister—similar to a Cabinet Minister in a

democracy, only of course far stronger—and the Senate of

Culture is one of the departments in his organization.

The Fuhrerprincip among Germans stands on three legs

—

the Propaganda Bureau, the Gestapo, and the Army. When I

was endeavouring to find the good in Nazi-ism, I did not shirk

looking at all three of them as intelligently as I could. I col-

lected an enormous amount of data. So much that it is diffi-

cult to select from it.

Of the Propaganda Bureau, I have only space to tell that it

is housed in a great, white building in Berlin, and is equipped

with more than one can imagine. It has a fine collection of

books on psychology, shelves for every foreign book pub-

lished about Nazi-ism, and files for newspaper and magazine

clippings from foreign lands. The staff are mostly young, and

appear healthy and as if they enjoyed life. Under threat of

death should they make a mistake, they seem to obey implicitly.

When anything of unusual importance happens, it is the duty

of the Propaganda Minister to meet with those of them who
are news writers and tell them exactly how the news is to be
handled. They have, therefore, no excuse for endangering
either themselves or the internal tranquillity of Germany,
This mother-bureau has a little daughter at Stuttgart busy
trying to bring all people of German blood living abroad into

the fold of Nazi-ism.

The young man who assisted in my education concerning
Nazi propaganda told me that “the propaganda is thoughtfully
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arranged. It neglects nothing—not even the songs on the

lips of the people. It is not destructive, but definitely con-

structive.”

Everything is in their hands—painting, music, literature,

sculpture, architecture, and God. All are in the process of

Teutonization.

Count Gobineau’s book on the inequalities of human races,

esteemed by Wagner and Ludwig Schemann, and “Founda-

tions of the Nineteenth Century” by Huston Stewart Chamber-

lain, who married Wagner’s daughter, are used as aids in this

tremendous task.

“We are working for generations to come and we take into

account the needs of the future,” the Fiikrer has said. “The art

of the new Reich shall be given a character which generations

to come will see at once has sprung from this epoch.”

His own book tops the best seller list, climbing now towards

its fifth million. Edition follows edition, each new edition

generously expanded. “All 'Aryan’ Germans are given a

copy on graduating from school, and every ‘Aryan’ bride

gets one with her marriage certificate,” my instructor assured

me.

I noticed that for some weeks the newspaper my husband

always has
—“The Times” of London—had columns of

letters debating as to whether “Mein Kampf’ has any impor-

tance now, as it was written some years ago. The able Propa-

ganda Minister misses nothing. He answered it firmly with a

statement radioed to the world: “We go forward with the book
in one hand and the sword in the other.”

And to safeguard everyone from misunderstanding as to

what art is, the Fiihrer's definition has been published. He has

made it quite clear. “Whether it is a matter of architecture or

of music, of sculpture or of painting, one fundamental prin-

ciple must never be lost sight of: every true art must give its

products the stamp of beauty, for the ideal for all of us must
lie in the cultivation of the healthy. Only the healthy is right

and natural; and so everything right and natural is beautiful.
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It is our task to find the will to true beauty, and not let our-

selves be led astray by the chatter, half silly, half impudent,

of decadent literati who try to decry as trash the natural and

so the beautiful, and to put forward the unhealthy and unsound

as interesting, remarkable, and therefore worthy of con-

sideration.”

4

The newspaper which I had bought clearly stated that the

rumours people were spreading about the concentration of

German troops on the Austrian border were without founda-

tion. Anyone who believed in this report believed in a mirage.

“There,” I said to the newsvendor. “See what a liar you

are—self-committed. Yesterday you wasted my time telling

me about this mobilization, and to-day you sell me a paper

telling me that what you said is untrue.”

He winked at me. Another customer was approaching. I

waited while he sold wares to several people, taking my
revenge by reading one of his magazines with no intention of

buying it. Finally we were alone.

“How long have you been in this country?” were his first

words,

“Nearly four years—off and on.”

“And you have not yet learned to read the newspapers.

Somewhere I got the idea that Americans are quick—it must

he a mistake. Let a Saxon give you a lesson. You are not

cheated when you buy my newspapers. These are the papers

of a new time. You read the news, and then you enjoy the

mental exercise of taking each item and transposing it. What
is printed is the opposite of what should be there, but there

is enough truth mixed in it to confuse and give zest to the

solution of the puzzle.”

When I wrote to Germans in other parts that I had to spend

the winter in Dresden, I received considerable sympathy.

There was not one who failed to tell me that the people of
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Saxony are sekr komische Leute. All mentioned Bliimchen-

kaffee—the coffee of a people so stingy that one can see the

flowers in the bottom of their Dresden china cups through the

pale liquid. On the German comedy stage the Sachsen

occupies the same place that the Philadelphian does on the

New York stage.

My self-pity soon wore off. I was at home here. And not

since I left my friend the coppersmith on the Taku Road
at Tientsin, did I meet anyone near to being his equal until

I met this newsvendor at Dresden.

“When you are in a serious mood,” I asked him, “what is

your opinion of the press in Germany today?”

“The words I customarily use about that could not be said

to a lady, but I will mention that those who are proclaiming

themselves leaders of a new culture are without culture.

Therefore, they underrate the intelligence of their subjects.”

“Now that is nonsense,” I retorted. “The head of your

Bureau of Propaganda and Enlightenment is a university

man. I have heard him broadcast that he has had a classical

education.”

“A litde learning is a dangerous thing,” was the answer.

“Have you ever seen him?”

“Yes—in a hotel. As I was paying our bill I happened

to hear a page asking for Herr Doktor Gobbets’ bill, as he

wanted it taken upstairs. I felt acquainted with him as a

radio voice, and had curiosity to see him. So I sat down in

the lobby and waited.”

“How did he look?”

“Well scrubbed, neatly dressed, pleased with die morning.

There was a man with him, but merely there; your Propaganda

Minister was the person present. Dr. Gobbels gave the lobby

a swift glance as he stepped from the elevator—the glance of

a man accustomed to looking before he leaps—then smiled

cheerfully and shook hands with everyone—the elevator man,

waiters who came in from the dining-room, pages, hotel

guests, desk clerks, and the doorkeeper. He said ‘Thank you
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for everything’ to all, and was gone, gliding away in a car

which had been waiting at the door.”

“Very interesting,” commented my newsvendor. “Dr.

Gobbels is scheduled to speak here next week, and people

won’t take the tickets. It is going to lead to trouble. Last

time we were insolent we were punished. The Senate of

Culture issued an order that singers at the Dresden opera were

not to sing at the Hofkirche any more because it took time

needed for their proper work. In Dresden under the kings,

it was always in the opera contract that singers must sing in

the church on Sunday. That continued up to January of this

year. If we do not rally to this meeting we shall probably

be told that we cannot drink from flowered cups. But we are

sehr komische Leute. People are not taking the tickets.”

“Is Saxony likely to start a revolution?”

“I hardly think so. Haven’t you heard that we were slow

starters in die Great War, and not very much use when we got

there? We are a plodding people, quiet and industrious; we
wouldn’t like a revolution. Our last king, when taunted,

would not take part in one. When approached by revolu-

tionists, he merely said: ‘Good-bye, have a republic if you

want a republic. I won’t be responsible for bloodshed in the

Schloss-strasse.’ Some time later he was travelling from one

place to another in Saxony in a train, and at one station a lot

of people had gathered to cheer him. The conductor told

him that they were there. He went out to the platform, and

all he did was to look them over and say: ‘You are a fine lot

of republicans!’, and return to his carriage. Our kings were

in business like the rest of us. His son is in business—one of

the best business men in Saxony. Our kings were not depen-

dent on kinging for an occupation. We had our democracy.

Now we have our Fiihrerprmcip. The fact that we do not

revolt against it does not signify that we endorse it.”

As I walked home I thought “I shall never understand the

Germans”, and something seen when we were travelling in

the Riesengebirge returned to memory. To the side of the
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road, a little way ahead, we noticed a patch of blue, and

coming up discovered that it was lupins. They covered the

space of a clearing right up to the edge of the wood, tall and

in full bloom, as well grown as in a tended garden. In serried

ranks, thousands of them stood holding up spikes of intense

blue, of lighter blue with white-tipped petals, of bluish purple,

of reddish purple, and of pure white.

Their beauty, in this unexpected place, was such as makes

the heart leap.

Someone had placed a banner in their midst, a long white

strip of cloth stretched taut between two posts that were

neatly painted green, and firmly planted in the earth. In broad

black letters the white cloth bore the words: “He who does

not stand with the Fuhrer is no longer German”—words seen

in many places.

On this banner set amid the lupins, another hand had

written in a delicate script below the bold letters, as with a

fountain pen: “Et tu, Brute.”



CHAPTER XIV

GRAPE HARVEST

Whenever I am gripped by despair, or roused to angry passion

by anything that Germans do, I think of nicer Germans.

When rough and brutal voices shout, I can listen undaunted,

because I have heard better German voices. In an age when

some Germans are testing out the might of threat and fear as

weapons of State, and must batter ruthlessly before they can

learn that they have chosen powerless weapons, it is encourag-

ing to remember other Germans who conquer successfully

all who come near them.

Four years of living cannot be pressed into a book. Much

must be left out for want of space. But I could not give a

true picture of the Germany I love without mentioning the

Bender family.

i

Warm weather lingers late in the sheltered valley of the

Ahr. “Old Wives’ Summer” the autumn is often called here.

But by the end of October there is frost in the air from the

Eifel every night after sunset, and when I first came to visit

in the home of Wolfgang and Anna Bender, in early Novem-

ber, 1934, even the tardiest of the plants had joined the more

prudent in drawing down their precious green chlorophyll.

Leaved in reds and gold, the trees and vines and grasses filled

the valley with such beauty as sets the heart dancing in delight

Anna met me at the foot of the path that leads through

terraced vines to her door. I saw her standing there before I

got down from the postal bus—a slender woman in a fresh

266
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print dress, her brown hair worn in a coronet braid round

her head, and eyes that are cornflower blue. When we were

in her house, my wraps and valise put away, we had coffee

seated by a broad window. Then she fetched her work, the

ripping of her husband’s overcoat. Supplied with a ripper, I

helped.

Below us the vineyard of her dowry sloped to the river.

Through an orchard on the west we could just see the roof of

her parents’ dwelling, which is set in a deli Some distance

beyond rose the steeple of the village church. The grey stone

cottage in which we sat, with the vine terraces on three of its

sides and a wood-lot over the hill, is Wolfgang’s inheritance

from his father.

Anna led me to an east window to point out a sunny ridge,

saying: “My man has chosen the best of all his land for a new

vineyard. Our eldest daughter, Anna-Marie, is sixteen. The

vines are ready to bear next season. The harvest from these

young vines will be hers to fill her hope chest, and when she

weds the vineyard deeds go with her to her new home.”

We took up our ripping again while Anna talked on about

her children: “After us, the homestead will go to Hans, our

second son. Ernst, our first-born, does not want a vineyard.

Not all children bom to farm families belong to the land. It

is best for those who are not the land’s own to follow the call

which bids them be away. Ernst would be a physician. He

has gone to study. A vineyard keeper has gentle skill in his

hands, endurance, intuition, and the power of quick decision.

A vine-keeping ancestry may help our Ernst to be a wise

physician.”

Hans and his father came in from the wood-lot, where they

had been cutting grape supports. Greetings over, Wolfgang

noticed our work.
.

“I am repairing this coat for the last time, Anna told him.

“After next harvest you must buy a new one.”

“It has been a good coat,” he answered. “There is no weav-

ing now like the wool doth made before the War.
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“The best of cloth does not last for ever,” she reminded

him. “This is the third time I have turned this coat. The

collar and cuffs are so worn that I must cut new ones from the

length. Very short it will be!”

“Well—after next season’s picking I’ll get a coat,” he

promised.

Anna-Marie returned from helping with her grandmother’s

baking day, bringing a warm, fragrant currant loaf; and her

mother promptly made her a witness to this overcoat agree-

ment. Bom in that dark winter of despair, 1918, she is her

father’s pride. “My sunshine” and “my light” he calls her in

his sentimental German way.

“If you find any fault in her you must not blame her,”

Wolfgang will often say. “If she is spoiled, then I am at fault

for spoiling her,”

Soft of voice and quick of wit, yet with no barb in her

words to hurt those against whom her humour is directed, she

has inherited her mother’s lithe figure and her father’s red-

gold hair.

Suse and Otto, aged nine and ten, slipped in. They had

loitered on the way from school. Each gave me a grubby

hand and made me a deep bow. They were scolded and

kissed by both mother and father and sent to wash. They

soon returned, shiny-clean, to stand leaning against their big

brother Hans, one on either side of his chair.

Everyone in the Bender family has his or her duties. There

is no discussion as to what each shall do in the daily tasks.

On the evening of my first arrival, before the family scattered

to tend the animals, gather the eggs, milk die cows, and prepare

a beautiful supper, Wolfgang played Beethoven’s “Sixth

Symphony” on his gramophone.

“Some day I hope to own the ‘Ninth’,” he declared as he

put the records carefully away in their case.

During my visit Anna cleaned and pressed the cloth of his

overcoat, and puzzled out its remaking to the best advantage.

Sewing on the buttons, the morning of my departure, she
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assured everyone within hearing, “This is the last winter he

can wear this coat.” And as he tried it on, thrice turned and

now shortened by the necessity of replacing its frayed collar

and cuffs from the length, Wolfgang affirmed, “Yes—next

autumn, if there is profit in the harvest, HI get a new coat.”

2

While the vine sleeps the toil of the vineyard keeper goes on.

“Grape growers who would prosper must water their vines

with sweat every month in die year,” according to Anna’s

father.

Men of prudence firm their terraces as soon as the harvest is

cut, putting back any stones that have fallen from the walls

which hold them to the hill, and replacing rotted vine supports

with new posts. Their womenfolk go through the vineyards

lifting each vine that has been pulled down by the weight of

fruit, and retying it securely to its supporting post with

binders of reed.

Time is then taken from the care of the vineyards to make

the homesteads and the places of community meeting snug

against the coming cold. Roofs are mended and storm doors

put up on house and stable. The kitchen shed is filled with

fuel. Tender garden plants are bedded with leaves and mats.

Men join in strengthening their churches, neighbourhood

halls, and school-houses. Indoors the women make ready for

winter by closing every crack that might let frost into the

cellars where food is laid by for the season when nothing

grows, looking over the family’s warm clothing, airing the

feather quilts, and refilling with fresh earth the pots of ivy,

geranium, begonia, and oxalis that bloom by the windows.

“Men should be ready for their wood-lot work when the

leaves turn,” young Suse informed me.
_

“When the leaves yellow, the trees are drawing their life

fluid down into their roots for winter storage,” Wolfgang
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explained. “Vine supports are strongest if hewn when this

life fluid is passing through the tree’s trunk.”

Wood should season a year before it is set in the earth, so

the vineyard keeper hews his vine posts the autumn before he

needs them. Oak is best. Oak properly cured will hold a vine

through all weathers for twenty years. Therefore in his

wood-lot it is the oaks that Wolfgang pampers by clearing out

other growth to give diem plenty of air and light. Helping

the acorns to sprout abundantly, he picks up handfuls that

have ’fallen in the shade and scatters them in open glades.

Often he transplants oak saplings to better places than those

where they have started. Hewing his vine supports, he bears

in mind the generations to conic after him, and takes no more

than he must each year.

The Benders stack their roughly hewn posts in an open-

ended shed, leaving the trimming and shaping to be done on

days when weather makes it impossible to work out of doors.

The posts hauled in, the next job of the year is the carrying up

of manure from the cow stables to enrich the terraced earth.

This is the hardest of all a vine-keeper’s work. It occupies

much of the winter. Hods are used, similar in shape to those

masons have, but larger, and Hans says there is no way to

carry them but on a man’s back. A man in the prime of his

strength can make fifteen trips a day to a height of 600 feet,

carrying a hundredweight each time.

I enjoyed my first visit in Anna’s house, and as I left she bid

me come again freely whenever I wanted to. I have gone

often, finding peace diere from the stress of my own city life.

While the vines are dormant it is the women’s task to

prune them back, leaving only one branch of last season’s

growth, which is to bear next summer’s grapes, and to clean

all twigs and grippers from the stalk. Trimmed while they

sleep, the vines do not bleed. In open weather Anna and

Anna-Marie kept at this job, as it takes many months to attend

to all their vineyards. On rough days they were occupied

inside, preparing the coils of rye straw and reed twine used for
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binding the grapes to their supports. Both the straw and the

reeds are soaked in water, then worked until pliable.

Snow fell on Christmas Eve. All through January the valley

of the Ahr was mantled in white. There were three days of

vacation for Christ’s Feast. Then the Benders went on with

their work. Except when there was rough wind or blinding

snow-fall, Wolfgang and Hans continued to carry their hods

up into the vineyards. The grape growers of this place unload

their fertilizer in evenly spaced heaps and do not spread it until

certain there is enough for all the vines. Otherwise a vine-

keeper might find that he had none for the last terrace.

When they are doing this work Anna will not let her men-

folk into the house until they have washed and changed. She

puts warm water and fresh clothes in the shed for them.

3

In February we enjoyed a false spring in a sudden thaw, and

a spell of weather so warm that it was comfortable without a

coat. The air was laden with the promise of summer. I went

down to Anna’s to find young Otto sunning himself on the

doorstep in company with Tiger, the cat.

“Liegt die Kat[e im Februar in der Sonne, liegt sie im Mari

hinterm Ofen mit IPonne” the boy sang out as I approached.

The others were all up in the vineyards. He had been left

to tend the home chores and was sitting with Tiger until

milking time. On one of the terraces I found Anna, Anna-

Marie, and Suse busy with their pruning shears. They all

agreed that the weather was lovely, but hoped that the mild-

ness would soon end, lest the vines be wakened.

Wolfgang and Hans were hastily hoeing the manure into

the thawed ground to save it from the winds which might

blow it away in March. The soil here is filled with slate. They

all believe that the slate gives their grapes an iron which

builds up strength in those who drink the wine such as is not
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found in the juice of fruit grown elsewhere. Slate makes the

earth hard to till. Wolfgang and Hans were tearing the ground

open with hoes resembling miners’ picks, digging the fertilizer

well in. The more the earth is tilled, the better vines thrive.

All the year, whenever they can find time from other tasks and

the ground is not frozen, they work through their vineyards

terrace by terrace. The end reached, they turn back to start

again where they commenced to hoe.

“Twenty times round each vine is the least number of hoe-

ings any sensible tiller gives,” according to Hans. Otto is

too young yet to do a day’s work with the hoe, but he is often

made to do a hand’s turn that he may gain an understanding

of the patience that a man needs.

The weather did soon turn colder, as the Benders had hoped,

but with a greater fierceness than they desired. Otto’s pro-

phecy, quoted from his grandfather, came true. March

arrived with a blast that drove the cat behind the stove. The

earth was frozen hard, and cracked open. The heaving frosts

split vineyards asunder. Stones from the supporting walls were

tumbled from terrace to terrace. Ragged gashes were tom
across the ground—looking into them, one could see the

exposed vine roots. Men hastened into the bitter weather to

mend as best they could the damage done by the cruel strength

of the cold, stuffing sacking, newspapers, and old quilts in to

cover the roots.

The changeable weather brought the valley an epidemic of

influenza. Anna’s own hardy family escaped the sickness.

She joined a corps ofneighbourhood women quickly organized

to nurse the suffering. The local doctor was away when the

epidemic began, answering a summons for having turned a

radio off when Adolf Hitler was speaking. When he returned

he praised the women highly for having used just the right

remedies in his absence.

There was great rejoicing at his return. Reported by a

malicious person as disrespectful to the F&hrer, he had taken

his case directly to Berlin. He had turned the radio off because
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while it was on he could not hear the heartbeat of a sick

child whom he was tending. Pleading his own case, without

a lawyer’s aid, he had won release and pardon. He had been

away less than a fortnight.

“There is justice in our Fatherland,” he told patients as he

went his rounds.

The true spring came with Easter. The Eifel whitened as

with drifted snow under the blossoms of the wild cherry and

the blackthorn. Grass sprang up. Primroses unfolded their

petals. Violets lifted their heads. Iris thrust clean blades

through the soil in Anna’s garden. Yet the grape-vines slept

on, heedless of the perfumed call of growing things.

After April’s second gentle rain, Anna’s Cousin Beckhaus,

a near neighbour, set out a new vineyard, moving his plants

before they wakened. Each little vine was shaded with a slate

to keep the sun from pulling too hard on it during its first

summer on the terrace. Vines are started from slips, usually

in the kitchen garden, as his were. For three years after trans-

planting they are pruned back to drive their growth into the

root, and in the fourth year vines are allowed to bear their first

grapes. The crop comes strong and healthy.

There is a Portuguese grape grown here sometimes which

bears for a hundred years, but unfortunately its taste is not a

favourite. People of the Ahr prefer varieties of red and white

French grapes which have to be replanted about every twenty

years. The roots go down forty feet and more, and they

must be pulled out with chains when the vineyard ceases to

bear. The land has then to rest for three or four years while

the soil is cleaned by growing vegetables in it. The clever

among experienced vineyard keepers are wise concerning the

crops that are best for reviving the ground so that vines will

thrive in it again.

In the Ahr a man may not plant just what he will in his land.

He has to carry every slip he desires to grow to a communal

examination before he can put it in the earth. There are many

grape diseases and this common law is a safeguard for the
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valley. If disease does get into a vineyard, the vines are

destroyed and the plot fenced and sealed by the mayor until

the earth is cured. The American wild grape has been found

marvellously free from the danger of root trouble, and Ahr

growers like to use it as a stock, grafting on their favourite

variety.

In recent years Government regulations forbidding the

sending of money out of Germany have made it difficult to

secure these roots, but some families have a relative living in

the States who will despatch them and wait for payment until

international economics are untangled. Wolfgang got Ameri-

can roots for Anna-Marie’s vineyard, and the vines for Cousin

Beckhaus’s planting were grown from slips which she gave

him.

During the fair days of spring the men hoed diligently in

their vineyards, letting air and light in round the grape roots.

Anna and Anna-Marie bent the single branch which they had

left on each vine, when they pruned, into a hoop, binding it

into shape with the rye-straw twine; then fastened the hoop

to the vine’s post with a knot of reed.

Through a diligent bustle and stir all down the valley the

vines continued quiet. The swallows had long returned; the

blackbird had finished his courting song; the larks were nest-

ing before the grapes cautiously stretched out leaf buds clad

in mittens of fuzzy wool.

4

“Bodenstandig should only be used in reference to folk who
stand firmly on the earth,” spoke Anna, correcting me. “Like

the noun ‘farmer’, it is a word that no family has a right to

until it has proved its steadiness by more than one generation

of successful living on the land.”

A vineyard keeper worthy of this title has his wood-lot

for poles, his field for potatoes, his orchard of fruit trees, his
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stabled cows, his dwelling house, and his vines. He eats bread

of his wife’s making which is baked in the village oven, where

each family has its allotted day and the fire is banked over

Sunday. His laundry is rubbed clean at home, rinsed in the

clear waters of the Ahr, and bleached on the grass. He walks

without arrogance but with self-respecting dignity. And,

Protestant or Catholic, he brings his children up to earn their

keep, pay their debts, revere God, and love the Fatherland.

When such a man marries, in the valley of the Ahr, he

needs 4,000 vines to support himself and his wife in decency.

As his family increases he requires more. A healthy man and

his wife can tend up to 8,000 vines without undue strain, but

if they increase their vineyards beyond this number they

should employ help—unless they have grown sons and

daughters. Casual labour does nothing except harm in a vine-

yard. Vines thrive best when tended by persons who have

grown up in the vineyards. It is the custom here for young

folk who do not yet own enough grapes to occupy them

entirely to hire themselves out to neighbours; and it is the

recognized duty of a son, or a son-in-law, to tend the vine-

yards of parents who have lost their strength.

Along the lovely green waters of the Ahr, since Napoleon

passed, the vines have been the property of working Vine-

yarders. This arrangement differs from conditions on the

banks of the Rhine and the Moselle, where many of the vine-

yards are owned by absentee landlords and a goodly number

of the best terraces are held by the Prussian State. Charle-

magne planted the first grapes to grow in German soil.

According to legend, he sent his servant Kunrat to Orleans for

the vines and set them in the earth with his own hand. When

the first wine harvest was ready he journeyed from Aix-la-

Chapelle, in regal procession, to taste the beverage. Draining

his golden goblet, he declared the German wine to be a drink

which gave back his youth.

After this success, many vineyards were planted along the

Rhine and the Rhine’s tributaries. Graf von Hochstaden,
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Count of Altenahr, who held the land on both banks of the

Ahr by feudal right, ordered it to be terraced and set with

vines. When he died, his valley of vineyards was inherited by
his brother, a Catholic bishop. The bishop bequeathed it to

the Cathedral of Cologne.

When Napoleon came he took the valley of the Ahr from

the Church and sold it out in small lots. Many families here

speak with pride of their deed from Napoleon. Folk who
stand firmly on the earth, they have held to the opportunity

which the Corsican gave them through all the decades since.

5

Under the hot sun of May the woolly knobs on the grape-

vines pushed out farther and farther. Now that the vines were

waking, the vineyard keepers feared a frost. May the eleventh,

the thirteenth, and the fifteenth are called “The Three Ice

Holies”.

“This is the time when icebergs floating down from the

far north bring cold to Germany,” the village cobbler told me
when I took my country shoes to be soled.

Visiting at Anna’s, I found the family saying prayers daily in

church, as their neighbours were. Thermometers had been

hung in all the vineyards and men kept guard at night, read-

ing the temperature every half hour. The “Holies” passed

safely, but the watchman stayed on, neighbours taking turns,

as the air held frost.

On the night of the sixteenth an alarm was given which set

the church bells ringing from village to village, calling out

the vineyard keepers and their families. Cannons barked the

order for fires to be lit. The people knew where to set their

fires and how many to light by the way the cannons were
fired. They worked in corps, each with a leader whom they

obeyed without question or delay*

The village was wrapped in a blanket of protecting smoke
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made by burning coal tar. The greatest danger is on the
clearest nights, and the lower parts of the vineyards are in
gravest peril because the cold intensifies by its own weight.
The peril is in the sudden thawing under the morning sun,
when the life drips out of fruit buds. Wrapping them in smoke
prevents this thawing.

Such a frost is a nuisance to the German housewife, who
likes her house kept spotlessly clean, but for the sake of the

vines, which are the valley’s livelihood, the valley must be
filled with coal-tar smoke. Black gets in everywhere. Still,

everyone is glad to have the grapes saved.

After dawn the buds were officially examined and in every
village along the Ahr the Biirgermeister pronounced the grapes

unhurt. Bells and cannon carried the glad tidings. Laughing
and singing in their relief, the people of the Ahr filed into their

churches to thank God for His mercy.

Then the women hurried home. By noon the smoke had
settled. At supper-time Anna had fresh curtains up, snowy
linen on the beds, the doorsteps scoured, and the garden

flowers rinsed off. Rain at the end of the week washed the

valley, cleaning away the last traces of tar smoke.

The vines put forth branches. The leaf buds broke their

sheaths and slowly unfolded their tucks, spreading their

greenness shiny and moist to the sun. Under the protection of

the leaves the flower buds opened their tiny petals, and the

bright June weather was sweet with the blossoming of the

grape.

I sat by the river bank watching swallows teach their young

to feed on the wing. Four round little birds, steel-blue,

squatted on the swaying branches of a river-side willow.

Scolding and coaxing, turning and twisting in flights of easy

grace, the mother and father, their cheeks pouched with

insects, circled over their children. One by one the birdlings

would venture out to have their mouths filled, then flutter

back to a perch.

But Wolfgang and Anna, hurrying by, gave no heed to this.
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In June the attention of vineyard keepers centres on their

vines. She carried her scissors. He had a spraying tank swung
over his shoulder.

Bright June weather brings on the first real surety of

harvest—the tiny green grapes, a few days after the blossoms

fall. It also brings on the danger of mildew and hatches out

the hay moth. Wolfgang fights mildew with sprays of sulphur

and copper vitriol, thinned with chalk milk. Every leaf on
every vine must be noticed; those on which the spray is blown
take on a grey-blue colour. Mildew must be watched for so

long as the leaves are growing, well into September.

Anna’s concern was with the hay moth. The first had been

seen fluttering over the house arbour. She was on her way to

the village hall, where women were gathering to make the

hay-moth banners. So I went along. These banners consist

of a light stick with an oblong framework at one end over

which white muslin is tacked. At the time of use, the muslin

is smeared with a sticky substance prepared by the village

committee and distributed at cost.

After school the children were sent into the vineyards with

the banners. The catcher was cleaned and freshly smeared

each day. Suse and Otto and their young neighbours had to

carry on this chase every evening until the last hay moth had
disappeared from the valley.

“My children, I thank you,” Wolfgang said on the last

evening of the moth chase as Otto and Suse, reluctant to leave

the twilight, came in to bed at Anna’s call. “You have saved

my winter overcoat.”

He spoke too soon. In August, after a long spell of hot
dry weather, came the wasps, a plague of them, endangering a

vintage which promised to be exceptionally good in both
quality and quantity. The insects settled on the half-grown
grapes, sucking the juice and bringing in their wake flies and
earwigs.

Working in groups with a leader, as in the smoke column,
the vineyard keepers fought the wasps. They sought out nests,
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burned sulphur under them, and, when the wasps were stupe-

fied, poured on boiling water. They hung bottles of sweetened

water in the vines throughout the vineyards, emptying them
systematically of drowned insects morning and evening. Still

the menace persisted.

Finally the advice of the village cobbler was heeded. He
contended that what the wasps needed was a drink, and that

if trickles of fresh water were arranged, from slighdy opened

taps, at which the insects could quench their thirst, they

would not destroy the grapes. This was done. The plague

ceased.

On the last day of August, the schoolmaster’s eldest son,

now an official in brown uniform, came to remind Hans that

this year all men bom in 1915 must do their Labour Service.

Questioning him, Wolfgang asked if Hans’s work in the vine-

yards did not count as labour for his country. The man in

brown explained that the purpose of the Labour Corps is not

work in the ordinary sense, but a bringing together of all

classes from different parts of Germany in the comradeship of

activity.

“You do not intend to object to your son going?”

“Certainly not,” Wolfgang replied. “We of Ahr are a

peaceful, law-abiding people who obey new regulations as

soon as explained to us.”

It was arranged that Hans should go into camp after harvest

for his six months’ service.

<5

Through the summer, while the grapes grew, women were

as busy in the vineyards with their pruning scissors as the

men with their hoes. All barren growth, except shoots for

next season’s bending, were kept snipped off. Every useless

tendril on a vine takes of its strength, reducing the size of the

grapes.
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When the grapes took on colour the vineyards were officially

closed. The notice was given by a boy walking through the

village ringing a bell. It was also printed in the local paper.

The Burgermeister decided the day. (This is not a State

law, but a custom.) Everyone had to close his vineyards.

Thoms and brush were piled up at the foot of the paths. Not

even the owner could go in. This is the time of waiting for

the harvest The vine-keepers have done all in their power to

help the vines; now the vines are left in undisturbed peace to

finish the grapes.

The men rested, loitering about the village or lounging

through the sunny afternoons on the banks of the river. The

women spent their freedom from outdoor work in making

their homes fine. There was a tremendous scrubbing and

cleaning; then a great cooking and baking. The shelves of

storeroom and cellar were filled with pies, cakes, puddings,

boiled hams, spiced sausages, roasted chickens, and a variety

of pressed meats. Anna and Anna-Marie, who has a deft

hand with yeast sponge, made innumerable loaves of bread,

buns, and coffee twists.

The harvest is the crown of the vine-keepers’ work. A
good harvest is celebrated as a joyous festival. The schools

were closed. Relatives and friends came from far and near.

The women guests brought hampers of their cooking, gifts

to add to all the hostess had made ready. As the women
arrived they fell in with the final preparations, turning a hand

to the chum or the whipping of bowls of cream.

The Burgermeister
,
himself a vine grower, proclaimed the

grapes ripe. The boy crier ran through die village with his

bell to spread the tidings, and the vine growers all gathered

at their village hall. With ceremony and song the brush was

thrown aside, and the harvesters went in with baskets and

scissors.

As filled, the baskets were emptied into a wicker carrier.

Each time this was full a strong man lifted it on to his back,

carrying it down to a handcart below the vineyard. As loaded,
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the carts were taken to the owner’s cellar, or if the family

were members, as Wolfgang and Anna are, to the Wvnqet-

Verein.

Before this co-operative idea was established every man

made his wine in his own cellar. But the best vintners are

often the poorest salesmen. Buyers took advantage of this.

Frequendy they stirred growers to bid against each other so

as to get the wine cheaply. As a result many vine-keepers

were continually poor, some actually in debt after a good

harvest.

A few, of course, were clever. So it came to be that the

ability to bargain gave a man more reward than skill with

vine and vat. This was wrong. Finally the vineyard keepers

drew together. At Mayschoss in the Ahr, sixty years ago, the

first Winier-Verein in all Germany was formed.

To-day every grape-growing neighbourhood in Germany

has its co-operative society. Of course in each district some

men remain independent. Under the Wm^er-Verem system

the members take their harvest directly from the vineyard to

the society’s cellar. Here a machine picks the fruit from the

branches and grinds it through a crusher. Then the pulp is

weighed with an invention which measures the sugar content.

The result is written in an open book, into which any

member can look whenever he likes. Each family has a credit

according to what it has brought in. The wine is made all

together and the vats are under the care of the best wine

makers. The selling is done by those who are best at business.

By co-operation, Wolfgang believes, a neighbour lives better

than when every man is handling his own affairs.

7

The year had swung round in its circle. Frost, sharp in

warning of winter’s approach, was in the air again. Wolfgang

and Anna came up to Cologne to light candles in the cathedral.
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and to buy Wolfgang’s overcoat. By letter we arranged that

I should meet them in town, bringing them out to stay a night

with us. At five o’clock we met at die appointed place, the

cathedral steps.

They had arrived before me and were waiting. A stiff

wind blew across the cathedral square. Seeking no shelter,

they stood staunchly against its blast, her hand in his. Under

his arm he held a brown paper parcel.

Greetings over, I asked. “Did you get a nice coat?”

“We have spent our money,” answered Anna, then added,

her eyes twinkling, “I bow what you will think, You will

think, ‘Those crazy Huns!’’’

“No, no, Nanchen,” admonished Wolfgang, tucking a wisp

of her hair back under her hat with a gentle index finger.

“No, no, my little dear. Our foreign friend is an American.

The Americans are intelligent people. An American would

bow that there is more warmth in Beedioven’s ‘Ninth

Symphony* than in eleven overcoats.”



CHAPTER XV

DRAGONS’ TEETH

The sentiment of a people is the most energetic element

in national action. Even when material interests are the

original exciting cause, it is the sentiment to which they

give rise, the moral tone which emotion takes that con-

stitutes the greater force.—From Admiral Mahan, U.S.A.

From the time of the proclamation of conscription, life in

Germany was punctuated by events, great and small, which

kept the thought of war recurrent During the summer before

the re-occupation of the Rhineland, men in neat uniforms who

announced themselves “the war protection service” came to

give us exact instructions as to what should be done in case

of falling bombs. They had sand, etc., which they wanted to

put in our attic. I was at home alone and explained to them

that I never take part in anything connected with war, and

refused to have the stuff brought in. They listened to my

speech and went away without dispute; but they came again

when I was not at home and arranged the attic exactly as they

had planned, giving the “household instructions” to our

German maids.

That winter, which was our second in the Rhineland, our

daughter went to school in Cologne, bicycling to and fro.

She was often late for her lunch because ofsome “war protec-

tion” lesson. My diary holds several pages written in her

hand about the different gases that might be used,, how to

protect oneself against them, and how to give first aid to the

hurt. She also put there a description of the “protection from

air-raid cellar”, which all her class were taught how to enter

283
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without panic, and how to conduct themselves when in. There

is something very touching as well as terrible in the Gemiit-

lichkeit of that cellar, with its place for a foreign girl, two

small books for each child—good books—and packets of

concentrated food to be rationed sparingly. My child has put

in my diary: “It is really cosy. Our teacher will read aloud

to us, and we will take turns in reading.”

Friends of ours who were building an apartment house, had

in their plans arrangement for a laundry, in the basement/ for

each apartment; but they had to abandon this to make a bomb
and* gas proof room large enough to hold all the persons that

might be in the building when the sirens gave warning. They

had also to furnish it and equip it with an “air-refreshing

pump” (the pump alone cost about £66), Others who
inherited a big house, and decided to convert it into four apart-

ments, had also to provide such a cellar.

Before the sudden occupation of the Rhineland by the Army
there were Gestapo arrests, and this time I knew of one case

where the Secret Police broke the house lock and were stand-

ing by the bed of their victim when they announced their

presence. Gestapo arrests happened again before die march

on Austria. And I was told that it happened before the order

for the conscription of labour to refortify the western front

last summer, and before the march into Bohemia. Each time

key people who might lead rebellion were taken.

When the reoccupation of the Rhineland occurred, I was

at Bremen. My sister, who lives at Shanghai, had been visiting

me, and I had waved her off to China, sad to see her go and

wishing I could go too. With Germans who had accompanied

me to die boat, and were now taking me to my Cologne train

I was walking in the main street of Bremen when a loud-

speaker announced that German soldiers were again in the

Rhineland. There was plenty of time, and we stopped to listen

to the dramatic broadcast of how they had got safely in under

cover of the night, and how the happy people had welcomed
them with flowers, cheers, and song.
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On the train I shared a compartment with people who mis-

took me for English, and began to thank me for the reoccupa-

tion. They were all certain that England had sanctioned this

before it took place. They had no apprehension of war

because they were sure that England would restrain France.

Cologne looked as usual when I arrived about eight in the

evening. The next day as I went on my round of household

shopping, and to call on various people, I met intense apprehen-

sion. Some were prepared for bombs to drop at any minute.

There was more interest in peace than delight over the

reoccupation. I learned that the local Gauleiter had given a

dinner for all the foreign consuls, and kept them entertained

while the troops got settled in. No one with whom I talked

seemed to consider this really so clever, but most of them told

me of it. The length of the dinner and the after-dinner speeches

were detailed as if the narrator had been present.

By the time we came to live in Dresden we were accustomed

to preparations for possible war, and gave one of our most

successful musical evenings on a Verdimklmgsahend. Noise

could be made. The restriction was against showing any

light. Bishop and Mrs. Perry, of Rhode Island, were our guests

of honour at this party.

Strengthening the German Army was not to us just the

recruiting of so many men; it was conscription for Fritz and

Hans, Otto and August, Friedbert and Lutz. If a person

called was a “conscientious objector” it meant his arrest. The

families of boys who had no religious objection did not talk

of war; they avoided that subject, and spoke of the discipline

and order soldiers are taught.

After they had gone into barracks we heard of double-

decker beds, with eight men in some rooms and less in others.

We learned that each man had his own cupboard,- with a

porcelain shelf on which to keep stores of food received from

home. Letters read aloud explained that, besides morning

coffee, they got a hot dinner at noon—usually very good-

given by the State at the canteen, with cabbage and sausage
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sometimes, three eggs and spinach others, always plenty of

potatoes, and on Sunday often roast beef, carrots and peas.

Once a week they got a large loaf of Komrnisbrot and butter,

and this was eaten in their own room for other meals, with

whatever they had from home added to it. They were not

allowed to leave barracks except on Saturday and Sunday, and

had to ask for leave on Wednesday. They could go to the

canteen in the evenings, if they had time, and buy beer and

play Skat. They received fifty pfennige a day from the

State, and reminded their parents that this would not allow

many drinks of beer. They had to do their own laundry;

sew names in their garments, and if this was not well done

under-officers pulled the work out as many as nine times; they

had to press their uniforms and clean their boots, shave early,

clean their nails, stand up to be inspected, and bear it if ordered

to take off a boot and sock and display a foot so that the

under-officer could see if it was clean. German boys are

waited on at home, and mothers used to smile as they read

such things and say “The poor darling”.

As discussed, the Army was a very domestic affair. Keen
interest was taken at home as to how the bed must be made to

pass inspection, and just what clothes the State gave. There

was a uniform for exercise, and a uniform for walking out,

with white gloves, underwear, socks, boots, and nightshirts.

We heard all the details of fights against these nightshirts

waged by sons who preferred pyjamas, and of a boy put in

guardhouse for redressing in his home pyjamas after he had
got into bed.

To begin with there were two salutes, one to the forehead

in the way of the Rekhswehr
,
and the Hitler salute given with

the right arm stretched out, to the front. One boy complained
of this, saying that it is the salute slaves had to give in ancient

Rome. His father shook his head as the letter was read because

he did not see any need to change the old customs of the

army. When home on Sunday the embryo soldiers com-
plained of endless lectures and lessons in National-Socialism,
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and of continuous grumbling, especially from farmers and
workers.

“Grumbling would not have been permitted in my time,”

fathers would say, “and we had no hours to waste on lectures.

We were up to learn to handle our guns.”

“The peasants have been so thoroughly told that they are

the earth’s best that they grumble at the State in a way that

could not be stopped except by putting them all in prison,

and they know they cannot be spared from food growing.

As for learning to handle our guns, we do that all right, and

have plenty of drill, but we have the lectures piled on top.”

Discussions of the past and present would go on for hours.

Only in time of tension was there ever talk of war, and never

to the boy. Fathers did not talk of the Front. Asked questions,

they skirted away from the subject and would soon be silent

with a sad look in their eyes, often a bewildered look. Nobody
ever mentioned conquest, not even the reconquest of former

German lands, although the regaining of these lands was the

principal subject of propaganda.

Once we visited the family of an old Reichswehr officer,

and he gave me an armful of copies of a paper his men had

printed during the Great War. They were full of verses,

pictures, brief stories. There was scarcely a mention of battle,

military prowess, and no hatred of the foe; few were about

the horrors and calamities happening. They were marked by

a terrible homesickness for the remembered homes, children,

gardens, forests, and rivers that they had gone forth to defend.

They had no resemblance to the German war propaganda

which, like that of the Allies, pictured the other side as horrible

men. This is an example of a poem written by A J.
Hentze

who fell in 1917.

Mein Dorf9 ein Haas, ein Lindenhcmm,

aus alien Garten ein Bliitenstrauss

steht Tagfur Tag in meinem Traum:

0, wdr daheim ich wieder!
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Bin Kinderlied, ein Mutterwort

so weh mir im Gemiit erbluht*

Wie writ9 wiefern der Jugetid lion!

0, war daheitn ick wieder

!

Die Glocken schlag'n den Sonntag an:

Ich sehefeme die Strassen ikhn

dort kin, wo ich Hausc bin!

09 war daheim ich wieder!

Und druckst du mir die Aagen %u9

Gott, gib aufbludgem Feld allhier,

gib, Voter du, mir Hirnmdsruhy

Dann bin daheim ich wieder!

My village, a house, a lime tree,

Out of tlie gardens a bunch of flowers

Day by day I see it in my dreams

Oh if I were only home again.

A child’s rhyme, a mother’s word
Blossoms sadly in my heart

How far away are the days of youth

Oh, if I were only home again.

The bells chime the Sunday in

I see from afar the road winding

There to where I am at the house

Oh, if only I were home again.

And if thou close my eyes,

God, give on this bloody field here

Give, thou Father, me heaven’s peace

Then I am home again.

2

I am sure that it is not merely a bragging boast when the

Nazis proclaim that they have a peace time army which is the

most powerful striking force that any nation has ever possessed.
When Germans undertake a thing they do it well*
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Under a Fiihrer who has absolute power, and is keen on
arming, they have become the most fortified and armed
nation in all history. When we were first in Germany many
round us spoke of the Reichswekr as the most conservative

group in the land. Immediately on the death of Field-Marshal

von Hindenburg, the armed forces swore an oath of obedience

to Adolf Hitler. This allayed the worry of many who had
been anxious about Nazi deeds, as they interpreted this army
action as foretelling the end of Nazi radicalism.

From then on, there were periods of gossip about what
might be happening inside the Reichswekr—whispers that the

generals were not in favour of things planned, and not always

satisfied when these plans were accomplished without blood-

shed. But the Fiihrer progressed successfully to possession of

absolute power, until he could force generals to retire and, in

return for their services to Germany in the past, present them

with a signed photograph of himself.

The Fiihrer'

s

power is now said to be absolute. My travels

were wider than those of many of our German friends, and

were not bounded by any class or group limits. Many anxious

about the possibility of war used to ask me, “Do you think

the Army would march at his command?” To them I always

presented a copy of Joseph Conrad’s “Lord Jim”, and recom-

mended its reading.

Under Nazi direction the Army has increased in size and

strength very rapidly. They have a million men standing at

arms, an ever-increasing number of trained reserves, and the

entire resources of the Dritte Reich—including all food-stuffs,

and women and children—ticketed and docketed ready for

war at a moment’s notice if their Fiihrer decides war is

necessary.

They are systematically conscripting all men of military age

in accordance with the contention that Germany would have

won the World War if the Imperial authorities in the pre-War

years had made full use of Germany’s man power. In addition

to the conscripts who receive a full military training of at least
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two years, the annual classes which escaped conscription in

the post-War years get a short military training of at least

several weeks. The classes born in 1906-7, who missed con-

scription, have been instructed to report to the authorities at

the beginning of next year preparatory to their receiving mili-

tary training.

There were more boys bom during the later years of the

Weimar Republic than during the War and the years im-

mediately following. These are coming on towards military

age, and each succeeding year that elapses there will be more

to conscript from, and many State measures aim to encourage

the increase of births.

Machines and soldiers, mostly technicians, have been detailed

to Spain for testing out in actual warfare, “A better prepara-

tion than any sham manoeuvres/’ I was told. It was also ex-

plained to me that one of the reasons for calling officers home
from China, apart from the fact that the Dritte Reich had made
an agreement with Japan, is that these men have had valuable

experience and are needed at home. They, with those who had

training in Russia before conscription was re-established in

Germany, were spoken of as General von Seckt’s men.

All the forts that were destroyed have been rebuilt far better

than before. Heligoland, the submarine base marvelled at by
engineers sent to destroy it, is much improved, and there are

other bases. Nazis have told me that there is nothing in the

Anglo-German Naval Treaty to disturb their ocean plans. The
ratio is a ratio of tonnage, and while England builds large

vessels, Germany concentrates on smaller ships—largely

“undersea” craft of the destroyer category.

They have finished the Wilhelm canal, winch makes it

possible to shift their navy safely from the North Sea to the

Baltic at will, and will soon have the Black Sea and the Medi-

terranean linked up with their system of inland water traffic.

They have a network of Reichsautobahnen, and the railways

are under Government control As for their bombing arm,

created by Field-Marshal GSring, he has declared, “Germany’s
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aviation industry is now organized in such a manner as to

ensure German superiority in the air for the coming years.

Whatever the aircraft production of other countries, Germany
will increase her air force correspondingly.”

Munition factories are tremendously expanded, and are

working day and night, as are the navy yards. All iron and

steel at their disposal is being used. Miners work a four-

teen-hour shift, or longer if there is a press. Not only is iron

and steel made from ore such as was formerly used, but there

are new processes for getting raw material out of what was

once discarded as useless. Foreign exchange is devoted to the

purchase of things needed for armed strength, and to the

stirring up of German racial consciousness. At home,

whipped-cream, white bread, and personal liberty have been

sacrificed. Butter rationing has been accepted. Steel railings

from the parks have been used for war preparedness.

Broadcasting from all German stations, the Propaganda

Minister has declared, “We live too fast in these stirring times.

The years are filled with dramatic thrills, and as fast as one

great event is over another follows it.

“Owing to this abruptness and speed we are often inclined

to forget the difficulties involved. We take the success of the

rdgime for granted. If, in the course of a year, we reap an

unprecedented historical harvest, we suppose that it is only the

result of luck, or of some sort of historical miracle.

“There is no doubt that luck is necessary to obtain historical

success, and in its totality the work of the Fiihrer must be

regarded as a miracle. But miracles come not when one just

waits for them, but when one works and fights for them.

That is what happened here. The Fiihrer did not wait. He

collected the forces of the nation, organized, and boldly

engaged on the big historical decision of the year. He

succeeded.

“The great mass of the people,” he proclaimed, possess^

primitive, unspoilt capacity for believing that all is possible ,

and then remarked that “unfortunately, in certain circles, this
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faculty had been somewhat blunted, particularly among men
of possessions and education, who trust more in the powers of

pure and cold understanding than in those of the glowing

idealistic heart.”

These intellectuals he characterized as knowing so much
that they did not know what to do with their knowledge.

“When the Nazi movement was fighting for power,” he

exclaimed, “they could not believe in its victory. And now,

too, they cannot bring themselves to believe. They only

recognize what is, but do not see what will be.

“Difficulties for them are not tilings to be overcome, but

things to capitulate to. With such feeble-spirited elements one

cannot make history, but, happily, in all peoples, and par-

ticularly the German, there is only a very thin top layer of

intellectuals and ‘society’. They will never lead the nation.

“Formerly they encountered in our country willing and

grateful disciples. To-day they can only fling a few cues to

members of the intellectual bourgeoisie who live beliind the

times.

“The people do not want to hear of these intellectual

grumblers. The people live in a nerve-racking tension, and

they are happy about the great success the Fiihrer lias gained.”

Field-Marshal Goring has appealed to the German people

to continue making sacrifices under the Four Year Plan:

“The year 1938 rises like an obelisk of granite above the

centuries; like a tremendous oak-tree it overshadows all

events of German history.

“Also 1939 will be a year of hard labour. The third year

of the Four Year Plan demands the utilization of the entire

strength of the people, because the strength of the nation

always depends on the determination of the individual to

work on and his willingness to make sacrifices. Every single

individual is important—that is the watchword for 1939.”
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In the Dritte Reich
,
to harbour Bertrand Russell’s “Roads to

Peace” behind the clock may lead a shoemaker into prison.

Arrested without warrant, and held without trial, he may pass

into that Nazi darkness called a concentration camp, and may

not be seen again by his kin. They may be allowed to send

blankets, soap, home-cooked food. Receiving a message,

“Be brave”, they must for ever question, “How came that slip

of paper with his handwriting on it to be posted at Berlin?”

—because no other word comes from him.

But it is allowed to have
“
Der Christliche Staatmanri\ by

Wilhelm Stapel, which ends thus: “Wem nun der Germane,

der nordische Mensch
,

seinen Fuss auf den let[ten Streifen

erorhertcn Landes geset{t hat
,
so nimmt er die Krone der Welt

und legt sie Gott {u Fuessen, um sick yon ihm damit kronen {u

lassenF (And when the Germanic, the Nordic, man has set

his foot upon the last strip of conquered land, he will take the

crown of the world and lay it at God’s feet, in order that he

may be crowned by the Almighty.)

From reading this I turned to reading Ibsen. That is a

natural turn. Radio and press repeatedly stressed the Nazis’

feeling of the necessity to cleanse themselves, and all other

Germans throughout the world, of every characteristic which

is not Nordic. The National-Socialist Students’ Union has

beeft entrusted with the task of co-operating with the Nordic

Society in the promotion of Nordic ideals. The plays of Ibsen

are in the repertoire of nearly every theatre.

And this is what I read from Ibsen, in words not quite so

simple as those of Matthew: “If you won all, but lost yourself;

then your whole gain was nothing but a wreath around a

cloven brow.”
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country where they have dwelt. From 1660 to the present

day not one minute deviates from that position. In the crisis

of this autumn (1938) the Society of Friends in Great Britain

held a meeting at its headquarters in London to consider the

Peace Testimony of the Society and its implications and

interpretation to-day. The meeting was the biggest in the

history of the Society in Great Britain. The final minute,

which reaffirmed the Quaker Peace Testimony, stated:

“We have looked over die world and at home, and we have

seen everywhere the denial of those standards of human

relationships which Jesus Christ showed to us. Some evils

stand out clearly, some we know diat we are only just begin-

ning to recognize. God has met us here, and in His presence

we have reaffirmed die testimony of our Society against all

war for whatsoever purpose and have determined to make that

testimony our own to-day.”

Looking back across the centuries, I am thankful to die

thousands individually unknown to history who have held

true to that belief. Friends neidier take part in wars nor

celebrate the victories of armed might.

Guided by this spirit, Quakers of the allied victorious

countries did not rejoice in a victory for which they had not

fought, nor did they tarry for peace terms to be arranged.

They hurried across the frontiers to their friends, die Germans,

to give what aid diey could, bodi spiritual and material,

bringing sympathy and loving reassurance as well as food.

They stood staunchly by the Germans dirough the sad

time that followed. During the occupation of die Ruhr in

1923, English Friends sent a special mission which by inter-

vention with the French military authorities obtained certain

privileges for the imprisoned German officials. The Centres

in Paris and Germany, through co-operation, were able

to alleviate in some measure the tension between the two

countries. Exchange of visits was also arranged between

Germany and France of people of influence in their countries.

Friends took considerable interest in the movement in both
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countries for improving Franco-German relations through

school text-books, and German Friends translated from the

French into German “The Struggle for the History Book in

the Schools of France/*

In the years 1925-8 the Warsaw and Berlin Centres planned

together a series of Polish-German Conferences held in Danzig,

Warsaw, and Berlin. These resulted in the forming of Polish

study groups among students in Berlin and Konigsberg, and

helped towards an unbiased understanding of such thorny

problems as the “Polish Corridor”.

Through the medium of the Quaker centres in Germany

and other contacts, Friends were in a unique position to

receive information on current tendencies in German thought

and the economic situation of the country. As early as 1922

a statement was published on the “peril to all stabilized

civilizations involved in the condition of Germany to-day”.

The increasing anxiety among members of the Germany

Committee of the F.S.C. led them to arrange for the publica-

tion in 193 x of a series of leaflets by well-known authorities

on the direct effects of Reparations payments.

In 1933, through the intermediary of the Frankfurt Centre,

a number of children of German unemployed were enter-

tained by French peasants in Alsace. That year also marked

the beginning of extensive work among German refugees

after the coming of the Nazi regime. Within the Dritte Reich

the Quakers have centres from which they give help to those

in trouble; and “Rest Houses”, where come many afflicted by

the bitterness which so often accompanies great suffering

when it is felt to be undeserved.

There again, as in the post-War era, something very

beautiful has been shown in the German character. The

thanks is not so much for the good food, warmth, and freedom

from financial cares, although these are mentioned with

gratitude, as for having their faith in human goodness restored

to them once more when it had been lost

Outside Germany, many people have asked me if there are
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many German Quakers. Germany, the land that gave Thomas

a Kempis to the world, has its practical mystics still, men and

women who have seen a vision of the true way of life, and want

to be true to that vision, cost what it may. Some of these

people have their spiritual home amongst Friends.

It may seem to people in other countries that it is impossible

to be a true Friend in a totalitarian state. They need to remem-

ber that this era in Germany is not the only time and place

where a minority holding deep convictions on the way peace

can be achieved have found themselves in opposition. Fol-

lowers of Confucius faced that peril in the reign of Ch'in Shih

Huang-ti—some were buried alive, others had “traitor”

branded on their brows, and, chained together, they were

taken north to toil at building the Great Wall of China. He
who was born at Bethlehem, and gave us the Sermon on the

Mount, did not have an easy time. Not so long ago men
were burned at the stake for what they believed. Later, George

Fox and other Quakers were in the English gaols in company

with men and women of sects courageous in suffering for their

convictions. Neither side was kind to pacifists during the

War of 1914-18.

The coming of the Nazi regime in Germany has meant

difficulties for Quakers and other Christians. But in times of

suffering the spiritual feeling of true Christian groups rises.

This is certainly true of the Germans. The sons of those

Germans who preached against the occupation of Belgium

protest from their pulpits with a courage that does not shame

their fathers. Catholics, ably encouraged by the Pope, are

fearless in devotion to Christ's teaching,

I have sat in Quaker Meetings in Germany in various places.

What we call a “living” silence was seldom absent God
seemed more present than in Meetings where life does not call

for the bravery that it does here. The German Quakers go

forward led by the Spirit—a loving fellowship strong in Inner

light, able to believe that virtue lies in every heart, even the

hearts of those who oppose them.
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I have been present when the door has opened and an

official stepped in. I have never seen a German Friends’

Meeting broken up. It has been my experience to have the

official bow his head through what remained of the hour of

quietness and inspired speech, never handing in an order

against the Meeting until after it was finished. In the time of

persecution in England Meetings were ruthlessly disturbed

—

Milton writes of dust thrown on the silent worshippers.

There are records of children who held Meetings alone because

all the grown-ups were in gaol.

It is the Quaker belief that peoples can be a society of

friends living peacefully and profitably together in a frontier-

less and unfortified world. Those who are bom to an environ-

ment where great thoughts are a daily commonplace, often are

not impressed by them until experience makes them real As

a child in the United States I had no contact with forts or

frontiers—even when we went to Canada I did not notice

any. The first sentence in this paragraph was to me but a copy-

book task—something written down by Grandfather which I

must copy neatly twelve times before I could go skating.

That was when I was what my niece Brenda calls “suffering

an education”.

While I lived in Germany, that copy-book sentence became

real to me and, although I saw in process the building up of the

most powerful army the world has ever possessed, I did not

get the impression that the Germans have done with pacifism.

Instead, there grew deep within me a faith that Germans will

be a powerful force in the making of a frontierless and un-

fortified world.



CHAPTER XVI

AUF WIEDERSEHEN

It was April 1938. The long, too mild winter was over. A
false spring had lured the orchards on, and a frost had blackened

the blossoms. There would be no fruit in Germany this year,

so ran a discouraged murmur, while Nazi journals, in prose

and in verse, urged citizens to look on the winter wheat,

bettered by the frost, and hear its promise of white bread.

The sun, pleasantly warm, streamed in my open windows.

Birds sang. Children were playing marbles. A chimney-

sweep climbed up on our neighbour’s roof. He would come

to us next. By a custom so old that no one could tell me when

it began, the city sweeps all chimneys once a month in Dresden.

I was packing. Through the Rhineland, Vienna, Czecho-

slovakia, and Dresden we had followed a trail of music. Now
we were going home to England. I am married to a gipsy

whose habits of travel were firmly established before I met

him. Simplicity in possessions is not one of his characteristics.

The names of the multitude of housekeeping things we carry

are written down in little books, presumably checked by me at

each moving. Towels, sheets, pillowcases, table linen—all

English—fragrant with that nice smell freshly ironed washing

has, were piled on tables and chairs. I had finished one box

when Christl came up with an armful of blankets.

“There is a caller. He has brought you lilacs and tulips,”

she announced.

Leaving her to finish, I tidied my hair and went down to

the drawing-room. He was from my German publisher’s

office. He told me that the head of the firm had hoped to bid

us auf JTiedersehen, but he was in Italy and could not get

300
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back before the day we had set for our departure. So he had
come to bring us the firm’s best wishes for a happy life in

England, and tell me that the Leader of All-the-Germans had
just shown their firm a special and gracious favour. A few
days ago Herr Hitler had ordered thirty-five copies of my
China book to give to his personal friends.

To write clearly is not easy. I am thrilled when I satisfy a

reader. I was pleased that Herr Hitler liked my book well

enough to give copies to his friends. Spring is a time when
hope is all round one. My mood was happy. I like to be

given flowers and flattering messages, I did not mean to

mislead, here or at any time, by my words or my manner.

I may be particularly stupid, but it never occurred to me
when in Germany that I should continuously criticize the Nazis

lest my silence be taken as a sign that I approved of all their

activities.

We did not discuss politics. My husband came. Else

brought tea and, sensibly, the Lin^ertorte which had been

prepared for guests expected on the following day. We spoke

of the frivolity of hoarding up butter, doing without it on one’s

bread, so as to make cakes for parties. We talked of Austrian

cookery and its peculiar difference from German. Our guest

had noticed that Christl, who had let him in, is an Austrian

woman, and asked how she came to be with us in Dresden.

I told how she had been with us, in about the same capacity as

Bald-the-third, ever since a winter day when she rang our

doorbell in Vienna. She had gone with us to Czechoslovakia,

and was going to England. Then my husband, who dislikes

domestic conversation, turned the subject to literature and

music; and we expressed our admiration of the heights

Germans have reached in things of the mind and the spirit.

We enjoyed our guest. After he had gone, I thought of

how short human life is, how there is good and bad in all of us,

and what the energetic in each generation can do to, others.

I considered Hitler, Memory of three incidents concerning

him came back to me on the rays of the setting sun. Two
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had to do with wayside villages. One happened in East

Prussia, where we all went to spend three weeks with the friend

who was Marie’s governess at Tientsin. The other occurred

in die Rhineland.

The people of a hamlet had long disputed with the people

of a Dorfbeyond the hill regarding their respective rights in

a wood. There seemed to he no end to this quarrel. Now
that they had a Fiihrer

,
the people of the hamlet decided to

present their case directly to him. They drew up a list of their

grievances. The schoolmaster wrote the petition on a scroll

in fine script. It was rolled and tied with Nazi ribbon. The

Fiihrer was due to go through on his way to a great assembly.

The tallest man was chosen to wave the petition. Early in

the forenoon of the day, the whole population dressed in their

Sunday clothes and lined up along the street. It was con-

siderably after country dinner time when their Fiihrer whizzed

by. He was in a powerful car. He left ill-feeling behind him.

“Adolf Hitler was born to the people, but he is a mighty man

now. He does not see folk like us—except when he wishes to

use us.”

Until evening they grumbled. Then, shortly after Abendbrot

a young stranger arrived on a motor cycle. Their Fiihrer

had seen the petition waved. He had something so important

to do that he could not stop for it. But he wanted it. lie had

sent this messenger to fetch it. They gave it gladly.

In less than a fortnight they had their answer. The dispute

was to stop at once. It is forbidden for Germans to quarrel

with each other. The man who brought tins reply was to hear

both sides, and the people were to abide by his decision.

Enough German strength had been wasted.

The investigator went about his task quietly. He wrote

his decision in two copies, and gave one to each set of citizens.

He did not set down any details, the interpretation of which

could lead to further dissension. The gist of his decision was
that what the wood produced was to be divided without selfish-

ness. He held a joint meeting which everyone from both
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villages must attend. He led them in singing songs together.

The people did as he decreed. The quarrel, two decades old,

was over.

The second incident is about people who wove a carpet of

flowers from their gardens. They placed this on the road over

which their Fuhrer was to pass. Word of it either reached

him somehow, or as one old man in that village is certain, he

has very long sight. His car and those that escorted him halted.

He got down. Wheels were not allowed to crush the blossoms.

The cars and the escort went round. The Fuhrer walked

through the village. He spoke gently to men, women, and

children. He took the hands of two little ones who ran to

him. Babies went into his stranger arms fearlessly.

No one who saw this could correcdy call it play acting. He

was moved by the gift of flowers put on his road. He was

grateful for love. Goodness shone in his face.

When he had gone, they said: “He is our true German

Fuhrer. He would not let a flower, a bird, or a person be

crushed if he knew it was to be done. He is enthroned in our

hearts. Heaven sent him.”

This village had been troubled. A few days previously a

minor Nazi official had put up a sign “Jews must go”. The

village had just one Jewish family, who had been there as

long as anybody else. The old man is a shoemaker. His

son married Anna, the postmistress, and they have a fair

child named Hans. Although possessed of very slender means

themselves, this family have been very charitable to others m

times of distress. In the War time, people who had no money

had their shoes mended and never had to pay. Now, in the

butter shortage, the old man and his wife were giving more

than half their allowance to a neighbour who was sick. One

of the fair babies whom their Fuhrer had taken into his amts

was little Hans. These village people accepted that as a sign.

They took down the anti-Jewish poster.

The third incident was at a review of soldiers. Some people

gave a party in their offices, and we were among those nrated.
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Food and wine were served inside, and from a large balcony,

through glasses, we could plainly see the officials’ platform as

well as the marchers.

A company of aged veterans came along, one of them so

feeble that I had just thought “He ought not to be walking”,

when I saw his Fiihrer take notice of him. Herr Hitler had

him taken out of the line. A chair was placed for him on the

platform. Aglow with pleasure, the old soldier enjoyed the

remainder of the review from a seat beside his standing Leader.

2

My packing was as near finished as it could be until just

before we started. I had leisure to spend. Enchanting April

called me out of doors. Fed by freshets the Elbe was running

high. A white cargo boat went down stream at fine speed,

brilliant laundry flapping on the line, and a little brown dog

sitting at the prow like a sentinel.

I crossed over to the Weisser Hirsch side, intending to walk

part of the way and then take a tram up to the Kurpark; but

the newly grown grass was a lovely green on this bank of the

river, and a group of pretty children played a springtime

Ringelreihen. Rosy cheeked, they joined hands and circled.

Confidence of life was in their every movement as they sang:

“Wir drehen uns
,
die Wonge glilht und Freude fiillt die Brust.”

A well-dressed woman came on to the path. Her small,

neatly shod feet paced back and forth restlessly. She stared at

the river, and then, as if drawn by their happiness, she stared

at the children. Her sensitive face was pale, her eyes bewildered.

She began to pace again. Although a stranger, I had decided

to go and ask her trouble when I felt someone looking at me.

Turning, I met the gaze of an elderly policeman. I had

begun to wonder why he measured me when he strode off

towards the pacing woman, who was now going up-river with

her back to us. He caught up to her, and walked by her side
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to the second bridge and back, I could see that he was ts^W
persuasively as they returned.

I sat down on the grass and opened my book. Soon I was

interrupted. The policeman stood before me. He paid me the

nicest compliment. He said; ‘‘You have a look one can trust”,

and asked if I would do a kindness. I replied that I would

answer when I knew what he wanted.

He wanted this woman to go to a caf£ he named, and stay

there reading the papers all day until five o’clock. It was now
about eleven in the morning. She must not go home to her

own house until after five o’clock. Then she would find what

she had lost; it would be in the upper right-hand drawer of

the desk in her Fraucn{immtr.

She must not be allowed to stay out of doors. He feared

she might throw herself into the river. He needed to be

quick about what he had to do, and wanted me to escort

her to the cafe and sit there with her until she was quieter. I

said that the cafe idea seemed dreary. I would take her home

with me for the day if she would come.

She burst into tears when I asked her, and sobbed: “You

are both too good.” Then she was concerned for me; “I

must not get you into trouble—are you married to a Ger-

man?” I told her an Englishman. That reassured her. The

policeman called a taxi. We took a ride over the Weisser

Birsch and back because I thought the sight of the leafing

trees would do her good. We had the top down, and the air

brought colour to her cheeks.

Some time ago the Nazi authorities had called in her German

passport, and had not returned it. Then they had sent her a

notice to be out of the country in a fortnight. She could not

go without her passport. No other country would let her enter

without it. When she asked for it they told her that they had

never received it.

She acted as wisely as she could. She was a widow. She

asked aid of her husband^ brother. He plainly did not want

to be mixed up with anyone who was in trouble with the
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Government. She asked friends. They drew away as soon as

they knew her plight. She appealed to every possible official,

but to no avail. She was told that she lied if she said that

the Government had her passport. The very man to whom
she had handed it accused her of either hiding or destroying it.

They exchanged remarks in front of her about her being

neurotic.

Her fortnight was up to-night. She did not know what

they would do to her if she was here after the hour when she

had been warned that she must be away; but she was sure that

it would be better to be dead than found. Germany was her

homeland. The homeland of her fathers. She did not think

these Nazis, many of whom are not German born, have any

right to dictate as to who shall live on this part of the earth.

But they have seized power in the Fatherland. As a child she

had played that same springtime Ringelreihen children were

playing now by the Elbe, and had been as confident as they.

She did not know why she was in trouble. No one would tell

her.

She explained about the policeman. For years he had been

on the beat by her home. He was their “family policeman”.

Somehow he had heard this morning about her lost passport.

When he did not find her at home, he looked for her by the

river. He had promised to get the passport and put it in her

desk. She did not believe that he could do it. Her faith in

things was worn out.

I felt sure that he would do it if he said he would. My
husband was away for the day. He had gone to some musical

people a little way out in the country. I was to meet him at

the Opera and go to a supper afterwards. In the Dritte Reich

one cannot telephone about anything private. I decided that

it was no use bothering anyone else until the policeman had
failed.

We had a quiet day. We played chess, and read aloud. At
half-past five her passport was where the policeman said it

would be.
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I helped her pack. She took a small trunk and two bags.

She left a nicely furnished house. Both father and husband

had left her comfortable fortunes. She could take but ten

marks out of the country with her. Still, she was glad to get

away even if it proved that all else was forfeit to the Nazis.

She gave me good clothes, warm bedding, all the extra cash

she had, and a list of poor people she had been helping. Some

time after seven I saw her depart for Paris where her sister

lived.

I felt in a horrible trance as I dressed for the Opera. I was

so slow that I did not slip into the seat beside my husband until

after the bell had rung for the last act. "Toscd” seemed less

tragic than present-day life.

From Paris I got a telegram announcing her safe arrival.

3

On the morning we left, beautiful Dresden was daubed

with the yellow paint of anti-semitism, and hung with scarlet

in commemoration of the Nazi Fiihrer's birthday. We went to

Kassel, stopping at Weimar for lunch. In obedience to a

command broadcast from the Propaganda Bureau, every

habitation displayed the banner of the hooked cross. Ifanxiety

and sorrow dwelt anywhere on this lovely landscape, they hid

themselves. Only joy and satisfaction were abroad.

We went by orderly fields, neatly painted houses, trim

gardens, and nice forests. It was a gala day. People were

marching, singing, and cheering. At Weimar we could not

drive into the square by the Hotel Erlprm\ because it was nlle

with men in black and brown party uniforms, who ha

gathered for speeches and luncheon. -

We were politely shown a place at the side of the Dufce 01

Weimar’s castle where we could park. We had comedy

because I wanted to put flowers on Goethe’s and Scbi
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desks. We went first to Goethe’s house, intending only to go

to the little room where he used to work.

But as we were coming down the stairs a teacher with a class

of schoolboys went into the museum, and 1 felt curiosity to

know how he taught them. When here with Marie I had

wished for other aids than the collection of relics arranged in

chronological order in the big hall Following this teacher past

Herr Hitler’s statue, I found that he did not need aids. Out

of a full mind he was recreating for his pupils the Weimar of

Goethe’s time.

Using vivid words he arranged a background; one Duke of

Weimar, and then another; this duchess and her successor;

individuals gathered round them, their furniture, their clothes;

a few sentences of reminder concerning the stirring of minds

through the Reformation and the hard times that followed. He
had the attention of his boys, and of myself. He noticed that I

listened. I explained my eavesdropping. With that friendliness

which I have found everywhere a German characteristic, he

welcomed me to his class. He said they were from Bayern,

and were celebrating Herr Hitler’s birthday by this trip.

This stiff-necked, spectacled, threadbare teacher warned his

pupils that the time under study was an era when State

control, particularly in Weimar, was lax. There was no

Bureau of Propaganda and Enlightenment to guide Germans.

Ideas of freedom and liberty for the individual were loose in

the air.

There was no Fukrer
,
and even Goethe failed to devote his

genius to the furtherance of national discipline and obedience.

He made a hero of GStz von Berlichingen, beleaguered in his

tower, defending personal opinion against the forces of law

and order which pressed hard upon liim. Schiller declared

that an artist could follow no voice but the promptings of his

own inner self. The little teacher made live people of these

Germans of the past. Herder, urging men to be “masters of

their own fate”, went through the Weimar streets, his “blue

coat tails flying in the wind”.
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The teacher's range was wide. He did not bother about any

of the ticketed relics of Goethe’s life. He concentrated on

other things. He touched on Novalis, who defined the best

state as one where individual men were powerful, not weak.

He mentioned Wilhelm von Humboldt, who demanded that

the State should limit its sphere of action to the safeguarding

of the citizen's life and property. He dwelt longest on Lessing,

influenced by the philosopher Moses Mendelssohn. He said:

“The author of Minna von Bamhelm discounted patriotism.

When very ardent he called it unheroic. Anything other than

appreciation of all humanity he considered a weakness, a sign

that a man was a coward, afraid of men not exactly his own

image."

“I'm not sure these ideas are not right,” said one boy, the

tallest and strongest. He was promptly scowled at. Sup-

pressed, he became sulky, while the teacher impressed on them

all that, as good Hitler youths, it is their duty to keep their

oath and give instant and blind obedience to the Fiihrers

every command. Then he announced that for ten minutes

they could look at things by themselves. After that it would

be time for lunch.

When I had thanked him I went to find my husband. He

was waiting in the hotel, which was considerably tom up

inside. It was being enlarged because more accommodation for

Nazi officials was needed at Weimar. The former duchy, once

famous for the musicians and writers entertained there, was

becoming a big Government centre. Soon Weimar would be

almost surrounded by military aeroplane fields, and a concen-

tration camp called
**
Biichenwalde” for “Undesirable and anti-

social elements” of the German population.

Feeling tliat the old Weimar was almost gone, except in

memory, I asked to see again the little suite of rooms which

we had occupied when previously here. They were as yet

unspoilt. These were the rooms that the Duke of Weimar

provided for Hans Christian Andersen.

In the countryside beyond Weimar we saw new barracks.
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and many aeroplanes. Thuringia, the green heart of Germany,

is one of the earth’s charming places; we lingered in forested

hills as long as we could, then hastened to Kassel. After we
had booked a room for the night we went to find a stranger,

of whom we had been asked to bring news to England.

She and her family had been working late in their field,

taking advantage of the fine evening, so our plan to arrive

after their supper did not succeed. Sitting on the doorstep,

a board on her knees, the mother was cutting slices of black

bread and smoked sausage. To her children’s delight she was

giving it into their hands and letting them eat it up in trees,

by the haystack, or wherever they chose.

Five children were at home, in ages from sixteen to four;

a daughter was away learning to be a nurse, and a son studying

for the ministry. Her husband, a pastor, was in a concentra-

tion camp. She was grateful for the invitation for some of

her children to come to England, but was certain that Germans
ought to stay in their Fatherland. She would not send any

outside, but if they wanted to go they could. No one wished

to leave. The “cause” would be lost in Germany if those with

eyes that saw the decline of morals, hearts that felt it, and

tongues that dared rebuke it, went into exile.

The mother and two bigger boys talked to my husband,

while I went with die younger ones to see their cow and

new-born calf, three baby pigs a neighbouring farmer had

given them, and the stone mill, very like home-mills in China,

on which they had ground rye. This kleines Bauernhaus had
been willed to their mother by her aunt. They had only come
sometimes in summer until their father was taken. Then their

mother had brought them here to make it their home.
“Father could come out at any time,” said die six-year-old.

“God gives him courage to stay in. We pray for it. He
asked us to pray because it helps him to know that we are

doing so.”

“To come out he has to sign a promise to support every-
thing the Nazis do. He has to take the oath of blind obedience
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to Adolf Hitler. Our father is a Christian. A Christian cannot

approve or be quiet in the face of the things the Nazis do/*

explained the daughter of eleven.

“Christianity is a religion of love,” offered the tiniest

solemnly. “Love and sorrow for whom all the Nazis hurt;

and love and sorrow for the Nazis, too.”

After Kassel, we went to a family who gave us an evening

of a string quartet, playing Mozart. In this house they were

enthusiastic about the Third Reich, and keen on the things

their Ftihrer has done. They know that there has been cruelty,

but “revolution is never bloodless”. They believed that

Germany would soon be invincible, and that Herr Hitler

really does speak for seventy-five million people, whose

strength is at his command.

“If you think otherwise, you are misinformed,” I was told.

They talked with satisfaction of the end of unemployment.

When I asked what will happen eventually about the multitude

now making munitions, they said that the time will never come

when they need be turned off. There will always be a market

for arms—wars are natural to man; and besides, the larger the

Reich grows the more need there will be to defend frontiers

and colonies from jealous nations.

In the Rhineland we said aufWiedersehen to many we knew

well. Above Aachen we halted before the same red-and-wbite

"barrier that had been opened to us nearly four years ago.

“
HeilHitIerV\ said the official. “Heil HitlerV\ we responded

to his country’s convention. My husband went into the way-

side office. I waited.

The formalities for exit were soon completed. The way

was clear to leave Germany. “Auf Wiedersehen—Auf

Wiederseheri'—Until we meet again. As we exchanged that

parting with the man who let us out, we knew that o en we

would be homesick for this land and its people.

En route to Ostend there was lime for a detour to take a

present to our godson in Eupen-Malmedy. He ha grow

finely, and could greet and thank us in English. s^ran
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father hoped for some assurance from us that union with his

Fatherland would come soon.

‘The Saar and Austria have got home”; he had pride in this.

“Probably it will be the Sudeten next, and maybe the Tirol.

Then Memel and Danzig and the Corridor. Our Fuhrer seems

to be swinging round that way. Our time will come—but it is

long. It is long, and I grow old in waiting,”

His daughter-in-law did not want Eupen~Malm<$dy to be

taken into the Retch . Belgium is her country. She was five

years old when the frontier was fixed at its present place. She

has a married sister living on the other side.

“Bibsi is better off under good King Leopold,” she said.

“Our king is of German race. He is a Christian king, I do

not want Bibsi to grow up where Christ is rejected.”

“I know English, French, and German,” suddenly boasted

Bibsi. He won’t be four until June. His English words are

less than a dozen, his French is decidedly limited, and German
is his daily speech, but he has joy in being trilingual “I can

salute Heil Hitler
,
sing Bravo King George, say O.K. Roose-

velt, and wave the flag for my king.”

His mother flushed. “Do you think he is too forward?

It is hard not to spoil when there is only one. Perhaps we
encourage him too much?”

4

The white cliffs of Dover welcomed us to England. Blue-

bells were in flower when we arrived. Almost immediately

I began to prepare this account of my experience among the

Germans. I have felt that I must do it. Its purpose is to help

understanding between Germans and people who live outside

the Dritte Reick We who inhabit this earth must draw closer

together in brotherly love than we have done. We must take

more interest in each other. Selfishness, ignorance, and fear

have brought us to the pass we are in.
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We ought to have helped the Germans to a wiser constitu-

tion after the War, The Weimar constitution is a beautiful

thing—a code for angels. They needed a code for earthly

use. We should have known that they had never learned to

manage civic responsibility. In writing this book about

present-day life among the Germans I have striven to give a

clear, true, and balanced picture. I hope it will rouse wise

men to help them to get back into the vanguard of civilized

people where, by merit of their talents, they rightly belong.

In my portrayal I have not used actual names, excepting those

of State officials, and I have changed the location of incidents

wherever I have thought it necessary. While I have been

working at this, German history has moved on in a tragic

course.

We now live by a wood into which our gate opens to a

path that leads through the wood and fields to Jordans, the

Friends’ Meeting-house where William Penn used to wait for

the voice of God. His grave is in the yard. I am not homesick

here as on the Continent because I never feel far off from

Pennsylvania. The people round me hold the same views, and

order their lives in the same way, as those among whom I

grew. It seems as if I had come home; and it is good to be

among one’s own in months such as these have been.

Since we have been here, more Germans than we expected

have crossed our threshold—each one welcome. We have had

exiles, people on holiday, and advocates of Nazi-ism. I know

myself fortunate to be mistress of a house in a liberal land

where one can listen and talk on neutral ground.

From the many tilings which my guests have told me, it

is my conclusion that through the time of mounting tension

up to the destruction of the Czechoslovakia of Masaryk, an

on to the end of the year, havoc which has deeply stirred

the German people has been wrought in all the lands over

which the banner of the hooked cross waves.

Not all people have been stirred. During my experience

I have met a fairly large number of men and women who give
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to their Fukrer a blind allegiance from which critical judgment

is entirely absent, no matter what happens. One of them

visited us late this autumn. He is a man of education, and

successful in business. He told me that Adolf Hitler is an

Ubermensch
,

a god-man. He said that the Fukrer willed

Mr. Chamberlain to go to Munich so that war might be

avoided, and that eight days before he flew there Mr. Hitler

became quite calm and waited for his arrival. The people I

know who have maintained a steady assurance that the peace

of Europe and the future of civilization can be trusted to one

man, have all been middle-aged. Among youth I have not

known anyone whose confidence has been so steady.

The destruction of Czecho-Slovakia upset me very much.

When Mr. Chamberlain set off by aeroplane for Munich I was

thrilled. I thought that he knew a way in which to adjust

things differently than the way it was actually done. I do not

blame him for what happened. If there was no dunce except

between this and war, then this was die better. But I felt things

should never have reached this crisis.

In my disturbed mood I wrote letters to a number of people,

including young men I knew in the German army. From one

—after some time—
I got a lengthy answer. He had gone out-

side to write and post it. He said that he and a good many
other young men did not like being moved around as chessmen

in a game. He imagined that youths who feel like that are to

he found in other countries as well as in Germany, and that

if he had any choice in the matter he would order a complete

disarmament of the entire world, take down all the frontiers,

and have everything run for everybody's benefit by a com-

mittee of unselfish men devoted to the welfare of humanity.

He had not enjoyed giving two years of life to the boredom

of army training. This is part of his letter, in translation, "I

know that things in my country could be ordered better than

they are. Many of us talk about that, but none whom I know
has devised any workable plan by which a change could be

made. We shrink from a revolution which would cause great
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destruction, and leave us probably no better off than we are
at present, and, perhaps, worse. We rescued Austria last

March. Our entrance met with no resistance from a population

counted German, but whom we found different from ourselves.

They welcomed our soldiers with cheers, but no joy. Soldiers

were given a special allowance—extra pay—to spend in the

land of the poverty-stricken Austrians, and thus create a

feeling of coming prosperity. In the countryside we could pay
for nothing. With a courtesy which was somehow embarras-

sing, people gave us the best they had and refused our money.

We had heard that they were poor. So they were in a way,

but they had things we had not seen for years—many of us felt

like locusts as we passed over their land. After the conquest

Austria was as poor in butter, milk, white flour, wool, and the

pretty things in shops, as Germany.

“We had to let Nazis do things no German should he

allowed to do, and then, when it had run a little time, bring

them to order. The purpose of this was to make it look

as if there would have been civic chaos in Austria but for the

German army. The Austrian face reflected scorn. They

saw through the whole thing. In Vienna deeds were done

that civilized men have never done before. Ballots were

marked ‘Yes’ for the plebiscite, but we know that it was no

more than the acceptance of the inevitable—we were the

barbarian hordes.

“That was spring. The cuckoo announced the coming of

summer. Men were conscripted in Germany to fortify the

Rhine. We had a warning of what it means to be governed by

mandate—a notice that man, woman, and child can be taken

from anything he or she may personally want to do and be set

to work at anything the Government plans. As for soldiers,

they were kept at manoeuvres through long weeks—waiting.

And again marched to meet no resistance, taking over territory

and property, the theft of which made many feel anything but

happy. We have all been to school. We know the historic

boundary line of the Bohemian crownlands. We know how
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Germans happened to live in the Sudeten, and we’ve no
illusions about Nazi interest in poor people. We’ve observed

the Winterkilfe several winters.

“Few have any illusions about propaganda. Some of us

have ski-ed over there, and have never seen any Czech
atrocities. This time a proportion of the rescued ran before

us as fast as they could go. Others welcomed us, expecting to

receive all that they had been promised.

“German soldiers are not beasts,whatever you have imagined.

It was horrible to have to leave Jewish sick unattended by the

roadside in no-man’s-lands, and be forbidden to allow cars

to pass to them with food.

“It may be a thrilling thing to make a conquest by battle

—

the soldier risking his life to gain territory can feel himself

a hero, but ifwe don’t find a foe soon who will fight when he is

encountered, our fine army is going to fall to pieces.” (In other

moods he does not think this—knowing him as I do I am
certain of it —Author.) “We have the guns, and although

we may grumble about the lack of butter, that is really not an

important thing. It is something quite inexplicable.

“And among us many are asking each other ‘What is up?
Are we being decoyed as Napoleon was into Russia? We have
got 10,000,000 people and their lands. There is no bulwark
between us and the Ukraine, or the Black Sea—but we are no
better off in Germany than we were last year. We are poorer
by far.”

This is the way anotherman has been affected. He is middle-
aged, a prosperous manufacturer. He has been a supporter
of the Party, and when I first met him he was sure that this

was the way for his country. He was anti-semitic then, and
told me that most Germans were. Recently he has changed#
“I am cured of anti-semitism because I see now where it leads#

We've got to learn to get along with, and protect, our fellow-
men even though there are some different from ourselves to
whom we are not attracted.”

He told me that men who knew better were among those
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who obeyed when ordered out of their beds to set fire to Jewish

synagogues. He explained that the reflex habit of obedience

was too highly developed in Germans in a time when absolut-

ism was not unsatisfactory. He was deeply troubled that men
looked on without action, although with apprehension, at

Hider youth destroying propertywith Governmentencourage-

ment. “We Germans have been a thrifty and frugal people,

and developed a sense of the care of property. Even in die

time of the Bolshevik uprisings, in the era just after the war,

it was not like this. Although Bolshevik in theory they

remembered that they were German, and put papers on

polished floors before they placed guns on them. That may

seem queer to a foreigner, but there is a Germanness in it which

I like. I am not the only one lost to the cause. Those fires did

not please the German populace. The whole anti-Jewish show

was a strategic mistake. Five years of intensive propaganda

have failed to rouse the German people to a spontaneous

pogrom. Our people are humanitarian. They were the

happiest when led by kings who saw to it that they practised

the Christian virtues.

“This blunder has won us die condemnation of the civilized

world, and rightly. It has lost to the Government the adherence

of vast numbers of people without ability openly to stand

against it, yet certain that it is wrong. My workmen were not

pleased about it, and other men have told me the same about

theirs.

“The people are not ignorant of the feet that ever since the

Nazis came into office they have taken as forfeit the money in

the treasury of every club and organization, large and small,

which they have ordered to be closed. They know of private

fortunes
—

‘Aryan’ fortunes—forfeit to the State, and the

sudden disappearance of good people. And now they see

Nazi confiscation of £80,000,000 from the Jews. To peasants

and workers that sort of thing is plain theft.
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5

Angela is eighteen. She came to me in England because

there was a thing she wanted me to help her do. Three and a

half years ago, when she first wrote me, she was a child—

a

child in Arcadia. Her hair, the colour of ripe wheat, was in a

braid, and her blue eyes shining as we sat by the Rhine and

she told me of National-Socialism. She was a Hitler Maid,

Her selfless heart, her talent for influencing others, and all her

strength were her Fiihrer s to use.

She now held a Nazi job, which she combined with an

unofficial mission. Accredited as a Nazi worker, she could

move about with a freedom she said she would not otherwise

have. Her unofficial mission was “listening to the voice of

the people”.

She dialled my radio, picking up a succession of German

stations. I heard nothing unusual. Other nations, including

my own United States, were being portrayed as dens of

iniquity. England happened then to be occupying the centre

of the stage. Identical statements, in three different voices,

from three stations, followed one after the other, quoting an

Arab paper on the wicked behaviour of British troops in

Palestine. It was but a repetition of the reports, from so-called

eye-witnesses or obscure middle European newspapers,

formerly broadcast as committed by the Czechs on the Sudeten

Germans. There was good music. She let me hear only a

few bars from Chopin and Bach. There was a weather report,

and an interesting talk on cookery had my attention when she

dialled off.

She said: “You may think that our radio is the voice of our

people, but it is not. The voice of Nazi-ism is trumpeted, but

the true voice of Germany is a murmur so low that only the

patient and gentle can hear it. Many of us who were formerly

deaf to all but the cause that had enthralled us, are listening
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now to news that is never published. What we learn we are

passing from one to another.”

Earnestly she endeavoured to give a report which I would

credit. With my young German friends I have a reputation

for scepticism. This is due to the fact that when I was young

my educators were Quakers who counselled against too hasty

enthusiasms. She covered the map of her country from

Konigsberg to the Brenner, from the North Sea into the

Sudeten. Compatriots had assisted in arming her. I was not

asked to accept a general statement for any district until the

conclusion had been buttressed with specific incidents, in

which she gave the occupation and home background of the

person whose “voice” she reported.

Her record was written in her memory. In Germany they

wrote nothing down. They passed what they learned by

word of mouth. If record was found in the Dritte Reick, at the

frontier, or by a German spy in England, the carrier would

have endangered the people reported. Also, the earner's

chance to work towards the re-establishment of civilization

in Germany would be over. These are things she said.

Discontent is widespread. The Nazis never have represented

all the people, and now many who were won by misrepre-

sentation, or were conquered by fear, are stirring. While

broadcasting to the world that they speak for the whole people

of Germany, the leaders have had to arrest an ever-increasing

number, until a total they dare not publish has been taken into

concentration camps. They silence a never-ending opposition

by beheading; among these are many seventeen to thirty years

of age. Their death fans the cause.

Neither propaganda nor violence are the power that they

were. People are uncertain as to how to effect a change, but

they want a change. Fundamentally, Germans are goo

People are making cults of men who stand against Nazi-ism.

Pastors who refuse the oath, and condemn wickedness from

their pulpits, have a greater following than thosewho donot-

and when they are taken into concentration camp that follow-
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ing increases. They are called blessed when they stay in

prison, refusing to retract wlmt they have said. Lay folk

gather courage against fear by the pastor setting this

example.

In the Sudeten, people who welcomed the union with

anticipation are already whispering how much better it was

under Benes. In Austria, people who discounted Ilerr von

Schuschnigg as a narrow, bigoted Catholic, take courage from

his courage. Peasants who did not know the name of this

minor Tirolean nobleman when he was Chancellor, toll stories

of him: how he threw his service cap into the open grave of

the murdered Dollfuss, pledging his life “For Austria*’, and

how he has kept that pledge. He could have flown before the

arrival of the Nazis—a plane was ready and his friends urged

him to go—but he stayed to drink the cup of bitterness with

Austria. Taunted, reviled, tortured, he has shown men how
to keep faith with their principles. Even when the Nazi Fiihrer

came to try to make him go, because his presence strengthens

the courage of those who have surrendered but not submitted,

he would not leave.

People in Germany, in Austria, in Bohemia, watch with

growing apprehension the exodus of neighbours ordered to

leave the Reich. Those who rushed into Germany after the

War have long since departed. They were foot loose. Those
who are going now are uprooted from places where their

families have long lived, in some cases for zoo years. Despite

what the propaganda bureau may try to teach, Hans and

Gretchert know whether or not their own neighbours, Jacob

and Rebecca, have been folk whom it is good to live beside

through thick and thin. They do not have the civic courage

to stand by a neighbour, but every time a good neighbour is

taken the Government loses prestige with those who are

left
~

What she wanted was for me to be less silent than I had
been. She asked me to condemn in no uncertain terms every

breach of the humanities done in Germany, and combine this
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with outspoken belief in the goodness of the German people.
She wanted me to ask all my friends to do the same. She said
that it would help.

“You do believe in us, don’t you?” she pressed.

I assured her that I have faith in the goodness, the courage,

and the endurance of the Germans. They are a people whose
true nature is not to hate, but to love all their fellow men.
When they had passed through the fires of the Reformation

their hearts were neither stone nor ash. They were pure gold.

With this treasure they founded a kingdom so strong that they

could fearlessly welcome Jew and Gentile, Pagan and agnostic,

to full citizenship.

In ages past die Germans have reached so high in getting

truth for mankind that they have touched the stars. They
have brought down for us gifts beyond estimation. That

contribution is not ended.

6

Often I have heard it said that Nazi-ism will last a thousand

years. I think that those who speak for it over-estimate the

time of its duration. The good in this movement will endure.

All other elements the German people will discard. They are

not an ignorant mass. They are an educated populace. Their

future history will be different from that of a less cultured

people on whom barbaric emotionalism is used.

It is well to reconsider their past. Before the close of the

eighteenth century, the intellectual of their forefathers lad

dreamed a system of education that would raise the moral and

intellectual level of the whole people. Rulers were won to the

movement. By the opening of the nineteenth century all the

German States, led by Prussia, had established schools—-and

normal schools for the training of teachers—to give the people,

rich and poor, opportunity for education. And in 1819 State

laws made attendance compulsory. Present day Germans bear
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the mark of this attempt so clearly that I am convinced of its

success. It permeates every class.

Circumstance did not seriously press their fathers to sue,

and die if there be need, for civic rights. The fact that the

Germans have to-day no political liberty is not a true sign that

they are a people too backward to assume the responsibilities

of Government.

In past times, those of their number who made efforts to

secure a hold on the steering wheel of State could gather but

a feeble following. Ruled as they were, there seemed no

necessity to ruthlessly demand more than was benignly given.

Civic responsibility is a heavy burden—few cared to assume

it. One has but to look into the histories of other nations to

learn that we are all akin in this reluctance.

I have talked with many educated in the time of Frcihdu

Few of them ever considered the possibility that freedom of

intellect might lead to what exists under Nazi-ism, They did

not dream that such liberty could result in suppression, by
men of Sturm und Drang

,
of all voice but their own. Politics

were never even considered seriously by many of these

descendants of nineteenth-century Germans.

When the War was over they lost their kings, and other

liege lords, so rapidly that many with whom I have talked do
not know how it happened; they blame it on the victorious

democracies, and tell me that they looked on their own
democracy merely as something forced on them by military

defeat. Not all, of course. There were loyal supporters of the

Weimar Republic, but not enough. The others, harassed by
the unruly, who interpreted civic liberty as civic licence, were
only too glad to hand the responsibility of government to

any leader willing to assume it, protect them from all bother,

and give back the happier past.

But, alas, that beautiful past has not been restored to them.
Some Germans never hoped for it, and warned others, sacrific-

ing their liberty and their lives in order to do it. Many are

only now waking to realization of what has happened. Even
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when they saw evil done they held on to a comfortable hope
that everything would come out all right in die end. Few
are evil, but a great number close their eyes to what
goes on, and continue to hope. An increasing number do
not.

Nazi-ism is a materialism. My estimation is that a very small

proportion of the Germans are materialists. They are mostly
people whose poetic comprehension is more developed than

their commonsense—but they are not materialists. On the

radio and in the Press there is great clamour about a German
demand for the return of colonies, but in non-Nazi circles

there is a stirring concern regarding foreign affairs which has

nothing to do with colonies. Colonies is a subject less im-

portant, in many German minds, than a very real concern for

civilization. The German people’s reluctance to .war is not

wholly fear that their land may be bombed, but encompasses

a concern that other countries may be bombed.

Just as Nazi anti-semitic propaganda has failed to do more

than make many keep quiet, and others take part under orders,

so the vile propaganda against other nations has failed to

make the people as a whole hate them. To my certain know-

ledge three nations and their nationals are popular in Germany

to-day—England, America, and Sweden. I have not tested

die popularity of others, but I can state that there is many an

admiring word said for Herr Benes; and it is remembered that

he is of the people who gave to Germany, in the seventeenth

century, Johannes Amos Comencius
—

“the father of German

common school education”, a Hapsburg exile.

Even when in another land those of us who have a wide

German friendship are kept continuously close to die civic

troubles of Germans. Our situation is similar to that of all our

English friends who have connection with those who dwell in

die Dritte Reich, We never know from which German the

mail will bring an appeal “Help me to get out”, or “Will you

take my children”. When telephone or door-bell ^nngs we

do not know whose voice will say: "I have had to fly” we are
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now beyond all possibility of surprise. German-Aryan,

German-Jew, and German-Czech are among those who turn

to us.

A government does not stand long, without drastic modifica-

tion of its tenets, when this begins to happen. It is but a

warning of the unrest rising in the land they leave. I had this

wisdom from the Chinese political philosophers.

Among refugees who have come to us there is one recently

arrived from Germany via Switzerland. He sat at my husband’s

piano—playing as if we were not there—playing German

music, Czech music, Russian music—playing with a feeling

divinely inspired—a man bewildered, seeking guidance from

other musicians.

In the “Who is Who” of German music, a long list of

celebrated accomplishments are recorded below his name. He

was composing at sixteen, and his music has absorbed all his

attention until now, when he is in early middle age. He is

“Aryan”. He had forty-eight hours in which to leave the

Dritte Reich .

He has said this: “The Swiss are alarmed—they arm—they

arm—to hold this storm at bay if they can. They see the

gathering
4

Gotterdammerung I was preoccupied with my
compositions, I did not wake. The burning of the Berlin

Reichstag signalled the start of
4

Gotterdammerung\ We have

had our second warning in the firing of the synagogues. Fire

is its theme. One hundred and twenty-six beautiful synagogues

—all the synagogues of the German-Jews burst into flame in

one instant—oil and then fire—it will be the Catholic Church

next—the beautiful churches—then the homes of the people.

It is a crash more terrible than Wagner foretold. Yet he is

right—his music is right for it.”

And he continued: “You remember Frau Li”—we nod

—

“they have taken her fortune—first they took her car, the car

she used to send for my use—then they took her property

—she is allowed roo marks a week—Frau L, a Nazi pensioner

because she is a German-Jew—that lovely park at her country
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place—I wrote some of my best music as her guest, and she

has had to go to her daughter at X. They will make a house-

hold with what they are allowed. A twilight of the gods comes

on us all, and yet you say I must learn English.”

“No, not learn English, but use English. Perfect your

English. Don’t fall back into German continuously. German

is a tongue few understand here,” we press on him.

He will come through his twilight. He has his art God

has gifted him. Art is enriched by suffering—he will now have

more to give mankind than before.

I too, can see that
**
Gdtterdammermg Much in Germany

has already gone, but brave men and women there hold up the

edifice of civilization, and their support is an educated populace,

a populace waking to realization of the danger.

I do not share the view of those who feel that if that crash

occurred it would mean the end of civilization. Nor do I

think that a general European war would end civilization.

We would have to endure it, as my dear ones in China endure,

and those who survived would carry on regardless of which

side had the victory. But much of great beauty, which should

be the property of our children, and our children’s children,

would be destroyed. I am thankful for what peace we have

It is Christmas Day as I write this page. Logs bum brightly

on my fire. We have a tree, and there is a smell of candles

and hemlock. The landscape beyond our windows is white,

with the laurel hedge gleaming, green and glossy. There »

snow for my first English Christmas. HoUy grows here as

tall as trees. In our thicket it was adorned with a glory of

berries ready for hungry birds to feast on.
?

There are many robins. They come to to^doorfor

crumbs. The English robin is smaU, f

breasted. These robins are a K
the same effect on our German friends. J ^
Sot out awareness, even remembrance, of 1—
Whether or not next Christmas has as much peace as this one,
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or more, depends too much upon the strength of the faithful

among the Germans.

They need the aid we can give them—our prayers, our

friendship, and all the recognition and support that our

statesmen can devise.

Auf Wiedersehen
,
and a good New Year.




